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THE

LIFE OF CHARLES LEVER.



" In what strange and dissimilar situations I have been thrown in life ! I have lived in every

rank at home and abroad, in comparative affluence—in poverty; I have looked on at the world,

in all its gala dress of a ealth, and rank, and beauty ; of power, of station, and command of intellect

;

and I have seen it poor, and mean, and naked, the companion of gloomy solitudes, and the denizen

of pathless forests; and yet found the same human passions; the same love and hate; the same

jealousy and fear, courage and daring; the same desire fur power, and the same wish to govern,

in the red Indian of the prairie as in the starred noble of Kurope. The proudest rank of civil-

•• has no higher boast than in the practice of such virtues as I have seen rife among the

wild dwellers in the dark forest. Long habit of moving thus among my fellow men, has worn off

much of that conventional reverence for class which forms the standing point of all our education at

homo, 'I he tarred and weather-beaten sailor, if he be but a pleasant fellow, and has seen life, is to

me as agreeable a companion as the greatest admiral that ever trod a quarter-deck. My delight has

been thus, for many a year back, to ramble through the world, and look on its game like one who sits

J»cforc the curtain, and has no concern with the actors save in so far as they amuse him."

Charles Lever. [1842.]
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PEEFACE.

Critical judgments on some recent biographies have

convinced me that the free introduction of a man's

private letters is often a mistake. The otherwise valu-

able " Life of the Kev. Charles Kingsley " may perhaps

be taken as an example ; in reviewing which the

Athenmim* and other journals condemned as uninterest-

ing, and calculated to create " disappointment,'' the

letters with which his widow filled it. The most

troublesome part of my labour was to digest the mass

of Lever's correspondence, and to reject all that did not

contain something characteristic of his life. I have

read piles of his letters without being tempted to make

many notes. Every point, however, marked by wit,

or as furnishing fact for his life, I have carefully welded

into the narrative. Many of his letters digress into

discussion on the politics of the hour, which to quote in

these memoirs would tend to re-open questions happily

long closed. It is, moreover, as Lever himself writes,

* See No. 2564 for December 16, 1876.
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"nol always wise to invite spectators—already happy in

theatrical illusion—to walk behind the seenes and view

all the lath and plaster appliances and nnsightly strings

which make up stage effect.

"

I desire at the very outset to express my gratitude to

Lever's life-long associate, Major D , whom he

designed to be his biographer, and who possessed his

entire confidence. lie placed all his treasures at my

disposal, and his help has been prodigal all through.

The Hew Canon Hayman, Rector of Douglas, Cork,

Lever's dear friend and correspondent, who would have

discharged the present task so well had he been per-

suaded to undertake it, also deserves in a special degree

my best thanks. I am under many obligations to the

representatives of the late James MeGlashan, Esq.,

Lever's publisher, who afforded me the perusal of

nearly four hundred letters. For a similar aid I am

indebted to the widow of the late Rev. Edward Johnson,

to Miss Constance Anster, daughter of the late John

Anster, Esq., LL.D., and to Mr. Bentley of New

Burlington Street.

Mr. Pearce of Queen Anne Street, nowr a distinguished

artist and formerly the amanuensis of Lever, rendered a

double service to this book. Henry Innes, Esq., Lever's

cousin and associate from boyhood, has supplied in

writing very valuable information ; while, for lesser aid
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I am bound to thank John Adair, Esq. B.L. ; Eev. A.

K II. Boyd, D.D.; Eev. D. Babington; Dr. Banks;

M. J. Barry, Esq. ; Dr. Bigger; Courtnay Boyle, Esq.,

Ex-Private Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant ; Sir Bernard

Burke ; the late Isaac Butt, Esq., M.P. ; E. Clibborn,

Esq. ; Eev. Geo. Craig, M.A. ; Eev. Graham Craig, M.A.;

Sir John Crampton, Bart. ; Dr. Cullman ; Sir Ealph

Cusack ; Dr. Darby ; Canon Dwyer ; Baron Erlanger

;

Canon Floyd, LL.D. ; S. C. Hall, Esq. ; Lord Houghton

;

Dr. Hudson; Sir Henry James, Q.C. ; Sir Kingston

James, Bart. ; Dr. Benjamin Johnson ; Jaspar Joly, Esq.,

LL.D. ; F. A. Iveane, Esq. ; the late Judge Keogh

;

his nephew, Dr. John Lever, A.B.
; J. Lauder, Esq.

;

W. Hartpole Leeky, Esq. ; the late J. S. Lefanu ; Dr.

Leet ; the Bishop of Limerick ; Mrs. Lever ; Mrs.

Lodge ; Judge Longfield ; Mrs. Louche, relict of James

Lever's executor ; Dr. Lytton Maclntyre ; Dr. Nedley

;

Major O'Beirne, M.P. ; A. Palmer, Esq. F.T.C.D.

;

Dr. Parkinson ; Dr. Bidgeway ; the late Dr. Seward

;

General Seymour ; Mrs. Sanger ; Sir Hamilton Seymour,

formerly Minister at Brussels; Lord Spencer and his

cousin Miss Boyle ; Colonel Steward ; the late Dr.

Stokes ; G. F. Shaw, Esq. F.T.C.D.; Anthony Trollope,

Esq. ; Eev. Chancellor Tisdall ; the late Dr. Tuohill ; E.

Tyrrell, Esq., F.T.C.D.; Eev. C. A. Yignoles ; Henry

West, Esq., Q.C. ; the late Lord Chief Justice White-
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side; the late Sir W. Wilde; 15. Williamson, Esq.,

F.T.C.D. ; Eev. II. Wilson White, M.A., &c. The

courtesy I received from John George Adair, Esq., D.L.,

I must always remember gratefully.

It will be observed that this book largely embraces

the earlier period of Lever's life—the period involved

in most obscurity-—and requiring more than ordinary

Labour to unfold and explore. In pursuing this course

I have followed the subjoined prescription of Lever

himself in a paper on " Grattan's Life by His Son,"

written wrhen Lever was a practising physician at

Jhnssels.

"Of the first period, during which biography is uncon-

nected with history, the son can say nothing of his own

knowledge: his memory cannot reach so far back. We

may assume, as a very low average, that a man is forty-

five years of age before his sen is old enough to have

any distinct perception and understanding of what

passes before him ; but the first period has passed long

before he attains this age. Those early years are among

the most interesting in a great man's biography : they

arc in general those of which we know least and desire to

know most. We desire to know by what education his

character was formed, and those abilities matured which

afterwards led him to distinction; what wrere his early

habits ; what his natural disposition ; what part of his
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conduct or character in youth gave promise of his future

fame. For all this information we must look not to his

son3 but to his contemporaries, and we feel a wish that

his biography had been undertaken by some of them.

If the son possesses any peculiar advantages in obtaining

traditionary information respecting his father, and in

obtaining access to letters, and other private documents,

it is, in our opinion, more than counterbalanced by that

pious reverence for his parent's memory which causes

him to attach importance to every trivial occurrence."

I undertook, not without diffidence, the task of

writing the biography of the great novelist of my

country; but observing some years ago that the men

who intimately knew him were fast passing away—and

that not one of the survivors was likely to take the

labour in hand, I determined to go to work while their

aid and counsel yet remained accessible. On looking

over my book, I am sadly reminded that not a few of

my informants have since followed him to whose

memory they materially helped to build this monu-

ment.

Throughout its progress, I have received the prodigal

help and counsel of highly-gifted friends, several of

whom shared Lever's confidence from boyhood; but,

some older men who knew him best had not the energy

requisite to face the undertaking. One began it, but
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soon relinquished it, feeling; that it required the ardour

of a younger man and one better acquainted with the

anatomy of biography, to grope for and grasp the

various veins and arteries from which Lever's real life

can alone be supplied.

In these volumes his eventful career will be found

honestly traced; and if, in passing, many minor

traits are noted, I have but followed the counsel of

Johnson, who declares that " the incidents which give

excellence to a biography are of a volatile and evanes-

cent kind—such as soon escape the memory, and are

rarely transmitted by tradition ; " while his own bio-

grapher, Boewell, avers, " minute particulars arc fre-

quently characteristic, and always amusing, when they

relate to a distinguished man."

Hekbkrt Hov- , Pi n ii rcs Road,

Ih-bli.n, May 1st, 1879.
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Vol. I. p. 184, line 8 from top, for "Foot" read "Rcgt.'

*
#
* "Whenever the note "D. I'. M." appears, it implies Dublin University

Magazine.
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CHAPTER I.

Birth and Boyhood—James Lever's belongings—School-days and adven-

tures—Theatrical Exploits—Military bias—Mr. limes' Recollections

—

A Comical Portrait—The Battle of Mountjoy Fields, and what came of

it—A Police Magistrate disgraced— Lever's first and only Love—Recol-

lections of the boy Lever, by Henry West, Esq., an Irish County Judge.

Charles Lever was not very accurately informed as

regards his own age, and told Mr. ITcGlashan so in 1853.

The memoir revised by himself in " Men of the Time,"

states his natal year as 1809. The obituary notices

mechanically copied what they found ; but a mortgage

deed, preserved in the Eegistry Office, Dublin, estab-

lishes the truth :
—" 1809. James Foxall to James

Lever, carpenter and builder, premises, North Strand,

dwelling-house, outhouses, yard, and garden held for

of John Lever, eldest son of lessee, and Charles

James Lever, his 2nd son: John then aged 13, Charles

3 years.'
1

Thus it appears that Charles Lever was born,

not in 1809, but in 180G. The deed fixes the year;

and, as regards the day of the month, he told the Eev.

Samuel Hayman that his birthday was the 31st of

August, adding a wish that the month had only thirty

VOL. I. B

/



a LIFE OF CHARLES LEVER.

days, and he might have escaped the war and tear of

this work-a-day world.

Charles James Lever was bom in the North Strand,

Dublin, of which the name was changed to Amiens

Street after the treaty of 1802.* His father's house

faced some waste ground, on which the Northern

Railway Terminus has since been built, and adjoined

N< 'lth Cope Street, now known as Talbot Street, famous

for Beresford's Biding School, where in 1798 triangles

were raised to aid in the administration of torture to

suspected persons. But Dublin became at last used to

this sort of thing ; and a wag one day wrote over the

door "Mangling done here by Beresford and Co."t

" Triangles " had long been a familiar household word

to young Lever, and when a phrenologist once criticised

his head he said he had a decided predilection for the

comic and not the slightest for conic sections—that

* Tin' burial, baptismal, or other registers of St. Thomas's Chun b, Marl-

borough Strr>-t, throw li" light upon the dates of James Leveri marriage,

oi even tin- births of his children ; and tin- old Dublin Directories ignon

him altogether. This, perhaps, is due to the facl thai Marlborough

a and a tract of waste ground intervened between Dublin proper and

the suburban purlieus of Mabbot Street, North Strand, and Blenheim

Street. Tin- latter and Marlborough Green have Bince been swept away.

To the Registry of Deed ,!
i musl Loofc for information. The first

ad found of James Lever's existence is an assignment, dated May
26th, 1800, from "Samuel Taylor to James Lever, builder, Montgomery

t and North Strand." He afterwards extended his holding to Mabbot

which a lease was given on June 1st, L821, by Lord Blessington,

husband of the rattling Irish girl, Margaret Power—afterwards famous for

her ]>1 asanl receptions ;it Gore House—and for the warm reception she

herself received as an authoress. James Lever's final move wus to the

U private house, 74, Talbot Sfar© t.

f The Right Hon. J. Claudius Beresford, see p]>. 4, ~>.
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there never was a man with less mathematical head,

and that he had as great a horror of triangles as though

he had figured in the Irish Rebellion.

James Lever was an Englishman, and is said to have

claimed kindred with no end of Levers, all more or less

distinguished, including Ealph and Thomas Lever, both

learned church writers in the 16th century; Christopher

Lever, author of "Queen Elizabeth's Tears;" Sir Asshe-

ton Lever, of whom presently; and Darcy Lever, who

wrote the " Sea Officer's Sheet Anchor." *

His family was an old Lancashire stock, part of the

bone and sinew of that great nursery of self-reliant men.

Xear Bolton are three parishes—Darcy Lever, Great

Lever, and Little Lever; and the name originally was

derived from a locality, and written " De Lever." The

senior line was seated at " Great Lever."

In the lGth century Adam Lever, Esquire, of Great

Lever, had an only child and heiress, Margaret, who

married in 1535 Sir Ealph Assheton, and brought with

her the lordship of Lever. Thenceforth, the junior

branches seem to have used Assheton as a baptismal

name.*!' Charles Lever's great uncle, Sir Assheton Lever,

was noted for his museum. The objects, chiefly in

natural history, were dispersed by lottery in July,

* Particulars of these men may be found in Allibone. For fuller notices

of prominent persons of the name, vide Index to the Publications of the

Parker Society.

f They who cure to know more of them would do well to see Baines'

" History of Lancashire ;" and "Assheton of Lever," &c, in Burke's " Extinct

Baronetcii

B 2
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1S0G.* " Sir Assheton Leveiy ' writes Charles, "was

my father's uncle, an old hermit, who squandered a

large fortune on stuffed birds and founded a museum

—

having beggared his family."

One of those stricken by vicissitude was James Lever,

but, full of energy, ho resolved to do for himself. The

soil of Ireland was no terra incognita to him, one of his

ancestors having been a soldier of fortune under the

Commonwealth,^ whose representatives are found in

Ireland between the j^ears 1753 and 17774

Mr. Carolin, of Dublin, builder, an octogenarian, and

for a long period the landlord and close neighbour of

Tames Lever, describes him as an English carpenter

and builder, who, emigrating to Ireland, obtained

through Government favour the work of the Custom-

house, and rose to wealth in the enjoyment of a

monopoly much coveted by his brethren in the trade.

A book called " Sketches of Irish Political Characters,"

published in 1799, describes the Custom-house, as then

recently built by John Claudius Beresford, Commis-

* Vide an engraving of the Museum, and of the ticket of admission, in

Hone's "Every-day Book," vol ii. pp.493 to 496.

t The list of adventurers printed in Mr. Prendergast's "Cromwellian

Settlement of Ireland," includes the name of Robert Lever, jun., of Man-
. and in that city Lever Street may be found. Liverpool was anciently

spelt Lever-pool.

Irenes in the registry office show in 1753, Richard Shaw, of Dublin,

reciting his settlement with Ellen Lever, whose fortune is paid by her

father to a trustee, Jas. Lever, of Wigan, Lancashire ; and in 1777, Mrs.

of Portobello, Dublin, executed a deed to Rev. John Level, of

Oarlingford. There is nol now in Dublin a person of the name. Later

deeds del ribe the father of our novelist as James Lever, of Talbot 3

Esquire, Bhowing the good position attained by him.
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sioner of Pevenue, nominally for the public service,

but really as a palace for personal residence. He was

the back-stairs Viceroy, who manipulated every de-

partment of the executive, and in comparison to whose

power the Lord Lieutenant himself was a cypher.

This potential race is still represented by persons

wielding high influence. In a recent visit of the Lord

Primate to the Solicitor's office in the Custom-house, he

gazed so steadfastly around that a clerk ventured to say,

" Your Grace seems to know this room !
" "I ought,"

was the reply, " for I was born in that corner !
" The

patronage of Lever by the Beresfords proved no disad-

vantage to himself and family.

Until 1808, the Bank of Ireland stood in Mary's

Abbey, when its business was transferred to the palatial

walls once graced by the Irish Parliament. During

the preliminary alterations, as Mr. Keane tells, James

Lever acted as clerk of the works. Charles, fifty years

ago, bemoans with something of personal feeling, that

both the Senate and the Custom-house should find their

occupation gone. He speaks of "walking the cold and

comfortless corridors of the now deserted Custom-house,

and refers to that splendid money-office, which was erst

the house of Legislature of Old Ireland." *

The first important task which James Lever carried

to completion was the ornate " Pound Church," Dublin,

built from designs by Johnston, and opened for service

in March, 1807. He was also associated with Johnston

* " Dublin Literary Gazette," Feb. 6, 1830, p. 91.
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in the erection of St. George's Church and the General

Post Office. Johnston was a very influential man, and

b randed the Royal Hibernian Academy. Another archi-

tect, Mr. Louche, had a high opinion of James Lever,

threw some work in his way, and was, at last, appointed

i xecutor under his will. It was jokingly said of Lever,

that lie became a great contractor in proportion as lie

enlarged the sphere of his labours.

Fifty years ago, the profession of architect was not

very clearly defined. Many confounded it with that

of 1 milder—possibly influenced by the proverb, "a good

architect buildeth on a sure foundation." James Lever

was styled an architect quite as often as a "builder,"

and few were disposed to cavil at the honorary rank

thus awarded.

He is doseribed by his wife's family as a hands* a no,

well-built man, famous for his prowess at athletic spoils,

with pleasant off-hand manners, and socially a great

favourite. " lie told a story better than any man I

ever hoard, his son not excepted." *

In 1795, James Lever married Julia, daughter of

Mathew ( Sandier, Esq., and niece of Archdeacon Helsham,

both being Cromwellian families who had received grants

of land, in virtue of their services as soldiers under the

Protector. The precise date of the marriage cannot be

ascertained, no deed of settlement having been executed.

* The reader is requested t-> Bee in the " Portfolio " appended to these

volumes, tin- valuable recollections <>i' EL [nnes, Esq., whirl) <li<l qo! reach

us until nearly the whole work was in type.
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It was a love match ; and both to the last comported

themselves more like lovers than persons of advanced

years ; Mrs. Lever being described by her cousin as

generally sitting on James Lever's knee at dinner, help-

ing everybody and seldom eating anything herself.

By the will of James Lever, proved May 2Gth, 1833,

all his property is devised between his sons John and

Charles James. John, afterwards in orders, whose

services as a preacher of charity sermons were often

sought, had finally a quiet life of it in a rural parish,

without a flock, and died long previous to his over-

worked brother. "Better to wear out than rust out,"

were amongst his last words. No issue beyond the

two sons marked the marriage of James Lever with

Julia Candler. John was ten years the senior of Charles,

who followed him on exactly the expiration of the

decade. John Lever died in 1862, Charles in 1872 ; but

John's birthday was in July, while that of his brother

fell in August.

That Charles Lever attended three schools before he

went to the Eev. George Wright's Academy, will be

new even to his own descendants. Mr. Eosborough, of

33, Molesworth Street, Dublin, has been good enough

to communicate some useful recollections of childhood,

which will prove the more welcome when the words of

Dr. Johnson are remembered :
" Not to describe the

schools or the masters of men illustrious in literature, is

a kind of historical fraud by which honest fame is

injuriously diminished" :

—
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1
• My recollection of Charles Lever dates from his

cradle, and it may be said that we were born under the

same roof, a party-wall merely dividing my father's

house from James Lever's. AVe were constantly to-

gether in infancy and through different stages of child-

hood, which it now gives me pleasure to retrace. In

1809 a schoolmaster named Ford came to lodge in my
father's house, and opened an academy there. Charley

Lever, then aged not more than three years, was one of

the pupils. Ford's sister, a figure not unlike Mrs.

Squeers, kept house for him. Among the boys, the

wonder only was how ' one small head could carry all

it knew ;

' but Ford was fearfully addicted to the brutal

habits of his time and of his class. lie daily flogged

the boys with savage ferocity. Little Lever came in

for his share ; but it was not easy, even at that tender

age, to beat out of his elastic nature its joyous buoyancy.

Ford had forty pupils, of whom I am now the sole

survivor ; and he enjoyed in the locality some reputa-

tion as a teacher. One day a new boy having arrived,

Ford flogged my elder brother out of his seat to make

room for the new-comer—little Lever looking aghast at

the outrage. My father was constantly out during the

day, or his child's cries would have brought him to the

rescue, but that evening he showed the welts on his

arms and back ; and my father, boiling with rage at the

sight, rushed upstairs to where Ford was reposing in his

easy chair, and seizing his birch rod, which he bore like;

a sceptre, thrashed him with such severity that he ran
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yelling out of the house, aud was never seen more. I

am bound to add, that it was the fashion of the day to

flog boys savagely at school. Another of my masters

—

Mooney—would not be bothered flogging any isolated

victim, but generally put twelve or fourteen in a row,

and then rushed up and down their ranks cutting right

and left with furious energy, and I afterwards had the

satisfaction of seeing him flogged through the streets for

a felonious assault on one of his female pupils.

" Mrs. Lever was very kind tome. There never was a

pie or pudding in honour of Charley's birthday that I

was not sent for to help in celebrating the event, or

sharing the feast. She was a very orderly, tidy little

woman, whose appearance is now vividly before me

;

very unostentatiously dressed, and such a perfect model

of an English housewife, that I thought she must have

come from the other side.

kl My school connection with Lever did not stop here.

"We were both sent to oG, William Street, whither,

satchel on backs, we made our daily journey. Our

new preceptor bore the historic name of Florence Mac-

Carthy. Like Ford, he also was a Eoman Catholic
;

but no two men could differ more widely in charac-

teristics. MacCarthy was a very accomplished and well-

informed man, with a fine presence, whom it was

impossible not to respect. He had entered Trinity Col-

lege, and would have taken a scholarship with higher

honours, but that his religion disqualified him. He was

therefore driven to open a school next door to the City
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Assembly House, which was attended by about eighty

boys, of whom I do not know one now living but my-

self. Amongst them were two sons of Sir Charles

Coote. William Coote was so wrong-headed, that

Charles Lever loved to cram him with false data; and

he certainly had a special knack in engrafting perverse

principles upon his mind. Coote was quite proud of the

progress which he was persuaded he had made ; and

every day for months he would shuffle along the form

till he got to the head of the class, where he at once held

forth with an air of mingled pomposity and importance

indescribably amusing, and which threw the school into

kinks of laughter, and in which our master himself was

Bometimes constrained to join. This sj'stem was going

on for a long time before the absurd display was traced

to the effects of practical joking, and still longer ore

it leaked out that Lever, the handsome, fair-haired, inno-

cent-looking boy, was the delinquent. I may add that

Lever was very fat, but which did not prevent him taking

an active part in the usual sports of boys. This play on

Coote's credulity occurred in 1814, Lever being then eight

years old. I can fix the date because of the heavy fall of

snow which made that year memorable, and the streets

impassable for several weeks. It gave rise to great

distress among the poor ; and to a collection of £10,000

in aid of them. While want and sorrow reigned, Ave

boys pelted dull care away with snowballs.

" One day Charley and I mitched from school, and

rambled off towards Crumlin, where, meeting a round
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car full of Quakers, with their broad beavers ' nid-

nodding ' at each other, Lever and I began to pelt them

with small pellets, which led a c Mawworm '-like man

to smite the beast that drew the heavily-freighted car,

and to lay on his flanks with cruel energy, hoping there-

by to get away quickly from the jeers of two rude

urchins. Lever's wit and vivacity were mainly fed in

boyhood by association with a youth named Ottiwell,

who often dropped into his father's house in the evening.

Full of wit and humour, his visits were always welcome.

" I did not a^ain meet Lever till after he returned

from Gottingen, and when he was believed to be pur-

suing his medical studies at Stevens' Hospital.

" I say believed, for in passing Castle Street, as I daily

did, about that time, his face repeatedly caught my eye,

surrounded by officers in uniform, leaning out of the

windows of the guard-room to the right of the Castle-

gate. Again I lost sight of him for fourteen years,

when he re-appeared in Dublin, and might be daily

seen riding through the streets, attended by his auburn-

haired children on ponies ; while everybody paused to

stare on the popular author of ' Charles O'Malley.' "

Leaving McCarthy's school, Lever attended as a day

pupil that of William O'Callaghan, 113, Abbey Street,

described as " a mathematician." " Here," writes his

cousin, " dramas were acted by the boys previous to

vacation. At Inistioge, in 1817, we young people from

eight to twelve went nearly mad on being bitten by his

Thespian taste. A loft was fitted up as a theatre, and
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Lever did everything. lie was scene-painter, prompter,

played the fiddle, sang all the songs, acted all the chief

parts, and dressed the performers. The favourite pieces

'Bombastes Furioso' and the 'Warwickshire Wag,'

but tragedies were not neglected, for I have a lively

recollection of the sore bones I got dying on the hard

boards."

A portrait of James Lever by Comerford is preserved

in the family. It represents a sedate elderly gentleman

in a white cravat, and with a high forehead, his hair

brushed up at top into a sharp apex. The month indicates

decision of character, and seems to reject the placidity

of expression so frequently found in pictures before the

very of the photograph. (
'liarles Lever, some years

_ ,got Samuel Lover to execute a copy of this portrait.

Mr. Adair, who remembers him handing about the

plate for the usual Sunday collection at St. Thomas's

Church, Dublin, describes him as having "a rather

peculiar appearance, reddish face, height about five feet

eight inches, and a somewhat studied air and manner."

Mrs. Sophia Lodge, the daughter of James Level's

executor, Mr. John Louche, C.E., retains full and vivid

recollections of Charles in boyhood. "Charley and I

w^ re born within a few weeks of each other, and we

\v« re play-mates together throughout a happy childhood.

My lather was an Englishman like Lever. They became

much attached to each other, and Lever's counsel helped

him more than once. James Lever's house on the North

Strand presented the acme of comfort. The old couple
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without seeing company had always full and plenty for

those who dropped in. Their house was called " the

Sunny Bank," from the bright fires which shed rays of

comfort in every room. My position every evening was

on one knee of Mr. Lever while Charley occupied the

other. After breakfast he would put on his father's

spectacles, and affect to read aloud from the morning

paper all sorts of stirring occurrences. The old people

—

more matter-of-fact—would listen attentively, and after

Charley left the room, gravely discuss the matter, and

sometimes vainly search the journal for these wondrous

details. John Lever—then passing through college

—

had a study in the house. Many a time he gave us both

money to keep out of it. He read so hard at the time

that crushing headaches constantly affected him. Charley

had a theatre at the rear of the house, with scenery

which we patched and painted. He and I frequently

figured in some impromptu scene, before an audience

often restricted to the old cook, or the apprentice.*

* A propos of the apprentices one was named Windgrave, the other had

lazy habits which did not coincide with James Lever's views, who was a man
of thorough English energy. " Finding him one morning in bed at a late

hour," observes Mrs. Lodge, iC Mr. Lever took a stick and beat him from

beneath the blankets. He ran from the house and enlisted. Twenty years

after a gentleman sent up his card, on which 'Captain ,' was written.

' You don't seem to remember me.' Mr. Lever said, ' Xo.' ' You made my
fortune,' lie said, ' and I have come to thank you. The chastisement you

gave me for habits, which if unchecked could only end in my ruin, marked
a new era in my life. It taught me energy, and discipline. I first got good

conduct badges, promotion foil rwed, and I now hold a commission in His

Majesty's service.' -Mr-. Lever was a most energetic housekeeper, and

shortened her life by her exertions. As long as I remember her she was
asthmatic. Charles did not care lor meat ; nothing but pies would satisfy him.

So many of these were made that they sometimes got musty—which led him
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Mrs. Lever encouraged this play, as it kept Charles out of

John's way, and Bayed him from distraction at his studies.

Charley was a capital singer of eomic songs, and a won-

derfully expert mimic, especially of O'Coirnell."

The boy was an apt scholar; his real preceptor dc-

>crv< is <• .mmemoration. " John OttiweU," writes Lever's

cousin, Mr. limes, in his valued jottings, "was a hero;

he could do everything, as we believed, better than any-

body else. He rode, he swam, he ran, he jumped, he

composed verses, he sang them, he ventriloquized; he

had a voice as rough as that of a bear, also a sort of

falsetto, as clear as a bell. lie was a man six feet high,

with features no way remarkable, except for the contor-

tion- lie subjected them to. His eye-brows, his mouth,

its, appeared under separate command. lie was an

ill-looking customer withal ;
unpleasant to meet at one

minute, the next he was a jolly, beaming, bandy-legged

to call them 'pussy pies.' Sin- had a brother who one day arrived from

India 1 utiful presents, but on returning to the East, just as he

>ut to -t.-]i on board, he fell into the Liffey, and was lust. We kepi

the news from her for seven years, during which time .-he would often say,

< is it

;

John never writes !

' Mrs. Lever's hobby lay in a love of

old china and buying up antique bargains in Liffey Street. When any new

article of costume or furniture appeared in tin- house, or ware at meals,

Charley would slily ask, 'Is this Liffey Streel '.' His own pocket-money

••lied t" buying "Id hunks and getting them hound. I never knew a

rable fellow. He never made love to any girl whom he did not

- wife. John was a thorough contrast to him—small and

hut of chevaleresque manners to ladies. He married his cousin,

Miss Innes, a lady with a good fortune. His father bought for him the

fTullamore; the Bishop promoted him. He preached bo well that

led him ' St. Paul in the Pulpit.' On one of the last occasions that

I met Charley at the old house he presented his mother with a handsome

.-ilk . observing, ' It's not from Liffey Street.'
"
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dwarfj begging for something to drink j'our honour's

health. He was in Lever's eye an admirable Crichton,

and many of his features are reproduced in Frank

Webber. Ottiwell passed through Trinity with little

credit, his talents notwithstanding ; was called to the bar,

joined O'Connell, and died early a disappointed man."

The "Dublin Directory" for the year 1819 records

for the first time the name of the Eev. G. N". Wright,

Principal of the Proprietary School in Great Denmark

Street. To this academy, managed by a committee and

regarded as a very select one, Charles Lever was now

sent, and he is vividly remembered for his powers of

story-telling by ]\Ir. Adair and other school-fellows.

He is described as a not very diligent student, fonder of

turning over the leaves of romances than a new leaf in

improvement, feeling no great love for grammars and

lexicons, and rather disposed to interrupt the studies of

the other boys by the narratives, "to be continued,"

concocted in his own brain wherewith he enchained

them from day to day. Of Mr. Adair Lever was six

years the senior, and his age naturally gave him an

ascendancy and influence in the school.

The Bev. George Newenham Wright was a man with

stern notions of discipline, who for a slight offence

would expel a boy. He is described as combining

the frown of Ehaclamanthus with the muscular energy

of Whackford Squeers. Lever received his share of

strokes, but not to the extent of the other boys, for

his school-fellows say he had a "silver end to his
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tongue" which pleased Mr. Wright, and some favouritism

was certainly shown to him. As a classical scholar

Wright would seem to have been over-rated, but he had

a marked literary taste, wrote a life of the Duke of

Wellington, and shortly before the visit of George the

Fourth to Ireland he compiled a "Historical Guide to

Dublin," in which Mr. Tetrie was associated with him.

This book, creditable to the candour and ability of the

author, shows him to have been a man of liberal views

and a sincere lover of his country. The King's visit in

1821 formed an epoch, and the boys of Wright's school

trooped to see him off.

" Certainly that autumn eve when he went away,"

writes Lever, " it presented a glorious and most spirit-

stirring sight, as the gorgeous western sun beamed down

on the hundreds of thousands of loyal and lnsty-voiced

mortals, hallooing and shouting in grief as in gladness,

now at his Majesty's departure, as erewhile when first

he arrived. After all, there is an indescribable magic

in the loud huzza of a million of reasoning bipeds,

whether rushing to battle or hailing a king."*

Mr. Adair writes : "At school Lever used to amuse

the other boys by telling stories, based on actual occur-

rences, that were carried on from day to day. He often

held a book in his hand—not a school-book—during

the school hours, and read stories from it, as if re-

hearsing his tasks with his companions."

Here we have the boy in his teens already at the

* " Irian National Magazine for June," 1830.
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work of his future life, and moreover addressing the

very same public for whom so many of his best

works were written, namely, sons of Erin, some of

whom at last became soldiers. Xo trace now remains of

these juvenile tales, but it may be assumed from

anecdotes which will be told of the martial practices of

the boys, that the subject-matter was suited to the pre-

dilections of the audience.

In the days which followed Waterloo, Dublin was a

great garrison-town, whose best streets, squares, and

salons were thronged with gay uniforms. This is no

longer the case : troops are still there ; but the green

island is now rarely dotted by red specks. Lever to the

end addressed that "beloved public," which in his first

sketches he styles it, and was perhaps fully understood

by it only. The general public laughed with him

;

sometimes they laughed at what they regarded as his

extravagancies, but the old Irish public of his first love

warmed to him the more because the mirror he held out

to them reflected their faults and frailties as well as

their warm affections and social instincts. All this

distraction of story-telling, however it may have

affected the other boys, seems not to have interfered

wry seriously with Lever's own success in the school.

In truth, it was rather a misfortune than otherwise that he

should have been able to acquire with too great facility

the amoimt of knowledge demanded from him. Greater

things he would have mastered had narrow circum-

stances and severe discipline compelled him to work
VOL. I. C
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hard in his youth, and of this lie was himself fully

aware. John Lever, who was ten years his senior and

most devotedly attached to him, assisted Charles in his

studies ; for " I well remember," writes Major D
,

"the words with which the younger introduced me

to the elder brother in 1842: 'This is my brother

John, whom you heard preach at the Mariners'

Church this morning. But for him I should never

have learned the little I know. He has been a second

father to me.' "

Many of Lever's companions at "Wright's school were

of good family. Their fathers belonged to learned

crafts, " and it was no doubt in this way," writes Major

D ,
" that he had whilst a mere schoolboy, and not

more than twelve years old, already acquired in Dublin

circles some fame as a story-teller. I myself remember

hearing of him long before I knew him personally,

which was not till 1825."

Xot a little blue blood, indeed, coursed through the

veins of the spirited youth of this school. His early

association with thom impregnated him with an aspiring

aim, and the worthy builder showed his usual tact and

progress in placing Charles in a higher social position

than he himself enjoyed.

Corporal punishment was the order of the day, and

in the proprietary school it was ungrudgingly dealt.

But the only boy who, as Mr. Adair tells us, he saw

stripped to nudity and flogged was Edward 8. Dix,

afterwards the well-known police magistrate in Dublin.
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Some days later, when Ivnight Boswell, the late eminent

solicitor, and at that time a strong muscular boy, was

about to be subjected to a severe caning from his

reverend preceptor, he—prompted by Lever—resisted

the attempt at "assault and battery," and squaring at

him defiantly, all but paralysed the arm which had been

raised to smite.

The master, we are told, had authorities, like blows,

on his fingers' ends, from the Scriptures to Locke, who

notices with praise a mother who flogged her child eight

times without subduing it ; for, had she stopped at the

seventh castigation, her infant would have been ruined.

Mr. "Wright's predilections were not lost on Lever, who,

however, had measured his mental stamina. His

searching eye discovered that Mr. Wright had failed to

pass for full orders, having broken down on examination

in the Greek Testament. The pupil took care to let

him know, indirectly, that he was aware of this fact.

The other boys chuckled over Lever's discovery, and

the cane fell less heavily amongst them from that da}*.

Mr. Wright felt small even among small boys, winced

under their sneer, and by degrees ceased altogether to

smite them. But he took strong courses in other ways,

and even went the length of expelling Mr. C , now

the able officer of a great national institution. An
inquiry having been held by the directorate, it appeared

that Mr. C had been wrongly accused ; Mr. "Wright

resigned, and was succeeded by the Eev. W. Jones.

Wilkie's picture of the school in which more fun than

c 2
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work went on, often found its reflex here.* Eelaxed

discipline within led to wilder freaks without.

The north .side of Dublin, then as now, was noted for

the escapades of some young vagabonds who played

malign tricks on unoffending citizens. Parly feeling-

ran high in those days. The hoys of "Wright's school,

who all represented families with unpopular sympathies,

were more than once pelted as they passed. The roughs

found allies in the pupils of another school, but of an

inferior social caste, which stood in Grenville Street

adjacent. These boys were under the able general-

ship of a stripling not undistinguished in after life.

Skirmishes took place, and at last it was agreed that a

regular pitched battle should be fought in Mountjoy

Fields, then a piece of waste ground on which Gardiner

Street Church and Convent have since been built. Lever

helped to organise the tiny troops. The little army

had its companies, commander-in-chief, its out-lying

pickets, reserves, and even its sappers and miners. Mr.

Eobert M , an eminent engineer still living, an

F.R.S. and a Ph. ])., firsl showed his talents by mining

i

* George Downey, the Usher who taughl Lever Lit in, had been a draper's

. but Shekleton of Balljtore the principal of Edmund Burke's Alma
Mater—when visiting the shop, observing that he pored lovingly over a

tattered Virgil, asked him jtions which elicited the fact that he

had the 'lassie completely by heart. <)n Shekleton's invitation he joined

the Ballytore school, From which he was at length transferred to Mr.

Wright's. Here a blow upon his head from a Virgil—as Lever used to

tell—one day knocked him down. He was very fragile, and often threw

up basins "f blood in school. Downes eventually became a distinguished

author, archaeologist, and M. Tt. I. A., and was associated with Petrie in

rk on the '• Round Towers." lh left no representative.
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the ground on which the enemy were to be next day

engaged. A small mine was worked, and several

pounds of blasting powder laid. The opposite faction

mustered at length in great force and opened the fight

by a brisk discharge of sharp stones, which was returned

by Mr. Wright's boys with shouts of defiance, and a fire

of miniature cannon. A charge forward was then made

by the roughs, some of whom were provided with black

thorns which, if applied to the skulls of the juvenile

army, would have inflicted " serious subsequent loss on

letters, law, science, physic, and divinity." Dr. B

of Dublin is now almost the only survivor who took part

in this conflict. He held a high rank in the command,

and just as the enemy was about to fall upon them like

an avalanche, word was given to fire the mine, which

a lighted cigar promptly accomplished. The explosion

scattered dismay, and inflicted some slight bodily wounds.

Lever's company suffered quite as much as the enemy;

the faces on both sides were scorched and scratched.

The army of the north retreated in disorder, leaving Mr.

Wright's pupils in possession of the field—only to be

scared, however, by the rapid approach of the police,

who, with their glazed caps and side arms, the uniform

of that day, entered Mountjoy Fields at every point.

Marlborough Street Police Office exhibited a scene of

some excitement when the case came on next day.

Hanging was still the penalty for incendiarism; and

terrible forebodings of the gibbet or Botany Bay, smote

the small prisoners brought up before Mr. Magrath,
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who, iu his occasional ebullitions of temper, resembled

Mr. Fang, Oliver Twist's stern judge, and Fang we

know was a veritable portrait. Some fnssy matrons

were in attendance to testify that the north side had

been all but blown into the southern division by the

shock, while the weak police of that day, with " occupa-

tion well nigh gone," seem to have regarded the whole

affair very much as a god-send. The boy-prisoners, in-

cluding Edward Spencer Dix, afterwards police magis-

trate, are described by Dr. B as tongue-tied. Mr.

Magrath said it was a bad case, and scowled. The police

shook their heads, and a pin might be heard to drop.

At last a boy came forward as spokesman, and

appealed to the bench. The magistrate declared that

they were before him on a charge of riol and outrage,

which it behoved him to suppress with a firm hand.

Lever submitted that the provocation they received

from a lawless gang justified them in inflicting condign

punishment: that the vagabonds were the first aggres-

sors; that self-defence was the first law of nature, and

that a war of juveniles was not worse in principle than

war waged by wiser heads.

Me. MiOBATH.—"But you are not to take the law

into your own hands. Moreover, you use firearms and

introduce gunpowder into a mine previously prepared

and with malice prepense."

Mastee Levee.—"All sound and smoke, sir; our

cannon were only toy guns, and the mine a mimic mine.

Most of us may take up arms yet in defence of our
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king and country ; and might we not be worse

employed than in learning the science at the most

impressionable period of our lives ?
"

Mr. Magrath's attitude of hostility relaxed ; without

complimenting Lever on his eloquence, he certainly

seemed struck by it ; and he brought the case to a

close by imposing sundry small fines, which would

suffice, he said, to satisfy offended justice.*

This magistrate was himself soon after arraigned for

much graver offences. He was proved guilty of embezzle-

ment and banished. As to Master B the juvenile

commander-in-chief—he was flogged five successive days

because of the determination with which he refused to

divulge the spot where the subsequently famous engineer

M had concealed his mining powder.

All this excitement soon found reaction in repose.

Our next glimpse of the boy Lever is as an observer

and thinker.

Old bookworms remember a fair-haired youth in

ringlets passing from stall to stall—those old stores of

accessible literature, now nearly all swept away,—and

burying himself deep in the "Mysteries of Udolpho,"

or " The Adventures of Count Fathom." In this way

he met some kindred spirits, whose contour struck his

* Since we gathered these details from the survivors of the little troop

who fought shoulder to shoulder with Lever, and afterwards stood with

him before an angry judge, we have found, in Chapter cv. of that semi-

autobiograpliy " O'Malley," an incident somewhat akin to it ; but the

University and College Green are made the site of the row, and Webber
takes the place of Lever.
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impressionable mind with photographic fidelity. As a

boy, lie possessed that keenness of observation, which

in the old novelist of sixty was an admitted speciality.

"I remember when a boy"—he wrote in 'Black-

wood'—"to have seen a man who passed his days

wandering from one bookstall to another, stopping a

while to read at each. His dress bespoke him as very

poor, and there was a humility in his manner that still

more indicated narrow fortune ; he never would presume

to occupy the place of a possible purchaser, but move

respectfully away when such approached."

The child, Lever, was one of few who stepped forth

from the busy world which swept past, to offer homage

to those humble stores of wisdom.

" lie was an object of much interest to me. I used

to watch him as he read, and hasten to take up the

book he had quitted, curious to see whether one class

of reading had its principal attraction for him, and what

that class might be. Often used I speculate as to how

he came by this knowledge, and ask myself if it were a

source of happiness to him. Again, would all this

greedy pursuit of learning I saw in him survive if he

were suddenly to become rich, the owner of a well-

stocked library, abounding in cveiy appliance of ease

and comfort ? Would he hang as enraptured over that

volume in the deep recess of a cushioned- chair, as I have

seen him when the rain beat against his face and the

rude wind almost swept him and his treasure away? "

Good moralising follows, proving that there is a
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something in those pleasures won by a sacrifice which

have a sweetness all their own.

A military bias continued to assert itself in the boy.

A paper describing a visit to Dublin in 1865, says that

he verily believed the same carman drove him to his

hotel, who used to take him, as a boy, to the Pigeon-

house. This is a famous fort situated in the Bay, and

approached by a causeway raised above the water.

What if the military-struck youth should, in a burst

of enthusiasm, enlist ? An eye was kept to him by his

elder brother, destined ere long to be a clergyman.

John was now distinguished in college, having received

his earlier education at a school in Mecklenburgh Street,

presided over by John Fowler, grand Masonic secretary,

who, in the estimation of his awe-stricken pupils, at

least, wielded mysterious terrors by shouldering the

poker and cane alternately.

" Lever, while yet a schoolboy," writes Dr. Waller,

from information supplied by Mr. E. Clibborn, "was

attracted by a pretty little girl who lived in the Marine

School,* and thither he used to steal to get a sight of

or a word with her almost daily. One of his acquaint-

ances was in the habit of supplying him with flowers,

* It is not so certain that the house in which Miss Baker lived was at

that time the Marine School. The directories fail to notice this academy
until subsequent to Lever's scholastic course, when they thus describe it :

" Hugh R. Baker, Hibernian Marine School." The earlier directories, con-

temporaneous with Lever's boyhood, record :
" W. M. Baker, Deputy- Trea-

surer to the Navy and Greenwich Hospital, 89, Rogerson's Quay." Previously

he is described as " Secretary to the European Insurance Company, 1, Eden
Quay," and later of Dorset Street, " Esquire." Mr. Baker's position was in-
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which were sometimes given by the boy-lover to the

girl, sometimes thrown to her through the iron gate of

the courtyard) which was guarded by au old sailor. It

was a matter of arrangemenl among his companions to

attract the attention of the old janitor while Lever

pursued his h»vc-]naking."

It may be interesting to add, as it is certainly credit-

able to Lever, that the little girl thus described was his

future wife, Katharine Baker. It has been said that this

is one of the few cases in which a man is found marry-

ing his first love, but from the Iiecolleetions of his cousin,

it appears that Lever had one attachment previously. The

friend from whom the flowers came was Air. Clibborn,

who had a nice garden at Leeson Park, and was a class-

fellow of Lever's at Wright's school.

Thackeray sang to the maid of Xcwtownlimavady, and

Lysaght to Kate of Grarnavilla. Kate Bakers home

—

on Sir John Rogerson's Quay—was of equally inter-

minable orthography. Here the love scenes were of

frequent occurrence. Flowers fell in bright profusion

before the girl's path; ''Charley is my Darling"

became a favoured song in her repertoire. Hurried

interviews—sweet and stolen—continuously passed. The

young folk pledged their troth and proved loyal to their

deed very respectable, and In- had seen some military Bervice, which made
hi- home the more attractive to Lever. A few of his .stories are re-told in

" Lorn-quer," as our seventh chapt) rwill reveal. His son, Thomas Harrison

Baker, afterwards medical doctor,opened a school at Parsonstown. A yon:

brother, who died young, succeeded for a Bhorl time his father as Mast
tie- Royal Marine School. Both brothers were able, intellectual men.
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fervidly whispered vows, though the long-looked-for

union was far distant yet.

As well it might be. Lever was still a mere boy, and

had not even entered college. Mr. Wright petted him.

Years after, when the boy had become famous, and his

old master had offered congratulations, he is said to have

paraphrased a reply of Curran's, to the effect that the

work was his—" What you see is but the stucco upon

the building of which you laid the foundation."

He had little taste for the sort of building in which his

father was engaged, and seemed more desirous of " build-

ing the lofty rhyme "—as Milton has it—and a literary

reputation as well. He learned enough of the craft, how-

ever, to be able, in after life, to draw useful illustrations

from what he saw, while hitting, at the same time, some

critics by whom he had been reviled. " By the uni-

versal law," he writes, " everything has its place some-

where. The gnarled and bent sapling that would be re-

jected by the builder is exactly the piece adapted for the

knee-timber of a frigate ; and perhaps on the same prin-

ciple dull lawyers make excellent judges, and the people

who cannot speak within the limits of Lindley Murray

arc admirable public writers and excellent critics."

Lever, as a boy, was not without ambition ; but his

views the matter-of-fact builder stigmatised as building

castles in the air. These so-called chateaux en Espagne

afterwards developed into such successful Spanish pic-

tures as we find in " O'Malley," and showed that the

road to Fame was not necessarily paved with bricks.
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How he told stories at school—danced—fenced

—

laughed—and then rode off on a pony, the letter of

Henry West, Esq., an Irish county judge, records :

—

" You ask me to communicate to you my impressions

and recollections of Charles Lever at school.

" For this purpose I must go back more than fifty

years ; T have a most vivid recollection of him, and you

will readily understand that his subsequent career has

kept him green in my memory.

"The school, though nominally Mr. Wright's, was a

proprietary academy under the direction of a committee,

the Eev. George N". Wright being the salaried head-

master. The house—No. 2, Great Denmark Street

—

had belonged to Lord Ashtown, and was finished in the

best style.

" I never saw Lever in the drawing-rooms, where the

classics, etc., were taught ; he came, after lesson hours

were over, to a sort of theatre built in the rear of the

garden, to take lessons in fencing and dancing only.

He was a prime favourite with Sattell, the French

fencing master, and the pride of Montague, the pro-

fessor of dancing. At this time he resided at Coolock

with his father ; he was always gaily dressed, and had a

pony to take him from the school.

" Mr. Wright, not being satisfied with his position,

opened an establishment of his own in Eutland Square,

and earned off many of the pupils, and among them I

should think Lever, for I cannot remember to have seen

him in the time of the new head-master, Mr. Jones.
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" He was even then a vigilant observer, and a brisk

raconteur. I remember a story he told ns with great

zest of Lord Chief Justice Norbury, who lived next door

to the school, and whom the boys used to watch alighting

from his horse, with top boots and cheeks puffing, like

JEolus, as depicted in the caricatures of the day. The

story was that, being in the habit of calling on a brother

judge (Yandeleur) in Rutland Square, on his way to

Court, and being one day challenged for being too late

at the door, he searched for his watch in his fob, and

not finding it, called out with an oath that he had left

it in the pocket of the bed. On his return he desired

his butler to fetch it ; the astonished servant informed

him that he had handed it to a man who had asked for

it for his lordship, giving as a token the place where it

was to be found.

" Of all our schoolfellows, an average of one hundred

and twenty, I remember but two living.

" The recollection of the other survivor agrees en-

tirely with mine. We were both wonderfully surprised

with his literary success.

" I have met him since in Brussels, Munich, Spezzia,

and more than once in this- house, and he never was

without some lively story energetically told ; I never could

hear him or read his books without being reminded of

the vigom' and agility of his dancing, he being the only

boy in the school who could cut five, a favourite pas of

the professor's."

The dancing referred to by Mr. West as having been
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carried on in a Bort of theatre at the rear of Wright's

school, was much stimulated by the occasional presence

of veritable girls from a Ladies' seminary in Mountjoy

Square. Dr. Stoker remembers Lever, all grace and

agility, leading off with a Miss Briscoe, while he, with

a Miss Adair, figured as his vis-d-vts. lie describes

Lever as one of the handsomest boys he had ever seen.

His long hair fell in glossy ringlets, and his smile was

sweetness itself. These grand Terpsiehorean fetes gene-

rally followed the examinations; and the parents of the

children sat round the room, while Mr. Montague, fiddle

in hand, put the tiny dancers through their evolutions.

Lever, in "Jack Hinton," utilised some of the recollec-

tions of these days :—
"When the dancing-master is excited by passion, he

never loses sigh.1 of the unities. If he flies down the

floor to chide, he contrives to do it witli a step, a spring,

and a hep, to the time of one, two, three. Is there a

confusion in the figure— lie advances to rectify it with a

chasse* rigadoon? Does Mr. Somebody turn his toes too

much out, or is Miss So-and-so holding her petticoats

too high—he fugles the correction in his own person,

first imitating the deformity he would expose, and then

displaying the perfection he would point to ?
"

This was a habit with Montague, and Lever mani-

festly alludes to him, though in the novel he is called

Mr. Ilarkin. A paper of Lever's in the "Dublin

Literary Gazette" of January 18, 1830, refers to Mon-

tague by name.
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Life on the Shannon and in Trinity—Recollections of the hoy Raconteur

byR. Palmer, Esq., J. P., and bis cousin, H. Innes, Esq.—Struct ballad-
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morality—Webber—Takes charge of an emigrant vessel—(Anion Hay-

man's Recollections—Adventure and domestication with the Red Men
—Quebec—The Sea-Serpent— Return to Ireland.

Lever's boyhood was u little luxury very unlike that

of Dickens, who was engaged at this very time in

tying and labelling blacking-jars at a window, before

which a small crowd would stop to watch his marvellous

rapidity at work. Lever had his pony to ride to school,

where his studies seem to have been confined mostly to

the fun of fencing, the pleasant whirl of the waltz, or

the romance of love-making. The iron had not entered

his soul like that of his great contemporary—the ill-fed,

ill-clad, uneducated, and uncared-for boy as he com-

plains to have been ; and doubtless we may trace to the

joy of Lever's youth that wonderful flow of animal

spirits, which in manhood bubbled over with pleasant

sparkles, and made him the incarnation of fun. This

luxurious little life in which nobody contradicted him,

helped to produce that endearing equanimity and

domestic devotion which Dickens, with all his philo-

sophy, was never able to attain.
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Mr. Cuthbert—one of the survivors of the Monks of

the Screw—took a fancy to Lever, and contributed to

the happiness oi his life by telling him stories of Old

I tublin. An historic Preface to the " Knight of Gwynno "

—penned shortly before his death—tells us, a propos of

the corrupt means by which the Union was carried :

—

"As a boy it was my fortune to listen to the nar-

ratives of the men who had been actors in the events

of that exciting era, and who could even show me in

modern Dublin the scenes where memorable events

occurred, and not unfrequently the very houses where

celebrated convivialities occurred. And thus from

Drogheda Street, the modern Sackville Street, where

tin- beaux of the day lounged in all their bravery, to

the Circular Eoad, where a long file of carriages, six

in hand, evidenced the luxury and tone of display of

the capital, I was deeply imbued with the features of

tin- time, and ransacked the old newspapers and maga-

zines with ;i K<>t which only greal familiarity with the

names of the Leading characters could have inspired."

Among other houses thus pointed out to the child

were Wright's school, and the adjoining mansion of Lord

Norbury, The former, as Mr. Wesi reminds us, had been

the residence of Lord Ashtown—who, like Lord Norbury,

a leading actor in the struggle which cost Ireland

her Parliament. The deserted palace of the Powers-

courts stood within a door or two of MacCarthy's school.

Important recollections of Lever's rural life, contri-

buted by his cousin, Mr. Lanes, will be found in "the
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Portfolio " appended to these memoirs—how he be-

came acquainted with Hewitson Nixon, of Brownsbarn,

a man who, although blind from childhood, had passed

through most extraordinary adventures, and quite

charmed Lever by his marvellous power in describing

them ; also how the boy, having attended the meets and

hunts in Kilkenny, and cut a splash " just as the hare

was taken," found his exploits commemorated in a ballad

sold at fairs and races for one half-penny.

The Rector of Portumna, fifty years ago, was a some-

what peculiar shepherd, who wielded flageolet as well

as pastoral staff. Octogenarian survivors of his flock

say that "the only part of the church service he could

be induced to read was the first morning lesson for the

19th Sunday after Trinity— the constant reiteration

of the words ' cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery,

dulcimer, and all kinds of music,' seeming to afford

him intense pleasure." To this musical minister who,

in days when discordant party-cries ran high, lived in

harmony with all, John Lever, on receiving Orders, was

sent as curate. Years after, when officiating near Tul-

lamore, John followed his example by accepting the

hospitalities of the local "P.P."

" John Lever came to Portumna as curate in the year

1821—and remained till 1825 "—writes Mr. Palmer,

"and during those years his brother Charles spent gene-

rally from two to three months every summer with him.

They had a pleasure boat on the Shannon, and went

out every other day, sailing about and calling in at

1
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tin- several harbours along the shore ; and Charlie

seemed to derive great pleasure in taking a round of

the different houses, and hearing stories from all who

could tell them ; and on our return in the evening

would make sketches of all the country people, and

concoct some amusing story connected with our day's

rambling. I once had lots of those sketches and stories

;

but was very young then, and have lost them all."

The careful memoranda of his cousin informs us that

in these boating excursions he was often joined by

officers of a Highland regiment, who taught him to sing

Scotch songs and to make Irish stew ; an accomplishment,

added, of which he was not a little proud, almost as

much so, indeed, as of the attentions of the Countess

Clanricarde and her daughter, Lady Emily de Burgh,

afterwards wife of EarlHowth; "the first persons of

rank,'" adds Mr. Tunes, "whom he knew."

The Waverley novels awakened in Lever's mind a

strong spirit of story telling, and a generous desire to

emulate their heroes of romance. A paper contributed;

long after, to "Blackwood/' tells ns, "I can remem-

ber the time when, as freshmen in our first year, we

went about talking to each other of 'Ivanhoe' and

; Ivenihvorth,' and when the glorious spirit of those

novels had so possessed us, that our romance elevated

and warmed us to an unconscious imitation of the noble

thoughts and deeds we had been reading."

It Mas from these days too, that Lever's love for

Galway dates. Portumna stands at the point where the
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Shannon begins to dilate into the beautiful expanse of

Lough Derg, which, after forming sundry bays and

receiving a number of smaller streams, once more

narrows itself at episcopal Killaloe. The country

bordering this lake is most interesting, not only from

its picturesque beauty, which Americans pronounce

equal to any lake scenery in Europe, but also on ac-

count of the fine specimens of ancient architecture

which dot it. These were the sites of some stirring

episodes in Irish history; and at the time of Lever's

story, traditions which proudly called on Erin to

remember its "Days of Old" lingered amongst the

then numerous but now mostly expatriated peasantry.

In the three Counties of Galway, Clare, and Tipperary,

bordering Lough Derg, may, even now, be found the

remnants of, at least, three distinct Celtic races, inter-

mixed with representatives of the successive conquerors

of Ireland. Charles Lever was not the man to enter

deeply into ethnological or historical questions affecting

the country, but it was impossible for a youth, consti-

tuted as he was, to live close to the Norman Castle of

the De Burghs at Portumna, the ruined Abbey of

Lorrha—to sail past Ireton's Castle, on Derry Island;

and perhaps, on the same forenoon, to see the mysterious

round tower rise from Inniscealtha, or Brian Boroihme's

home near Killaloe,—without recognizing in these and

other monuments, a sad epitome of the history of

Ireland. The youth of English descent seems to have

been deeply impressed by these Irish sermons in stones

;

d 2
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and his own warm nature with its tender susceptibility

and kindliness readily awoke kindred responses in the

sociable hearts of the Irish peasantry. There is a

peculiar charm in all lake scenery, but Lough Dcrg

combines beauties seldom found elsewhere; the colour-

ing is so rich, the light so subdued, the tone of the

whole scenery so wild, so lone, interrupted only by

the plaintive cry of the curlew, that one feels whilst

gliding on its waters a dreamy pleasure not unmixed

with pain, chastened indeed, but yet the lingering echo

of a lament for men and things irrevocably gone. But

its charms are so pure, that no trace of bitterness can

possibly intrude. It was here perhaps, more than

anywhere else, that the young romancier's genius was

nursed, and acquired some of its most vivid and last-

ing impressions; his name too, has become associated

with the district to this day ; O'Mallcy refers to it

;

and a dud similar to that described was actually fought

at Deny Island on the Tipporary side of the lake.

On October the 14th, 1822, Lever entered Trinity

College, Dublin, as a pensioner, being then 1G^ years of

age. Men " go up " for the University, as it is called,

earlier in Dublin than at Oxford or Cambridge—

a

practice in some respects objectionable, but it is the

consequence of the want in Ireland of schools like Eton

and Harrow; and may also be traced to the system which

permits the students to keep their terms and attend

lectures whilst living with their parents in town.

In all the obituary notices of Lever as well as in
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dictionaries of contemporaneous biography, it was

stated that he received his education at Cambridge.

This is an error, and must have arisen from the fact

that Cambridge has a " Trinity College " as well as

Dublin—the former founded by Henry VIII.

Equally at fault was Dr. Maginn who, in reviewing

"O'Malley," denied that Lever had ever been " a Trinity

College man " in Dublin. Maginn himself had entered

that University at the age of ten years, was warmly

attached to his Alma Mater, and strongly resented any

imputation upon its discipline. It is, nevertheless, true,

that at Trinity College, Dublin, Lever went through his

course without incurring any disgrace, and without

earning much distinction, more creditably, perhaps, than

Goldsmith, and with less diligence than Sheridan. He

seems chiefly remembered for his rollicking fun and

unflagging industry in the manufacture of pleasant tales.

He liked to read character rather than books.

" His naturally joyous temperament," writes a fellow

student, "his robust health and physical completeness

led him to dash into the midst of the fray, in which he

was everybody's customer in his own light-hearted

kindly way. It was very difficult to take offence at

anything Charles Lever said, the weapons he used were

often as keen as they were brilliant ; but it was so

evident to his friends and associates that he never

willingly inflicted real pain, that if a slight scar

remained it was regarded rather as a thing to be proud

of, than as a blemish."
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" Give mc but the making of the ballads and I care

not who should make the laws of a nation " is an

apophthegm attributed to Chatham and Voltaire, but in

reality the words of Fletcher of Saltoun. From the

days of " Lilliburlero," a war of ballads was waged

between the rival races and parties of Ireland. "The

wearing of the green" was answered by u Croppies,

Lie Down," and the " Shan Van Yoght " by " Protestant

Boys." Both sexes followed the craft of street ballad-

singing. Dublin had been, until the last twenty years,

famous for its vocal powers in this line; and it is

recorded of Goldsmith that, when a sizar, he wrote some

of these ballads, and, " creeping within dark shadows of

the ill-lighted streets," would watch the effect produced

on the motley audience. Lever has also been known to

glide from Trinity College at night, on a kindred but

more sensational mission. Many of the old Dublin

ballads were coarse and scurrilous, which tried to make up

in bitterness of innuendo for their deficiency in humour

;

but occasionally were found real gems of passionate

feeling sparkling with native wit, and possessing the

true ring, which were at once caught up and carolled

from end to end of the city. In the composition of many

of these ballads Lever, no doubt, was directly concerned.

lie saturated his mind in such portions of the ballad

literature of Ireland as deserved attention ;
" and on one

occasion," observes the fellow student to whom we

are indebted for so much that is valuable in these details,

"having hired the uniform and accoutrements of the
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prototype of Ehoudluni—an historical personage still

remembered in Dublin, and introduced in the ' Knight

of Gwynne '—he went the length of singing, in one of

the most frequented parts of Dublin, a political ballad

of his own composition, judged to be too strong by the

regular professionals. A great row ensued, but a party

of fellow students were at hand to rescue the amateur

singer and bear him off in triumph."

His confederate on this occasion was Keane, who will

be found hereafter associated in a practical joke played

on Surgeon Cusack's class. If they received rough

usage as ballad-singers, they also received something

more consoling. Dr. Tweedy says that Lever and

Keane returned that night with thirty shillings in half-

pence. He was greatly attached to* Keane, and seemed

in a paroxysm of tears when, sometime later, he an-

nounced his death to Dr. Tweedy. Eeaders of Lever's

works will not fail to have remarked the frequent and

effective use he makes of ballads and ballad-singers ; and

all those acquainted with Dublin thirty years ago, will

also recognise how perfectly in his own acknowledged

compositions he caught not only the form but the tone

and spirit of the best Dublin ballad. In his last

work, " Kilgobbin," Joe Allie is made to do this very

same task of writing ballads for the streets—a souvenir of

times never more to return. The glorious days of Dublin

ballad-singing were before the new policeman came to

say " Move on !
" Major D

,
to whom we are in-

debted for the above anecdote, tells us that he perfectly
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recollects the grotesque figure of Rhoudlum singing

ballads. Lever, in the "Knight of Gwynne," describes

the choral crone as "a fiend-like old woman, with one

eye, and a voice like a cracked bassoon. She was

3ed in a cast-off soldier's coat, and a man's hat, and

either from face or costume had few feminine traits. She

was followed by a mob of admiring amateurs, who seemed

to form her body-guard and her chorus." Lever ran

some risk of popular chastisement from the freedom with

which he used favourite names.

"Och, Dul il in <ity, there is no doubtin',

Bates every « j i \ upon the say ;

'Tia there you'd hear O'Connel] spoutin',

An' Lady Morgan makin'tay.

For 'tis tin- capital o' the finest nation,

Wid charmin' pisintry upon a fruitful sod,

FighthV like divila for conciliation,

An' hatin' cadi other for the love of < rod."

His careful studies of the Irish ballad-singer stood

him in good stead ever after. The important role,

played by Darby—disguised as a hag of this character

—will be remembered by readers of " Tom liurke."*

" It will be easily understood," resumes our esteemed

informant, the Major, "why a character like Lever

should, even in his earliest years, have acquired a cer-

* "Don't be crowdin' an me that away. There it Is now—ye're tearin'

the cloak all' the back o' me ! Divil receave the aote I'll sing, if ye don't

behave ! And look at his honour up there, with a tenpenny bit in the

heel of his fist for me. The Lord reward your purty face
—

'tis yourself has

tin- darlin' blue eyes, Bail Bcran to yez, ye blaggards—look at my ilegant

bonnet the way you've made it
!"

—

Vide " Tom Burke," chaps. xviii., et seq.
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tain ascendancy, and no small degree of popularity

amongst his fellow students. What ensured his social

position very much, was the fact that, although Lever's

name was constantly heard of in connection with all

manner of wild and daring exploits, it was well known

that he was never mixed up with aught in the slightest

degree objectionable, and this, no doubt, partly because

he never was a drinking man, although Dublin, forty

years ago, was as much given to inebriety as any city

that can be found either north or south of the Tweed.

An audacious bit of fun, but pure fun unmixed with

coarseness, was Lever's delight—something at which all

parties were sure in the end to laugh, after it had pro-

duced a momentary sensation."

His life in Trinity was of an enjoyable character. It

is not necessary, as college men know, to read hard in

order to obtain a degree. He drove and rode much;

and the "curricle" rather than the curriculum attracted

his thoughts. According to Charles Knight, who, how-

ever, does not employ the antithesis, some of Lever's

time was devoted to breaking horses as well as to break-

ing hearts. His rooms in college were at ~No. 2 on the

ground floor—not No. 2 to the left of the gate on enter-

ing, but No. 2 "Botany Bay,"—and from their situation

the orgies, in which he and his chum Boyle indulged,

were readily heard. This person figures under the

name of Frank Webber in " O'Mallcy." Lever used to

say of him that if now living he would certainly be a

Fenian head-centre, and prove himself a far more for-
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midable foe to England than any of the tried loaders of

that movement:—"lie was one of my earliest friends,

my chum in college, and in the very chambers where I

have located Charles O'Malley in old Trinity. He was

a man of the highest order of abilities, and with a

memory that never forgot, but ruined and run to seed

by the idleness that came of a discursive, uncertain

temperament. Capable of anything, he spent his youth

in follies and eccentricities, every one of which, how-

ever, gave indications of a mind inexhaustible in

resources, and abounding in devices and contrivances

that none other but himself would have thought of.

Poor fellow, he died young, and perhaps it is better it

should have been so."

Lever dees not seem to know that Eobert Torrens

Boyle finally became a clergyman. In 1850 he was

curate at Stradbally, and afterwards rector of Timogue,

Leighlin. Here Mr. Burrowes Kelly specially remarked

him for his prim and staid demeanour. Boyle at this

period married a co-heiress, by whom Ik; had no

children, sank into a state of mental imbecility, and

retired to Donegal, where he died about the same time

as Lever himself. Boyle's family tell us that at college

he stopped at no daring feat, from a conspiracy to

capture Major Sirr, the Fouche' of Dublin, and a

notorious Terrorist, to practical jokes on the dean

of his University. Associated with Lever in some

pleasant pranks were Babington and Norcott—the

latter supplying the name of one of his last novels.
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In " O'Malley " is introduced the Vice-Provost, Dr.

Barrett, a figure so grotesque that even Lever could

hardly caricature the reality.* Barrett died in 1821,

and as Lever entered college in 1822, he could not have

known him there ; but Barrett had been the guest of

Lever's father, and furnished the observant boy with

large material for future pencilling. Barrett's eccen-

tricities were welded into the work at the special desire

of McGlashan, the publisher. The collegiate progress

of our student, as detailed there, though probably em-

bellished, is, we are assured, autobiographic. The chief

freaks ascribed to Webber, however, were performed by

Lever himself—a fact known to his fellow students, some

of whom now occupy distinguished status.

Except reading, there was nothing our collegians

did not do. Among their avocations, we are told,

were " training hacks for a race in the Phoenix,

arranging a rowing match, getting up a mock duel

between two white-feather friends, or organising ' the

Association for discountenancing Watchmen.' "

Chapters xiv., xvi., and xx., of " O'Malley " may be

fairly consulted by those who desire to enjoy a good

laugh while gathering an insight into Lever's college

life. There will be seen the endless practical jokes

which pursued the Dons. How, on one occasion,

dragoons in full uniform, on our student's invitation,

* In the "D. U. M." will be found (VoL xviii., pages 350—358) a charac-

teristic portrait and amusing memoir from his pen of this eccentric though

gifted person. "But Lever'e lii-t piece appeared," writes Mr. Lines, a in

'Bolster's Quarterly Magazine,' published at Cork in 1826." Vide "Portfolio."
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excited dismay by unbuckling their belts and sabres,

and seating themselves at the Fellows' table at dinner
;

how the loud orgies at night in the rooms jointly

occupied by Webber and his chum, necessitated a

nocturnal visit from the Burser;* how a hot skirmish

ensued between the collegians and porters, whose

wrath relaxed on being sprinkled with ambrosial

punch; and how the Board threatened penalties next

day, but on hearing an ingenious defence, relented.

We suspect, however, that the real secret of Webbers

(Robert Boyle's) escape was that he claimed kindred

to the provost, Dr. Kyle, afterwards Bishop of Cork.

The incident at the Fellows' table is remembered in

Dublin University to this day as a veritable occurrence.

I.over, perhaps, used it as a tradition rather than a

personal reminiscence, bul that it took place there can

be no doubt. Dr. Maginn questioned the accuracy of

the description, and declared that Lever could not have

been an alumnus, adding:

—

"A Trinity College man would have known that

had any persons intruded themselves into a society

where no guests are received, where none, excepting

those members of the University actually resident

within the walls, ean enter, they would infallibly have

been kicked first out of the hall by the gentlemen and

then out of the gates by the porter."

* Dr. Maginn declared that this designation " of the inoffensive Treasurer

oftheColleg " to send, him to do the duty of the Dean

m suppressing a disturbance.*' (" Eraser/' Nb.CLIV.) No adverse criticism,

however, ever made Lever alter a line that be had once written.
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The Irish gentleman of the old school, however,

especially if a highly educated one, is proverbial for

his courtesy, and it is quite possible that the Fellows,

rather than sanction so gross an outrage as that sug-

gested, connived for once at the presence round their

table, of military visitors—clearly strangers in Dublin,

—

on whose breasts hung the medals of Talavera and

Waterloo, and who found themselves, possibly by

some mistake, guests at the Fellows' table.

But this incident pales beside others duly described,

including a proposal to blow up the great bell, which

had so often intruded on their morning convivialities.

This was overruled, and O'Malley satisfied his wild

spirit in igniting some squibs and crackers which had

been previously disposed in the gown of a certain

worthy doctor. "The terrors of the 'Board' were

never fulminated against me. The threat of giving

publicity to the entire proceedings by the papers, and

the dread of figuring in a sixpenny caricature, were too

much for the worthy doctor, and he took the wiser

course, and held his peace."

All this, besides fm*nishing a glimpse of Lever's life

in Alma Mater, affords a good specimen of the fun

—

free from frailty—which was a specialty with him.

The convivial indulgence described is overdrawn, so

far as Lever's own case is concerned, it being positively

asserted by Major D and others who knew him in

college, that he was not addicted to hard drinking : and

we know on the same authority that he never smoked.
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The confession reveals no worse than ungovernable

animal spirits, rollicking fun, and the exuberant buoy-

ancy of boys—and Lover was, to the last, "a child of

laruvr growth." The scene is a rich harlequinade, at

which we laugh without feeling the worse for it.

"His writings," observes a critic, "are absolutely

without anything which is base in itself or lowering

in its tendencies. The animalism in which he revels is

the animalism of which we need not be ashamed. Xo

youthful mind was ever impregnated with a single seed

of unwholesome appetite or desire by the novels of

Charles Lever. They are infected by no moral taint.

Their atmosphere is free indeed and uncontrolled.

Their hilarity runs high, and is sometimes boisterous.

Their heroes are often enough impossible and extrava-

gant. We are introduced to noc tes ocenceque deorwn not

a few, but there is nothing that an English parent need

hesitate to entrust to the leisure-hour reading of an

inquiring English boy." *

Who knows but that his hard hits at the academic

asceticism of that day, and his exaggerated pictures of

the collegiate laxity, of which it was almost necessarily

the fruit, may have helped to soften the rigour of its

rules? Trinity College, now-a-days, is widely different

from the old Trinity of fifty years ago, and how few

would credit the prediction, if then made, that balls.

attended by the belles of Dublin, would now be openly

allowed in that ancient seat of learning.

» The Standard, No. 14,928, June 4, 1872.
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Lever was attacked by Dr. Maginn for presenting, in

" O'Malley," pictures of relaxed discipline in Alma

Mater—adding that he could not have been a Trinity

College man to defile the Temple; but the heads of

the University far from viewed his sketchwork in this

peevish spirit, of which we have proof in the fact that,

not very long after, they solicited him to become their

representative in Parliament, and, although holding a

Doctor's degree from a continental college, presented

him, at last, with a diploma of LL.D. Honoris Causa.

Lever having entered College in 1822, should have

been in a position to graduate as B.A. early in 1826.

He must, therefore, have lost an entire year in some

way, for the College books show that he did not take

that degree until autumn, 1827. Whatever time he

lost was mostly spent in

" Wit, eloquence, and poesy

—

Aits which I loved, for they, my friend ! were thine."

How his time passed his friend Major D helps to

tell in those wonderful notes he has so fully placed in

our hands. u About the year 1826 a scion of a good

family in Connaught, who resided in Trinity College,

made himself conspicuous amongst the students by his

very exaggerated self-importance and pretension, wholly

unwarranted by the possession of talents or attainments.

Lever, having undertaken to admonish his inordinate

vanity, accomplished the task first, by inserting para-

graphs in one of the Dublin newspapers, proclaiming
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in the most pompous style, all this gentleman's move-

ments nal or pretended, as for instance, u "Wc are glad

to be able to announce the arrival—from his family-

it, county ,
of that distinguished young gentle-

man, Mr. A. B., who purposes residing, for the time

being, at No. 3-40, Trinity College," or, " Wc hear that

Mr. A. B. has taken up his residence for a week at

Gresham's Hotel, Kingstown, where his presence cannot

fail to attract all the leaders of fashion in our metropolis,

&c, tfec, &c." The poor young man swallowed the bait

most eagerly, and really began to imagine himself a

person of great importance, whilst his appearance in

society afforded general amusement. The climax was

readied when Lever appeared at A. B.'s rooms in college

at the head of a deputation, dressed in their caps and

gowns, to present a mock heroic address from a pretended

meeting of students, expressing, in very inflated terms,

their high sentiments of respect for A. B.—the whole of

which was taken literally, and swallowed with infinite

complacency. This precious address appeared in one of

the Dublin newspapers next morning, with a number of

names annexed to it, and a reply from A. B., showing

how completely he fell into the trap so adroitly laid to

catch his self-conceit. There is no saying how far this

farce might have gone, but that a copy of the newspaper

falling into the hands of some friends of A. B.'s highly

respectable family, that young gentleman was removed

to other spheres, and, for aught I know, may be

Mill adorning society in his native region. I may
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add, in reference to the address, that amongst other

names unauthorisedly appended was my own, to the

great disgust of an irncle, a staid old gentleman, who had

an equal claim to it. The whole thing left a particular

impression on me, for I remember getting well blown-

up on the circulation of the news by officious friends."

A tedious search for this address has terminated in its

discovery at a date subsequent to that which Lever's

friend assigns to it. The address and reply appear in

Saunders* News Letter of April the 4th, 1831, but the

successful formality of the Presentation took place very

appropriately on the 1st of April. The document, with

other amusing adjuncts, will be found in the portfolio

appended to this memoir. It may be added, on the

authority of Dr. H , one of the signatories, that this

spark of Lever's wit ignited a train of practical jokes

which completely blew B out of Dublin—culminat-

ing in the arrival, one morning, at his door of a hearse,

which, on a hoaxing order, came to remove Iris remains.

It will hardly have failed to strike the reader ere our

narrative ends, that Lever's characteristics, whether by

accident or design, bore a marked resemblance to those

of Theodore Hook, the Stanislaus Hoax of Disraeli's

"Vivian Grey." We are told by Hook's biographer

that his "joking proclivities had nearly cost him his

matriculation." He is believed to have been the prime

mover of the Bemers Street Hoax, in 1809—but, it is

added, "a record of his practical jokes, boisterous

buffooneries, adventures, and fits of frolic would fill a

VOL. I. E
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volume." Both Hook and Lever shone to infinitely

better advantage at the table than in their writings.

The parallel must, however, stop here. Hook revelled in

double-entendre^—Lever was never known throughout

the forty years of Major D.'s association with him to

make one joke to which the most fastidious could object.

Now-a-days when folk are constantly on the wing,

travelling over not only every European land, but all

parts of the world, it will be hard to understand the

stay-at-home life that fifty years ago our fathers led.

The long scries of wars lasting from 1792 to 1815 had

well nigh weaned British subjects from Continental

travel ; and it was not till ten or twelve years after

Waterloo that the younger generation, especially of

[irishmen, began to yearn for farther acquaintance with

the outward world. Lever felt this impulse very early,

and with him it was an irresistible one. His previous

trips had sharpened his appetite for further travel.

If living was cheap in those days, transit was slow, and

\ time being limited by his medical studies, he

adopted an ingenious mode of inexpensively gratifying

his love for roaming, while discharging, at the same time,

a professional role. It was precisely at the period when

Dr. Lardner, T.C.I)., sought to demonstrate, by rigid

mathematical calculation, the impossibility of steam-ship

communication being ever established between Ireland

and America, that the Irish exodus which attained such

vast dimensions of late years had its birth, and sailing

ships were fitted out in Irish ports for transatlantic
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emigration. Frightful occurrences had taken place on

board some of these vessels in consequence of the out-

break of fever and other diseases, and the Government

issued an order to compel each ship carrying emigrants,

to carry also a duly qualified medical officer. The ship-

owners interpreted "duly qualified" to mean a medical

student of perhaps two years' standing who could pro-

cure a certificate of proficiency in the treatment of

accidents and common fevers, the remuneration being

a small sum, a free place at the skipper's table, and

a gratuitous passage home.

Provided with credentials of higher mark than seems

to have been necessary to secure the appointment, Lever

obtained charge of an emigrant ship bound for Quebec,

in the spring of 1829. With a case of instruments, and

a small valise, he got on board, probably whistling as he

went " The girl I left behind me." In those days no

Board of Emigration existed, and no records of such

matters were kept by the Custom House, Dublin, so

that it has been found impossible to ascertain the name

of the vessel, or any particulars of the voyage. But

some reminiscences of it may be gathered from his sub-

sequent writings. A Review by him of "Marryat's

America,"* after noticing the great sea-serpent, of which

there has recently been a revival, says :

' ;Wc ourselves can vouch for having made the voyage

across the Atlantic under the guidance of a Yankee

* D. U. M., vol. xiv. p. 51G.

K 2
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'skipper/ who assured us that he sailed for two days

on a wind alongside of one, and only 'got to the end of

him when the breeze freshened to eight knots an hour.'

'

In the thirtieth chapter of " O'Malley," giving a

graphic description of a ship becalmed, will be found

reminiscences of this voyage ; and there are also traces

of the visit to Canada in " Lorrcquer ;
" whilst Bagenal

Daly and his man Bandy, together with the wild Indian

character described in the "Knight of Gwynne,"' are

evidently derived from the impressions of his trip to

Xorth America. In " Con Cregan," too, he utilizes

some experiences of this time. We have a chapter

headed "The Voyage out;" another, "Quebec;" a

third, " An emigrant's first step on shore ;
" a fourth,

••A night in the Lower Town;" a fifth, "A scene,

and my lucubrations on the St. Lawrence ;
" a sixth,

" On board the Cristobel;" a seventh, "A log hut at

Brazos ;

' an eighth, " A night in a forest of Texas"

—

and so on. Going out, he speaks of "passing at sunset

the great headlands of the south of Ireland—at first

seemingly clear, and at last like hazy fog banks, while

our light vessel scudded along to North America." He

tells us that he sometimes dropped into the steerage to

listen to some seaman's yarn of storm and shipwreck,

but far oftener into the cuisine. " I resolved," he

writes, "upon making a tour of Canada and the States,

in order to pick up a few notions, and increase my store

of experiences, ere I adopted any fixed career."

Very graphic is his sketch of Quebec, which he at
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last reluctantly left ; but more interesting evidence of

the reproduction of adventures actually experienced at

this time lies before us.

A letter, addressed to us by the clergyman who

shared so largely Lever's confidence, states, "He wrote

to me in June, 1843, saying that in return for a secret

I confided to him he would tell me one in return re-

specting the story of ' O'Leary,' then appearing. The

shipmate, the tale, and the adventures, a gaspe were

facts, and happened to himself. He spent the summer

of 1829 in Canada and the States, visited some of the

Indian settlements and Lake Erie, and went as far as

Inscarara. The Indian * Post ' was a true man, and the

journey was made, he added, exactly as described.

" Lever narrated to me his landing in America and

his rapidly passing from civilised districts to the prairie

—with the determination to seek the experiences of

forest life with an Indian tribe. He easily found the

red man's haunts, and was admitted into fellowship.

For a time, a life free from the restraints imposed

by civilization upon us was to him of the highest

enjoyable character. The nights under the open air,

the days in the pine forest or by some majestic river,

were transcendentally happy. He got so thoroughly in

accord with them, that the Indian sachem formally ad-

mitted him into tribal privileges, and initiated him into

membership." *

* Letter of Rev. Samuel Hayman, Feb. 21, 1876.
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Leyer became the more reconciled to native com-

panions from the savage boorishness lie had met on the

route from white ones. His review of "Marryat's

America," after referring to the combination of vulgar

egotism with impertinent curiosity, which marked the

emigrant population of Canada, goes on to say

:

" ' Two Turks are not so bad as one renegade,' so, in

feet, two ' genuine Yankees ' are less insufferable than

one adopted son of this land of independence. A few

years ago, when making a short tour in America, we

made one of a coach party going from Utica to the

1 Springs.' A swarthy, well-dressed personage opposite

interrupted a remark, by saying ' You are an Irishman

I guess, friend?' Having replied in the affirmative, he

added, with a chuckle, ' Well, I thought so, your country-

men arc Mich damned ugly men.' " Such barbarous

rebuffs fanned his adventurous spirit— Lever flung

himself into the ranks of the less repulsive red men.

31r. Hayman resumes :

—

"For a time, Lever said, this was pleasurable; but

only for a time. He grew weary of barbarism, and

sighed for civilisation, ne endeavoured to hide his

emotion-, and he succeeded with the men; but one of the

squaws, looking at him fixedly, read his thoughts. 'Your

heart, stranger,' said she, ' is not with us now. You

wish for your own people. But you will never see them

again. Our chief will kill you, if you leave us. It is

the law of our tribe, that none joining us can go away.

Xo ! no ! You will never set; the pale faces again, nor
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go back to your country. How could you find tlio

forest tracks for yourself, if you fled ? You would be

instantly followed, and found; and when found you

would be slain. stay !
' He feigned to be convinced

by her arguments ; but all his thoughts were fixed on

the one object—flight. How could he effect it?"*

" Every day and every hour he studied to find

opportunity ; but it was all in vain. He found the

customs of the tribe to be as the woman described.

There was to be no separation from them ; or death the

penalty. The same squaw noticed the change in his

spirits, and ere long in his health ; and her ' woman's

'

heart was touched with compassion. She even devised

the means of his getting away.

"A red Indian, named Tahata, came to the tribe once

a year, bringing tobacco and brandy from some British

settlement, and exchanging them for the peltry the

hunters had collected from his previous visit. The

squaw told Lever that she would sound this man (' the

Post ' he was called), and see whether for a sum of

money he would appoint some place of rendezvous for

him in the forest, and be his guide through its mazes

until some outpost or town would be reached. Lever

had no money, but ' the Post ' was to be remunerated

by his countrymen on his reaching them. The offer

was accepted. Lever, at the squaw's suggestion, feigned

sickness, and was left behind in the wigwams with the

* Letter of the Rev. Samuel Havman, Grange Erin, Douglas, Cork,

March 8th, 1876.
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women, while Che tribe were out hunting. In the men's

absence he made his escape. Tahata was faithful."

The following is from "O'Leary," a book which

Lever admitted to Mr. Ilayman, correctly described his

own progress at this time.

"Then began a scries of adventures, to which all I

have hitherto told you are as nothing. It was the wild

life of the prairies in companionship with one who felt

as much at home in the dark recesses of a pine forest,

as ever I did in the snug corner of mine inn. ]>ow it

was a night spent under the starry sky, beside some

clear river's bank, where the fish lay motionless beneath

the red glare of our watch-fire ; now we bivouacked in

a gloomy forest, planting stockades around to keep off

the wild beasts; then wo would chance upon some small

Indian settlement, where we wore regaled with hospi-

tality, and spent half the night listening to the low

chant of a red man's song, as he deplored the downfall

of his nation, and the loss of their hunting grounds.

Through all, my guide preserved the steady equability

of one who was travelling a well-worn path—some

notched tree, some small stone heap, some fissured rock,

being his guide through wastt 8, where it seemed to me

no human foot had ever trod. lie lightened the road

with many a song, and many a story, the latter always

displaying some curious trait of his people, whose high

sense of truth and unswerving fidelity to their word,

ence pledged, appeared to be an invariable feature in

( very narrative; and though he could well account for
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the feeling that makes a man more attached to his own

nation, he more than once half expressed his surprise

how, having lived among the simple minded children of

the forest, I could ever return to the haunts of the

plotting and designing white men." *

"The fugitives were pursued," continued Mr. Hay-

man, " but not overtaken ; Lever reached Quebec in

safety. ' I walked through the streets,' he said to me,

c in the moccasins and with head-feathers. I found a

merchant who knew my father, and gave me the reward

for the guide, and who crowned his kindness by lodging

and boarding me until he paid my passage back to

Europe.' I give you," adds 3Ir. Hayman, "Lever's

narrative as nearly as I can in his own words."

His arrival in Quebec was, as he saj's, on a bright,

clear, frosty day in December, when all the world was

astir ; sledges flying here and there, men slipping

along in rackets, women wrapped up in furs, sitting

snugly in chairs, and pushed along the ice some ten or

twelve miles the hour; all gay, all lively, and all

merry looking.

In his books he constantly recurs for material supplied

in these early adventures. Thus, Eoland Cashel details

to Olivia his history when a prisoner with the Caman-

ches, a savage American tribe. About this time he

also visited the States; and in reviewing "Marryat's

America," after praising Upper Canada as the finest

* D. U. M., July, 1843, p. 6.
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portion of North America, adds: " Tho Americans

themselves we part with here, as we did some years

since from their shores, sans regret"* His allusions,

however, to their " whittling and spitting propensities,"

with other habits, show that Lever had no opportunity

of meeting well-educated Americans.

On the whole, however, these early travels proved of

use in forming his mind and character. A magazine

paper (»n ''Foreign Travel" dilates on the benefits

derived from " intercourse with strangers, and the

opportunities of correcting, by personal observation, the

impressions already received by study. " No one sets a

higher price on this than I do ; no one estimates more

fully the advantages of tempering one's nationality by

the candid comparison of our own institutions with

those of other countries ; no one values more highly

the unbiassed frame of mind produced by extending

the Held of our observation, and, instead of limiting

onr experience by the details of a book, reading from

the wide-spread page of human nature itself." f

He recognised the importance of travel, but yet

often throughout this period of expatriation, felt

inclined to lilt from a song of his own

—

" I would dance like a fairy,

To see old Dunleary !

"

II'- was glad, therefore, to set foot once more on its

beach, and to find that Ireland had been in the interim

* D. U. M., vol. six. p. 323.

t Ibid., vol. xiv. p. 521.
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emancipated. In his last preface to " The Martins,"

he speaks of this "as one of the most memorable eras in

its history, and when an act of the Legislature assumed

to redress irregularities, compose differences, and allay

jealousies of centuries' growth, and make of two widely

different races one contented people !

"

Lever's luggage home was swelled by an unusual

adjunct. An old friend of his, Dr. Maunsell, remembers

him bringing home a canoe from Canada, and being

taken, in company with another youth, to try it on the

Grand Canal near Dublin.

Lever pursued his medical studies, but Dr. D
tells us that he was more remarkable for acuteness in

prognosis than diagnosis. His general diligence of

observation, however, was great. Its keenness is proved

by the fidelity with which he always sketches German

manners prevalent in those old German towns at a

time when the small Courts were in the full enjoyment

of their superficial honours—scenes quite as graphically

pourtrayed as his picturesque glimpses of " Dear

Dublin " and the West.

To this city, endeared to him by birth and the

associations of a happy boyhood, he is now found speed-

ing once more.



CHAPTER III.

"Jacky Barrett"—Cologne and Coblentz—Life at Gottingen— Blumen-

bach—A duel—Louis Napoleon—At Heidelberg—Vienna and Weimar

—Goethe—Keturn to Dublin—Studies medicine—A startling resur-

rection—Personates Mr. Cusack to the class—Pursuit at the hands of

the hoaxed—Recollections by Drs. Ridgeway and Cullinan, "the

wrestling doctor."

James Levee rented from Sir Compton Domvillc

some land near Clontarf, on which he built a handsome

villa, known as Moatfield, * where Charles passed many

early days. It afterwards became the residence of Mr.

Staunton, a well-known Irish journalist, noticed by

Moore in his diary, and later an important public officer,

who took it direct from James Lever. To Clontarf,

Lever devotes a Chapter of " O'Donoghue," and de-

scribes it as "the then fashionable watering-place of the

citizens of Dublin;" while its "Green Lanes,'' receive

honourable mention in that " Boy of Norcotts."

3[on of mark wore occasionally entertained by James

Lever; but he was a calculating man of business, and

rarely dispensed festivity without an object. We catch

* Charles Lever was the last life in the lease, and in 1872 Moatfield

became the subject of the first case for litigation under the new Land Act

—

known to lawyers as Bofland v. Domville—when compensation for per-

manent improvements was claimed, and came on appeal before Baron

from a decree made by the county chairman.
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a glimpse of these pleasant evenings in a memoir by

Lever of Dr. Barrett, a don of Dublin University.

"A gentleman at Clontarf who wished to become

tenant of some college lands, invited him, when bursar,

with other Fellows to dinner. He had not been so far

from college since his childhood. It was then, that

passing by Lord Charlemont's beautiful demesne, and

seeing the sheep grazing, he asked what extraordinary

animals they were, and when told expressed the great-

est delight at seeing for the first time live mutton.

As he passed along the shore, the sea attracted his

particular admiration. He described it as " a broad flat

superficies, like Euclid's definition of a line expanding

itself into a surface and blue, like Xenophon's plain

covered with wormwood."

"The college bell," adds Lever, "hung at that time

to a high steeple in the front square, and when it tolled

at night the roll was distinctly heard across the bay at

Clontarf, like Milton's curfew :

—

' Over some wide watered shore,

Swinging slow with sullen roar.'

" After dinner, when the guests, as was then usual,

began to drink to the health of favourite ladies, the

Doctor was asked for his belle :
' I'll give you,' said he,

1 the college bell ; for I'm told she's finer than Big Tom
of Lincoln.' This was not meant as a play upon words,

which he could not comprehend and never attempted.

The bell he always called ' she ' from the same vul-

garism that makes a gun or a ship of the feminine
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gender. This was perhaps the only occasion on which

he dined out of the Commons hall for nearly forty

years."*

Moatfield, situated on a spot traditionally the scene of

fairy gambols, had nice gardens round it, from which

Charlie could now cull roses to his heart's content,

eloquent of full-blown love. He had no longer need to

look to Edward Clibborn for bouquets to lay at Kate

Baker's feet. James Lever had, at first, some idea of

putting Charles to the Ear, and would have much

preferred to see him cultivating the flowers of rhetoric

or even camomile flowers and poppy-heads, rather than

those which engaged his attention. At length, the

youth tamed down somewhat under parental remon-

strance, took out his degree as Bachelor in a staid

sense; and decided on proceeding to Gottingen to

study Physic rather than Psyche. Increased sobriety of

thought gradually grew up. " Whether," he writes, " we

regard the physician as a man of science, cultivating,

as the daily business of his life, the highest order of

mental pursuits—or look upon him more nearly in his

immediate relation to society, he has ever appeared to

us a most interesting character." j- " He became a

traveller in his 'teens," writes Mr. Hayman. " His

father gave him sufficient means. 1 1 shall know

always, Charlie,' said the father to him, 'from your

letters how you are conducting yourself. An altered

* D. U. M., vol. xviii. p. 354.

t "Physic and Physicians," D. U. M., Dec. 1839, p. 653.
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life will bring an altered tone, that you will not be able

to hide, and I shall judge for myself.' " "'

The date of his journey to Gottingen can be but

inferentially known. We were at first disposed to

place it before the Canadian trip ; but in his account of

Cologne he alludes to the emotions he had previously

felt on viewing Niagara. The first part of his " Log-

Book of a Eambleiy' appeared in the " Dublin Literary

Gazette" for January 16, 1830, and was probably

written towards the end of 1829. "In the early part

of last year," he writes, " I was waiting at Eotterdam "

—which fixes the date, namely, 1828. At Gottingen

he passed the winter of that year and the ensuing

spring. His " Log-Book," published in the "Dublin

Literary Gazette," which serial, by the way, was

stamped out after an existence of six months, by the

Stamp Office insisting on each number being furnished

with a twopenny stamp—narrates his experiences en

route to the Great German University. The notes begin

with some account of Eotterdam, where, awaiting the

arrival of a friend, he sojourned for some time. Snatches

of impromptu song, and pleasant gossip are agreeably

blended, and favourably contrast with the Dryasdust

school of writing travels previously in vogue. The

public are grasped warmly by the hand, and asked

—

'•' Know ye the land of dull dykes and dank ditches
;

"Whose waters are waveles.s and stagnantly green
;

Where Mynheer, in Batavian expansion of breeches,

And cigar-invoked stupor, sits still and serene 1
'

* Letter of the Eev. Samuel Hayman, March 6, 1876.
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The coming man at last makes his appearance, and the

two friends start for Cologne, in order to be present

at the great Musical Festival held in the then ruinous

cathedral. The scenery along the Lower Rhine is

pooh-poohed, and regret expressed that the French

spoken by some Dutch fellow-travellers was unintelli-

gible to him ; and it subsequently appears that the

German at Cologne was equally so. From which it

may be inferred that, although he had acquired a

tolerably good acquaintance with both languages, so

far as books and masters enabled him, his car had not

as yet been made. " Lever," writes that old friend so

retentive in recollection, " was never very accurate in

foreign tongues ; all his sympathies were at first in

favour of Germany and its language, and I can remem-

ber perfectly his saying to me in 1830, that although

an Englishman may reasonably hope to become a toler-

ably perfect German scholar, ho can never become a

really good French one. There is much truth in this

remark, but it is curious enough that Lever's sympathies

took, later on, quite the contrary direction, and became at

one time as decidedly French as they had previously

been German. Those who have studied his works or

who were personally intimate with him, must have

remarked that his genius was much more French in its

character than either English or German." This pecu-

liarity will become more apparent when wc come to

notice " Tom Burke."

Some details of his progress and a spice of his powers
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of observation are found in the journal of 1830. He

stands at the door of the Cathedral, wedged in a human

mass whose decorum contradicted Swift's adage that a

crowd is a mob even if composed of bishops.

" The swell of the music, as borne upon the wind,

mingled with the din of the multitude, forcibly reminded

me of the far-off roar of Niagara, when first I heard it

booming in the distance.

"Never shall I forget the effect of that moment.

The vast building lay before me, crowded with human

beings to the roof ; while the loud bray of the organ,

mingling its artillery of sound with the deafening peal

of several hundred instruments, was tremendous.

" The Cologne belles, with their tight-laced bodices

of velvet, their black eyes, and still blacker hair, rarely

covered by anything but a silk handkerchief lightly

thrown over it, formed a strong contrast to the fair

complexioned, blue-eyed daughters of Holland, whose

demure and almost minaudiere demeanour, was curiously

contrasted with the air of coquetry which the others

have borrowed from their French neighbours."

He adds that he wrote a very full description of " this

Festival and the music, and made mems of some pleasant

fellows with whom he dined, and of the pretty partners

with whom he had waltzed," and asks

—

" Know ye the land where professors are tripping

In the light airy waltz and the swift galopade
;

Or retired within dark grove? their negus arc sipping

with stent kalte-sh tde f"

VOL. I. F
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lie attended a fete at Drachenfels—graphically de-

scribed—whore he got something better than kalte-shade,

which is simply warm beer grated with nutmeg and

sugar. Coblentz he reaches late in the evening, and

had to go snpperless to bed, the Duke of Clarence, who

had just arrived, having ordered everything eatable in

the town for himself and suite ! He praises Wil-

helmshoh and its water-works, but is shocked at seeing

"the splendid carriage of the Elector, who sat in all

the glory of a rich uniform and moustaches a la Pntsse,

smoking beside a young lady, not his Duchess. After

stopping here for three days, which passed most agree-

ably, he again took night, and at the end of a forty

miles' excursion,

" In (jui- Btage-coach waggon trotting in,

We made our entrance to the U-

Niversity of Gottingen,"

The third part of the u Rambler's Log" appeared on

April 17th, 1830, and is heralded, as usual, with

metrical queries happily improvised, and sketching so

vividly the life by which he was surrounded:

' Know ye the land where the students pugnacious

Strut the stre '- in long frocks, and loo.-e trowsers and cap-

;

Who, proud in the glory of pipe and moustaches,

brink the downfall of nations in flat beer or schnaps ?"

"In three days," he writes, "I was enrolled a student

of Gottingen, which, besides conferring on me the un-

doubted advantages of one of the finest libraries in

Europe, with admission to various lectures, collections,
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botanical gardens, etc., also bestowed on me the more

equivocal honour of being eligible to fight a duel, and

drink l bruderschaftf in the beer cellar of the uni-

versity."

At length he sallies forth accoutred in a suit of sables,

one hand holding a large canister of Dublin snuff, which

he had brought as a propitiatory offering to the "greatest

nose in Europe," and the other bearing some letters of

introduction.

He describes himself as conducted by his guide to

the house of a great Professor. Ascending the stairs,

he knocked at a particular door specially labelled.

" ' Herein !
' in a voice of thunder, was the answer

from within to my 'still small knock. I entered, and

beheld a small, venerable-looking old man, with white

hah* flowing in careless profusion upon his neck and

shoulders ; his head, almost prcternaturally large, was

surmounted by a green velvet cap placed a little on

one side. He was grotesquely enveloped in fur cloak

with large sleeves, and altogether presented the most

extraordinary figure I had ever seen. I was again

roused by the sound of his voice interrogating me in no

less than six successive languages (ere I found my

tongue) as to my name, country, &c, &c. I imme-

diately presented my letters and present, with which lie

seemed highly pleased, and informed me that his 'guter

fround,' Lord Talbot, always brought him Irish snuff

;

and then welcoming me to Gottingen, he seized my
hands, pressed me down upon a seat, and began talking

F 2
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concerning my travels, plans, probable stay at the

University, &c. I now felt myself relieved from the

awe with which I had at first awaited the interview,

and looked around with a mingled feeling of admiration

and surprise at the 1 odd mSlange of curiosities in natural

history, skulls, drawings, models, and even toys, which

filled the cabinet. But, indeed, the worthy professor

was by far the greatest lion of the collection." Lever

remarked that the newest English publications reposed

on his table, and even some from Dublin. "On stand-

ing up to take my leave, I asked him whether the Gall

and Spurzheim theories were to compose part of my
university-creed course of study ; to which he answered,.

1 No ! but if you will wait to October, we are to have

a new system broached ;
" and then, chuckling at this

hit at tin- fondness of his countrymen for speculating,

he pressed me soon to revisit him and sec his collection

;

and thus ended my interview with the great Blu-

menbach."

Lexer did not misname the eminent man. A letter

mice addressed "Blumenbach, Europe," found him.

••
J was lolling one evening upon my sofa, enjoying

a volume of ' Kotzebuc ' over my coffee," Lever goes

on to say, "when my door opened, and a tall young

man entered. His light blue frock, and long sabre,

bespoke him a Prussian, no less than the white stripe

14)011 his cloth cap, which, placed upon one side of his

head, with true Bnrschen familiarity, he made no motion

10 remove. He immediately addressed me as follows

—
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1 You arc an Englishman studying here ?
'

' Yes.'

' You deal for coffee, &c, with Vaust, in the Weendcr

Strasse?' 'Yes.' 'Well, then, do so no longer.' This

was said without any menacing air, but with a most

business-like composure. He seemed to think he had

said enough ; but, judging from my look of surprise

that I had not clearly comprehended the full force of

the sorites which led to this conclusion, he added, by

way of explanation, ' I have lived two years in his

house, and on my asking this morning he refused to

lend me fourteen Louis d'ors.' Immediately perceiving

the drift of his visit, I recovered presence of mind

enough to ask, what the consequence would be if I

neglected this injunction ? ' You will then fight us
;

we are forty-eight in number, and Prussians—Adieu !

'

Having said this with the most provoking nonchalance,

he withdrew, and the door closed after him, leaving me

with an unfinished abjuration of groceries upon my lips.

Ere the following day elapsed, he again visited me, to

say that Vaust was no longer under ban, having com-

plied with his demand. I could give many such

instances but

—

ex uno discc omnes.

•And now," adds Lever, "that I have shown you

the dark side of the picture, let me assure you there is

a better one. For firm adherence to each other, for

true brotherhood, the German student is above any

other I ever met with; and although the principle of

honour be overstrained, yet, in many respects, the

consequences are good, and the chivalrous feeling thus
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inculcated renders him incapable of a moan or un-

worthy action."*

Pictures of Btudent life in Gottingen follow, including

a sensation glimpse of a duel in which Lever bore a part,

but humanely: for at one time, when ho saw the breast

of Eieendaller covered, and his opponent was about to

draw the trigger, he "felt an impulse to rush forward

and arrest his arm." This duel, however, had no fatal

termination. Hansel fired straight over his head. Eieen-

daller had been his playfellow in happier days. Throw-

ing his arms around his neck, he exclaimed, " Mein

binder !

" and wept like a child.

At last comes the fourth and last chip of the "Log."

" I was not long a resident in Gottingen <tc I be-

came enamoured of many of the Burschen institutions.

I had already begun to think thai students were a very

superior order of people; that duelling was an agreeable

after-dinner amusement ; and that nothing could be

more becoming or appropriate than a black frock,

braided, and fur collar thereto, even in the month of

July."

The pleasant "Irlander" became a favourite. He

danced delightfully; sang with spirit and expression;

and won golden opinions by translating into German

verse, "The king, God bless him !
" for a banquet com-

memorative of Waterloo.

* Dulilin Literary Gazette, April 17, 1830. To this .serial he i i al •

found contributing some papers beaded "Horse Germanicse," criticism on

d music and poetry, chiefly " Der Freischutz."
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This piece of autobiography, so little, if at all

known, goes on to tell

—

" My life now, although somewhat monotonous, was

by no means an uninteresting one. The mornings were

occupied at lectures, and then I dined, as did all the

students, at one, after which we generally adjourned in

parties to one another's lodgings, where we drank coffee

and smoked till about three ; after which we again

heard lectures, till we met together at Blumenbach's in

the Botanical Gardens in the evening, when we listened

to the venerable professor explaining the mysteries of

calyx and corolla to some half dozen young ladies, by

far the most attentive of his pupils. The evening was

then usually concluded by a drive to Geismar, or some

other little village five or six miles from Grottingcn,

when having supped on sour milk thickened with brown

bread and brown sugar, (a beverage which, notwith-

standing my Burschen prejudices, I must confess neither

' cheers nor inebriates,') we returned home about eleven;

and although I wished much that University restrictions

had not forbade our having a Theatre in the town, and

also that professors' minds were relieved from their

dread of the students misbehaving, and would have

permitted them to associate with their daughters, (for

I was as completely secluded from the society of ladies

as ever St. Kevin was,) yet was I happy and content

withal."*

* Dublin Literary Gazette, Saturday June 26, 1830, No. 26.
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There was a Kathleen with blue eyes and flawing

hair praying far away for Charlie's safe return, and who,

we may he assured, entirely approved the professors'

disinclination to allow their daughters to associate with

the students.

This lite at Gottingen bore good fruit to Lever, in-

dependent of what he may have professionally gathered.

Major ~D . who was with him in College, and after-

wards acquired an intimate knowledge of German life by

long residence, observes, in the MS. notes placed at our

disposal :

—

" It was no small gain for a Dublin student of those

days to discover that a great deal of social intercourse

and agreeable society may be enjoyed by young men

without having recourse to beverages which inebriate

without cheering; and Lever, who was himself passion-

ately fond of music, and had a very good voice, soon

became aware that the chorus-singing of the German

students, and the cultivation of good music (not the

famtAligjng so-called comic song of the music-hall), had

no small share in diminishing the consumption of excise-

able commodities, discovered something equally valuable

in himself and his friends, namely, a power of becoming

a leader and social chief amongst his contemporaries
;

and, moreover, he must have even then determined on

effecting a reformation of student life at his own

University, for he very carefully collected materials

for carrying such a project into effect ; but of tin's

hereafter."
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In a review of Dr. Graves' "Clinical Medicine," Lever

shows the difference between medical education in

Germany and at home. There "the State provides the

means and dictates the ordeal of study—while with us,

the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons possess char-

tered powers, under which they legislate for the two

professions." *

Lever had a decided prejudice in favour of the

continental physician; and in a similar paper, written

three years earlier, he bitterly notices the want of

encouragement which the progressive physiologist too

often finds at home.

" Look at the professorships nobly endowed in France

;

look at the rewards conferred upon Blumenbach, Meckel,

Tiedemann, Graefe, Langanbeck, and others in Germany.

The man who abroad devotes his time and talents to the

laborious pursuit of science in his cabinet, in preference

to the more healthful and inspiriting duties of a prac-

tising physician, is not, by adopting the severer career,

neglecting the more profitable. His government is able

and willing to reward his services, and thev never go

unrequited. Not so with us, for all the benefits to

accrue to one's children, and all the worldly advantages

and consideration to one's self, better far to be the

humblest apothecary that ever bestrode a ten pound

hackney, 'arising for his half-crown fee,' than the

enlightened discoverer of a subtle analysis or the in-

* D. U. M., vol. xxi. p. 308 (June, 1843).
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ventor of a remedy which may confer lasting blessings

upon mankind."*

In "Arthur O'Leary" we find some of Lever's

Gottingen experiences reproduced. One chapter thus

conclndes: "Bu1 I must Leave Gottingen and its

memories. They recall happy days it is true ; but they

who made them so where are they?"

Lever told Mr. J. G. Adair, his executor, that when

in Germany at this time, a group of students, of

whom he was the central figure, were often joined by

one known as Morony; whose habitual taciturnity

unfitted him from contributing to their social circle

unless as a listener. Thirty years after Lever met in

Italy one of the survivors, of whom he asked many

questions regarding early friends, including Morony.

•• You don't seem to know that Morony was no other

than the present Emperor Napoleon," was the reply.

Napoleon was at this time in the zenith of his power;

the guns of Solferino boomed their note of triumph

almost simultaneously with this answer; and Lever

declared that never had he been taken more completely

by surprise.

From Gottingen Lever proceeded to Heidelberg;

where he fell in with two friends, both, like himself,

medical students; and one of whom, Dr. Maunsell, is

still living, and not undistinguished as a journalist.

A very full account of the revolt of the Heidelberg

I), i . \!.. vol riii. p. 662 (Dec. 1839 ,
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students is supplied by Lever in the Dublin Literary

(la-cite of 1830, in the last part of his " Eambler's

Log.''

Another stirring narrative—well worth attention

—

called a "A peep at the mysteries of the Heidelberg

students," appears in the University Magazine, Vol. 27,

pp. 173-183. In that paper will be found ample details

of the duels to which they are prone ; and of a certain

upward stroke well known among experienced duellists,

and which, if successful, puts an end to the combat by

dividing the sinew of the sword-arm. There also is

recorded, besides the lyrics sung, an account of a supper

at which Lever was entertained—where at the head

and foot of every table two schlagers with basket

hilts, adorned with green and white ribbands, lay

crossed.*

Lever and his two companions at length went on to

* 1). U. M., pp. 44()-4.j2, April 1846. Turn over some 300 pages further,

and more autobiographic detail may he gleaned. A long paper, headed

" Recollections of the Burschenschaft of Germany,'' describes the funeral by

torchlight of one who fell—two schlagers laid across the coffin with his

chore hand and cap, two lines of students following—each carrying his

drawn sword with its point turned to the ground. As silent and slow the

procession passed on—the wail of music—the blue steel glancing in the

torchlight—all formed a solemn spectacle.

Records of what he saw at Heidelberg, possibly at a later date—the

Harmonie Ball—the duels—the interior of the students' chamber—may be

found in his sketches of Burschen life (pp. 54-67, vol. 28). The causes of

quarrels, lie tells us, are frequently quite as trivial as that sought for by

the Irishman at Donnybrook fair, who trailed his coat and challenged any

man to stand on it. A more pleasing view of the Heidelberg youths is

afforded by Lever's accouul of the departure from College of one avIio had

been popular with his companion.-, when a procession, marked by pomp,

escorted him for miles.
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Vienna. " I wished to contrast," he writes, " that

well-policed and aristocratic capital with the almost

licentious freedom of a university in another part of

the confederation." *

Of Vienna he retained over after pleasant memories

—how lie danced at the Landstrasso and the Elysium

—was worried by the police about his passport, and

mulcted by the janitor who guards every residence, and

admits no one after ten at night unless on payment of

a fee.

One of the two friends who accompanied him to the

Austrian capital writes : "W and I used often to

laugh at a mistake made by Lever when explaining to

some ladies at Vienna, who were desirous of infor-

mation about Ireland, how the victims of agrarian law

were done to death in that country. The mistake

consisted in Lever's having forgotten to change the

vowel in conjugating the verb i todschiessen,' so thai

instead of the participle ' todtgesckossen,' he used, to

the greal horror and confusion of the ladies, a word of

totally different signification."

A paper contributed to "Blackwood" in 1804, men-

tions that he also made some stay at Weimar, and knew

Goethe there who soon after died. It has been stated

that the present Duke of Wellington studied with

I,ever at Weimar; but his Grace informs us that,

although he was at Weimar in 182'.>, and knew Lever

* Dublin Literary Gazette, Jinn- 26, IS30.
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well afterwards, they had not then met. If Lever knew

Lord Douro by appearance at this time, it does not

follow that his Lordship knew the obscure Irish student.

Lever describes "Weimar as a small village-like capital,

with a miniature palace, a miniature theatre, a quaint

old park, and a quaint old Platz," and that in the

evening "society" assembled in a sombre old house

occupied by a large white-haired man, specially fond of

talking to a number of young Englishmen then at

Weimar for military education, "amongst them one who
is now a duke,* with one of the greatest historic names

in Europe." Goethe's talk was marked by touches of

picturesque description and humour, with, "now and

then a deep feeling which held his little auditory in rapt

astonishment that he could hold them there entranced,

while they could not, when he had done, recall any of

the magic by which he worked his spell. I myself

remember to have tried to repeat a story he told, and

once, more hazardous still, to convey some impression of

how he talked ; and with what lamentable failure let my
present confession atone."

If it were only to have seen Goethe, Lever was well

repaid by this trip to Germany. He now wended his

way homeward, most probably tlirougk Bavaria and via

Strasbourg, and Paris, to England. The theatre-scene

* The "Duke with the historic name" writes (London, 28th May, 1877)

:

'•
I was in Weimar in the winter of 1828-9, and Charles Lever was not, I

believe, then there ; I knew him afterwards very well in several places in

Germany, and if he did me the honi ur to allude to our acquaintance it was

probably to that."
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at Strasbourg, and many of the other incidents described

in "Lorrequer," and subsequently in "Arthur O'Loary,"

demonstrate that he must have passed through Bavaria

and been in France and at Paris previously to the Revo-

lution of 1830. This explains, too, how Lover came to

offer to his friend the opinion and advice already

alluded to with regard to the study of German iu pre-

ference to Pr< ncl i. lie must himself have experienced a

difficulty in accommodating his ear to French after having

accustomed it to German for some time. "Subsequently,

indeed, the contrary was the case," writes his fellow-

student, "for he understood the French language and

literature much better than the German. In his works

this becomes very apparent, for his French quotations are,

if not all at least with few exceptions incorrect ; whilst in

quoting German <»r introducing German expressions into

his dialogue, he follows the example given by Sir Walter

Scott, in whose works not one single correct German

quotation is to be found.-' *

The nice subtleties of German idiom, Lever, Grand

Lama of the Puirschenschaft as lie was, never mastered.

* It is due tip Lever to insert here some directions to his printer when

"Lorrequer" was passing through the press, from which it is clear that

many of the mistakes in foreign orthography imputed to him were typo-

graphical " I>"ok very closely to the proof this time, and above all to the

French and German words, which are usually rendered Coptic and Xor-

wegian by the devils." " It's a mercy I'm not near (lie printer who set up

Number e-. I'm sorely afraid I should appear at Kilmainham the next

quart B." The spelling <>f tin- proper names was, he said, in many
• improper. Lever was living a1 Brussels during the progress of

' Lorre iuer
w and "CMalley," and difficulties attended the transmission of

the pi
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Having lain fallow for a time, he now produced some-

what fuller fruit on resuming the culture of his craft.

From some of his notes now before us, made in 1843,

the secret thoughts and experiences of the young doctor

to the period of their date may be learned, as well as

the reflections that led him to select the medical pro-

fession in preference to others ; and they not unpleas-

ingly foreshadow the career that is coming. The elder

Lever had become a clergyman, and though his know-

ledge of character was restricted, he possessed a judg-

ment calm and clear, which rendered him, as mingled

Censor and Mentor, of vast advantage in pruning the

redundant sallies of his brother.

" No other class," he writes, " whose minds are trained

by a course of labour, have so many opportunities of

mixing with their fellow-men of every grade as the

physician. The clergyman is limited by the very nature

of his sacred calling to one species of intercourse with

his flock. Worldly subjects and daily interests he is

almost forbidden to touch upon or mingle with; his

efforts, more directed to withdraw the minds of his

hearers from passing events and Ax them upon things

of deeper and higher importance, he has less sympathy

with sorrows and cares which spring from sources he

undervalues, and therefore his knowledge of character,

his insight into the human heart, will, by the very

practice of his profession, be restricted.

" The lawyer, whose life is a continued mental struggle

either in the detection and assertion, or in the conceal-
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ment of truth, looks on the world but as one wide arena

of litigation. Habits of distrust and suspicion tinge and

colour to him every relation of life, and lie arranges

mankind into the two classes of Plaintiff and Defendant,

with an intuitive readiness which enables him to take

bold and striking views of society ; but with the finer

traits of human feeling—with the more minute springs

that stir his heart—his occupation brings him into no

contact. The very ingenuity to which he has trained

his mind, the very sophistry which it is his daily habit

to exercise, are so many causes of perversion to his

judgment. Loss eager in the pursuit of truth than

desirous to fashion and mould it when found to his own

peculiar purposes, lie rejects the good that is not

adapted to his views, and only unveils falsehood when

it may be serviceable to his case His discrimination of

right and wrong will always be made more with refer-

ence to legal than moral guilt or innocence ; and he

whose occupation it is by every trick of ingenuity, and

every subtlety, to induce his hearers to adopt his

views, will often find himself a special pleader to his

own heart."

The craft of M.D. Lever preferred; though not be-

cause he was necessarily in love with medicine. "He

is alternately the encouragcr, the dissuader, and the

comforter of hi- patients; and his character, moulded

by the very exigency of his position, will put him in

relation with feelings and sympathies of every varying

condition in lite. That any man so placed should obtain
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a deep insight into the -world and its ways is not sur-

prising
; but when we add to these advantages the fruit

of a study whose object it is to detect the secret work-

ing of the mind in every derangement of the body—to

behold intellect 'cribbed, cabined, and confined' by

every little morbid action of the system—his oppor-

tunities are great indeed. If, then, he possess such a

widespread view of mankind by the nature of his pro-

fession, his requisites for its study are no less difficult

and important,"—and he goes on to say, that the few

in any great city who rise to eminence is a sufficient

proof that the race is an arduous one.

A sample of the cynical talk which went on in his

father's house and elsewhere, respecting the choice of a

profession, peeps forth in the following :

—

"I am old enough to remember the anxious dis-

cussion there used to be about overstocked professions. I

can recall a time when people spoke of thatching their

barns with unemployed barristers, and making corduroy

roads with idle curates. Grumbles there are about

under-pay occasionally ; but it is rare to hear a man say

there are too many doctors or attorneys. Novel-reading

indeed is perhaps the only career overstocked ; but the

fiction writers have their uses too : they have banished

from society colloquial novelists, the most intense bore

—so we should be grateful to them as to the dogs in

Constantinople : there are no other scavengers—and but

for them the streets would be impassable."

"When Lever joined the profession it was gradually

VOL. I. G
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emancipating itself, under the guidance of Graves in

Ireland and Todd in England, from much of that charla-

tanry of which a sample is found in the prescription,

signed by fourteen doctors, for Charles the Second when

almost in Iris last agony—comprising a volatile liquid

distilled from human skulls, and the application of red-

hot irons to the head that had borne a crown !

The physician of the nineteenth century, unlike the

quack of the seventeenth, was a man of progress, on

whose arm Lover leant. Though he himself never

attained a high rank in the profession, his views in

respect to it were sound. And the experience of old

age but served to confirm his appreciation of the craft.

Just before his death, in a paper " about doctors," he

referred, among other matters, to their importance as an

agent in checking "Spiritualism,"—thereby anticipating

the recent detections of Dr. Lankaster.

One of Lever's visits on returning to Ireland was to

Mr. and Mrs. Louche. "
' I not only walked all the

Hospitals of Germany,' he said, 'but I literally walked

Germany, exploring everything.' Long after my hus-

band met him one day coming out of a musical

publisher's in great glee. ' Only think,' he said, 'that

a German Lied I brought home with me and translated

has sold prodigiously. I had forgot all about it—until

Logier surprised me by saying that there is £300 to

my credit.' " Logiers shop in Sackville Street became

eventually occupied by James McGlashan.

From the time of the premature death of the Dublin
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Literary Gazette until the establishment of the Univer-

sity Magazine, Lever's pen seems to have been laid aside

in favour of the lancet and scalpel. At Stevens' hospital,

and the medical schools of Dublin, both were brought

into play under Cusack, Hart, and MacCartney. The

latter, a strange but able man, set up in the yard of

the dissecting-room a marble tablet (afterwards plastered

over, but now once more exposed), stating that it was

consecrated to the remains of those whose bodies had

been used for the purposes of science.

Lever's chief instruction, however, in the arcana of

anatomy was received in a since extinct school in Pari;:

Street, called the " Medico-Chirurgical "—and now re-

placed by St. Mark's Ophthalmic Hospital. Here Dr.

Tuohill and Lever met daily for dissections; and a

friendship sprung up between them which continued

uninterrupted to the end. We can imagine Lever at

this time with the Dublin Dissector in one hand, and

BetVs Life in London in the other : the solemn student

of medicine one hour : the sporting squire the next.

The lecturer at Park Street was Mr. Hart, referred to

by Lever in his " Log Book," and of whom he says

Blumenbach asked him at Gottingen some questions.

It is impossible to conceive two men more unlike than

Hart and his pupil. The Irish National Magazine for

November, 1830, contains a paper entitled "Schools of

Surgery," which, describing a lecture at Park Street,

speaks of Mr. Hart as "a most metaphysical-looking

man ; his countenance appeared scathed by the rays of

G 2
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the midnight lamp. lie was a member of the Temper-

ance Societ}', after the straitest manner of that sect.

lie read his o-vvn lecture with painful difficulty—such

readings as we have heard from our devil when he came

across some of that MS. which often puzzles ourselves

—

English written in Chinese characters." To Hart, Graves

presented quite a contrast. The local gazette for which

Lever wrote, mentions, in December, 1830, Graves

u delivering, with great effect, a lecture from a written

document, but occasionally throwing it aside, and ex-

plaining, familiarly, those parts which he seemed to think

required elucidation."

Dr. B ,
who had held a command with Lever in

the miniature army which Wright's school sent forth,

met him again at this time attending the Lectures of

Graves in Sir Patrick Dunn's hospital. He describes

Lever as arriving always half an hour before the lecture

begun, and exercising the privilege of entree to Graves'

private room. This Lever appreciated and enjoyed,

much in the same spirit as when in later days he was

allowed "to go behind " and lounge in the Green-

room. Graves showed paternal kindness to the hand-

some student who, when a great magazine editor later

on, returned the courtesy by eulogising his " Clinical

Medicine."

Conjointly with Tuohill and others, he attended a

medical debating club, whose meetings were held at

Mr. Fannin's, 41, Grafton Street. " Lever spoke with

such overpowering volubility, and energy,—he dis-
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played such extraordinary fertility and felicity of illustra-

tion, that it was whispered in the club he must have taken

opium previous to these efforts." So said Dr. Tuohill.

Lever, though a resident student at Stevens', walked

the wards of Sir Patrick Dunn's Hospital with another

youth, 3Ir. now Sir Kobert Kane. But he had time for

scribbling, and contributed the " Story of a Surgeon "

to the " National Magazine " for February, 1831. The

writer says that " his chief reason for residing in

Stevens' was to avail himself of the facility with

which immediate post-mortem examinations could be

obtained." One night a fever patient died ; the

student took up his candle and proceeded to the dis-

secting-room. "To an uninitiated stranger it would have

appeared a horrible and ghastly sight; yet so much

are we the sWes of habit, that the young surgeon sat

down to his revolting task as indifferently as opening

a chess-board. The room was lofty and badly lighted,

his nickering taper scarcely revealing the ancient

writings that he was about to peruse. On the table

before him lay the subject wrapped in a long sheet,

his case of instruments resting on it ; he read on for

some time unheeding the storm which raged without,

and threatened to blow in the casements, against which

the rain beat in large drops; 'and this,' said he, look-

ing on the body and pursuing the train of his thoughts,

' this mass of lifelessness, coldness, and inaction, is all

we know of that alteration of our being, that mysterious

modification of our existence by which our vital intel-
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ligencc is launched into the worlds beyond—a breath,

and we are here—a breath, and we are gone.' He

raised his knife and opened a vein in the foot, a faint

shriek, and a start, which overset the table, and ex-

tinguished the light, were the effects of his temerity.

"Turning to relight his taper he heard through the

darkness a long-drawn sigh, and in weak accents, '

doctor, I am better now !

' He covered up the man

thus wonderfully re-awakened from almost a fatal trance,

carried him back, and laid him in his bed. In a week

after, the patient was discharged from the hospital

cured."

lie is now found giving much attention to the col-

lection of Ana, and proving himself a close observer of

life and death around him. Nothing likely to aid the

conversationalist or storyteller seems to have escaped

his notice; all was stored up in his retentive memory

to be drawn on when required.*

From grave to gay was the order of the day at

.ens'. A. pleasant dance was given there by the

matron, Miss Thompson, a lady of great intelligence,

who, in her will afterwards, bequeathed £7,000 to the

* Dr. Ridgeway, the highest authority on any point connected with

Stevens' Hospital from L828 to L833, tells us that he lias heard the incident

described. Tu Dr. Cullinan it is new, bat he can tell other things

not <}uite so .sensational. "I went down to the dead-room on< night at

Stevens1

to fetch a ' preparation ' I was 'macerating,' and which was low-

down in a harrel used for such purposes. My taper fell out of the candle-

stick while I over and holding the candle so as to show light

into the harrel. Of course I was a little .-cared, and had to grope my way
through a very unpleasant region."—Letter. August ~>, 1876.
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hospital. Dr. Tweedy describes Lever as in great form

at her ball, and as lie held forth to an admiring circle

of listeners, it was clear that all other attractions in the

room would soon be deserted in his favour. To Mrs.

Cusack and Miss Thompson—the former the wife of his

chief—and both elderly ladies, he mainly addressed his

-allies. It struck Dr. Tweedy that when he danced or

told stories, his attentions were not directed to handsome

girls, but to people of mature age, likely to appreciate

real wit. At supper he kept the table in a roar, im-

provising the while no end of witty stanzas in which the

name of every guest present was pleasantly put.

The late eminent Mr. Cusack, afterwards surgeon to

the Queen, was the resident surgeon at Stevens' Hospital.

On this personage many a characteristic trick was played

by Lever. Like his co-novelist, Dickens, he was full of

dramatic talent, and one morning absolutely succeeded

in personating Cusack to the class. This freak will be

found recorded with due dramatic effect in "O'Malley;"

but the scene is laid at Trinity College, instead of the

hospital, while in lieu of Lever, Frank Webber plays

the prank ; and Doctor Mooney takes the place of

Surgeon Cusack.

Two of the students present on this occasion, and who

have since attained high rank in the profession, have

kindly committed to writing their recollections of the

incident. We allude to Mr. Cullinan, F.E.C.S.I., J.P.,

Ennis; and Mr. Pddgcway, F.R.C.S.I., Oldcastle.

"The circumstances attending Lever's personation of
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Mr. Cusack were as follows," writes Dr. Cullinau

:

" Mr. Cusack used to sloop at the hospital when

there were important cases under treatment, and par-

ticularly after the performance of capital operations.

When he entered the hospital at night the porter would

ring a bell to announce his arrival, and the resident

pupils used to muster to see such cases as Mr. Cusack

thought it necessary to visit. After making the usual

round, Mr. Cusack directed his pupils to attend in his

l'i'droom in the morning to be examined on a subject

which he then specified. On the morning referred to

I was going round the hospital at an early hour, and

learned that Cusack had unexpectedly left during the

night and had not returned. I met Lever on his way to

( fusack's rooms, and told him he was not there, that he

had 1 « it during the night, and we conspired together to

have ' a lark.' Mr. Cusack'8 bedroom had a double

door, the inner (a baize door) was acted on by a ' dumb

porter,' which creaked when the door was opened or

closed. Lever went into Cusaek's bed, wrapped himself

up in the blankets, and put on the red silk nightcap of

his chief. I remained in the room. 'The bell boomed'

—to quote Lever's Avords

—

l the sounds of feet were

heard on the stairs, the door creaked, and gradually the

room was filled with shivering students, some half

asleep and trying to rouse themselves into some approach

to attention' " Dr. Cullinan continues :

" K., one of the apprentieos, came in
;
Lever, in an

admirably disguised voice, asked, ' "Who is that?'
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{ K., sir,' was the answer. • The next to arrive was

O'E. (who was always called by his christian name,

Gerald), and the usual question was asked, ' Who is

that
?

' The answer was ' Gerald, sir.'

" Others came in succession, and Lever, selecting the

subjects for his mock examination, began. After a few

queries, he asked, 'What is the next subject, Gerald?'

" aR.— Cancer, sir.

"Here a normal snore resounded from the bed.

"Lever.—Cancer, O'E? (interrogatively).

" O'E.—What about it, sir?

" Lever.—What about it yourself ?—(giving a yawn

as though he would dislocate his jaw).

" O'R.—Cancer, sir, is a malignant disease.

" Lever (after a few snores).—Well ?

"O'R.—Well, sir?

"Lever.—You are a stupid ass, O'E. What do you

know about it, K. ? (K. was not very brilliant, and

spoke with a lisp).

" K.—Cancew, sir, affects the lower lip of males.

" Lever.—What more ? What colour is it ?

" A".—Wed, sir.

" Lever.—Ecd ? (doubtingly).

u K. (prompted by me).—It is yellow, sir.

" Lever (still more doubtingly).—Yellow ?

"A", (after another prompt).—Bloo, sir.

" K. would probably have been led through all the

colours of the spectrum before satisfying his preceptor

as to the colour of cancer, but Lever could preserve his
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gravity no longer, and starting up to the amazement of

Gerald and K. and the glee of the others, flung his

night-cap into K\'s face, and jumped out of bed."

It is said that among the questions the sham Cusack

:ed was, " Where's Lever ? " and the party answered

"Absent, sir."' " Sorry for it. Lever is a man of

first-rate capacity, and were he only to apply, I am not

certain to what eminence his abilities might raise

him."

The late Sir W. Wilde told us that he often heard

Lever describe this laughable adventure in presence of

the great surgeon,* whom he had ventured to personate.

Sundry small details, not given in the book, were added,

such as Lever placing on the bed, ere the class arrived,

Cusack'e boot-jack and slippers, wherewith he wreaked

summary chastisement on the heads of those who had

failed to answer to his satisfaction.

Dr. Ridgcway has also given us his recollections of

the scene, viewed through surgical spectacles; but, as

some of the details would involve a repetition, we

venture to make an amputation. " Lever," writes Dr.

Piidgeway, " knew net his profession deeply, and it was

a slip he made in the examination of a senior student

which led to his detection, and it was only with some

difficulty he was saved from the enraged class, whom

for half-an-hour he laid so successfully hoaxed." The

* Lever's intimacy with the Cusack family continued t<> tin- last. In

July, 1871, two grandsons of Cusack, when travelling with the Rev. C.

Baki even] week- with Lever at Trieste.
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remainder of tlie elaborate document drawn up by Dr.

Ridgeway will be found in our Portfolio.

"No one when at Stevens' knew Lever better than Dr.

Kidgeway," writes Mr. Cullman; the written memoranda

of the latter, however, are more illustrative of the man.

"I knew Lever from the year 1825 to 1831,"

resumes Mr. Cullman. "He and I were fellow-ap-

prentices and very intimate friends ; we may be con-

sidered respectively the idle and industrious apprentices

in a limited and literal sense. When his apprenticeship

was about completed Mr. Cusack, who felt a great in-

terest in Lever, sent him to live with me in my rooms

in Stevens' Hospital, with the object and hope that he

might read diligently for his approaching examination

at the College of Surgeons. We read together steadily

for some time, and examined each other daily in about

sixty papers of the most important professional class-

books ; but Lever's social habits and genial disposition

prevailed, and after a few weeks he quitted my rooms,

and we ceased to work together. Some time afterwards

Lever ' went in ' for his examination at the college, and

having answered unsatisfactorily on the first day's exami-

nation,* he did not go in on the second, and he never got

the licence of the college." [" The dismay of his father,"

* We are bound to say that, according to the Kecords of Trinity College,

Dublin, lie got from it, in 1831 (JEst.), the degree of Bachelor of Medicine,

a high distinction, capable of enlargement to that of M.D. for a few pounds.

dilated as B.A. "Vein. 1827."— Ed. The "Diary of a late Physician,"

appeared in " Blackwood" in 1830— 1. " When many eminent M.D.'s were

mystified about it," writes Canon Hayman to us; "Lever saw through

the disguise. He told me there were mistakes in it such as a tyro in
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observes Mrs. Louche, " on learning that Charley

had failed to pass was strongly manifested. But

no remonstrance from him or from my husband could

j>ersuadc Charles to go up again, as many others had

done. lie told us that so ' shot ' was he on recognizing

among the Examiners a man who had previously made

himself disagreeable to him—that in his nervousness

every thing he had learned at once flew from his mind."

It may be interesting to add that the Examiners (then

called Censors) were, in 1831, "Wm. Aukcnlcck, Maurice

Collis, Arthur Jacob, W. H. Porter, S. Wilmot, and

Erancis White. The man whom Lever feared will be

found pointedly referred to at p. 118, infra.'] " lie

left the hospital soon after," resumes Dr. Cullinan

;

"nor did I see him again until the 18th June, 1843,

when Mrs. Lever and he were making a tour in the

south-west of Ireland, and they passed through Ennis

and named a day to dine with me.

" When I became an apprentice, I was invited to

breakfast at Stevens' by one of the pupils whom I had

previously known. The meal was very homely indeed,

but the breakfast-table was elaborately ornamented with

choice 'preparations,' consisting of dried skulls, thigh-

bones, an ossified larynx, etc. etc. To do me honour,

probabl}', Lever and two or three other fellows were

invited to the breakfast, and I was introduced to him.

medicine would readily fall into, "but which no well-educated doctor could

make. This betoken* more medical lore than our author might have

credited with, but the truth is, Lever was capable of grander and

greater things than he ever accomplished."
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He astonished me by his volubility and playful wit,

and the extent of his knowledge of things in general.

He talked of everything except ' shop.' Lever

brought a tea-spoon to breakfast, to supplement our

host's limited stock, and his teaspoon fell to my lot;

after I had sweetened my tea, ' the first stirring event of

the day,' as he said, I proceeded to sip it in the usual

way, but there was nothing to sip, there being a hole in

the bottom of the spoon. I was laughed at pretty

generally, and I have no doubt I looked rather foolish,

while Lever expressed the gravest sympathy with me

for the unworthy trick practised upon me.

" Lever was very genial and festive; we used some-

times to pass a jolly evening together in some fellow's

room ; we played cards, sang songs, had tea with bread

and butter, and generally finished off with a glass of

punch out of a tea-cup. Lever enlivened these reunions

by the introduction of a kind of doggerel, made extem-

poraneously, and containing playful allusions to some

local and personal matters. There was a chorus which

I never understood,* namely,

' Once so merrily hopped she,' &c. {repeated thrice.)

1 Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho, Heigh-ho.'

He was wonderfully clever and witty in improvising

such verses. Everyone was obliged to compose a verse

in turn, which was always good or bad enough to afford

an excuse for fun, and often much immoderate laughter.

* This is the old glee, " A pie sat on a pear-tree."
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"While we lived together, lie aiid I used to walk

from, the hospital to the lecture-room, about a mile

distant, and, in order to utilise the time, would write

down on scraps of paper some professional matters

desirable to commit to memory, such as chemical

formula, etc., which we learned by heart as we walked

along, and then examined one another. Our shortest

route was by the quays of the Liffey, but there was a

glue factory on the quays, the odour from which was

very strong. I remember that one day we both agreed

it was probably like the smell of the skins of the sea-

calves, which Ulysses found so intolerable when he had

been covered with them by a friendly nymph to conceal

him from her father, and which Homer called oXocoraTos

ohfjL-rj. Lever used to go by the streets to avoid passing

this factory, thereby increasing the distance to the

lecture-rooms considerably. I objected to the loss of

time so incurred, observing that I rather liked the smell

from the glue works, which from habit I had really

learned not to loath. He expressed his disgust very

emphatically, and suggested that I should test the

opinions of other persons by putting some of the glue

stuff in my hair at the next crowded dance to which I

might be invited, and where I might desire more room

than people generally had in such places.

"Another subject of contention between him and me

was that when crossing from one side of the street to

the other he always went straight across and at right

angles and at a ' crossing,' while I passed obliquely.
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He objected to my practice as unusual and inconvenient

to which I replied that my object was to save time

and distance, for that any two sides of a triangle

were greater than the third; to which he rejoined,

' You may take the hypotenuse, if you wish to bo

ridiculous; but I shall not be guilty of vulgarity in

order to make such a display of my knowledge of

practical geometry.'

" I remember some of his facetia?. Mr. Cusack was

remarkable for paying scant attention to his apparel,

and most of it had seen better days ; on one occasion

he got a new suit of a showy brown colour. Lever

siuveyed the garments with a scrutinising and critical

stare, which Cusack mistook for admiration, and asked

what he thought of his new clothes. Lever answered,

1 Oh, Cullinan had told me that you had fallen into a

keg of brown paint, but I am happy to see he was

mistaken.' Cusack went off a good deal mystified, and

not pleased.

" One day Professor Porter was about to deliver a

lecture, to be illustrated with ' preparations.' One of

Mr. Porter's pupils, who had been charged with provid-

ing and arranging the 'preparations,' had not arrived,

and Mr. Porter was angry and impatient. He accosted

some of the students who were waiting about, and

Lever, looking into his eyes fixedly, said, 'I fear Mr.

Porter you are getting iritis (inflammation of his).

Porter was a good deal startled, and exclaimed, l Why
do you think so ?

' Lever said gravely, < your* pupils
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are quite irregular, sir,' irregularity of the pupils being

one of the prominent symptoms of iritis.

u On another occasion Mr. Cusack was passing behind

the back of T., one of his apprentices, an idle fellow

and a fop. This person was sitting on a stool at a table

with a ' subject ' before him, and wore a fashionable

cloak, with a mitred cape. The cloak and cape were

verv fantastical, and quite an unsuitable dress for a man

occupied as T. was. Cusack looked at him contemptu-

ously, and said, ' How can that fellow ever hope to get

on ? ' Lever said, ' I don't agree with you ; I call that

the " Cape of Good Hope," ' pointing to T.'s cape.

" Knott and Tighe were two of Cusack's apprentices.

Lever and I were sitting at lecture one day, Knott and

Tighe being also present. I had a note-book in my
hand, making moms, occasionally, while Lever was not

paying much attention to the lecture. He surprised me

by asking me to lend him my note-book, and on his

returning it I found the following epigram

:

" Knott said to Tighe, ' Can you tell why-

Two different name? we've got ?

'

Tighe said to Knott, ' You have forgot,

Tin Tighe and you are Not.'
"

Other stories might be told to show his light-hearted

nature. "While at Stevens', he would ramble in the

Phoenix Tark, and return circuitously by Kilmainham and

M<»imt Browne. One evening, when accompanied by his

brother John, and their genial little friend Alexander

Spencer, their attention was drawn to a large cradle

hewn out of stone and neatly chiselled, which hung in
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front of the Foundling Hospital. Whenever a deserted

child found itself flung into this receptacle, a wire

communicating with a bell immediately raised an alarm

and brought assistance to the spot. On this particular

occasion Mr. Spencer was suddenly seized by Lever and

raised into the yawning crib ; and it was not without

roars of laughter—very characteristic of the man—that

his tiny friend was at last extricated from his comical

position by the janitors, who rushed forth upon hearing

the tinkle of the bell. It may be added that the stone

cradle disappeared about forty years ago, during the

alterations attendant on the conversion of the Foundling

Hospital into a Poor House.*

To Mr. Spencer—small in size but large in heart—Lever

inscribed the first edition of his " Knight of Gwynne"

—styling him " the oldest friend he had in the world ;"

and expressing a hope that the public would prove only

half as indulgent to the faults and demerits of the book,

as Mr. Spencer had been to those of its author.

* This institution, founded a.d. 1704, mainly with a view to educate

children in the State religion, ceased to exist in 1831. The enormous cost

to the country, the fearful mortality among the children, the difficulty of

disposing of the survivors, and its baneful effect on the public morals,

left the Government no alternative but to extinguish it. The bloodiest

battles in history would not show a death-roll like theirs. In six years,

out of 12,786 admissions, death had overtaken 7,807 ; and in the twelve

years ending 17U6, of 25,352 children adopted by the Foundling Hospital

more than 17,000 died. On inquiry it appeared that a potent bottle had

long been held in high favour with the head nurse, the ingredients of which

she knew nothing beyond that they had the effect of making the children

lie quiet after drinking it. A History of the Foundling Hospital has lately

been published by W. D. Wodsworth, S.L.G.B.I., in whose department its

ancient muniments repose.

vol. 1. h
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A physician of rare humour was brought into associa-

tion with Lever at this time—Dr. Breunan, the well-

known "wrestling doctor." His early acquaintance with

Brennan transpires in a review of Cmker's "Songs

of Ireland." This review was written by Lever, who

tted that none of Brennan's pieces had been included

in the volume.

" The last thing we heard from the Doctor, he writes,

one day we met him in Sackville Street, a short

time before his death.* A well-known Dublin shop-

keeper, with his tawdry spouse were passing at the

moment, neither looking very remarkable for neatness or

propriety. ' Look at K and his wife,' he said, ' with

the LifEey before their door, and their shop full of soap,

and they're the dirtiest pair in Dublin.'

" Brennan was a hard-tongued fellow," adds Lever,

'•but always witty. lie called the well-known Mr. Ire-

land—from a certain laudatory tendency he indulged

towards his own acts—" Erin-go-Brag." Observing of

another practitioner not famed for free hospitality he

said, •• The cat would get the rheumatism any day in his

kitchen-grate." f

That u doctors differ," was illustrated in every phase

of Brennan's career

—

1 the grave you'd wish to be Luried in

Before you send for Dr. Sheriden

—

was his significant estimate of a brother M.D. ; and

* Dr. Brennan died in July, 1830.

f D. U. M. vol. xiv. p. 96.
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not less than fifty other doctors received hits as

hard.

These things we give not for their point, bnt because

they reveal, on Lever's showing, that when a student

he received comic grind from the witty Doctor whose

savings, pruned of thorns and slang, had effect upon

the mind and character of the subsequently brilliant

Humorist.

Lever got on very pleasantly in Dublin, and liked it

the more from being able to compare it with continental

cities. It struck Dickens with being " nearly as big as

Paris, of which the quays along the river specially

reminded him ; and but for the dress of the common

people he could have thought himself on the Toledo."*

Lever was just the man to strive and make it still more

continental; he therefore planned the Burschenschaft,

and helped to get up some successful Carnivals of which

due mention will, bye and bye, be made.

* Life, vol. ii. pp. 19S-9.
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CHAPTER IV.

He establishes the Burschenschaft—Recollections of old days—Kemble

—

Fir.-t attempts at comic writing—The Dublin Boarding-house—Becomes

M.l>.—A muffled visitor.

"I remember," writes the same graphic pen to which

we owe the communication of so much important detail

in Lever's life, " I remember seeing about this time, in

the courts of Trinity College, Dublin, some eight or ten

young men gathering round a figure that out-topped

them; every now and then a peal of hearty laughter

burst forth from the group, which scattered for a

moment as if recoiling from the explosion of a shell, and

then once more swarmed like bees round the central

figure. This naturally attracted my attention, and I

asked a bystander what it was all about. "Oh! its

only Charlie Lever, all the fellows are running after him

like mad." I had frequently heard the name before,

but it was the first time I had ever seen the man, who

the kindest and most true-hearted friend anyone

could rely on. I approached nearer, and must confess

that the first superficial glance was not quite satisfactory.

I saw indeed a tall, athletic, erect and manly figure, that

r rested for a moment, but kept veering and tacking
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about, the head being fixed for an instant to deliver a

shot at some of the skirmishers who came to close

quarters, or thrown backwards in hearty enjoyment of

some happy repartee : but this figure was clad literally

from head to foot, with the sole exception of his boots

and as much of his shirt as was visible, in one uniform

suit of Lincoln green, cut after a German fashion totally

new to me. I perfectly remember that I muttered to

myself— ' This is the green man become restless ; ' but

I went nearer, hoping to catch a glimpse of his head.

In this I only partially succeeded, for Lever then

wore a profusion of long hair hanging in wavy curls

over his neck. After a time, indeed, I caught a

good view of his wonderfully expressive face, his

kindly smile, his brilliant though somewhat deeply

set eye, that sometimes flashed fire and then again

twinkled with mirth, but I am no portrait painter,

and the impression made by that same face when I

saw it for the last time one afternoon in June, 1871,

is still so vividly and regretfully impressed on my

memory, that I cannot even attempt to describe what

it was in all the glow and fervency of youth,

strength and hope ; all I can say is, that the old face

was to me equally attractive as the young one had

been, and its expression was, although chastened and

overcast even then by the shadow of death, more

affectionate and tender than ever. That last loving look

can never be forgotten."

The society which received Lever on his return to
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Ireland chilled him. At some tables the jargon of

technicality and shop hold sway. In one set " stuck-up-

ism " tied their tongues: in a sphere somewhat lower

incut's honte produced the same effect—eliciting at

tabic the remark " awful pattse," whereupon a lady,

thinking the allusion was to her hands, at once buried

them in her lap.

He liked the less formal and more accessible circles of

the continent. He longed for conversational society in

which he already began to feel his own superiority. He

was too young and too little known to make his way at

the dinner-tables where he sometimes appeared as guest,

and he Left them disappointed rather than exhilarated.

Writing in a local gazette, (June 19th, 1830,) he speaks

of the k> ennui and display which attend soirees in

Dublin. We have stupid dinner-parties, where men of

law and physic talk a chaos of detainers, alibis, and ex-

officios, or the still more unintelligible jargon of atrophy,

hypertrophy, and syncope of the tribe of Esculapius.

We are too social to go to the theatre. "We are too

social to form clubs as in London. In a word, we are

too social to go much into society."

To correct this slow life, he applied his muscular

shoulder to the wheel ; and the present joyous tone of

society in Dublin has not been uninfluenced by his eiforts.

Among the first of his social achievements was the

Bnrschenschaft. Weary of feeling pulses, plying

aoBCopes, and viewing tongues, he organised in 1830

the Burschen Club, which he resolved should present in
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its features an improvement 011 all previous gatherings of a

social character, and be widely different from

" The jolly members of that toping club,

Whose members were like staves hoop'd into a tub
;

And in a close confederacy link

For nothing else but only to hold drink."

Lever's club, on the contrary, was one, as Samuel Lover

said, where " society in its brightest form quailed the

cup rather to lubricate the throat hoarse with uttering

wit than to gratify the sensual gust of palate."

The Burschen—all song and sparkle—elected Lever

Grand Lama. Thoroughly German in its proclivities,

this social reunion evidenced a love of all things Ger-

man, unless, perhaps, German silver, if the title of one

of its high officers "Hereditary Bearer of the Wooden

Spoon" may be taken as evidence. German songs

were sung and translated by Lever, who afterwards

gave them a place in f ' Lorrequer." So thoroughly

Teutonic did Lever seem at this time, that nothing

can divest his most intimate friend Francis Keene of

the impression, that Lever's father had been himself

a German.

The doctors and lawyers avoided "shop," true to

Lever's inculcation. " Among the members," observes

Dr. Parkinson, "was my brother William, who after-

wards succeeded Lever as physician to the British

Legation in Brussels, Cuthbert Eccles and Moore—both

lawyers. Often my brother told me that Lever as

president was the life and soul of the club, owing to his
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inimitable humour, conversational powers, aud general

good-nature." *

Another of the members was Mr.—afterwards Sir

Francis—Smyth, between whom and Dr. Cullinan

—

who, however, never joined the Burschcn—there was an

affair of honour in which Lever bore a part. Jet Fitz-

gerald, brother of the present Baron of the Exchequer,

was likewise a member. " ' Poor Jet is dead,' writes

Major D . 'Many years ago he went out to Spain

with De Laey Evans's forces as assistant-surgeon, and

standing under a tree, looking on at some engage-

ment, when a Carlist lancer charged him and pinned

him to the tree.'

" The same pointed pen goes on to say :
—

' As to the

statutes of the Burschenschaft of which I was an

unworthy member, I can only recollect that it was

required of us to abjure the use of white hats and

shepherd's plaid pants, to abstain from evil words,

including oaths or adjurations, to contribute to the

amusement and good-fellowship of the club to the best

of our abilities, without exceeding in liquor, and to

address all the office-bearers by their proper titles.'

u Lever was naturally our president ; and the title by

which he was addressed was ' most noble grand !

'

There was a Turko-ecclesiastical official or expounder,

a man of Friar Tuck circumference, the mufti (Mr.

Mannsell), also a doomster (O'Leary) ; further a clerk

of the punch-bowl, whose place at table was vis-a-vis the

* Letter of J. R. Parkinson, Esq., M.D., Wexford, December 27th, 1875.
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mufti, the punch-bowl intervening. There were several

other high officials whose proper designations I prefer not

attempting to recall, lest I should be led into nights of

imagination.* One, however, must be mentioned—the

minstrel, i. c, Samuel Lover, paiuter, poet, musician,

novelist, dramatist. The Burschen all wore scarlet vests

with gilt buttons, which were intended to bear a German

student's duelling-sabre and porcelain ' pipe proper on a

field gules ; ' but the Dublin artist who was employed,

having never seen either one or the other, substituted,

in his ignorance, the Dublin Lord Mayor's great sword

of state and a common clay. I have not been able to

recover one of these buttons, nor one of the red skull-

caps with white tassels which completed our official

uniform. The paraphernalia appertaining to the Bur-

schenschaft consisted of, first, a huge misshapen meer-

schaum, furnished with a multiplicity of tassels, and

smelling vilely of every variety of tobacco that the old

or new world ever produced."

All this was German enough, but it has been well

observed by Bayle Bernard that instead of the hacking

sword-play in which the German soul delights, the

worthier contests of the brain were essayed wherein the

only cut and thrust were those of repartee.

" Then there was a mighty book with antique binding

and brazen clasps," resumes the Major, " containing a

legend of the supposed origin of the society in the reign

* A -writer in " Macmillan," who claimed to be a survivor, had spoken of

the State Squeezer of the Lemons, the Steward of the Salt-box, &c.
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of King (
)" Toole, and illuminated very handsomely after

the fashion of a missal. The legend, I need scarcely say,

tin' production of the 'most noble grand' himself,

whilst tlu- illuminations were executed by the minstrel.

" In order to impart the requisite air of antiquity to

this quasi-venerable book, it had been first thrown into

the fire tor a moment, then plunged into a pail of water,

and finally buried in a coal-cellar. Thirdly, there was

also some kind of sword that had probably belonged to a

drummer of volunteers in 1798. Some years ago Lever

told me that he still had in his possession the regalia.*

" There was a nice, plain, cold supper, a very small

allowance of wine, and a strictly limited punch-bowl, for

the double purpose of rendering the evening inexpensive

and preventing excess. At first, such of the members

as were used to more copious libations growled; but

they soon found they could enjoy themselves to their

heart's content.

"Lever proved himself a most courteous and brilliant

host, and >ct everyone completely at his ease. Alter a

few moments' chat, or when new members were to be

admitted, the formula of instalment had been gone

through, the whole party sat down to supper. This

ceremony, when developed, became a very amusing

parody on that used in Dublin University for conferring

the higher degrees. The l most noble grand ' and his high

officers of state, notables, the mufti, and one or two

* The German meerschaum, as Bayle Bernard reminds OB,wae 'Mutually

laid aside for the </"</<<//, <>r Bhort clay-pipe of the Irish peasant, "supposed

to >t. Patrick."
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others had each their several parts assigned, and the

whole dialogue used, being in rhyme, was sung with

solo parts and chorus adapted to music, and all from

the chorus ' Ein freies Leben ' in Schiller's ' Bobbers. 5

The admonition of the ' most noble grand ' to the can-

didate, after his election, commenced

—

" ' You'll truly swear

Our Vest to wear,

And be a loyal Bursclie/ &c. &c.

There was a pianoforte in the room, at which the

minstrel presided ; and the get-up of the whole ceremony

was very creditable to the candidates, however difficult

they frequently found it to preserve their gravity.

"Both before and after supper the regular charter

songs of the Burschenschaft were duly sung. One of

them was ' The Pope he leads a happy life,' of which

Thackeray said, in my presence, to Lever in 1842,

' that he would be prouder to have written that transla-

tion than anything he had himself ever done.' But

Thackeray at that period had not written ' Vanity Fair.'

ATany of Lever's and Lover's lyrical pieces were, in fact,

written for and sung at the Burschen meetings.

" Our reunions were occasionally honoured by visits

from staid old gentlemen ; amongst others Mr. Cuthbert,

who well remembered Curran's l Monks of the Screw,'

and said to Lever that the evening Burschen had been

quite as brilliant and pleasant as any of the ante-union

ones. There were, indeed, some highly talented men

and gifted conversationalists amongst the Burschen,
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some of whom subsequently attained high positions at the

bar and on the bench, and Lever was just the man to

make the best of any good materials that came under

his hands. The wind-up of the evening, after the

treasurer had collected some trifling dues, was a pretty

chorus introduced in l O'^Ialley,'

" The morning breezes chill,

And yet we linger still,

Where we've so happy been."

u Lever's Burschenschaft was most agreeable and use-

ful, it gave manj' of us a relish for more intellectual enjoy-

ments and society ; and the few remaining Burschen

still living can testify that the ' most noble grand ' con-

ducted our concerns with infinite tact and delicacy, never

permitting for a moment the slightest impropriety, and

thereby gaining in an equal degree our esteem and

affection ; indeed, I feel certain that much of his popu-

larity and the very kindly feelings entertained towards

him so generally was due to the admirable way in which

he presided over his Burschen. That he himself was

also a gainer is equally true ; he learned how to lead,

and he also acquired a juster estimate of and greater

confidence in his own powers. Xo one, indeed, seems

to have suspected, even at that time, what was really in

the man. Some, perhaps, even shook their heads in

doubt as to what good could ever come out of the sort

of pre-eminence he had attained, being, as it was, the

reverse of professional."

Thus far Major J) . Lever's own recollections of
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the same time will be found in a paper contributed to

Blackwood in 18G5 (p. 211) :

—

11 We were altogether, as I then thought—and now,

with thirty more years of life, still think—the wittiest,

pleasantest, j oiliest, and most spirituel fellows that ever

sat round a punch-bowl. Oh dear, when I think of

writing the charter song of our order and bringing it

down to the club, and teaching my comrades the grand

old German Lied, I am half ready to believe it was but

yesterday we met ; and I think I see the great meer-

schaum on the red cushion, the symbol of our union;

and as my eyes grow dimmer, visions of the gay com-

pany in their scarlet waistcoats come thronging around

me ; and what fine, generous hearts beat under those

bright vests, and what good fellowship linked us !

" It was very fine fooling, let me tell you; and for a

witty doggerel on the topic of the hour, a smart epigram,

or a clever bit of drollery, all I have ever since met of

beaux esprits in my own or in other countries could not

approach comparison with the Burschen."

It continued its gay bright course, and, like the ballet-

dancer's leg, daily increased in strength and thickness.

Thirty-five years after, Lever was greatly affected on

meeting some of the survivors. " In the emotion with

which they recalled those glorious nights, I could mark

how bright these spots shone through all the dreary

savannahs of life, how they clung to them and treasured

them, firmly persuaded that no accident, no hazard no

fortuitous concurrence of events could ever bring to-
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gether again such spirits as made the Burschenschaft.

Let no one tell me that there is not a soul in a hearty,

racy conviviality, and that in those gatherings where

men who like each other blend emotions as they mingle

in song, rising with the exaltation of the horn* to inter-

change of friendly pledges, that in such there is not a

spirit of affectionate attachment that survives time and

distance, so that he on the Himalaya shall toast him on

the Baltic coast, and the ice-bound sailor in Behrings

Strait remembers him who is roasting away under the

sun of India." *

Unlike Moore, Lever kept no diary ; but we are able

to say in whose company he dined on August the 2nd,

1830. His memoir of Maxwell—in a magazine for 1841

—mentions incidentally:—"We remember well Avhen

the news of the last revolution in France reached us:

we were dining in company with that most accomplished

man, Charles Kemble. The fall of the exiled monarch,

elicited from all around the table some testimony of

opinion in accordance with the political lcaniugs of the

speaker; but when it came to his turn, he paused for a

second or two, as if meditating, and then finishing off

* Queries as to the site of these Burschen meetings have elicited the reply

that they were held in the first storey of a confectioner's shop, No. 16,

Dame Street, afterwards known as "the Civet Cat." The Cluh subse-

quently met in a large back room in the Commercial Buildings—we believe

that Bruce used as the Stock Exchange—"and here might he seen," adds

Major 1) , "for a long time after, a dais covered with cloth or baize

with a representation of a .-.word and tobacco-pipe crossed, in brass-)

a which the 'most noble grand,' i.e., Lever, had his chair placed on

all occasions."
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his glass, gravely remarked, ' Charles X. has lost a

d—d good engagement.' "

Lever at no time showed any very marked preference

for theatrical society ; but he loved an artiste, no matter

in what walk he found him. One of the unacknow-

ledged papers of veritable history contributed by him

to the magazine of his selection, tells us :

—

"It has been my fortune, good or ill as you like to

call it, to have mixed much in the society of poet,

painter, musician, sculptor, song-writer, playwright,

actor, author. Now I by no means would insist, that a

man cannot keep better, but he certainly cannot keep

pleasanter company. The very dark sides of their

character are so relieved by the flashes of genius which

illustrate their works, their foibles, their vanities, their

egotisms, their fits of sulkiness, and ill-humour, are all

so tinged with the 'couleur de rose' light that plays

over their happier moments, that what in less gifted

temperaments had degenerated into coarse selfishness,

or morose isolation, with them is but the black cloud

shadowing the landscape as it passes, deepening every

dell and ravine, where the instant after the bright sun

will be sparkling and glittering." *

This affords a glimpse of the sort of men with whom
Lever loved to mix previous to the year 1841. Shiel

had been contributing to Colbuni's New Monthly about

this time semi-political papers " On the state of parties

* Memoir of W. H. Maxwell, D. U. M., vol. xviii., p. 220 (August

1841).
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in Dublin;" and the same heading, descriptive of parties

in a more festive sense was employed by Lever in his

first attempt at humorous writing—"The Log Book of

a Rambler," being chiefly didactic. His remarks " On

the state of parties," however, is full of humour, though

of a grade inferior to that marking his more matured

sketches, and bearing much the same relation to them

as Thackeray's story of "Dando the oyster-eater" does

to " Vanity Fair." The paper, however, merits attention

as throwing light on Lever's life and thoughts at this

period.

lie condemns the dances then fashionable in Dublin,

especially on the north side. He hates Payne's qua-

drilles, and the pianoforte performances of some young

lady all compliance and diffidence : he looks forward to

-upper for recompense; but there is none. In place of

it "you have two odd-looking men, in air, manner and

occupation wonderfully like vendors of Bath buns,

parading the room with the concentrated essence of

ague and indigestion in the insidious garb of lemon-ice

and sponge-cake."

This paper, written possibly in dyspeptic disgust after

some freezing festive failure, goes on to propose the

<-tablishment of a society for the suppression of tray

suppers and Payne's quadrilles, and to promote the

knowledge and practice of waltzing and wild fowl,

mazurka and merriment, conversation and cutlets.

Lever then ju-oceeds to describe himself leaving at

midnight this chilly clime, and, after gliding over a
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line of streets, at last reaching Carlisle Bridge, which

he jokingly calls the verge of the kingdom. "Yon

there experience that peculiar mental excitement which

a traveller feels when, after crossing some vast American

forest, and bivouacked among the red men for weeks

sharing their raw flesh, he at last approaches a civilised

Yankee town." * The latter experience, it will be

remembered, was a veritable adventure.

There is much amusing exaggeration in the contrast

he draws between the north and the south side of

Dublin, which the Liffey divides. He was himself a

native of the former, and he seems to have retained a

chilling impression of the friends with whom he had

mostly mixed. By degrees he got into a wider social

sphere, and his account of a ball in Merrion Square is

most genial and flattering.

He entreats the really well meaning but misled

people of the north, not to forget, in their intemperate

quadrilling, the words of the Irishman who, when the

people were trotting at the funeral of his wife, reproved

them by calling out, "Asy! asy ! ye thieves of the

world ! can't yez for to not be making a toil of a

pleasure ! " f

Mrs. Louche has retained a most amusing recollection

of a ball to which Lever was invited by an opulent

* Dublin Literary Gazette, June 19, 1830.

f His prejudice against the north .side is partly due to the fact, sufficiently

well known in hi- family, that the house property which hid been left

him as his patrimony was situated in tli and rarely brought him

anything but trouble.

VOL. I. I
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ironmonger, whose brother afterwards became a baronet.

A ware-room off the shop was allotted to dancing and to

a fine orchestre. Green baise neatly concealed piles of

fenders and tire-irons, which covered the walls from the

floor to the ceiling. Military officers in full uniform

spnn round in the waltz : but one having leant his back

in a dSgagi manner against, as he supposed, the wall, a

pile of ironmongery became dislocated, and fell to the

•und with a fearful crash. Mrs. Louche was greatly

amused on recognising in "Lorrequcr" this incident

—

"no illustrated by Phiz in his best vein.

His ambition at first seems to have been to make a

name for himself as a conversational Raconteur. This

attained, his society was eagerly sought. His Jottings

(1830-31) give a glimpse of the pleasant social expecta-

tions which his advent never failed to awaken.

The Dublin Literary Gazette, full of promise at its

birth, and of power while it lived, died, after a career

of six months, as a weekly publication ; though a bold

effort was made to merge it into a monthly serial, known

as the National Magazine.

Lever's literary passion, which had first begun to

sert vitality beneath its a^gis, was well-nigh ex-

tinguished in the debris of the Gazette, and his pen for

years after lay inactive. The first impress of his hand,

traceable in the National Magazine, is a sketch of "The

A.quatic Sports in Dublin Bay," published in July, 1830.

It describes a recent regatta at Kingstown, and is

in <1 "Pepperpot"—the same name which supplies
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some allusions to Gottingen in the " Plantagonals " of

the same serial. His account of the Eock Eoad thronged

with the washed and unwashed of Dublin, hurrying to

the fite—we had no railway then—is amusing ; to say

nothing of the sudden downpour of rain which at last

placed all comers on a perfect footing of equality—and

spread panic around, especially to " woe-begotten dandies

with inconccivables that once were white and which

now, mud-draggled, clung to their shapely thighs."

"Watching the progress of the viceroy, the people, and

the race, he noted everything calculated to raise a smile.

From the too often rain-charged sky of his native land

he drew drops of crystal consolation, maintaining that

"Irish clouds are by far the most beautiful in the

world. I have never witnessed the same variety of

form and tint elsewhere, and I have seen as much of the

world as most men. I attribute the circumstance chiefly

to the combined dampness and warmth of our climate."

The welcome he found at a hotel, the good dinner, and

the wine, "so refreshing after the fatigues of the day,"

are described with characteristic gusto.*

Some of the best members of the Burschen Club were

gradually compelled to relinquish their connection with

* "An Evening in College," (Nat. Mag.) January, 1831, is most likely

also Lever's. Opening in a style suggestive of the earlier chapters of

" CMalley," we are introduced to an " unlucky junior sophister, who had

been cautioned that day by the inexorable Doctor, and who now, with the

aid of a few friends, a epatch-cock, and some three-year-old October, was

endeavouring to banish care, in the drawing-room floor of Botanybay

Square."

1 2
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it by imperative calls to other lands. Tu 1832 it was

still existing, but with vitality on the wane.

A favourite boarding-house known as " Lisle House,"

33, Molesworth Street, presented some attraction to him.

"Here," observes Dr. Darby, "Lever, with John

Blake, brother of the eminent K.C. of that name, and

one or two others, formed a most agreeable coterie.

A - a teller of stories Lever was altogether unmatched.

Most of these,—at least, when I knew him in early days,

—were impromptu ' flams ' circumstantially related. He

was so genial, and told such amusing stories, that

he was much sought after. In this way he gained the

lasting friendship of the Eev. W. Fausset,"—of whom

we may add more anon.

Another old habitui of Lisle House was Surgeon

Cusack Eooney, whom Lever introduces in " Lorrequer "

as Surgeon MacCulloch. This gentleman, like Blake,

who died in Australia, is no longer living. Eoth could

have furnished many amusing details of Lever at Lisle

House.

His first introduction to it is described in Chapter

XIII. of " Lorrequer." Entering the drawing-room before

dinner, and on his name being yelled forth he is con-

gratulated on its eseape from the hash of which all

names were usually made by a careless lackey—Mr.

Blennerhassel having just been announced as " Misthcr

Blather-hashit."

No lime was lost by O'Flaherty—the name given to

veritable Blake—in presenting him to sundry persons,
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to be cut hereafter—as he whispered—including Miss

Riley, in a bird of paradise plume and corked eyebrows,

Mrs. Clanfrizzle, some old ladies in turbans, Mr. Garret

Cudmore, a doctor in blue " winkers," several ancient

vestals, and a host of others.

At last Lever was booked as a resident of the House,

" a lover to at least five elderly and three young ladies,

a patient, a client, and a second in a duel. O'Flaherty

told me all this was requisite to my being well received,

though no one thought much of my breach of compact

subsequently."

During dinner O'Flaherty, seizing an idle moment

from his operation of carving, asks the new-comer to

take wine with him, and to name what wine he drank,

intending thereby, as afterwards appeared, to send from

his end of the table what wine his guest selected. Not

conceiving the object of the inquiry, and having hitherto

helped himself from a neighbouring decanter, he im-

mediately turned for correct information to the bottle

itself, upon whose neck reposed a slip of paper. His

endeavour to decipher the writing occupied time sufficient

again to make his host ask, "Well, will you have

port?" "Xo, thanks, I'll stick to my old friend here,

Bob McGrotty "—" for thus," writes Lever, " I rendered

familiarly the name of Eobert McGrotty on the decanter,

and which I believed to be the boarding-house sobriquet

for bad sherry. That Mr. "^"Grotty himself little relished

my familiarity with either his name or property, I had

a very decisive proof ; for, turning round upon his chair
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and surveying my person from head to foot with a look

of fiery wrath, he thundered out in very broad Scotch :

"And, by my saul, ye may just as weel finish it noo,

for de'il a glass o' his ain wine did Boh McGrotty, as

ye ca" him, swallow this day."

Lever in his fictions, instead of coining names as

Dido ns did. loved to introduce those which had once

been familiar to him. A Mr. McGrotty will be found

further on at Coleraine, where Lever was brought into

constant contact with him.

Physic bottles, quite as much as decanters, were now

in Levers hands. In Midsummer, 1831, he received

his degree as a Bachelor of Medicine in Trinity College,

I Miblin ; and henceforth we find him consulted by

patients. But as this nice distinction failed to cany

weight with the ignorant, he seems to have remitted

at a later date to Louvain* the amount requisite for

obtaining the diploma of 31.1). in absentia. With many

it gave liim prestige; it injured him with a few.

II Abemethy would have shaken his head at it."f

A Louvain degree also gave the title of Doctor to his

* About thirty sketches of Lever, published in biographic dictionaries

and elsewhere, describe him, hut incorrectly, as an M.D. of Qottingen.

f Lever could shake his head al Abemethy when he liked. A magazine

paper of his, besides supplying a hit of autobiographic detail, slates :

—

"Abernethy's character as a wit was for the most part acquired in the

Lecture-roorn ; and very little experience of such an arena enables us to

predict that the smallest offering of the jocose is ever most gratefully

acknowledged there. Our very In-art sinks at the remembrance of the

scholastic jests in anatomy and surgery, to which we were doomed to

listen each winter for five years of our student's existence. Of one little

professor of ophthalmic surgery, we have a mournful memory to this day.
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co-novelist and countryman, Goldsmith, who, having

one day said, " I prescribe only for my friends," was

playfully answered by Beauclerc, "Reserve your pre-

scriptions for your enemies." But, unlike Goldy, Lever

was really successful in medical treatment. Had he

contented himself, however, with the B.M. of Dublin

University, it would have proved a prouder possession.

Some old account-books of James Lever, replete with

domestic interest, are preserved, and seem to have been

most carefully kept. The portion for 1830 devotes many

entries to Master Charles, including the payment of

various fees to his master in anatoni}T

,
Doctor McCartney,

and no end of disbursements for gloves, which never

exceed two shillings a pah', while his boots sometimes

cost as high as two pounds. He seems to have been a

great patron of the Drama/"' his theatrical outlay on

one night sometimes amounting to twenty-four shillings.

Though happily removed from ear-shot of his piercing voice, and far from

the scenes of his trite witticisms, yet so clear is our recollection of Lis

pointless jests and stingless severity, that we shudder at it even to this

hour."—" Physic and Physicians," D. XL M., December, 1839, p. 635.

Lever, notwithstanding his character for indomitable fun, was alive to the

duty of maintaining, in the schools of anatomy, the decorum befitting the

gravity of his studies.

* The following are extracts from the dav-book of James Lever :

—

£ 5. d.

1830—March 17. Cash to Charles . . .0 10

„ 23. Cash to Charles . . . 1

1

4 6

„ 26. Pd. Thompson for Charles'

Boots .... 2

April 2. Pd for Boots for Charles . . 1 4

„ 10. Pd. for Charles' breakfasts at

Steevens' Hospital . . 1
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though as a dramatic critic he might well claim the

right of free admission. His general tone, however,

was so much the reverse of laudatory that perhaps he

thought himself hardly entitled to ask a compliment

from the lessee. A specimen of this bold tone, and

how his evenings passed, are found in a sketch published

forty-seven years ago in the Dublin Gazette, and which

thus wound up :

—

"We placed ourselves in a box near the stage, the

reason of our selection being that it was the only one

inhabited. Two grave-looking men occupied the seat

before us, whom by their conversation we discovered to

£ $. d.

April 14. Cash to Charles for his

Surgical Examination . 31 10 ()

July 7. To Charles for hie breakfasts at

Steevens' BospitaJ . .200
November _'<;. JM. for bat and two

waistcoats for Charles 1 16

To Charles for College

porter . . .020
December 6. Pd. Charles cash fox his

breakfasts at Steevens' 5

Cash for his medical

tickets . . . . 19 4

1831—February 23. Pd. for a silk handker-

chief Charles got .040
Pd. for two pairs of gloves

Charles got also ..020
.Mavis. Cash to Charles for the porters 7

'

•. I li to Charles for bis

degree . . . . 24 o

November 29. Pd. Charles, borrowed

money . . . . 1 10

December 17. Cadi to Charles (theatre

money) . . .14
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be bond-holders mourning over the melancholy prospects

of the house. Lulled by the drowsy orchestra, in winch

our old friend the bass-viol seemed to have taken an

opiate, we soon fell asleep, and did not wake till it was

time to dress for Lady L 's* soiree

P

The day ended thus, but how did it open ? A visitor

presented himself to Lever, " enveloped in a box-coat

and Belcher muffler." There was something in his

appearance which awed him, " and I instinctively

hurried my widespread MSS. into an open drawer,

dreading lest the great unknown might be an angry

author coming to take signal vengeance upon his

reviewer."

Thus it would appear that he wrote more largely as a

critic than has hitherto transpired. The following shows

that no booksellers' drudge had a worse time of it

!

" If, according to the Northern proverb, 'he has need

0' a lang shankit speene that sups kail wi' the deil,'

so he requires a sharp-pointed pen who corrects proofs

for him ; and the deuce of it- is, that after you have

revised your proof as clear as a whistle, and got to bed

with eyes and fingers wearied and aching at four in the

morning, you find next day, as I know from sad ex-

perience, that the paper is published with half your

corrections blundered anew."

The visitor, when denuded of dreadnoughts, proves

* Probably Sophia, Lady Lees, -wife of the Rev. Sir Harconrt Lees, a

prolific pamphleteer in aid of Church and State. He is introduced, en

passant, in " Charles O'Malley."
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to be an old College chum, who claims Lever as guide

in viewing the local lions and in comparing the changes

which time had wrought. Lever mentally hears the

"muttered maledictions of an enraged editor" as he

accompanies his friend. He takes a fling at some local

blots not yet erased, especially the dirt of the streets,

by suggesting a placard announcing the sale of "a

great variety of mudspoons, scrapers, shovels, spades,

scoops, and scavengers, all which, being very little used,

are nearly as good as new."

They visit the Law Courts, and finally a well-known

divan* to get their mulls replenished; and then follow

sketches of some once familiar figures, but who for forty

years have been quietly inurned. "An invitation to sup

on devilled kidneys comes,"' accompanied by a request

thai
ik

I should prepare myself to be particularly bril-

liant and facetious in conversation.

•• After this I rode out, visited various public places,

heard all the on dits of the day, and then returned to

my Lodgings, ordering my servant to deny me to all

comers, being determined to bottle up my conversation

for the evening, and not even trust myself to an inter-

view with a member of the Deaf and Dumb Institution !

"

There was then no " United Service Club " in Dublin

—or indeed hardly a club of any sort. It now boasts

• Mr. Fairholt, in his " History <»f Tobacco," remarks that men of large

mind have been almost all snuff-takers. It will he remembered that he

brought to Blumenbach a canister of Dublin snuff, "an offering to the

finest nose in Europe." Lever must have early broke himself of snuff-

takin^' ; for the last twenty years of his life he never carried a box.
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nine. Military officers never laid aside their uniforms,

bed-time alone excepted ; they dined in them,—danced in

them. The tables at Hayes' Hotel were to be found

daily thronged with red-coats ; and here it was that

Lever first acquired his intimate acquaintance with ex

officio " mess " life. Charley and his friend are now

drawing over their chairs at Hayes'.*

" Shades of Kitchener, how odoriferous is Calipash

—

how restorative Mullagatawny ! Hayes is in possession

of the receipt for that valuable sauce, described as one

with which, ' on peut manger son pere ;
' we commend

ourselves to the tender mercies of the he-cook—and

elbowing our way through some dozen of booted, spurred,

moustached, and spruce-looking heroes, reach a table in

safety."

'

These and other passages show that Lever, during

his medical course, gave his study quite as much to

culinary as to higher lore ; and that, as he said, while

reading Dr. Wells on shrivelled kidneys (Bright had

not written till 1837), he was not unmindful of Dr.

Kitchener on devilled kidneys as well. Edgar A. Poe,

in a review of Lever, noticed his frequent allusions to

this savoury viand.

* Dublin Literary Gazette, February 6, 1830, p. 91.



CHAPTER V.

The ventriloquist—A street ripped up—The Carnival—Death of Charles

Lever's father and mother—Eev. John Lever—Outburst of the cholera

—Medical mission to Clare— Life in Kilrush—A pleasant coterie

—

Mr. Keane's recollections of Lever— The sources from whence he drew.

It was about this time that an incident which greatly-

excited Dublin occurred. By a feat of ventriloquism,

people were led to tear up the pavement, for the purpose

of rescuing from a sewer a man who announced himself

as just escaped from prison, but who, in making for the

Liffey, had taken the wrong turn, and was well nigh

suffocated for his pains. One of the shrewdest professors

of the College of Surgeons, Mr. Benson, was so deceived,

that he reprimanded a young doctor present for his heart-

Lessness in laughing at the sufferings of a fellow-creature.

Lever, with a free brush, paints the picture in

"O'Malley," and describes the police as beaten back with

stones by the mob, on attempting to disperse it ; until, at

last, dragoons with drawn sabres were obliged to charge

the excited people, who, after digging a hole into which

a coach might be driven, had come to the painful conclu-

sion that the poor prisoner for debt had been smothered

in his bold attempt to regain the sweets of liberty.

Shortly before the death, in 1877, of the amateur
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ventriloquist, Dr. Seward, he was good enough to com-

mit to paper the particulars of the affair in which he

whilom figured. They occur in a letter to Dr. Benson,

specially prepared for the purposes of this memoir.

11 On a wet December evening, in the year 1832, I

was returning from the College of Surgeons, accompanied

by Samuel Bennet and George Burke. Passing the

corner of Bridgefoot Street, opposite St. Catherine's

Church, Bennet said, 'Come, Seward, give us a touch

of your ventriloquism in that sewer there.' I complied,

but did not intend that anyone but the two should hear

me. I called from the sewer as if there was a person

anxious to be let out, saying he was a prisoner who had

made his way there from the Four Courts Marshalsea,

adjacent, that he was very weak, and would shortly die

if not released. It so happened that at the corner was

an apj)le-woman's stall, the owner of which heard the

dialogue from the sewer. We left at once, and heard her

calling lustily for help. This happened about 5 o'clock

P.M. The postman called at my place in James Street to

deliver a letter about 6 o'clock. ' Oh, sir,' said he,

' there's desperate work in Thomas Street : the prisoners

have escaped from the Marshalsea, and they are digging

them out of the sewer in the street.' It was raining

very hard, and I ran down to the place. There was a

large crowd, some with umbrellas, holding lighted lan-

terns, and men working for the very life with spades and

picks, ripping up the sewer down Dirty Lane. I ran

across Thomas Street to a grating near St. Catherine's
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Church, and threw my voice into that opening. A person

passing was attracted by the voice, and at once called

ont that he heard the man there. The scene of opera-

tions continued with undiminished activity. That grating

was at once torn up, and the street ripped open from one

side to the other, stopping all traffic for the time being,

then a great inconvenience, as Thomas Street was the

leading thoroughfare to the south of Ireland for the mail

coaches, and all of which were obliged to go by Usher's

Island instead. Of course the news was all over Dublin

in the morning, and I was received at the College as a

hero—students flocking round me, and begging of me to

speak in all quarters. Dr. West was a demonstrator at

the College at that time, and he asked me to speak down

a -mall sewer in the College court. I did so, and at that

moment Dr. Benson, who was then also a demonstrator,

happened to pass by, and inquired what was the matter.

Dr. West replied that it was a prisoner who had escaped

from Richmond Bridewell, and had made his way there.

"Dr. Benson, a kind-hearted man, instantly directed

that a porter named Graham should be sent for, and to

bring a crowbar and pick. The man came, and with the

crowbar struck between a joint on the flagging. West

burst out laughing, and implored of the man to desist,

not wishing to have the court injured. Dr. Benson

desired the man to yo on, and said that West was a

most ill-natured person to laugh so at a fellow-creature

in distress. West was laughing so heartily, he could

scarcely articulate 'It's Seward.' Dr. Benson turned
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away, saying, l Never was so sold in my life ; and / after

demonstrating on the larynx this morning.' "

A sketch of this adventure appears in Saunders of the

day, contributed, we suspect, by Lever, who, in " O'Malley,"

frequently speaks of having furnished squibs to it.

There also will be found his account of a grand Fancy

Ball at the Mansion House, on April 30, 1831, including

"a new Pittay-atee woman," with a babe in her arms

(Samuel Lover), and " Mrs. O'Flaherty, who ogled and

simpered, ate ices, and drank negus with every one,

nothing loth." " Ogle " was a favourite word with Lever,

and Thackeray twitted him for the use of it.* The sketch

of Sir George Dashwood's ball in " O'Malley," where

Frank Webber so successfully personates Judy Macan,

was probably suggested by this incident. A long detail

in the morning paper concludes, singing :

—

" Oil, a fancy ball's a strange affair,

Made up of silks and leathers,

Light heads, light heels, false hearts, false hair,

Pins, paint, and ostrich feathers."

But this was nothing to the Grand Carnival held in

the Eotundo two months later, and which the same pen

alliteratively word-paints. " Kings and Queens, Punches

and Judys, Terryalts and Turks, Terry Eegans and Tum-

blers, Pipers and Pastry-cooks, Draymen and Doctors,

Harlequins and Hop Merchants, Quakers and Coiffeurs

—

all mingled in melange, or, as Terry said, like peas in a

sieve. In one set we saw Dr. O'Toole dance with Miss

* Vide, p. 339, infra.
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Belinda Blue Stockings, Jeremy Diddlcr with Judy

Kearney—a fishwoman, from Till Lane—and so on to

the end of the chapter. 'But, true it is, in our heart's

jses we dress in fancies quite as strange as these our

fancy dresses.' " Conversations, at both balls, between

the Viceroy, Lord Anglesey, and the various characters,

are pleasantly reported.*

Those with whom Lever mixed describe him as very

temperate. Among his German tendencies was a love

of tea as thorough as ever TJhland breathed in his

" Lied "
:
" Thee ! Du sieber eine Mythe."

Almost the last entry penned by old James Lever in

his "Day Book," is :

—

u 1832. November: Tea-pot,

Charles having taken mine, 85. 6^."

While Lever was playing practical jokes in Dublin,

—

his naturally high spirits primed by strong tea,—John

Lever, a man of sedate mien, was discharging curate's

duties, first at Kilbride and later at Durrow Abbey,

Tullamore, amongst which was the sad one of attending,

in his last moments, the murdered Earl of Xorbury.

Meanwhile Mrs. Lever, senior, died in Dublin in

January, 1833, and her remains were consigned to the

* "Cons "and cm topics of the hour are freely found These

are clearly Lever's. He was fond of talking of the Caliph of Bagdad [vide

. infra). Sawders, of March '.), 1831, invokes the same personage in

:,
" of purely ephemeral intelligibility. Old Lever's emoluments

were eventually much diminished by the rivalry of cheap competitors.

'•

rt rings :
—

" Ye architects and builders pray beware,

Ee not too hasty— let youi work be Bound ;

What takes such little time to raise in air,

time to tumble to the ground."
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vaults of St. Thomas's Church. A' few clays previously

she had called upon Mrs. Louche to ask if she could

take into her keeping a chest to which she attached

much value. Mrs. Louche consented, and, two days

later, hearing some noise at the hall door, she concluded

that the chest had come ; but was greatly shocked to

learn that Mrs. Lever was dead, and that Mr. Lever,

stunned by the blow, required the immediate presence

of Mr. Louche. On his return, it appeared that Mrs.

Lever had been found dead in her bed—the body leaning

over the side. She is described by her daughter-in-law

as having been a bright, black-eyed little woman several

years younger than her husband. He took her death

so much to heart that he left the house in Talbot Street

;

and, on the invitation of the Eev. John Lever and his

amiable wife, went down to Tullamore, where he resided

with them until his own dissolution.*

Charles Lever, who held in 1833 a medical appoint-

ment in Ulster, was present at his father's funeral, but

not at his death. The obsequies over, the will was read

—

a simple document drawn up by the Eev. John Lever,

and tremulously signed by the dying man. Mrs. Louche,

the widow of his executor, states that he left between his

sons near £500 a- year. After some minor bequests, inclu-

ding a debenture on the Theatre, the will goes on to say:—

* The following has been furnished through the courtesy of the Rector

of Kilbride. " James Lever, late of Talbot Street, Dublin, died at St.

Catherine's, Tullamore, and was buried April 1st, 1833, aged 69 years and

10 months. Ceremony performed by Nathaniel Slater, Curate of the

parish.—Graham Craig, Rector, 31 July, 1876."

vol. 1. K
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"The drawing-room furniture to be the portion of

Charles, with the exception of the pier cabinet, fender

and fire irons, which I give to John. I give the

furniture of the parlour also to my son Charles James,

save the chairs, &c. My gold watch I leave to Charles

and his mother's large ring."

John Lever finally became Hector of Ardnurcher,

Horseleap, near Moate, in the diocese of Meath, and is

described as a powerful and popular preacher. He also

officiated as chaplain to the Earl of Charleville. "In

184-3 he left Tullamore," the Hector writes, " and was

appointed by the Bishop to Ardnurchur, a country

parish in this neighbourhood. It brought him a higher

income, but I believe in every other respect he much

regretted the change. Here he was considered a very

eloquent preacher, but I hear never could reconcile

himself to the meagre audience of Ardnurchur."

The congregation seems, indeed, to have been of the

character indicated by Swift, who described a preacher

interlarding his sermon with " dearly beloved Hogcr."

Lever often visited Tullamore from the time he assisted

to bury his father there ; but it was not love of the

locality which brought him. Canon Floyd tells us

that the following impromptu in doggrel has been

attributed to Lever by the humorists of that

region

u Open ye boga and swallow down
That horrid place called Philipstown

;

And if you've room for any more,

Then swallow dirty Tullamore."
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In Ardnurchur, more picturesque though less popu-

lous, John Lever found his occupation gone. The small

living Charles once playfully Auglicised " Hard-Nur-

ture. " John was disabled, for some years before his

death hj paiuful illness, when the Eev. F. Marsh did

duty for him. He died in 1862, ten years previous to

his bupther. An attachment the most warm and tender

• always subsisted between them : but no two brothers

could be more unlike than the tiny -form of the one

presented to the burly physique of the other, and while

John to the last evinced a retiring disposition, Charles

for thirty years was the reverse. John Lever did not

for some time know who Harry Lorrequer was. Charles

hesitated to avow the authorship even to him, fearing

that the more severe judgment of the Churchman would

deprecate as a bar to professional progress, the light and

ludicrous tone of " Harry." There can be no impropriety

in now disclosing that the later novels did receive the

benefit of the elder Lever's revision.*

For a short time Charles continued to occupy his

father's house in Talbot Street as a medical man ; but

without being engaged in any pharmaceutical employ

-

* On the 15th November, 1850, he writes to the publisher :
" I trust you

will find the proofs all right, that is, when we understand the author's

meaning, I shall be always ready to give you a hand in this way, when-

ever you think it convenient to call upon me. ' Maurice Tiernay

'

[the Soldier of Fortune] is manifestly improving, since he reached

Ireland."

The introduction by Charles of an anecdote pointing to Dr. Singer,

F.T.C.D., afterwards Bishop of Heath, is believed in the family to have
operated injuriously against John's preferment.

K 2
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ment. " Hobbling gout and wheezing age " came to

liis door with many symptoms, but few fees.

On the table of the little back parlour, by courtesy

calhd the "waiting room," reposed a well-thumbed

copy of the " Dublin Literary Gazette," containing

the then proudly owned, but since unacknowledged

"Sketches of a Eambler." On rare occasions, the

dismal tinkle of his night-bell blended its tones with

the moanings of the night wind, and disturbed the

doctor in his sleep, to administer a sedative probably

to some restless sufferer. This life was slow enough

for a man of his temperament, and he was not sorry

to resign it for a more exciting round of duty.

Since 1650, fifteen years prior to the Plague which

swept London, Ireland had been free from epidemic

visitation ; but in 1832 it became the theatre of a series

of sad scenes. On the outburst of cholera, Lever was

appointed to minister professionally to the suffering

people of Clare. It is impossible to conceive a greater

contrast than was presented by the horrors of this time

to the fun, frolic, and festivity of the previous year.

The Grand Lama of the Burschen Club, clad in sombre

raiment, proceeded on his gloomy mission—appointed

not by the Government as has been alleged, but by the

Board of Health in connection with the Irish Privy

Council. A number of young men were told off, to

use the technical phrase—at the same time, and on

the same duty; not a few declined to act, including

t's fellow-student, Dr. Tuohill. Lever girded for
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battle, and furnished with all the artillery of medicine,

resolutely advanced to meet the dark visitor now grown

into a giant from its cradle in the East.

The poverty of the people of Kilrush and Kilkee had

predisposed them to a ready reception of the malady,

and amongst the poor fishermen it had made sad havoc.

Sheds were erected for those suddenly stricken. Dr.

Lever with intrepidity, if not always with success, did

his best so far as the scanty knowledge, then possessed

by the college of physicians, of their ghastly visitant

enabled him. He went to work with his wonted stock

of pleasant philosophy—resolved to distil honey from

every cup of bitters. In concert with higher members

of the Tory party, he pronounced the cholera a retribu-

tive scourge for the Eadical Eeform Bill of 1832. One

of his prescriptions ran :

—

" Fear not, but be serenely gay,

Prudence in living shew,

Ye who would Lave the mens say nay

In corpore, say no !
"

—

Saunders, Nov. 18, 1831.*

* A pbysician who has since filled high office, and who received with

Lever his appointment as cholera doctor, has given us a curious account of

the treatment prescribed for the plague-stricken at that time. The patients

were bled by lancet, leech, and cup ; often blood refused to pour, being

thick as treacle, and scarcely moving in the veins. Sometimes salts were

injected to liquify it and restore the circulation, which gave rise to the

remark that, however it might be with swine, salting a patient was not

synonymous with curing him.

To the back of the neck blisters were applied, calomel was administered,

which our informant on afterwards dissecting the dead found unabsorbed in

the stomach. For calomel, corrosive sublimate was sometimes employed.

Alcoholic stimuli too, were used to such an extent, that sufferers who
recovered from cholera, fell often into low fever and died. In the stage of

collapse powerful drastics, chiefly elaterium and croton oil were plied, in
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On reading the cholera statistics of 1832, and the

treatment there revealed, the wonder is, not that so

many should have died, but that any survived the

nostrums of the Medical Board. Probably not the

Least useful part of the arrangements made by the

Board of Health in 1832, Mas that Dr. Lever and his

colleague should receive ten shillings a day, to be raised

eventually to a guinea.

1 1 must be admitted that some of the doctors were in

advance of the teaching of their day, and refused to be

led. One of Lever's fellow-labourers in this duty was

Dr. Hogan of Clare, through whose hands five thousand

cases of cholera passed. He tells us as the fruit of his

ripe experience, that the grand secret of successful treat-

ment ^as to avoid mercurial or other medicines; to

admit a tree current of fresh air; to inspire the patients

with confidence in their own recovery, and to seem

cheerful in ministering to them. This, there can be no

doubt, explains much of Lever's luck in dealing with

the plague. Decanters of brandy, says Dr. Hogan, lay

on a table at the cholera hospital in Limerick, which

the more timid of the doctors imbibed, before entering

on their work—but though it nerved them for a moment,

it was succeeded by a fatal reaction, and predisposed to

the disease instead of foiling it. Morning after morning

the hope of expelling the foe ; but this was like trying to quench a fire hy

pouring '/it upon it. Death often took place in the course of two hours ; the

hapless sufferer was often made to inhale oxide or laughing gas. Lever lived

to see and say, Nous avons change tout cela, and that opium is their sheet

anchor.
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Dr. Hogan saw biers borne to the graveyard, with the

remains of physicians who had resorted to stimulants.

Among the few, who used brandy and escaped, was

Lever. He imbibed it, not to nerve a heart which

knew not fear, though he had modesty enough, but in

deference to a medical theory since exploded. His

indomitable courage and cheerful mind saved him.

Dr. Hogan adds, that wherever Lever went he won all

hearts by his kindliness and generally cheerful mood.*

If fine air could check cholera Kilkee would not have

suffered. But all previous theories were negatived by

the eccentric ravages of this novel scourge. The fine

strand of Kilkee, sheltered by a ledge of noble rocks

stretching along the bay, has long been esteemed as a

favourite convalescent nursery.

Lever, in " St. Patrick's Eve," and more fully in

" The Martins," draws upon his memory for much of

the painful experience gathered at that time. And

* A curiosity of medical treatment, since obsolete, was practised at tliis

exciting time. Dr. Hogan tells us that when wives were in the last stage

of the disease, he has transfused into their veins blood drawn from the

husbands', and that the women rose miraculously from their prostration,

seemed quite happy, but after living a few days invariably died. The
haste with which bodies received sepulchre was startling. Dr. Hogan on

visiting the Cholera Hospital at Limerick, saw a huge pile of remains

waiting for the shells which could not be supplied fast enough, and detect-

ing some peculiarity of hue in one, was induced to get it pulled forth from

the heap and examined with care. The body, though apparently dead,

was placed in bed, and at length restored to consciousness. The difficulty

of recognizing the existence of lingering life, was increased by a phenome-

non in the dead, noticed by Dr. Watson. " Half an hour and more after

the breathing had ceased," and other signs of animation had departed,

spasmodic quiverings, and motions of the muscles would take place, and
even distinct movements of the limbs in consequence of the spasms."
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twelve years later we find him thus recurring to the

theme. "Of its fearful ravages in the west
3
in the wilds

of Clare, and that lonely promontory that stretches at

the mouth of the Shannon into the Atlantic, I had been

the daily witness ; and even to recall some of the in-

cidents passingly was an effort of great pain. Of one

feature of the people at this disastrous time I could not

say enough, nor could any words of mine do justice to

the splendid heroism with which they bore up, and the

noble generosity they showed each other in misfortune.

It is but too often remarked how selfish men are made

by misery, and how fatal is a common affliction to that

charity that cares for others. There was none of this

here; I never, in any condition or class, recognised

more traits of thoughtful kindness, and self-denial, than

I did amongst these poor, famished, and forgotten

people. I never witnessed, in the same perfection,

how a wide-spread affliction could call up a humanity

great as itself, and make very commonplace natures

something actually heroic and glorious.

" Nothing short of the fatal tendency I have to digres-

sion, and the watchful care I am bound to bestow

against this fault, prevented me from narrating several

incidents within my own experience. It was only by

an effort I overcame the temptation to recall them.

" If a nation," he adds, " is to be judged by her

bearing under calamity, Ireland—and she has had some

experiences—comes well through the ordeal. That we

may yel see how she will sustain her part in happier
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circumstances, and that the time be not too far off, is

my hope and my prayer."

Tyrone Power described an incident of the cholera in

Clare, at the time that Lever and his colleagues officially

stemmed it. The disease attacked a remote police bar-

rack, killed three, and left the rest prostrate. The

doctor on arrival found corpses decomposing, and the

air pestilential. " With his own hands he had to put

the bodies into shells, and nail down the lids." There

was no hut or house of any sort for miles around

—

except two. He applied for admission where he had a

legitimate claim, and was refused. He arrived at the

priest's house faint, sick, and despairing. He got oif

his horse, and leaned his head against the gable. He

prayed God to look down upon him, thinking that if

he who had been so lately succouring others was now

himself seized with the disease, he must die like an

unowned dog. The priest heard his story, received him

as a son
;
gave him to eat and to drink, and shared with

him the only bed which his poor dwelling owned.

Ludlow, referring to a vast tract in Clare, said that

it had not a tree to hang a man on, water to drown him,

or soil to bury him in. But Lever was not the man to

go from coast to coast—even though ravaged by plague

—and say " 'tis all barren." Hence his mind is found

deriving at this time, a series of impressions full of

photographic accuracy, which in future books are all

vividly reproduced.

The ill wind which swept the pestilence southward
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blew good fruit to Lever. Ilad not the cholera brought

our young doctor to Clare, we should never have heard

of Harry Lorrequer. It was there he learned how to

know character, to read motives, to analyse idiosyn-

eracics, to seize and hold up to laughter the weaknesses

and inconsistencies of men. A paper in his own magazine,

pointing out a specially high idiosyncrasy, said

:

" He should be a Clare man—none other have the

same shrewd insight into character, the same intuitive

knowledge of life : none others detect like them the

flaws and fractures in human nature. There may be

more mathematical genius in ]Cork, and more classic lore

in Kerry
; there may be, I know there is, a more astute

and painstaking spirit of calculation in the northern

counties ; but for the man who is only to have one rapid

glance at the game, and say how it fares to throw a

quick coup <Pceil on the board and declare the winner,

Clare for ever! Were I a lawgiver, I would admit

any attorney to practice, who should produce sufficient

evidence of his having served half the usual time of

apprenticeship in Ennis. The Pontine marshes are not

so prolific of fever as the air of that country of ready-

witted intelligence and smartness." rr

Besides meeting men who taught him to read cha-

racter, just as Graves and Cusack had taught him to

diagnose disease, Lever found in Clare rich materials

" cut and dry " before him. His lot was cast among men

who filled his fertile brain with the rudiment of fruit

* D. U. M. for Jan., 1843, p. 110.
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yet in embryo. Further, they taught him to shake off

mauvaisc-honte which had tended to tie his progress. In

his " Widow Malone " he sings of Clare

:

" 'Tis little they care

For blushing clown there !

"

As he mingled with its people, he gathered confidence

which, by degrees, grew into self-reliance. It becomes

our duty to trace these moulders of his real destiny—all

of whom, with one exception, have long been dead.

Queries instituted in Clare led to a whisper that to

Francis A. Keane, Esq., of Ennis, we owe not a few of

the stories so happily worked up by Lever in " Lorre-

quer " ; but different attempts to elicit by letter Mr.

Keane' s recollections of his friend failed. In reply to

one application he says, "I am too old to write a history

of matters which occurred near half a century ago."

Later, however, we got access to some notes which

he had made after Lever's death, and here they are :

—

" In May, 1832, Doctor Charles Lever came to

Kilrush, one of a score of young medical men sent to

remote districts by the Dublin Board of Health, on the

outbreak of cholera. On his arrival he found the town

sunk in gloom and despondency, owing to the ravages

of the fearful disease. There was not a little jealousy

on the part of the old doctor and the old apothe-

cary,* at the idea of sending a stripling of his kind to

* Fitzgerald, the local apothecary, was a native of Kerry, and claimed

kindred with him who derives his title from that ancient "kingdom." He
lived freely. Perpetual processes pursued him. At a dinner in Ennis,

which the legal profession attended in numbers, his health was proposed
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teach them their business. He was not more than six

and twenty, and even for that was young looking.

After a few days Lever's good-natured and cheerful

manner gained on every one, and on none more than

the two above named. In Lever I recognised my
brother's friend, whom he had known at Stevens'

Hospital and Trinity College, where both had been

associated in some escapades, including the impersona-

tion of ballad- singers, and of their own master, Surgeon

Cusaek ; and I at once introduced myself.

"There was, at this time, in Kilrush, a very social

well-informed set, consisting of Bobby Unthank, whose

wit and humour Clare men well remember; Tomkins

Brew, John Jackson (who wrote as Terry Driscol),

Maurice Fitzgerald, and John Lucas, a descendant of

Grattan's great contemporary ; they met every evening

at their respective houses, or at the Cholera Hospital.

Lever was then rather nervous and retiring, but with

good manners. These men had seen a great deal of life,

and each had plenty of anecdote which he recounted

freely— one was well versed in current literature

;

another a first-rate story-teller, well acquainted with the

habits of the middle and lower classes.

"Lever's cheerfulness kept up the spirits of the in-

by a local attorney, who praised hi.- -kill in the name of many present who
bad often been his patients. " In return," it was added, "we ought all come

to an agreement to act for him gratuitously ; and not only that, bill when
we are opposed to him, to take out Decrees without costs !

" " The latter

part is the most important boon offered," replied Fitzgerald, "for it will

add a considerable amount to my annual income."
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habitants generally ; as no matter how dismal the news

of the day was, you parted from the young doctor in a

roar of laughter. He was a great practical joker, but

so playful that no one could take offence even though

they themselves might have been the subject of the

joke. He was suspected at the time to take notes of

amusing occurrences, and to write squibs for the papers.

" Lever remained for four months amongst us, and as

far as Kilrush was concerned he was lost sight of until

the first number of "Harry Lorrequer" appeared in

April, 1837, the second chapter of which revealed to

his old companions there 20/10 the writer was, though

imknown to the world.

" It seems tome, however, that what he says of Father

Malachy Brennan, by whom he is well known to have

meant Father Malachy Duggan, was drawn from his

own imagination ; as a more unobtrusive, simple-minded,

hospitable and moral clergyman of his class there was

not in Ireland; he was by no means the rollicking

Father Malachy that Lever portrays. He had often

seen this priest in the streets of Kilrush, and as he said

himself, took his measure and was taken with his name.

Lever had a good deal of private practice in Kilrush

during his short stay there, and was a general favourite.

One lady doing a thriving business, and of a robust

appearance, complained of nervousness and low spirits

;

she was suspected of imbibing ; but be this as it may

she thought fit to consult the young doctor. Lever was

called in, and being aware of her propensity, prescribed,
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in addition to a tonic, that on rising in the morning she

should take a tablespoonful of burned spirits, ' just to take

the smell of the feathers oft' her.' Need I say that the lady

rose early, improved in health, and Lever in reputation."

Two recent interviews with Mr. Keane elicited a

few more waifs. For notes of these we are indebted

first to Canon Pwyer, Eector of Dromcliffe, Ennis, and

secondly, to M. Kenny, Esq., solicitor, who had the

kindness to wait personally on Mr. Keane in Clare.*

" The gloom of the sad visitation," writes Canon

Dwyer, " was alleviated by Lever's joyonsness. His

associates were driven to account for his wondrous

exuberance even after he had been sitting up night

after night, by supposing that he was excited in some

unknown but unnatural manner. They formed a social

Board of Health, and Lever was president of it.

u Kilrush was then a jolly little place. Railroads had

not yet carried away men of small means to Dublin,

and the terrible potato famine had not smashed the

middlemen. The little town had a circle of six or

* That Mr. Keane should be living mar half a century after to describe

udydays is remarkable,when the mortality of Kilrush isremembered.

In 18 u Level made a pilgrimage to Kilrush and revisited, not without emo-

tion, the scenes of happier days. Writing at this time he enumerates as

.' nearly all the men he had known, so that, he added, the old feature

of mortality .-till clung to it. " The Burton Arms which Harry Lorreqner

remembers is a sad ruin—the once buxom hostess dead." It is pleasant to

find thirty-two yean after, a gossiping survivor in Mr. Keane. His glimpses

oj Lever's early life show how much that is real has been recorded in

"Lorreqner." In a cancelled preface, Lever remarks that some persone

have doubted the veracity of the adventures. He hesitates to appeal to

credible witnesses ; but pledges himself that every tittle advanced was as

true as that his name was Lorreqner !
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eight educated companionable men, who had read, and

could observe—among these was John Jackson, better

known by his weekly letter of the most quaint and

purely Celtic peculiarities. He reported, too, for the

London Herald, the curious outcomes of life and strife

as appearing in the weekly court at Kilrush. Unthank,

a converted Quaker, and a capital singer, was another

pillar in this social group.*

" The coterie played their cards at a nominal risk of

money. They laid open their stores of quaint local lore

to Lever. He fell on a mine of Irish diamonds, and he

worked it well. "When ' Lorrequer ' came out, our

Kilrushites were in consternation. The question was :

' Who turned traitor ? Who let the cat out of the bag ? '"

And yet whoever published to the world their local cut

and dry stories and rifled their stores of wit, was not

charged guilty of personality or of offence, so kind and

considerate was the heart of him who became the author.

"The Callonbys' sumptuous residence in that lovely

glen was the beautiful house and place of Colonel Mac-

namara, which Lever's genius took the liberty of

wafting towards Kilrush. The grand coast scenery in

those happy equestrian excursions of the lucky Harry

are along the stupendous cliffs of Moher. Mrs. Healy, of

the Kilrush Inn, that scold of incurable volubility, com-

* Unthank was, moreover, a good classical scholar. Mr. Kenny writes,

" He attended some social gatherings in Ennis held at the rooms of a fair

restaurateur, to whom Mr. A— , it was whispered, had heen paying court.

The latter having handed round a plate to defray the hire of the rooms,

Unthank, quoting from Virgil, exclaimed, ' Domus et placens uxor !
'

"
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plained that her maternal and moral proportions were

photographed by the cruel eye and pen of the doctor.

"The collection after the supper at Father Malachy's

was a Btory of what had occurred at a wedding at

Kilmalv near Ennis. Mr. Keane was present and told

it to Lever ; and Lever took poetic license to introduce

it in all its richness and reality, although at the wrong

time and place. Posterity may rejoice to be informed

that, at the original wedding feast of Pat Magaurin's

blooming daughter, the sum of £17 was collected.

"Lever was rebuked at Kilrush by Mr. Bevan, a rigid

fanatic, for not writing upon a religious subject for edi-

fication. His reply was pointed, but not unkind. ' I will

bring Moses and Aaron into my next novel, but you must

assure me that they will pay as well as Harry and Lord

Kilkee.'

"

••-Air. Keane gave me the impression," observes Mr.

Kenny, "that Lever, at Kilrush, was retiring and

evidently nervous,—perhaps at the responsibility of his

position there."*

To Mr. Keane we owe the introduction of this shy

* He continues : "the story of Miss Biddy, alanua, the thing you know
is ;;t the door"—the announcement which paralysed Miss O'Dowd when

playing whist at Lord Callonby's—originated in an incident which Mr.

mi ntioned to Lever. This gentleman's sister and id! the family

were invited to a party at Mr. Moroney's, but on proposing to the coach-

man to drive them there, lie assured them that no spring carriage could

travel on the road, and it was determined that they should all go in a car

with a bed as described by Lever. Larry, the coachman, came to the

1
1 rawing-room door, and in a stage whisper, announced to one of the young

ladies, 'that the thing, you know, was at the door.' Tin- im i

once mentioned to the party, and tliey left early, having a long journey

before them, loudly cheered by all the remaining guests."
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debutant to a circle of genial well-informed men. Had

not means been taken to draw him out, the genius

within might have flickered and sunk.*

After the publication of "Lorrequcr" Lever spent

some time with Mr. Keane at Kilkee, and in order to

avert the suspicion of having pilloried old friends, told

him that the only real character in the "Confessions"

was " Pet/^er," a cob which belonged to Mr. Keane, with

an untiring canter such as Lever describes. "Lord

Callonby and Lord Kilkee were fictitious characters,

and the Marquis of Conyngham is not likely to have

sat for either, as has been whispered. Lever expressed

great regret that Father Malachy's feelings were hurt

;

in fact, he would not willingly give offence to any-

one!"

The name of one man with whom Lever was most

intimate in Clare does not occur in the notes contributed

by our correspondents. From the recollections of this

period the scenes as well as the names in " Lorrequer "

were mainly drawn—even to the incident of "Dr. Finu-

cane and the Grey Mare." The Doctor was a veritable

character who had served in the Eoyal Navy and fought

under Xelson at the Xile. He lived at Ennistimon,

was the soul of hospitality, enjoyed a high reputation

* Mr. Keane's impression is confirmed by Lever's conduct before his

examiners (p. 92, ante). The feeling finally merged into an involuntary

motion of the muscles of the mouth, which those who knew Lever in later

life must have observed, especially when he had been excited by oral descrip-

tion. A closing chapter will find him dining at the Fellows' Table in Trinity

College, where Bishops and Dons thronged to hear him. lie was in " great

form," but the twitch did not escape attention.

vol. r. L
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for patching up heads battered in faction fights, had a

weakness for punch, and possessed the podgy " physique "

portrayed in the novel. His son succeeded him in

his practice and appointments, and we learn from his

widow that the scene in which Phiz depicts him

actually occurred. Clare men recognised old friends in

"Lorrequer" with mingled emotions of surprise and

pleasure.

Another man not unknown to Lever during these

rarlv days was one who subsequently obtained fame

as " Head Pacificator of Ireland." Honest Tom Steele,

a pleasant Clare man and graduate of Cambridge, given

to grog, Greek, Gosther,* "galavanting," and scribbling,

is alluded to by Lever as having once remarked of a

stranger who for some months inhabited Ennis and was

suspected to be a lord in disguise—"If so," quoth Tom,

• he is the besl disguised lord I ever met with."f

Father Comyns of Kilkee—the son of a gentleman

and the brother of a Crown official—Mas a man com-

pletely after Lever's heart. Mr. Inspector Macmahon,

a friend of Lever's, once undertook to prefer a request

to this priest, which his own parishioners shrank from

making. It was to lend his school house lor a ball,

and the favour was granted. Not the least amusing

incident of the night was the recognition of his face

about 2 a.m. peeping through a blind to see that the

orderly arrangements promised wore duly carried out.

* A Ik."

t Lever applied tlii.-s in December, I ^:i:>, to a clumsy chapter of a book

under review, which seemed very unlike what it professed to be—satire.
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The talk, habits, and belongings of these men all

formed valuable material in that literary crucible which

the fire of his fancy was destined, ere long, to heat. They

had their charms for Lever; but the beauties of picturesque

scenery and an intimate intercourse with the peasantry

shared his attentions, and left, a deep impression upon him.

A critique on Lady Chatterton's "Kambles in the South

of Ireland " told us how well he remembered "a sunset on

the Shannon below Kilrush, where the dim mistiness of

the Kerry shore, the long golden light upon the sea, the

clear reflection of the green island of Scattery, all brought

to our mind the great Claude of the Dresden Gallery.

"Where, then," he proceeds, "to the shrewd observer of

human nature is there such a field? Where is the book of

the human heart laid so open before him as in Ireland ?

Where do passion, feelings, prejudices lie so much on

the surface ? And where is the mystery which wraps

her anomalous condition more worthy of study ? Where,

amid poverty and hardship, are such happiness and

contentment to be met with ? Where the natural and

ever ready courtesy, the kind and polite attention, the

freely offered hospitality, as in the Irish peasant ? In

a word, where is self most forgotten in all this wide

and weary world ? We answer fearlessly, in the cabin

of the poor Irishman. We have travelled in most

countries of the old Continent and much of the new,

and—we say it advisedly—we know of nothing, either

for qualities of heart or head, to call their equal."*

* D. U. M. Vol. xiv. p. 98.

L 2



CHAPTER VI.

Father Malachy—A Poetical Project—Lever sent to Derry by the Board of

Health—His Dispensary at Portatewart—Tastes the hitters and

stimulants of Life—Pleasant days with W. H. Maxwell—A garrison Ball

—Psyche and Physic.

Doctor Lever having spilt blood freely in the discharge

of his duty, sheathed his sword, or rather his lancet,

and persuaded himself that he had conquered the cholera.

Wisely judging that some relaxation was due to him,

lie mixed iii all sorts of society, sacerdotal and otherwise.

The famous P.P. of Kilkee, Father Comyns, saw

much <>f him.

The character of Father Tom Loftus in "Jack Ilin-

ton" is said to have been drawn from this great original.

He was a man of mind and mark, of masculine beauty,

of worth and wit. Father Malachy Duggan, P.P. of

Carrigaholt, exhibited a contrast to the imposing pre-

sence of Father Comyns. The strange scene in " Lor-

requer," descriptive of "a supper at Father Malachy 's,"

and the eteliing by Phiz of the same incident, will not

be forgotten. This Patriol Pastor presented a fair

mple of the muscular priest by whose aid O'Connell

mainly won the Clare election, the turning-point of the

Catholic question : bright black silk stockings encased
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a pair of well-developed calves, which Lever likened to

the balustrades of Carlisle Bridge. The sketch was

striking if not strictly accurate. Mr. M. Kenny was

the first to show Father Malachy the picture and the

chapter devoted to him. The priest recognising both,

described the circumstances of some early intercourse

with Lever which enabled the novelist long after to

recur for material to the recollections awakened by it.

Carrigaholt was so remote and so little known—the

priest's house being then almost its only structure

—

that some readers supposed it was a name of Lever's

coinage. Not only, however, is Father Malachy's

cognomen given without alteration — the surname

"Brennan" being merely substituted for "Duggan"

—but the title of his parish remains unchanged.*

Father Malachy was a worthy man, though not a

polished pastor, and presented vulnerable points to

Lever's scalpel. He says in the last edition of " Lorre-

quer" that he contributed "nothing of exaggeration to

the character of Father Malachy." In the same breath,

however, he adds that "when the Padre saw himself in

print and in picture, he evinced some mock indignation,

for he was too racy a humourist and too genuine a

lover of fun to be really angry at this caricature of

him."

Father Malachy's friends, however, were not so good-

humoured ; and Lever handsomely expressed regret

that a passage should have escaped him which gave

* Bivnnan was the Priest's man—a study in himself.
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offence. Even the ministers of another Church recog-

nised him as a pastor of great worth. Canon Pwyer,

Ennis, author of the " History of the Diocese of

Killaloe," observes, in part of the MS. which has been

obligingly communicated to us, "Censure has been

expressed by those who knew not the man nor his

manner of writing. People assumed that allusion had

been made to a most respectable Catholic priest, Father

Malachy Duggan ; and a distinguished Irish hierarch,

in an angry diatribe, directed against an unpopular

Judge, referred to the Judge's companionship with

Lever, who had painted the Irish priesthood as an

undignified set. Lever repudiated at the time any-

thing more reflecting on this one section of Irish life

than on any other. lie was a painter of social life,

and, like Fielding and all the rest, who were cunning

hands, he took materials from real life, and coloured

them to suit his purpose, took also material from ideal

life, and put all together into his brilliant tissue of

joyous fancy. But as touching the real and original

'Father Malachy,' he was a most eloquent and able

man, very quiet and stay-at-home, highly respectable,

not exactly scholarly after the Anglican pattern, but

yet able on an occasion to come forth as with thunder

and lightning. His was the most telling speech—

a

speech in the Irish tongue at the Clare election of

1829. But Lever had no sting in his wit,—no malice

or hatred in his heart. The object of the convulsed

laughter of the little group himself laughed the heartiest
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of them all at the grotesque descriptions given of

himself."

A priest who officiated with Father Malachy writes :

—

" Lever was stationed, during the cholera, near Carriga-

holt—a place full of interest to a man like him, especialty

its old castle where the people to this day believe that

Clare's dragoons may be seen by moonlight ploughing the

lake with glittering sabres. Here he made the acquaint-

ance of Father Malachy, a man racy of the school now

passed away. Hospitality personified, his roof was the

only shelter within miles ; he kept open-house for all

;

he made Carrigaholt ; he was a man of republican

simplicity, and though not versed in black letter lore

—

having read men more than books—he always formed an

accurate estimate of character. He was anxious for the

diffusion of newspaper literature amongst his flock—

a

primitive race of people—" to bring," according to his

own quaint phraseology, " the focus of uncultivated

minds to a proper intonation."

Honest Father Malachy is now a quarter of a century

dead; but the burly physique of his quondam curate,

whose figure author and artist also sketched, might till

recently be seen hurrying on a sick call through the

mountains of Clare ; or reading his Breviary by the

banks of the Shannon. His real name was Dollard, and

he is described by his friends as of primitive habits,

easily roused to irascible feeling whenever the name of

"Lorrequer" happened to be broached. Some years

before his death "the coadjutor of Father Malachy,"
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was appointed by Bishop Vaughan parish priest of

Kilmichael.

On his reputation the breath of censure never fell.

This it is due to him to say, for Lorreqner in an unlucky

passage, impugned the red-haired Coadjutor's morals.

Father Dullard's weakness lay in his strength of tongue.

Language had rather the command of him than he of

language. He never cut with a razor, hut dealt double-

handed blows with a blackthorn.

As Lever fails to avow the originals of those sacerdotal

studies, it perhaps becomes our duty to supply authentic

details regarding them.

Long after " Lorrequer's Confessions" came to an end,

Father Malachy continued to hold a favoured niche in

Lever's fancy. In Feb. 1841 he made the following

proposal to McGlashan. " What do you think of 'the

Wild Songs of the West, edited by Father Malachy

Duggan, P.P.5 A mock collection of pseudo-original

Irish ballads written by myself; like the Limburg Jaco-

bite relies, with notes historical, antiquarian, political,

polemical, and nonsensical ; one volume with plates,

woodcuts, music, &c, &c. It would be a great hit if well

done—'Martin Hanigan's Aunt' on the title and a portrait

of Father Malachy. It would offer a great field for Irish

anecdote, ' a la Barrington,' and in every respect open a

road to fun of all kinds."

This idea was never practically worked out. Arch-

bishop Whately once said "that the Parsonage House is

the nucleus of civilization in remote parts of Ireland ;

"
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but the remark hardly applied to Kilkee, where in Lever's

time, service had to be performed in a cabin. Eoman

Catholicism was in the ascendant here, which may serve

to show why Lever found himself thrown so much among

priests. "Different from Father Malachy," writes a

brother cleric, " the P.P. of Kilkee (said to have sat for

Father Loftus), was more of the modern school, a manly,

bold, and somewhat desultory character. He enjoyed

large revenue from his parish, and kept a Baronial Hall

where everyone was welcome, particularly the im-

poverished and unemployed members of his own pro-

fession."

Lever made so good a name for himself in treating the

epidemic which ravaged Ireland, that he was offered the

post of Chief Physician to a cholera hospital in the West;

but he preferred a permanent medical appointment if

such a thiug would turn up. His recent experiences in

Clare riveted his attachment to Ireland. The con-

viviality of friends, and the magnanimity of the people

equally evoked his praise.

He once more repaired to Dublin, full of buoyancy as

usual, without any very clear ideas as to his future

career, and, in truth, not giving himself much uneasiness

about it. His chief trouble seems to have been how to

while away the hours till dinner, and he remarks, Dublin

was the only city of its size in the world where there is no

lounge, no promenade; "Heaven help the gentlemen so

left in Dublin, say I."

One morning he saw, in glancing over a Dublin print,
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that the dispensary at Portstewart, not far from the

Giant's Causeway, had lost its medical attendant. He

thought of tlic grand scenery which his old master.

Mr. Wright, had graphically painted in "a guide" to

thai region ; he liked the change, and exclaimed

'twas just the thing for him. Furnished with creden-

tials from Cusack and Crampton, he made a low bow

before the committee in whose gift the appointment

lay. lie had few competitors, and the office without

difficulty was won. The date of this event can he

approximated only. There arc not at present any

records in the Portstewart Dispensary belonging to the

time that Lever was its medical officer. The earliest

date of any register preserved there is the 1st January

183G; a letter, however, dated the 26th Sept. 1832. refers

to his recent appointment at Portstewart. Lever's first

Bight of it was obtained under favourable circumstances.

It was summer; and legions of gaily dressed visitors issued

from the whitewashed cottages which, in winter became

the abode of poor fishermen. In the ii Knightof Gwynne"

(Chapters XXVI.-LX.) he praises the picturesque beauty

of its situation. Two jutting promontories sheltered

the bay both eastward and westward; in front, the dis-

tant island of Islay and the Scottish coast could be seen.

Dr. Knox in his "Irish Watering Places
,?

describes it as

now one of the most frequented, and Sir II. Inglis compares

it to Biarritzin Bayonne. But as winter approached the

pleasant scene changed. " The transformation of a little

summer watering-place into the dismal village of some
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poor fishermen in winter," writes Lever, " is a sad spec-

tacle ; nor was the picture relieved by the presence of

the fragments of a large vessel, which, lately lost with

all its crew, hung on the rocks, thumping and clatter-

ing with every motion of the waves."

During such exciting scenes and struggles Lever was

not inactive; but ordinarily the work proved light

enough. His general duty involved no severe efforts

at diagnosis, and was mainly confined to administering

to rural sufferers castor oil and Epsom salts, and, if

summoned again,—"The mixture as before." ~No obscure

forms of disease with delightfully novel symptoms, came

before him to justify a paper for the Medical Press or

Lancet. Part of Lever's dispensary experience will be

found reproduced in "The Martins of Cro' Martin."*

Certain doctors, with Avhom Lever found himself often

in consultation at this critical time, have found a type

in Billy Trenor of the " Fortunes of Glencore."
u
I am the nearest thing to a doctor going," sa}'S

Billy ;

u I can breathe a vein against any man in the

barony. I can't say that for auy articular congestion of

the aortis valve, or for a seropulmonic diathesis, d'ye

mind, that there isn't as good as me ; but for the ould

School of Physic, the humoral diagnostic touch, who can

beat me ?
"

An appointment to some small medical practice at

* With a little bitterness fostered by past wrong—lie notices how the

peasantry glory in an exaggerated description of their own sufferings. A
remarkable scene illustrative of this tendency is quoted in the new edition

of Chambers' " Cyclopaedia of English Literature."
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Portrash, in tin- same locality, came not unacceptably, it'

only for its fine fish and grand outline of coast. Its

hills, formed solely of sand, swept npby northern winds,

are in themselves an object of interest.*

While doing dispensary duty at Portstewart, Lever

was invited by the Coleraine Board of Health to take

charge of their hospital. This is not more than three

miles from the dispensary, and the appointment seemed

i >pi>< .rtune. At Coleraine, however, he had not much to do.

Medical tradition tells that, owing to the salubrity of its

air, few fatal cases occurred in the visitation of typhus

in 1817, and later of the cholera. But, notwithstanding

it- sanitary reputation, the local physicians have not

been long-lived, Doctors Gordon and Babington, who

succeeded Lever, being both dead.

The change from Clare to Derry was fresh, bracing,

and marked. Sterling Coyne in his book on Irish

scenery, when describing the country between Coleraine

and Londonderry says thai it wore more the look of

England than any other place he had seen.

Ltver had been but a short time in work at his

dispensary, when he obtained leave of absence to visit

Dublin, in order to complete some arrangements which

he had been planning ; and while here he was nominated

by the Derry Board of Health to their cholera hospital.

Meanwhile pains of cholic at Portstewarl cried for relief:

* A few yean before, daring ;t great storm which drifted away the land,

an ancient town peeped forth, gradually disclosing elk horns, domestic

implements, speai beads, kelts, and other instruments of warfare.
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and Lever was denounced as a heartless hygiest. To

Mr. Cromie—the lord of the soil and Chairman of the

Dispensary Board—he appealed in September, 1832, to

the effect, that the suddenness of his departure from

Coleraine, and the unceasing attention he had been

obliged to devote in Deny to his professional duties,

must plead his excuse for not explaining his situation

sooner. When he obtained leave of absence from the

dispensary until October, it was to make arrangements

in Dublin to settle in the country ; for which reason he

declined the post of Chief Physician to a cholera hospital

in Connaught. But, when nominated by the Coleraine

Board to their hospital, he quite thought that this

application had been made with the concurrence of the

Portstewart committee, and complied with it, his sole

reason being to establish his professional character with

those among whom his lot would be cast. In Dublin he

received the invitation of the Deny Board, which he

accepted on condition, that if the cholera returned to

Coleraine he should resume his duties there. At Deny
he induced many to avail themselves of hospital aid who

would not otherwise do so, thereby greatly checking

mortality. The people whose confidence he had secured,

finding he was leaving Deny, memorialized the Board to

prevent it, and expressed their conviction that trust in

him personally had induced the poor to go to hospital.

Lever added, that although well aware of that peculiar

feeling of the people which made them rely more upon

the stranger than those they had been accustomed to,
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yet he had been led to remain for the present in Deny

at the request of the Board. In conclusion, he assured

Mr. Oromie that his avocations there should not interfere

with the discharge of his duties in Portstewart whenever

it might be requisite to resume them. lie reminded him

that, as it was under his auspices he had first visited the

county, he felt bound to obey him implicitly, and if he

could obtain leave of absence even for one day, would

certainly wait upon him.

The appointment which Lever held at Deny ter-

minated with the cessation of the epidemic which he

had helped to stamp out. While engaged as cholera

doctor a large and populous district lay under his super-

vision, including the city of Deny, and the towns of

Limavadv and Colcraine. The splendid scenery of

the district, and the bright historic memories Spangling

it. made his peregrinatory life in Ulster very enjoy-

able. The impressions and experiences of this time

are reproduced in " The Knight of Gwynne "—the

very title being in itself suggested by a family of that

name, with whom Lever was brought into peculiar

contact at Portstewart. A boarding house'" at Coleraine

is also described, where the fictitious Lady Eleanor of

the novel, when straitened in means, takes temporary

refuge. To this house—described as Mrs. Fumbally's—

Lever was no stranger professionally or socially. Every-

thing about it left an impression on him, even to the fur-

* This boarding house .stood on an area known as " the Diamond," every

part of which has since been swept away.
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tive efforts made to plant two square plots of yellow grass

in front. "The dead shrubs in default of leaves display-

ing a large crop of stockings, night-caps, and other wear-

abj.es, which flaunted as gaily in the breeze as the owners

were doing on the beach." The gentlemen figured in

costumes "ingeniously a cross between the sporting

world and the naval service; " while the ladies displayed

"a pleasing negligee, half sea-nymph half shepherdess."

Lever had some hard work in Deny. But the

maiden city holds a less prominent place in his books

than other localities to which early ties had bound him.

Mr. McGlashan having urged him to be more respectful

in his references to the Black North, Lever replied that

he had every right to be civil to it, especially as he had

just been appointed Surgeon to the Derry Militia, by

Colonel Sir E. Ferguson. There are few Derry people

now living who remember Lever. Mrs. "Watt says that

he was frequently at the house of her late husband, who

saw a good deal of company, and that "Dr. Lever was

at all times hailed as a most delightful acquisition."

The Eev. George Craig, A.M., writing from Aghanlo

Glebe, Derry, says "that he often heard Lever very

favourably spoken of, especially by Mrs. Smith, who

resided at Bann, near Coleraine, of which I was then

curate. Mrs. Smith, a daughter of Archbishop Magee,

was very competent to form a sound judgment of

character, and often predicted that the doctor was sure

to rise." Lever liked the North, which is in many

iv>pccts so wholly different from the South and West of
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Ireland, that it seemed a perfectly new country peopled

by another race. Deny liked him and he liked Deny.

As cholera doctor, he was popular with the poor from

his cheerful efforts to mitigate their sufferings, while

from higher classes of society, he received the homage

due to eminent social gifts.

"When I came to this parish in 1836," writes the

Rev. J. Gwynne, Rector of Portstcwart, " I found Doctor

Lever dwelling in the village. We were near neigh-

bours, and became very intimate friends—all the more as

he was physician not only to myself and my family, but

to my then existing school department, including up-

wards of thirty boys. His appointment to the dispensary

he had, I think, resigned before my arrival here, Doctor

Lever confining himself to private practice."

Lever rendered an important service to Mr. Gwynnc,

which has been always remembered gratefully. Mrs.

Qwynne, when bathing, was drowned, and during a long

and anxious interval no trace could be got of her body.

At length it Mas washed ashore at Islay, on the western

part of Argyllshire, and in due time was identified by a

ring borne on her wasted finger. To get the remains

removed to Ireland under the auspices of an undertaker

would have involved painful delay and great cost; but

Lcvei- adroitly negotiated with the owner of a herring

boat, who, after offering sundry objections to the

proposed freight, finally agreed to oblige the popular

doctor. Accompanied by a few hands he went to sea,

and. not without risk, accomplished his gloomy mission.
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Lever's attachment to Ulster, and to Letters, was

greatly strengthened by his companionship with William

Hamilton Maxwell. How he first came to know the

pleasant prebendary and successful novelist, transpires

in a sketch of Maxwell, contributed by Lever in 1841,

to a local magazine.

"We well remember the first occasion of our meeting

with him. It was at some remote village on the coast,

where the preparations for an humble regatta were

going forward. The little authorities of the place,

ourselves amongst the number, were busily engaged in

the legislation of our destined fete, with all the ceremony

and parade of such a proceeding ; the course, the prizes,

the dejeuner, the band, the invitations—the very order

of precedence of certain county beauties, were all being

discussed ; when suddenly there appeared in the midst

of us a tall distinguished-looking person, whose dress,

without anything one could particularize exactly, be-

spoke the man whose lounge was as often down

Piccadilly, as over the blue flower of the heath moun-

tain. "With a certain air of easy convenance, he took

his place ; entered into all our plans, suggested, devised,

corrected, and arranged everything ; with a consummate

tact overcame difficulties we had stood stupidly still at

;

conciliated rival interests, and in half an horn*, drew up

a flash paragraph for the local paper and astonished our

weak notions, and left us wondering who the deuce our

clever and accomplished friend could be; who knew

everything from the cut of a jib to the flounce of a

VOL. I. M
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petticoat, and seemed equally conversant with belles,

buoys, bands and boatmen, punch, prizes, and precedence.

[Speculations as to his identity are expressed.]

" In fact, we were all in fault. We could only agree

upon one point,—that we had never met his equal

before, and that he was the best-mannered, best-looking,

and apparently the best-tempered fellow we had ever

the good fortune to foregather with. Some pronounced

him a dragoon, others hinted they had seen him in a

grenadier company, one ventured to drop a suspicion

that he was the new Irish secretary, Lord Leveson

Gowcr, just then come over, but none suspected that

in our easy unaffected acquaintance we had met the

talented author of the most popular book of the day."

In Lever's " One of Them," we learn that £280 was

annually voted for the local regatta—just noticed—while

the poor dispensary doctor was thought not ill paid with

<£80 a year. This regatta was usually held upon the Ban.

The cholera, wrapt in its black shroud, having stalked

through the length and breadth of Ireland, vanished one

night as suddenly as it came ; and Lever, with satisfac-

tion, found his " occupation gone." lie returned to

Portstewart and resumed dispensary duty. The usual

number of aged females suffering from colic and cramps

presented themselves ; but students of his life would no

doubt like to learn more of those Deny days.

Robert Kyle Knox, Esq., LL.D., writing from Colc-

raine in reply to some of our earlier queries, " feared

that the people who knew Lever there were all dead."
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But though Deny folk who knew him no longer

live among the scenes endeared by early association,

survivors are to be found scattered in other places,

discharging various roles of duty. Mr. Boyle, now a

public officer in Dublin, has preserved some interesting

recollections of Lever's life at this time.

To Portstewart all the Derry gentry flocked in

summer time; but, as at Kilrush, there were half-a-

dozen companionable men—some of more than average

acumen, and others rich in humour, accessible to Lever

all the year round. These are described as Colonel

Cairns, well stocked with anecdotes of his military

experience in India; Colonel Babington, John Barre

Beresford, the scion of a highly influential family, Mr.

Or, Dr. Boyd, afterwards M.P. for Coleraine, Mr.

Fletcher, agent to the Irish Society, and Captain Drew.

With these men Lever maintained frequent and

intimate intercourse ; and most of them became warmly

attached to him. Dr. Boyd long after, addressing Major

Leech, said, " Bound that mahogany the best of the

stories to be found in Lever's tales were originally

told." Each as a narrator, vied with his neighbour,

and plaudits fell fast around.

As an oral story teller he is described as exceeding

in charm anything ever produced by his pen. At every

party his presence was joyously hailed. Hours sped

apace when he appeared; the evening passed delight-

fully, and at the sitting suppers with which they wound

up, he would improvise a song, bringing in the names

M 2
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of all the company to comic rhymes, but imtingcd by

the slightest ill nature. This usually went to the air of

"Yi\v la Compagnie"—sometimes he would "drink to

the graces, law, physic, divinity," and playfully hit the

representatives of all three.

He had much of the vivacity of Sheridan ; sang

" Let the Toast pass " to perfection ; and all the more

effectively from the improvised lines with which it

glowed.
" Here's to the maiden of blushing fifteen,

Here's to the damsel that's merry,

Here's to the flaunting extravagant queen,

And here's to the widow of Deny."

The guests never separated until Lever had organised

two or three picnic excursions to the Lonely Eock and

Ruin of Dunluce ; to Dunnrall Hill and its Druidical

circle; Beardiville and its Pagan altar; to the far-famed

Causeway, or the Fairy Bridge of Carrig-a-Eede, as he

styles it in "Tony Butler," making those less likely to

be fatigued promise thai next day they would all join in

a bracing walk along the strand to mature the arrange-

ments outlined overnight. Sometimes an expedition to

the Corv<v was planned, i.e., the hulk of an old frigate,

wrecked many years before, and which lay on the oppo-

site side of the hay on Innishowan strand. The Corvcy,

sometimes called the Ark, was let in lodgings during the

summer season, and became more than once the scene of

great fun and festivity. Lever's thoughts recurred to

the Corvey when writing his " Knight of Gwynne," an

entire chapter of which is devoted to this strange speci-
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men of architecture, placed keel uppermost, as most con-

sistent with terrestrial notions of building. From this

spot westward glowed rich sunsets in all their golden

glory, tipping the rolling waves with freckled lustre,

and throwing a haze of violet-coloured light over the

white swells. That walk along the strand, with Lever

as guide, must have been eminently delightful.

" Perhaps, in all the sea-board of the empire," he

writes, " nothing of the same extent can vie in awful

sublimity with this iron-bound coast. Gigantic cliff's

of four and five hundred feet, straight as a wall, are

seen perforated beneath by lofty tunnels, through which

the wild waters plunge madly. Fragments of basalt,

large enough to be called islands, are studded along the

shore, the outlines fanciful and strange as beating waves

and winds can make them."

The brightness and vivacity of the cicerone capitally

relieved the solemnity with which pilgrimages to the

Causeway were invested by those who, studying God's

wondrous works, mingled awe with their admiration.

u The country as you approach the Causeway," he

writes, "has as aspect of dreary desolation that only

needs the leaden sky and the drifting storm of winter

to make it the most melancholy of all landscapes."

"Waves beat against giant cliffs like the booming of

distant artillery— the whole; presenting picturesque

beauties which attracted tourists to that lonely region.

Bright girls came, and proved a welcome accession to

the picnics organised by Lever, to say nothing of some
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pleasant but vciy select local balls which, through the

Bame instrumentality, were held during the season

in the Portstewart Hotel.

Lever, while dancing at balls, was dancing attendance

with bright vigilance by the bedside of suffering hu-

manity : and this his worst Evangelical enemies were

constrained to confess. Now whirling in the Waltz—

a

few minutes later by the bedside of danger. Back to

the ball again !—engaging Miss Dashwood for the

" Lancers "—hurrying away to see the cataplasm removed,

and with his own hand administering relief, or spread-

ing the balm. He arrives just in time to take his place

with the Belle of the Ball; but the intermittent pulse

of the little sufferer still throbs at his own heart ; the

glance of its glassy eye is before him ; and he is less im-

pressionable than usual to that "hazel and blue " which

evoked his best lyric. He is back with the sick girl

again— gives a stimulant— she rallies ; within ten

minutes he is doing the s;mic for himself at the sapper-

table. Happier now, he is in a state of supreme felicity

when dancing that "Morning-Bell Galop," with which

the rout winds up. He goes home, revolving in his

mind some tonic wherewith to "set up" the conva-

lescent, and probably whistling :

"You may talk if you please,

Of tin- bran d Portuguese,

But wherever you roam, wherever you roam,

You nothing will meet,

Hall' .-i lovely or sweet,

A.s the gills at home, the girls at home !

"



CHAPTER VII.

Marries Kate Eaker—The Fancy Ball at Lady Garvagli's—Amusing

Adventures—Practical Jokes—" The 10th " a supercilious corps—He
draws Drew—Original of Father Tom Loftus.

Captain Drew may be said to have been the least

conversible man in the coterie of which Lever, at Port-

stewart, was the central figure. Often he would say of

a wet day, looking forth from the windows of the local

inn in which a few men had sauntered and shivered, " I

see nothing to be done bnt to go out and draw Drew."

No one better knew how to utilise material of this sort

than Lever.

Portstewart without Maxwell was like Twickenham

without Pope, Ferney without Voltaire, or Tinnehinch

without Grattan. ~No place would be dull where Lever

lived. But monotony at times threatened Portstewart,

and we find him seeking more exhilarating society and

pursuits. To the latter we shall presently come. As

regards society, he formed the bold resolve of forth-

with marrying, with small means, the pretty girl of his

choice, especially as the difficulties which beset his path

to Hymen's altar now seemed dissolving.

The scene now changes from the wild desolation of
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the Perry coast, with its louden sky and cutting blast,

to CroffiwelFs pet plantation of Meath, teeming with

fertility and clad in luxuriant verdure. At Kavan

—

where Lever's future father-in-law, Mr. Baker, -was now

master of the Endowed School—he is frequently found

about this time. The local Surgeon no longer lives to

tell of his doings, as he often did, but the reminiscence

of a lad}' claims mention here. "It interested me much

to observe Lever constantly boating on the Boyne with

the petite and incasing girl to whom he was fiance. Her

dress could not fail, in itself, to arrest attention, being-

black, white, and pink, cut in diamond pattern. The

fine romantic scenery of the historic Boyne heightened

the interest and attracted me to the same fairy spot.

Often our little boat went abreast with Lever's, and we

sang the 'Canadian Boat Song' in concert, as both

glided on. ' The Jolly Young Waterman,' Lever, was

a capital rower, but when our boats could not hold all

the picnic parties which he got up, we hired lighters and

went to Beau Tare or Slane, and dined on the sod.

On those picnics they had generally lovers' quarrels

which the undisguised amusement of spectators did

not tend to smooth—but in their sails on the Boyne all

was happiness—he throwing his bait, she easting her net

of fascination, 'all earth forgot, all heaven around them.'

"

On their return one evening another informant met him

at Mrs. Charlton's of Xavan, when lie sung a pleasantly

improvised song and accompanied himself on the piano.

Mi\ Baker is remembered in Xavan for his gossip
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and his gout—for his social habits and his scholarly

attainments. He is said to have previously held a

commission in the North Cork Militia ; and as we are

informed by Dr. Hudson, formerly of Navan and a

fellow-student with Lever in college, some of the

"Lorrequer" stories were at once recognized in Meath

as Baker's.

Lever had loved Kate Baker from childhood. This

attachment lasted undiminished through life, and had 110

small share in moulding his destiny. There is a Kate in

nearly all his books, and in the later ones a Julia, the name

of his eldest daughter. An old friend of Lever's notices

"the j)eculiarly chaste and tender tone pervading his

works. It was perfectly spontaneous. He delighted in.

writing for women ; his constant wish was to please and

interest them ; and much of this must be traced to that

early romantic love which was the ruling power and the

blessing of his entire life."

Old Mr. Lever had had strong hopes of a great future

for his son. He had wished him to marry the daughter

of a wealthy trader, but Charlie recoiled from the pro-

posal like a true hero of romance. To marry for love

seemed lunacy in the elder Lever's eyes ; he continued

to his death " dead against his son's love project." His

dissolution on March 29th, 1833, left Charles at last free

to follow his own wishes, or to avow a marriage whispered

to have already taken place. That he had been pri-

vately married, Mr. Louche, James Lever's executor,

always said. This throws light on the strangely vague
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way in which the parson—perhaps on Charley's prompt-

ing—executed the entry in the Registry.* One can

picture Lever nervously going through the ceremony,

and imagining that his father, with his wonted energy

of character, was on his track, and might at any moment

in full chase arrive ! Mrs. Lever, shortly before her

death, had called on Mrs. Louche, to say that Charley

had just been importuning her, in a very excited state,

* The registries of St. Mark's and St. Thomas's were vainly searched for

some record of Lever's marriage before inquiry traced him to Navan.

Luckily the data usually furnished by Registries are not in this case needed

a> legal evidence. The clergyman in charge of Navan Parish writes :

—

" I am extremely sorry that my Registry Book has been most carelessly

kept in times past ; for whole years no entries were made of any kind ; it

- to have been often in the custody of some, ignorant clerk. I have

searched every record in my possession, bearing in any way on your subject.

1 give you an extract copy of the Marriage Register of 1833.

•• No. (none entered)

"Doctor Lever of the Parish

Baker of this Parish, were married in this church by licence this

in the year one thousand eight hundred and by

me, James Morton.

" This marriage was solemnized between us

•• In presence of j

"No date is given; the name of MJBS Laker is not given ; nor did the

parties named as the witnesses sign the register. One can hardly credit

such monstrous carelessne

The Elector adds, that the entry of marriage preceding Lever's La dated

August, \^'-Vl ; and the succeeding one August, 1833. Lever's, therefore,,

lay between. It has been said, that the ceremony was performed by Lever's

brother, who was a clergyman in the diocese to which Navan belonged
;

but he did not even assist Mr. Morton. The hitter was a cousin of the

bioness of Headfort.

Two members of the Laker family are mentioned in some more accurately

kept records preserved at Navan. Henry Laker died there in September

1
-'.;')

; and John Scott Laker attended and signed the minutes of the Easter

Vestries held in 1^:H and 1833, and retired from Navan College in 18:5G.
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to use her influence with his father to induce him to

relent ; but she had declined to interfere, and Charles

left the house in anger. In point of fact the selection

of Kate Baker as " his lawfully wedded wife " was a

wise one ; and it is well known to the profession that

marriage often proves a good stroke of business, by

giving to the young physician an entree to the rooms of

fair invalids, which, as a bachelor, he could not at all

times command.

There is something of personal feeling in a passage

dated 1872,— a few months before his death— and

occurring in the final preface to " O'Donoghue."

" I am not of those who think that the married life

of a man is but the second volume of his bachelor exist-

ence. I rather incline to believe that he starts afresh

in life under circumstances very favourable to the de-

velopment of whatever is best, and to the extinguish-

ment of what is worst in him. That is, of course, where

he marries well, and where he allies himself to qualities

of temper and tastes which will serve as the complement

or at times the correctives of his own."""

* To Lever's wife is due the merit of having broken him of snuff-taking

ami other habits, all the better of being lopped off. A writer has power-

fully put the advantage a man derives from conjugal grind. " A wife is

the grand wielder of the moral pruning-knife. Had Johnson's "wife lived,

there would have been no hoarding of bits of orange peel, no touching all

the posts in walking along tin- streets, no eating and drinking with a dis-

gusting voracity. If Goldsmith had been married he would never have

worn that memorable and ridiculous coat. Wives generally have much
more sense than their husbands, especially when their husbands are clever

men. The wife's advices are like the ballast that keeps the ship steady, or

the wholesome, tin .ugh painful, shears snipping off little growths of self-

conceit and fully.''
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Lever read all his novels to his wife ; and pruned as

she pleased. From the day she died, he felt that his

right hand had lost its cunning; and in dedicating

H Lord Kilgobbin " to her memory he declares that it

must be his last.

To judge from the exploits of " Lorrequer " and

"O'Malley" in the field of flirtation, Lever might well be

supposed to have had considerable experience and apti-

tude as a Lothario; but his companion from youth, Major

D
,
assures us that this was in reality not the case, for

" although delighting in female society, he seems to have

never had but one real love affair—the one which began

in his boyhood and ended only with his life ; and indeed

lie very soon ceased to represent his heroes as being

quite so desultory and his heroines so off-hand in their

attachments as he had at first depicted them."

The brightness of the honeymoon was heightened

about this time by an invitation which came from Lady

Garvagh to attend a grand fancy ball at the picturesque

seat from which her title is derived. The dignity of

D. L. had for the first time been extended to Ireland;

several donned the red uniform of the office, and the ball,

spangled by its presence, originated partly in celebration

of this event. Excitement pervaded the county at the

festive news, and matrons finessed for cards. The

journey through a mountainous district was long and

tortuous ; but what of that ? There were people so

anxious to go that, like Lough Derg Pilgrims, they

would have walked every inch of the way if necessary,
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even to wearing peas in their shoes. Worst, of all there

was a great dearth of conveyances. " Every available

vehicle in Limavady and Coleraine was hired, even to

Turbot's furniture van, a hearse, and a mourning*coach

from the undertaker."

Lever organised the Coleraine contingent, and took

the command of it dressed as Jeremy Diddler. Coming

back that night heavily freighted, the van broke down

at Castle Coe, some miles from Coleraine, and just at the

gate of a gentleman who enjoyed in the county a repu-

tation for hospitality. Lever thought that he had only

to use what, it will be remembered, one of his school-

fellows described as "the silver end of his tongue" and

explain the accident to receive prompt shelter for his

party ; but the people of the house, roused from their

sleep and with temper also roused, peremptorily declined

the request. Lever as spokesman, and still dressed as

the Bohemian, expostulated. The family assumed a

still more firm attitude, and, glancing at the furniture

van, which quite resembled an itinerant theatre, vowed

they would not admit to their house a party of showmen,

gipsies, and play actors ! Lever's powers of persuasion

failed. Followed by his party, whose gay motley garb

seemed to ill assort with their haggard mien and sleep-

laden lids, they returned to the van, and slept there

anyhow till day. The accident would have been amusing

enough were it not that Lever evinced great anxiety for

his wife, whose condition was certainly interesting.

Luckily, however, her slumber proved quite as sound
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as though enjoyed on a spring mattress, and not the

smashed springs of a van.*

Next morning a messenger for additional horses was

despatched to Mr. B , who obligingly complied, and

the furniture van, with its fantastic crew, made its

" triumphal entry" into Coleraine on a market-day within

lines of gaping spectators who, when their surprise

abated, lustily cheered the cavalcade. In the latter

was Mr. S ,
brother of an eminent physician. He

had personated the Man in the Moon, one half of his

person being black and the other half white. Lever

cannot be said to have enjoyed this adventure on the

whole, and contrary to his usual system it has never

been reproduced in his books.

Mr. C , who swayed the councils of the Dispen-

sary Committee, wielded large territorial influence. His

only child Helen married the brother of a duke,f and his

sister became the wife of a peer and Privy Councillor.

]3oth noblemen conformed to the Roman Catholic Church,

but Mr. ( ! continued a strong evangelical, solemnly

* The accuracy <>f con informants recollection is confirmed l>y tlie

following letter from tin- Hon. A. D. G. Canning, written at the request of

the Dowager Lady Garvagh, and which supplies the date of the Fancy

Ball.

""My mother wishes me to answeryourletterrespecting the late Mr. Charles

Lever. He came "with hi- wife to a Fancy Ball given here in March, 1833.

Mrs. Lever came as a gipsy, and Mr. Lever was also in character ; hut we

cannot at present ascertain what it was. The Levers came, with a party of

friends from Coleraine.—Garvagh, Co. Deny, November 22nd, 1876."

A friend tells us that he has still preserved a card of Lever's, presented

by himself, " Mr. Jeremy Diddler."

t The Duke of Manchester.
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opposed to fun and to the convivial board. Lover was

summoned, admonished, and warned by Mr. C that

such pranks were unseemly and wholly unbefitting the

gravity and dignity of a medical officer. He replied

" that all work and no play make Jack a dull boy ; that

man was sent into the world for something else besides

work and worry ; that the enjoyment of harmless

pleasures occupied an honoured place in the code of

human economy ; and that the duties of his office were

not neglected, of which the affection of the people for

him was in itself a proof." This logic, however, failed to

convince Mr. C ; but he decided upon giving Lever

one more chance. He soon found that he continued

the life and soul of a coterie, the reverse of strait-laced,

and came to the conclusion at last that it would be a

meritorious act to get rid of the jolly doctor. But

everybody else seemed to like him so well that this

was easier said than done. A periodic election took

place at the dispensary which presented a promising

opportunity. Every one who paid a guinea had a vote,

and it was whispered that the local magnate had been

paying subscriptions for voters, and bringing them up

with the object of ejecting Lever.

" This must not be," said Colonel Cairns. " Sharp's

the word," said Colonel Babington. And immediately

a counter-subscription was organised to " outflank," as

the Colonel said, the strategic movement of the enemy.

Voters poured in from every side next day. Lever's

friends, by doubling their subscriptions, doubled their
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votes. Much excitement prevailed, and on a scrutiny

it appeared that the Leyerites had won.

The ladies seemed quite on Lever's side* Mrs. Max-

well, of Coleraine. admiring him as a friend and valuing

him as a physician, presented him with a gift of

substantial worth ; Mrs. R
,

a widow,—of whom

hereafter—was quite a partisan in his favour.

A very remarkable man participated not less in the

excitement of the contest than the jubilee of the victory,

William Hamilton Maxwell, author of " The Wild Sports

of the West,'' deserted them at times for the bracing

breezes of the North. He joined the coterie which

grasped Cairns, Babington, Boyd, Beresford, and Lever,

and a marvellously pleasant accession he proved. Some

reference here to the practical jokes in which Lever

and Maxwell acted as co-conspirators will throw light

on tlic causes of Mr. C 's pious horror of both. An
Introduction to the last edition of " Lorrequcr" notices

his first acquaintance with Maxwell " at a little watering

place," but does not say it was Portstewart.

"We often exchanged our experiences of Irish

character and life, and in our gossiping stories were

told, added to, and amplified in such a way between

us that I believe neither of us could have pronounced

at last who gave the initiative of an incident, or on

which side lay the authorship of any particular

event.

" It would have been well had our intercourse stojmed

with these confidences, but unfortunately it did not.
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We often indulged in little practical jokes on our more

well-conducted neighbours ; and I remember that the

old soldier from whom I drew some of the features I

have given to Colonel Kamworth was especially the

mark of these harmless pleasantries.

" Our Colonel was an excellent fellow, kind-hearted

and hospitable, but so infatuated with a propensity to

meddle with every one, and to be a partner to the joys,

the afflictions, the failures, or the successes of all around

him, that with the best possible intentions, and the

most sincere desire to be useful to his neighbours, he

became the cause of daily misconceptions and mistakes,

sowed discord where he meant unity, and, in fact,

originated more trouble and more distrust than the

most malevolent mischief-maker of the whole country

side.

"I am forced to own that the small persecutions with

which my friend Maxwell and myself followed the

worthy Colonel, the wrong intelligence with which

we supplied him, particularly as regarded the rank and

station of the various visitors who came down during

the bathing season, the false scents on which we sent

him, and the absurd enterprises on which we embarked

him, even to the extent of a mock address which

induced him to stand for the l Borough '—the address

to the constituency being our joint production—all

these follies, I say, more or less disposed me, to that

incessant flow of absurd incident which runs through

this book, and which, after all, has really little other

VOL. I. N
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than the reflex of our daily plotting* and contri-

ving*."*

The "mock address" was of course aimed at the

adjacent borough of Coleraine, and however innocuous

a document of that sort may have been, it was repre-

sented by Mr. C that practical jokes which had

the effect of " sowing discord" can hardly be regarded

as "harmless pleasantries." Another blemish on the

bright buoyancy of Lorrequer's life at this time was

his seeming unconsciousness of the breach of good

manners shown in accepting the hospitality of men,

and afterwards laughing at their foibles. Fathers

Duggan and Comyns had complained of this treatment,

and to the " Colonel " at least an apology was tardily,

and Aye may add gracefully offered.

"I believe my old friend the Colonel is still living;

if he be, and if he should read these lines, let him also

read that I have other memories of him than those of

mere jest and pleasantly—memories of his cordial hos-

pitality and genial good nature—and that there are

few things I would like better than to meet and talk

with him over bygones, knowing no one more likely to

relish a pleasant reminiscence than himself, or to forgive

a long-passed liberty taken with him."f

* Dickens, like Level', was much given t<> the fun of playing on the

credulity of unsuspecting folk. His biographer describes him even during

the wretched thraldom of his early struggles, as deriving pleasure Erom

such freaks. At page 40, vol. 1, he is found telling "astonishing fictions."

t This preface is dated 1872. Our correspondence in trying to trace him

would fill a chapter. Lever was not aware that Colonel Cairns had died

many years previously.
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Other practical jokes—possibly prompted by Maxwell

—may be traced to Lever at this time. The effects of

the Eev. Mr. Blacker—brother to the famous Colonel

of that name—were advertised to be sold by auction at

the Rectory near Coleraine. Lever impressed upon

Captain D
, a man of wealth and in his own con-

ception, of importance, that he owed it to his position

to buy Blacker s coach. J) nodded away until the

auctioneer's hammer fell at £95. "When you want

horses to draw it home, I hope you won't send to me,"

said Mr. McGrotty, the innkeeper of Coleraine: "two

elephants could hardly move it." Mr. D was not

a social man, and failed to cultivate habits of hospitality.

But Lever by his tact and fun wrought a wondrous

change in him. He gave D to understand that

at the last meeting of the fellows some injurious reports

as to his solvency had, with deep regret, been referred

to. " The best way to convince them of its fal-

sity," said Lever, "is to ask them all to dinner."

D swallowed the bait, and a dozen jovial souls

swallowed his good cheer. That night Lever, in glowing

terms, proposed the health of the usually taciturn host,

who to save himself the trouble of a speech replied that

the best way of expressing his appreciation of those

who so cordially drank his health was to invite them

again for that day week.

Dickens played practical jokes from love of fun.

Lever, when jaded by work, resorted to it as a relaxa-

tion. The small persecution to which he was subjected

N 2
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by those who condemned his general abandon and

enjoyment of passing pleasures was clearly in his mind

when reviewing " Plrysic and Physicians " (" D. U. M.,"

Dec, 1839). ''Nothing is too severe: nothing too

illiberal to be said of the doctor when, the hours of a

painful and laborious day passed, should he either

unbend in the lighter amusements of the world, or

avail himself of the recreations which to over-worked

minds are almost a necessity of existence. No, no

—

we never can forgive the man who has listened to our

narrative of gouty suffering or dyspeptic ill-temper, if

he be seen the same evening enjoying himself at the

opera, or the next morning breathing the free air of

the hunting field."

It has been said that the life of a country doctor is

one either of stagnation or overwork : but Lever took

care to avoid both Scylla and Charybdis. One of his

successors in office told Major D , from whose

manuscript we quote, that "when he went to Deny

some years later, he found the whole country still full

of stories and anecdotes of ' the wild young Doctor,'

who himself performed in Coleraine the feat of jumping

over a cart and horse, which Lever attributes to O'Malley

at Lisbon. He is also described as riding backward

and forward through the entire night between the bed

of some child that was dangerously ill, and a ball given

by the officers of a regiment then at Coleraine, and that

too in his evening dress."

If Lever had studied appearances, and looked solemn
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-while his heart was glad, his purse would have become

more fat from fees. He rejected the white cravat and

gold-headed stick—preferred Byronic ties and riding-

whips—inculcated active exercise in fresh air as ardently

as ever Hawthorn did in "My Dog and my Gun," and,

instead of dosing patients and pocketing their gold,

prescribed Dryden's specific :

" Better to hunt in fields for health unbought,

Than fee the doctor for a nauseous draught
;

The wise for cure on exercise depend
;

God never made his work for man to mend."

Some persons have pooh-poohed Lever's skill as a

physician, but unfairly. Dr. Lytton Mclntyre, who

succeeded him in dispensary duty at Portstewart,

writes: "Doctor Barr, the oldest medical practitioner

now in Coleraine, tells me he knew him well, and he

speaks in the highest terms of his medical skill. There

is scarcely a resident in Portstewart now who existed in

Lever's time. Many years ago I knew several of his

friends there, and my impression, from their description,

was that he is universally esteemed, and that for his at-

tainments and disposition his society was greatly sought."

In that chapter of "The Barringtons" headed "The

Country Doctor," we obtain an insight into the feelings

of the lowly practitioner, under circumstances of which

Lever had manifestly the experience. For instance, the

sensitive suffering of the doctor is described when his

services are relinquished for those of some more pompous

physician—the change from a good to a bad doctor being
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often merely from a pound to one-pound-five. He was

fond of recurring to the scenes endeared to him at this

time. Thirty-five years after, he is found in " Tony

Butler," sketching the cot once occupied by himself.

The bathing season over, Portstewart became the

"Deserted Village;'' and the houses which had previ-

ously been the scenes of joyous coteries, were once more

held by poor fishermen clad in the oilskin panoply of

their craft. Although Lever's position was far enough

removed from that " stagnation " to which it is said the

life of a country doctor is prone, he took good care to

guard against it by cultivating the society of Maxwell.

He was Eector of Balla, in Mayo ; but those who re-

member his dashing disposition will not be surprised to

learn that difficulties overtook him, and led to his rusti-

cation "on the basaltic peninsula—Portrush," in the

hope, it is said, of evading duns. A congeniality of

tastes brought Lever and Maxwell closely together.

The latter, as the author of " Captain Blake of the

Eifles," may be said to have been the founder of the

military novel ; and Lever's plans, which had been long

simmering in his brain, gradually attained boiling heat

in the fervid companionship of the brilliant parson, who

enjoyed wine and punch at night, and was given more

to soda-water than " sermons " the next morning.

Mif. Maxwell had never been in the army—the state-

ments in published sketches of him to the contrary not-

withstanding. But little would persuade him to put on

the uniform, and show how easy it was to boil a black
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lobster red. He had, indeed, a sympathetic knowledge

of military life and manners ; and while Eector of

Balla enjoyed the privilege of having apartments in

the barracks of Castlebar, so genial a companion did

he prove to the officers quartered there. At the time

Lever met him at Portstewart, he had just entered the

lists with O'Connell on the Tithe Question, for which he

got a Eoland for his Oliver. The great Agitator in

a public letter, which playfully pilloried him, began:

" Prebendary of Balla, thou art a wag!" To Avhich

the reply was made, "Ay, by the mass ! and the verier

wag of the two." And by his own side the parson was

declared to have had the best in the shindy.

About the same time, he was reminded that duties

which he received pay for discharging remained neg-

lected in Mayo, and he thought it right to put in an

appearance there. Promising to introduce Lever " to

the Wild Sports of the West," he returned to his living,

while Lever went on a visit to him, and was brought

into close association with the military, and met Jack-

son, the author of some pleasant papers, " The Kilrush

Petty Sessions,''"" contributed to the Morning Herald.

* Mr. O'Gonnan of Kilrush, High Sheriff of Clare, 1878, tells us, that

these sketches were written in his back parlour, and embodied many points

made by the late Mr. Merritt and by himself.

Jackson, " a man whose genial satire left no sting behind," had been a

reporter on the Herald, but having given up to the Government his short-

hand notes of a speech made by Mr. O'Connell, he was very properly

dismissed by the proprietary. To compensate him for this loss, Jackson

received from the Crown an appointment in Dublin Castle worth £150 a

year ; which he enjoyed until his death in liS57.
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These sketches are said to have had some effect in

stimulating Lever's pen. His real model, though, was

Maxwell. For several years Maxwell and Lever pursued

the same road, but the pupil soon distanced the master :

when two men get upon the same hobby horse, one must

go behind.

How Maxwell first acquired that military taste which

he afterwards engrafted upon Lever, claims a word in

passing ; and if it savours of digression, it is allowable

in a memoir of Lever, who himself continually indulged

in it.

The 10th Foot, quartered many years ago in Dublin,

is remembered chiefly for its impudence. At a pleasant

ball, they uniformly replied to a polite proffer from the

hostess to provide them with partners, "the Tenth don't

dance!" Losing all patience, at last, she exclaimed.

pointing to the door, "Perhaps the Tenth can march!"

The lady had influence enough to get this supercilious

corps removed from Dublin, and transferred

"To Caatlebar and Ballinrobe,

The dullest dena upon the -lobe."

In such quarters they were often driven to their wit's

ends in devising recreation. A pleasant trio turned up

in the Prebendary of Balla, Dr. Hamilton, a local

surgeon, and Mr. sub-Sheriff Burke. Their companion-

ship was secured by the regiments successively stationed

in Mayo. Maxwell introduced them to capital shooting,

dined at their mess daily ; and while draining their de-
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canters drained their memories of those stirring recollec-

tions which he turned to account in his " Stories of

Waterloo," and of "The Peninsular War." "As abon

raconteur, he was second only to Sheridan," writes

Sir W. Wilde ;
" and when he had no story precisely

suited to his hearers, or to the circumstances around

him, he invented one. In gratitude for delightful hours

spent in his company, and as a souvenir of bright con-

vivial moments not likeh* to be renewed, the officers,

when under orders to march, presented to Maxwell the

residue of what wine the barrack cellars contained. On

some of this " Waterloo " port Lever was hiinself re-

galed; and it strengthened that martial bias which at

last carried him away, and left his "leader" far behind.

Here it was that Lever wrote :

" We talked of pipe-clay, regulation caps,

Long twenty fours—short culverins and mortars

—

Denounced the Horse Guards for a set of Raps,

And cursed our fate at being in such quarters.

Some smoked, some sighed, and some were heard to snore,

Some wished themselves five fathoms 'neath the Solway
;

And some did pray—who never prayed before,

That they might get the ' Route' for Cork or Galway."*

The scenery about Castlebar and Westport, to which

Maxwell introduced him at this time, is described in the

" Knight of Gwynnc." One picturesque spot, known as

* Many anecdotes furnished by the late Sir William Wilde might here

be told, exhibiting a view of the men with whom Lever mixed, and of the

scenes which left their impress on his mind ; but our limits warn us that

they must be reserved. As regards Mr. Maxwell, English readers must not

regard him as a type of the Irish parson.
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" Maxwell's Leap,'' and pointed out to tourists, shows

the active life our prebendary led.*

"The Wild Sports of the West" over for a time, Lever

resumed, in more senses than one, the " Eeereations of

Christopher North." t He retraced his steps to Ulster,

which he had come to love so much during his five

years' connection, that he rather claimed to be a northern

for a long time after. For example, a review of Otway's

" Connaught," written during Lever's earlier career, and

when the sly introduction of an advertisement may be

regarded as venial, observes,—after reminding us that

if it had not been for an Ulsterman, the " Wild Sports

of the West " would still be unwritten

—

" Ulster sent Harry Lorrequer to do for Galway what

its thirteen tribes, and six-and-twenty half-tribes, would

never have done for themselves. But for the black

north, these positive Blakes; passionate Bodkins; Fight-

ing Frenches ; stout D'Arcys ; and all the rest of that

dashing, duelling, foxhunting race of squires, whose

* Mr. Maxwell survived to December 29th, 1850, when lie died at

Musselburgh, North Britain, in indigence. He was kindly succoured

in his last illness, and professionally served, by Dr. Aioir, the " Delta" of

Through the kindness of the Rev. Mr. Dobbin, his papers have

irched, but no letters from Lever can be found. In explanation, it

is said, that for several years they met daily, which rendered i

correspondence unnecessary.

t He contributed to (he "National Magazine"—the'' Pantagonals^written

in imitation of the " Noctes Ambrosianae " of C. North. Lever, to the last

ipped "North." "As a boy,'' he wrote, "the greatest happiness of my
- in your writings ; ami among all my faults and failures, I can trace

not one to your influence ; while if I have ever been momentarily

fnl in upholding the right and denouncing the wrong, 1 owe more of the

spirit that suggested the effort to yourself, than to any other man breathing."
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whims and oddities are now, by Harry's labours, as well

known in Baden-Baden and St. Petersburg, as they

are in Ballinasloe or the Claddagh, should have gone

down to posterity with no other record of their virtues

than that which is furnished by O'Kelly's 'Western

Endosologist,' or the files of her Majesty's Courts of

Common Law and Equity." *

This paper, written in 1839, said :

—

" In spite of the sharp accent, and high cheek bones

of its population, our hearts, we confess, ever warms to

the dear black north,"—and his subsequent novels from

the " Knight " to "Tony Butler," prove the steady

consistency of this " devourment."

Dr. Quicksilver, as some of the dames called him,

had not been much tamed by his recent apprenticeship

as parlour boarder to Maxwell. His attentions were

divided equally between the maiden city and Coleraine;

but judging by subsequent allusions, the latter presented

a pleasanter retrospect than Deny. "Ah," he writes,

" Were you wiser, 'tis plain

You'd be now at Coleraine !

"

" Once," writes Major D ,
" when galloping to

visit some patient, he came full tilt against a turf cart

as it suddenly emerged from a side street, and not

having room to pull up his horse, he ' put in ' the spurs

and ' lifted ' him over the load of turf, which feat, by

the way, gained him the name of the ' Mad Doctor.' "

* In the " D. U. M." for 1839.
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The pleasant physician is found prosecuting dispen-

sary duty at Portstewart until 1S3G, and embracing

such chance practice among the local gentry and middle

classes as came in his way. He was as busy as possible,

plying the pestle and mortar one minute, stirring the

literary crucible the next. A nice little menage was

that at Portstewart—our doctor a mixture of Garth

and Galen, while two blue eyes shedding purest rays

shone lovingly.

13rightly the honeymoon beamed on—though not

without a passing cloud, He received his share of

what, in the jargon of the dispensary, are called "red

runners," tickets printed in red type which make the

ill-paid recipient fly forthwith to some bedside, often

mile- away. But then the road, running along a great

basaltic range, was grandly picturesque; especially at

those points near the estuary of the Bann, or the

mouth of Lough Foyle, where the peninsula of Inni-

showan towered before the muffled Doctor as, braced

by the sea breeze, he sped to the relief of suffering

humanity. In the "Knight " he speaks of "those giant

cliffs which, straight as a wall, formed the barriers

against the ocean," and Ave are told of a certain "little

footpath across the fields "—doubtless often trod by

himself—"which, from time to time, approached the

seaside, and wound again through the gently undulating

surface of that ever changing tract."

The clouds besetting his honeymoon were not without

a silver lining. The plague of the "red runners," had
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the advantage of giving our plethorically threatened

doctor ample exercise, which neutralised the ill effects

of sedentary pursuits with " Lorreqner," or boon com-

panionship with Maxwell. It will readily be believed

that the man who " topped a mule cart with his cob,"

and who never was without a kind word and sweet

smile for the lowliest of his patients, or townsfolk,

enjoj'ed, for the most part, a popularity amongst them,

amounting in a few instances to idolatry.

In a magazine sketch we find crowding to his mind

thoughts of those bright old summer days. " Denied

those high rewards so lavishly bestowed on all other

professions, the doctor's comparatively humble career

would have little to compensate the arduous hours of

his toil, were it not that, in the estimation of the world

he lives in, he finds a rich harvest of grateful acknow-

ledgment for kindness, and that hold upon the affec-

tions and sympathies of his fellow men, which he alone

can have, whose duties have so often exhibited him as

the confidant, the friend, the benefactor. In that little

space, bounded upon one side by health, and by death

upon the other, his narrow walk is placed. Forgotten

in the exciting struggle of political ascendancy

—

neglected in the gayer hours of pleasure—lost amid

the thousand distractions of the world—we rarely think

of him upon whose sympathies we may suddenly have

to lean for support, and upon whose skill we may have

to trust, under God, for our lives. And jet to him

—

the stranger of an hour previous—we hesitate not to
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lay bare the cherished secret of our lives—the pain,

the suffering—the shame itself, that we dared not reveal

to a brother—to him, without a blush, we confess the

fear of death, the longing for life, to acknowledge which

is to make the hearer your master." *

Undaunted meanwhile by evangelical scowls, Lever,

on principle, moved in the best society he could find,

and cultivated a wide field of relaxation. But, like

the cultivation of other fields which amateur farmers

know to their cost, this sort of thing failed to pay,

and perhaps had he been less generous he would have

been a richer man. Whatever his income may have

been he probably lived beyond it. Dr. Benjamin

Johnston writes from Middleton, Co. Cork:—"In the

year 1835 my father's family occupied the Low Castle

near Portstewart for the summer months, and I re-

member Lever attending daily my eldest brother. He

seemed to live in good style, drove a pair of grey bloods,

and was then writing, w< heard, for the magazines."

Meanwhile his intimacy with the Prebendary of Balla

became closer. The parson inoculated his young friend

with his views; and Lever flung himself into the same

maimer of life. Like Maxwell, he also was threatened

with service of writs, and one day he is said to have

asked his mentor to recommend him some refugium,

without being obliged to start for Douglas or Boulogne.

Maxwell counselled him by no means to leave the land

of bright eyes and potatoes, and that Ireland contained

* "D. U. M.," Vol. XIII., p. 653.
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many spots of picturesque beauty hitherto unexplored

by bailiffs, and eminently suited for literary men re-

quiring retirement or inspiration.

In those days no railway existed in Ireland unless

that between Dublin and Kingstown. Kilkee and

Ennistimon were instanced as places hardly known ^to

the people of Ulster. To Clare, therefore, Lever decided

upon retiring—more especially as he wielded some

influence there from his previous official connection

with the county. Leaving Dr. Gordon as locum tenens

at Portstewart, Lever bent his course to Ennistimon

where Dr. Einucane lived, and finally to Kilkee,, the

parish priest of which had already expressed himself

" willing to extend the shelter of his hermitage." *

We give the story as told by friends of Lever ; but

it is quite possible that his health may have required

the relaxation of a change of air.

Father Comyns possessed great social gifts. " I was

once walking along the road near Kilkee," observes

Dr. Cullinan, " and my attention was attracted by a

jovial song lilted by a gentleman mounted on a hand-

some, ambling cob, and swaying a silver-mounted whip

in time to the melody." This was Father Comyns.

Lever is said to have continued for some days the

guest of this genial man, famous for his " solid priestly

Port." And when, long after, the character of Father

* We have been at some pains to test by inquiry the truth of Lever's

alleged intimacy with Father Comyns. Dr. Griffin of Kilkee writes, " Lever

Avas a little before my time, but I often heard Mr. Comyns speak of him as

one whom he knew well."
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Tom Loftus was introduced to the public, uo one more

promptly recognised the portrait than Mr. Comyns

himself.

It should be remembered that Lever did not enter

Ins house with the object of depicting him ; he simply

recurred to some material supplied by early acquaintance

when many years after he wrote " Jack Hinton." In

that book we find a pleasant sketch of the priest's

kitchen, his parlour, his stables, and his servant, and

finally of his library.*

The chapter must not be taken as a literal history.

Jack Hinton is made a denizen of the priest's cottage

rather from illness induced by the effort to rescue a

drowning heroine ; while Major Mahon is the party

represented as in debt, but at last most comically

caught by bailiffs in female garb—Mahon having in-

discreetly left his retreat to pay court to a " widow

Moriarty."

When we come to the events of the year 1842, and

to examine " Jack Hinton," we shall have more to say

of Father Comyns of Kilkee.

* " The good father's shelves, I found, for the moat part, were filled with

portly tomes of divinity and polemics, huge folio copies of St. Augustine,

Origen, Eusebins, and others ; innumerable volumes of learned tractates on

disputed points in theology, none of which possessed any interest forme.

In one corner, however, beside the fire, whose convenience to the habitual

seat of Father Tom argued that they were not least in favour with his

ace, was an admirable collection of the French dramatists, Moliere,

Beaumarchais, Racine, and several more
; these wen- a real treat, and,

seating myself beside the window, I prepared to read ' La Folle Journ6e.'

"



CHAPTER VIII.

The " University Magazine " founded—Awkward Incident—The " Con-

fessions of Harry Lorrequer"—Kesigns the dispensary and removes to

Brussels—Sir H. Seymour's recollections—Acquaintance with King

Leopold and Pope Leo—Curiosities of medical experience—Tiff with

Dickens.

All this while Dr. Gordon had charge of the

Portstewart Dispensary, Lever nominally continuing

its medical officer. Previous to returning thither he

passed some time in Dublin, and, of this stage in his

life, J'aspar Joly, Esq., LL.D., has preserved an interest-

ing reminiscence. A club of old Peninsular officers,

numbering eight, dined daily at the London Tavern,

D'Olier Street, and talked over the pleasant adventures

and stirring events of the great campaign. The

president of the club was Captain Plunkett, an infirm

man, who " shouldered his crutch to show how fields

were won."

Mr. Joly was at that time going through his College

course, but dined daily at this tavern, with ears open

to catch the marvellous oral flow which, fed by generous

draughts, continued uninterrupted till a late hour.

One fair young man occupied a seat at the club, as

unlike the weather-beaten faces around him as May
VOL. I. O
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to December. lie is described by Dr. Joly as mild and

gentle, in the flower of early manhood, with a voice

soft and balmy, not often heard, and then merely to

express some comment in a deferential and winning

way. Dr. Joly was delighted with the conversation,

and always made it a point to sit at the table nearest

to the genial group. Day after day he was at his post,

and day after day Lever was there too.

Had Mr. Joly been a literary detective placed by

Clio to watch the future Lorrequer and the sources

from which he drew his stories, the surveillance of

our informant could not have been more untiring.

"Lorrcquer's Confessions" were given to the world

three years later, and Dr. Joly tells us that he at once

recognised not in this book only but also in " O'Malley "

and " Tom Burke," a number of the anecdotes and

even expressions to which he had been an attentive

listener.

Meanwhile Lever returned to Portstcwart, and once

more got into harness. He was glad to grasp again by

the hand men whose friendship he had won, and to

see in the enjoyment of renewed health some of the

lowliest in his list of patients. These were mostly

poor fishermen and their families, who marked their

gratitude to the Doctor by glittering gifts from their

nets. The " Irish National Magazine " died on April

the 1st, 1831, and in January, 1833, the "Dublin

University " began. Of "Blackwood" and "Fraser"

it aimed to be the political ally and the literary rival.
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This serial, enjoying at one time a world-wide fame

owing to Lever's contributions, was inaugurated by a

few college students who, for literary improvement, had

formed a reunion, styled after the manner of the

ancients, "The Stoa," or " Porch." Mr. Butt, M.P.,

in a letter addressed to us, while kindly eulogising

our efforts " to preserve incidents of Irish history which

ought not to be forgotten," details the circumstances

under which the serial originated.

" The ' Dublin University Magazine ' was started on

the first of January, 1833, by six Collegians, each of

us subscribing ten pounds, four of us undergraduates.

At the end of the first six months we sold it to Curry

and McGlashan ; Charles Stanford was its editor for the

first eighteen months. I succeeded him."5 '" As well

as I recollect Lever only contributed one article before

' Harry Lorrequer.' I was editor when the first chapter

of Lorrequer appeared."

The paper of Lever thus referred to was " The Black

Mask," published in May, 183G. Mr. Butt adds that

* The Rev. Samuel Hayman, referring to these literary Collegians

observes, December 10, 1878:—"They cordially loved the Muses, but

differed in political sentiment. The majority, who were Tories, started the

' D. U. M.' under Charles Stuart Stanford ; while the Whig minority

originated the D. U. Review, under Caesar George Otway. In the Memoir

of the premier editor, the Rev. C. S. Stanford (<D. TJ. M.,' Sept., 1840), this

divergence of opinions and actions was described. Politics in this, as in

every other Irish undertaking, became the stumbling-block ; but his strung

Tory bias did not prevent him marrying the grand-daughter of Lord

Edward Fitzgerald." Further details of the origin of the elder serial

—

planned over a roaring fire, in the winter of 1832—may be found in vol.

xiv., pp. 266-7.

O 2
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it was not very successful. It was, iu fact, discovered

that the paper had previously appeared in another

publication ; and Mr. Carleton, the Irish novelist, and

then sole purveyor of Tales to the magazine, was the

first to cry in half fun, half earnest, " Stop Thief,"

adding that his acumen had penetrated " The Black

Mask."

The awkward discovery was conveyed to Lever as

delicately as possible. Carleton, it appears, had told

the editor that another translation of " The Black Mask"

had already appeared in a work called "The Storyteller."

Lever explained that it was not a translation ; but was

written originally at his own fireside, and he sent the

Irish novelist word that the only " storyteller " in ques-

tion was that veiy successful one Mr. Carleton himself.

This explanation did not mend matters much ; but,

luckily for Lever's fame, we have discovered an im-

portant document which frees him from the stigma of

base disingenuousness sought to be cast. lie states

that the circumstances attending "The Black Mask"

were at last unravelled to him by the memory of

Mrs. Lever, who remembers a transaction that had

long escaped his mind. In 1833, being desirous of

publishing two volumes of stories, he entered into

correspondence on the subject and transmitted as a

specimen " The Black Mask " to London through

L
, a bookseller in Grafton Street, who was then

going over ; from that day he never saw his MS., and

after repeated efforts to find out its destiny, L
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having always evaded his enquiries, in despair Lever

gave up the matter and re-wrote the story from memory.

The whole affair had long been forgotten, and he could

not believe, till he read in "The Storyteller" his own

words, that the thing had previously appeared in print.

It was inserted without his knowledge or permission,

L having thus surreptitiously obtained what was

entrusted only to his care, and who by a direct fraud

appropriated to his own purposes the property of

another.

Lever during his three years of married life at

Portstewart continued to practise : but all this time he

was writing something more than prescriptions. He

was indeed constantly relapsing into his old habit ; and

different magazine papers fell from his hand. His

medical practice was not sufficiently large to occupy

his whole time, or to afford him an adequate income;

and he felt irresistibly attracted towards a literary

career. At this time he is found making frequent

allusion to the enormous difficulties which the then

exorbitant rate of postage opposed to literary corre-

spondence, and the strange shifts to which authors

were compelled to resort. No other class of working

men have probably benefited so much by Eowland

Hill's innovation.

Among his first lucubrations were the " MSS. of King

O'Toole," part of the regalia of the Burschcn Club ; but

this paper does not seem to have been inserted.

" Lever's second paper," observes the Eev. Samuel
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Hayman, " ' The Post-mortem Eecollcctious of a Medical

Student,' appeared in the June number, 183G. It is

powerfully written. I admired it so much, that (at my

request) he introduced it iuto ' O'Leary,' one of his

very best In »nks mejudice."

" Nights in Kildare Street," was his next perform-

ance; but these papers—somewhat in the style of

" Xoctes Ambrosiame,"—never appeared: then came
li The Emigrant's Tale,"* which was inserted.

On the staff of the magazine, at this time, were Dr.,

afterwards Judge Longtield, Professor of Political

Economy, T.C.D., William Carleton, Samuel (now Sir)

Ferguson, Doctor Anster, Mortimer and Samuel O'Sul-

livan, both clergymen, Kcv. W. Archer Butler, Eev.

Samuel (now Canon) Hayman, Eev. Mr. Maturin, Eev.

Charles Stanford, Eev. Caesar Otway, Digby P. Storkey,

and others distinguished in the Church and in letters.

It will be perceived that the ecclesiastical clement pre-

dominated, and the enlistment of Lever's buoyancy was

a wise stroke. All put their shoulders energetically

tn the wheel; but, notwithstanding such able aid,

" Dea " had very uphill work until the muscle of

* This tide (" D. U. M.," July, 1836), descriptive of Canadian forest life

and Irish character happily blended, is, no doulit, Lever's. It seems a

sequel to the "Planter's Tale,'
1 which follows the " Post-mortem Kecollec-

tions" in tin; July number. These tales belong to the class of which
" O'Leary * was afterwards made up, and into which the first of them wafl

welded at the suggestion of Mr. Hayman. This gentleman knows nothing

of "The Planter's Tale" and "The Emigrant's Tale," but they are obviously,

e have said, of the "O'Leary" family, which includes ".Aline Host's

Tale," "The Smuggler's Story," '-'The Abbe's Tale," and "The Baron's

Story."
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" Lorrequer" and the unflagging life of "O'Mallcy"

pushed the vehicle at last to the top; when, amid

joyous shouts and ringing horn, it rattled along at a

pace for which the driver, Mr. McGlashau, was himself

unprepared. Just as "Blackwood" was known as

"Maga," and "Fraser" as "Regina,"the "University,"

from August 1834, claimed the name of "Dea."

About this time Lever is found contributing occa-

sionally to Colburn's " New Monthly," and there is a

tradition that "Lorrequer" was declined somewhat in

the words of the Twopenny Post-Bag Missive :

—

" Per post, Sir, we send your MS.—look'd it thro'

—

Very sorry—but can't undertake—''twouldn't do.

Clever work, Sir !—would get up prodigiously well

—

Its only defect is—it never would sell

!

And though statesmen may glory in being unbought,

In an author, we think, Sir, that's rather a fault."

To compensate for this rejection, Mr. Colburn asked

him to furnish a three-volume novel ; but Lever replied

that he was not in the vein just then for anything more

elaborate than magazine work.

Samuel Lover was invited by Lever to read the

earlier chapters and recommend the subject to his pub-

lishers, who, however, were unwilling to touch it, though

they are said to have at last so far relented as to agree

to print on condition that " " was substituted for "e,"

and that the book came out as Mr. Lover's, but we have

little faith in this story. Certain it is that the first gush

of the " Confessions " appeared in the " University Maga-

zine " for February, 1837, but it may be found announced
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in the number for December, 1836. Either the hero's

name was slightly altered, or the printer made a blunder

in the title, which is spelt by him "Lovesqve."

It was some time ere MeGlashan, a Scot of great

literary discernment, decided upon admitting these

" Confessions," and we find him taking into an hour's

partnership an old schoolfellow, Mr. George Mason, to

help him in making up his mind.

Lever's previous sketches were mostly confined to

German and Canadian soil. He liked to describe the

" Cologne belles with their tight-laced boddice, their

black eyes, and thin black hair ;
" * " the ceaseless

roar of the Danube which poured along its thundering

course amid masses of frozen snow," "the joyous

call of the Jager's horn," or " the blazing fires of the

bivouac round which huntsmen caroused and told the

adventures of the day."f But from the hour that

Maxwell impregnated his mind with the more legiti-

mate love of Erin, he entirely transferred his affections,

and saw beauties in her brogue as well as honey in her

blarney.

The free air of Ulster blew into flame the light of

Lever's genius. "Writing in the Magazine (August,

1839), he says that "it is a fine, healthy, breezy,

ballad-loving, romantic land." Here his mind and

heart opened freely. " Confession " after " confession "

rapidly dropped, in which many gay recollections of

* "Dublin Literary Gazette," January 16, 1830.

t "D. U. M./'Muy, 1836.
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Clare lurked. One week they did not come ; but it was

explained that the apparent break-down was due to the

influenza that spares not dogs nor doctors. He modestly

besought the editor not to compare him to Carleton—so

very far beyond the standard by which he could wish

anything of his measured. The seal of these " Con-

fessions " was for months inviolably kept ; and not even

to Lever's brother, the clersmnan, was "Confiteor" said.

" Dea " was, as yet, the sole depository of his secret.

" John Lever told me," writes Mr. Lines, " that he

became aware that his brother was the author of 'Harry

Lorrequer' from the story of Father Darre and the Pope.

But, ah !
" he added, " how inferior to my father's mode

of telling it." For more on this point see Chapter the

First of our second volume, and " The Portfolio."

Mr. McGlashan—the managing partner of Curry

& Co.—had not been long in discovering that he

had drawn a prize. Grumblers there were who pooh-

poohed Lorrequer's adventures as an attempt to poach

upon Maxwell's manor ; but the Prebendary cried

" Bravo !
" and the grumblers bowed. Meanwhile Mr.

Colbum entered the field and aspired to bag the game.

The shrewd Scot advised his more stolid partner to look

sharp. A confidential officer in their employ was there-

fore deputed to go personally to Portstewart and fetch

back as much MS. as could conveniently be secured.

Mr. George Herbert—afterwards the well-known Dublin

publisher—went and received from Lever a large sheaf

of the " Confessions," with the remark that if Mc-
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< rlashan had bccu Archbishop Murray or Dr. MacHale,

he could not have made a "cleaner breast." "Mr.

Lever having asked me to breakfast, I travelled ten

miles from Coleraine on a very wet morning, and after

breakfast got the MS. which I brought back to Dublin

to Curry & Co. He struck me as a man of most

winning manners, which indeed were shared by his

wife, to whom, in the course of my visit, he asked me

to give my arm. The broad Atlantic came up almost to

the steps of his door."

The obscure country doctor in a remote Irish village

was now not unknown in Paternoster Eow. This was a

period of great anxiety, perhaps more to his wife than

to himself. The prospect of spending his whole life as

a country doctor was not very encouraging, and on the

other hand it seemed a very hazardous step to abandon

his profession and embrace the precarious life of a

drudging scribe. His sojourn on the Continent had

left a most pleasant impression, and a trip lie made to

France in 183C renewed it strongly. He told Mc-

Glashan that he was about to steer for the land of

dykes and broad breeches, from which, however, he

meant to return ere long. His mind was, in fact, most

unsettled as to what he should do. Meanwhile he

continued to relieve his breast of Lorrequer's confes-

sions. The glow of their success made incandescent a

of material lying latent. His mind had been from

boyhood most observant, and a large storehouse was

the result. The popularity of " Lorrequer " grew, and
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Mr. Curry found the sale of his serial spreading. He
wrote to Lever, telling him to send more sprigs from the

the same shillelagh.

" Though I have been," writes Lever, " what the

sarcastic French moralist called ' blessed with a bad

memory ' all my life, I can still recall the delight with

which I heard my attempt at authorship was successful.

I did not awake, indeed, ' to find mj'self famous,' but I

well remember the thrill of triumphant joy with which

I read the letter that said ' Go on,' and the entrancing

ecstasy I felt at the bare possibility of my one day

becoming known as a writer. I have had, since then,

some moments in which a partial success has made me

very hapjDy and very grateful, but I do not believe that

all these put together, or indeed any possible favour the

world might mete to me, would impart a tithe of the

enjoyment I felt on hearing that 'Harry Lorrequer' had

been liked, and that they had asked for more of iiim." *

Just as those who wish to trace Fielding's career,

must needs consult Captain Booth and Amelia, the

student of Lever's life will find in " One of Them" a

remarkable series of chapters descriptive of his own

life at this time. Encouraged by the example of Mr.

Forster, the biographer of Dickens, who quotes episodes

* The London press, almost without exception, remained silent, hut the

" Ohserver " thirty years after confessed that " amidst all the reckless extra-

vagance, the uproarious humour and hrilliant slap-dash, they read between

the lines of ' Lorrequer ' a power of description, an insight into character,

a mine of thought which one might look for in vain in works of far higher

pretensions." No. 4,230. June, 1872.
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from " Copperfield " to help to tell the story of Dickens'

life, we shall make an excerpt or two here. Lever had

man)* friends in Deny : but like all men of mark, he

had also foes. The irregularity of his attendance at the

dispensary had of late placed a fatal weapon of assault in

their hands. The tenth chapter of "One of Them''

describes Layton the dispensary doctor near Coleraine,

while Phiz has ably sketched the various specimens of

suffering humanity who were wont to throng the door.

Lever was at this time much vexed by the adverse plots

and reports ; and he thus recalls his annoyances :

—

"Another low tap at the door aroused him from his

musings, and the low voice he knew so well gently told

him it was his morning to attend the dispensary, three

miles off. More than one complaint had been already

made of his irregularity and neglect, and intending to

pay more attention in future, he had charged his wife

to keep him mindful of his duties.

" ' You will scarcely reach Ballintray * before one

o'clock,' she said, in her habitually timid tone.

'"What if I should not try ? What if I throw up

the beggarly office at once ? What if I burst through

this slavery of patrons, and chairmen, and boards ? Do

you fancy we should starve ?

'

"'0, no,' cried she; 'I have no fears for our future.'"

He tells her that her courage is greater than his, and

taking his hat he set off for the dispensary.

"'Yer unco' late, docther, this morning,' said one,

* Ballintray is situated near Porlstewart.
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in that rebukeful tone the northern Irishman never

scruples to employ when he thinks he has jnst cause of

complaint.

" 'It's na the way to heal folk to keep them waitin'

twa horns at a closed door,' said another."

In reply he merely muttered that he could not cure

them as kings used to cure the evil, by royal touch ; but

that he would do his best. On inquiry, however, it

appeared that a local magnate had been to the dispen-

sary and carried off the key, declaring that a doctor

with such habits should not be entrusted with such a

charge. One sturdy farmer said he had not come there

to ask for charity. The doctor beckoned him to follow

him into an adjacent ale-house, and offered refreshment

while he described his case. A long interview is told,

after which the doctor threw off a letter "with the ease

of one to whom composition was familiar," and set out

homewards "tinning away from the coast." *

" It was the early evening, one of those brief seasons

when the wind lulls and a sort of brief calm supervenes

in the boisterous climate of northern Ireland. Alons:

the narrow lane he trod, tall foxgloves and variegated

ferns grew luxuriantly, imparting a half-shade to a

scene usually desolate and bare ; and Layton lingered

along it as though its calm seclusion soothed him.

" The last nickelings of twilight guided him down the

steep path of the cliff, and tired he reached home.

* The letter referred to tendered his resignation, and he personally

delivered it at the chairman's door.
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" '"What a wearisome day you must have had,' said

his wife, as she stooped for the hat and cane he had

thrown beside him.

" ' I mustn't complain, [Kate],' said he, with a sad sort

of smile. ' It is the last of such fatigues.'

"'How, or what do you mean?' asked she,

eagerly.

' : ' I have given it up. I have resigned my charge of

the dispensary. Don't ask my reasons, girl,' broke he

in, hastily ;
' for I scarcely know them myself. All I

can tell you is, it is done !
'"

Two incidents had paved the way to this resolve which

there is no need to leave untold. Lever's wife, as the

book tells, was full of grace, softness, and love. The

doctor, now all buoyancy and abandon—anon philosophi-

cally ruminative—was one day chewing the cud of

sweet and bitter fancy, when an invitation arrived from

a local swell asking Dr. and Mrs. Lever to a grand ball.

This episode we give as nearly as possible in the words

of his early friend Dr. D . " The usual difficulty

about a new dress to wear was represented. Lever wrote

to his friend the Eev. "William Faussett, Chaplain to the

Royal Marine School, saying that they had been asked

to the dance to which of all others Kate was most

anxious to go. He could not think of disappointing

her ; and, although the £20 note which he enclosed

constituted all his ' ready rhino,' he asked Mr. Faussett

to invest it in a dress that would at once do credit to

his wife and confer pleasure on the wearer."
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The old clergyman * took an opportunity of showing

this communication to the Surgeon-General, Sir Philip

Crampton, a person of most kindly impulses, and who

wielded much influence in diplomatic and general

society. "Lorrequer" had won for Lever many

admirers including Sir Philip himself, who in early life

—as Moore's diary reveals—was given to the same

rollicking fun. He entered cordially into the matter,

urged that Lever ought to proceed to Brussels, where

he was more likely to advance himself, and wrote some

letters of introduction on his behalf, including one to

his son, then Secretary to the British Legation in

Belgium. Lever, who when his struggles were hardest

could, with great facility, construct " Chateaux en

Espagne," at once considered his fortune made, and that

he was, virtually, Physician to the British Embassy

from that hour. His young wife shared this sanguine

feeling. Yisions of Brussels lace and Brussels carpets

enriched the pleasant prospect, while the doctor, gather-

ing up his papers and "traps," proceeded to bid adieu

to Ulster, whistling, possibly, as he did so "Down,

Derry, Down." This has been pronounced the turning

point in Lever's destiny; but one of his last confidences

to a gifted friend sadly remarks, that both had failed

in life, and expresses regret that he should have ever

ceased to be the humble Dispensary Doctor of Derry.

* The son of this old friend is the Rev. A. R. Faussetfc, Rector of St.

Cuthbert's, York, himself an author of distinction, who tells us that he well

remembers Charles Lever at the Hibernian Marine School in 1830, " full

of sparkling wit and cheery pleasantry."
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Another incident which hastened his departure must

be told. Lever's great patron at Portstewart was an

obese widow, whom he loved to mimic, especially the

grunt with which she rose from her chair. To this lady-

he introduced his college grinder, Mr. C 1, and

when, months later, he begun to touch her sore points

with caustic scorch, C 1 cut him short by saying

that Mrs. E had been much hurt by Iris levity, and

requesting he would not repeat it, as the lady and he

were engaged. Within a month the grinder and the

widow joined hands in wedlock ; and Lever left Port-

stewart never more to return.

An intelligent grocer named Williams lived at Port-

stewart, and long after Lever became famous he main-

tained friendly relations with this early acquaintance by

occasionally writing to him. A letter dated Thornliill,

Stillorgan, in March, 1842, addressed by Lever to him,

has been preserved, but contains no special points of

interest. Mr. Williams still lives, and his sister writes :

—"We both have many pleasing recollections of Dr.

Lever. He was a kind friend, and lived next door to

us at Portstewart. We have in our possession a table

we got from Dr. Lever, when he was removing from this

place. It was part of the furniture of King William's

camp at the Boyne : and was given to an ancestor of Dr.

Lever's after the battle : and he set great value upon it."

Although the literary attitude of Lorrequer indicates

" confidence," Lever was in fact distrustful of his own

powers. On removing to Brussels, his first determina-
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tion was to relinquish all continuation of Lorrequer, and

with it every pretension to the profession of letters
;

and it was not without the exercise of some persuasion

on the publisher's part that he at last relented.

No incompatibility of disposition, as in the case of

some of Lever's most illustrious contemporaries, marred

his wedded life. "In 1839," observes Mr. Inspector

McMahon, " I was introduced to Lever and his wife

at a ball given by General St. John Clarke, and both

seemed to live for each other, and to be laughing the

entire night.*' Those who met them twenty years later

at the balls in Florence, describe Lever, unshackled by

strict etiquette, dancing unceasingly with his wife.

Finally, it will be seen how he at once sank when death

claimed her who, as he said, had made the happiness of

a long life ; and " whose loss had left him helpless."

Behind the mask of O'Dowd, having Kate's image

present with him, he exclaims in extravagant apo-

strophe :— " You are not alone more beautiful, and more

graceful, more charmingly feminine, and more fascinating

in every way than all the other women in Europe ; but

you are more sweet-voiced and more gentle, and ten

thousand times more loveable than them all !
"

Of Dr. Eobert Gordon, who assisted Lever in his

dispensary, and finally succeeded him there, it needs

that we should give a passing word. He was no

common man. He largely contributed, under the pseu-

donym of Coul Goppagh, to the serial for which Lever

wrote. Kick in sonnets, he displayed, in other

VOL. I. p
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verses, the wild sweetness of Coleridge. That he was

an opium eater is inferrible from his " Laudanum and

Hum—A vision of Xegrohcad and Havannah"—one of

the finest, quaintest pieces of prose we have read.*

Like De Quincey, Lever did a little as an opium eater

himself ; and in more ways than one his example

influenced Gordon.

''Men of the Time," Allibone—all the leading journals,

in fact, every biographical memoir which has appeared of

Lever, state that in 1837 he received the appointment

of Physician to the British Embassy at Brussels. It

has been inferred that this appointment was a lucrative

one, and that he must have had high interest to get it.

In different prefaces to his works, he speaks of having

rilled this office. We were therefore surprised to receive,

in the course of our inquiries, the following letter,

dated Foreign Office, December 18, 1870 :

—

" I am directed by the Earl of Derby to inform you

that there does not appear to be any record in the

correspondence in the library of the Foreign Office, of

Mr. Charles Lever ever having been appointed as

Physician to the British Mission in Brussels."

In reply to further inquiries, Dr. Darby writes :

—

* "D. TJ. M.," vol. xii., pp. (J32-G59. Dr. Gordon died Sept. 16, 1857.

( )n<- who knew him well, writes :
—" He was rich in the possessions of the

he-art and intellect ; but as to material wealth, his was the scant reward

which awaits the hard-worked, toil-worn, but greatly useful country prac-

titioner. His davs were ."pent in the exercise of his noble profession, in

acts of charity that never tired, and were limited only by his means." He
left, indeed, little behind him, unless his orphans ; who will be glad, we

trust, to see this tribute to their father.
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" I always understood that Lever was Physician to

the British Embassy at Brussels. He told me so him-

self, and I have seen letters from an Irish gentleman,

stating that when he was ill at Brussels he was attended

by a fellow countryman, Dr. Lever, Physician to the

Embassy. Dr. William Parkinson succeeded him in

the office, whatever it was."

Dr. J. B. Parkinson, writing from Wexford, Decem-

ber the 27th, 1875, observes:—"I think my brother

William was appointed to the post of Physician to the

British Legation at Brussels by Sir Hamilton Seymour."

It has been said that Lever was indebted for this

alleged appointment to Sir Philip Crampton, who exer-

cised A'ast influence with every Viceroy, from Lord

Whitworth down. Hoping to settle the question, we

addressed Sir John Crampton, Minister successive^ at

Washington, Hanover, St. Petersburg and Madrid, who

thus replied:—"Charles Lever was certainly not indebted

to my father, or anybody else, for an appiontment at

Brussels. Xo such appointment as Physician to that

Legation ever existed. I was myself one of the secre-

taries to that Legation during the whole time of Lever's

residence at Brussels, and was intimate with him. He-

had brought me an introduction from my father and from

my cousin John G. Smyly, Q.C., to whom he was well-

known in the north of Ireland. He practised as a physician

at Brussels for some years with considerable success." *

* Letter <>f Sir John Crampton, Bart., dated Bushy Park, Enniskerry,

January 4th, 1876.

P 2
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This would probably be regarded by most persons as

quite settling the question : but one high source yet

remained to be consulted, and not without diffidence we

sought it. Sir Hamilton Seymour, originally private secre-

tary to Lord Castlcreagh, and who was Minister at Brus-

Bels when Lever, forty years ago, arrived there, happily

still lives. This eminent and venerable man, addressing-

the present writer in a letter from 10, Grosvenor Cres-

cent, London, 25th of February, 1876, goes on to say, in

tonus which we shall be excused for not mutilating :

—

" Some few years ago, I should have been able to

give effect iu a certain degree to your wishes which

now I can no longer do; as the infirmities of advanced

age have come upon me—and naturally enough among

them, is a hand so shaking that it is with some difficulty

that I write at all.

" I regret this the more, as it would have been very

agreeable to talkabout my valued friend Charles Lever, and

to descant upon his numerous and very agreeable qualities.

Our acquaintance was made in this way. I was Minister

at Brussels when a gentleman, quite a stranger, called

upon me and signified his intention of practising as a

medical man in Belgium. Ilis object was that I should

appoint him Physician to II. M. Mission at Brussels.

" This I explained was impossible, that we were much

too humble people to have a physician, etc. etc. ; in fact,

that no such appointment ever existed.*

* There is some confusion of ideas regarding the "importance" of this

appointment. Chambexs'e " Cyclopedia of English Literature" states that
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" I wont on to say how ho had been highty recom-

mended by Sir Philip Crampton, and that it would

be agreeable to me, if he would reckon my wife and

children as his patients, in case any of ns should

require his assistance.

" The proposal was readily acceded to, and this it was

which led in the first instance to acquaintance, and later

on to intimacy.

" But my writing powers are nearly exhausted.

" I am, however, eager to state how, knowing Lever

for years abroad, and in various countries, I consider

Charles Lever as one of the most agreeable men of the

four or five agreeable men I ever fell in with.

" I often, indeed, ask myself whether, when quite at

his ease, he did not shine even more in conversation

than in writing; what is certain is, that he was very

pre-eminent in both faculties.

" I will only add that you are quite right in stating

that some of his stories were taken from the records of

my own life and experience, in fairness I ought to state

that the most of those stories owe their merit very

principally to his way of narrating them." *

lie received the post of Physician to the Embassy as a recognition of his

.successful labours in connection with the cholera in Ireland.

* Sir Hamilton Seymour after leaving Brussels became Envoy at Lisbon,

and subsequently at St. Petersburg, where he exercised a check on the

Lve designs of the Czar, from whose Court he was recalled in 1854,

on the proclamation of Avar between England and Russia. In 1855, on

account of his great experience, he was appointed to represent England at

Vienna. Since the year 1858 Sir Hamilton has lived in retirement. In

April, 1878, we had the honour of an interview with him in London

—
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One recognises in this letter traces of that "grace"

which Lever, when inscribing "Lorrequer" to Sir

Hamilton Seymour, describes as a specialty with that

In,

I

a,'.

"Could I have stolen, for my story, any portion of

tlie untie and humour with which I have heard you

adorn many of your own, while deeming it more worthy

of your acceptance, I should also feel more confident

of its reception by the public."

A joyous intercourse began from the day of Lever's

introduction to the Minister, which continued uninter-

rupted to the end. But all was not, at first, couleur da

e. To his father's executor he explained, in April,

L837, that owing to the great difficulty of obtaining

" le permis" to practise in Belgium, every English

physician had been deterred from trying Brussels as

a residence. It was necessary to pass an examina-

tion before a jury d'examen des Midecim, all interested

in the rejection of the candidate-, and only anxious to

make Brusst 1> a close borough for themselves and their

friends. lie added, although he was appointed physi-

cian to the Embassy, and was so at that moment—he had

no right, strictly speaking, to practise, nor was he likely

to get it, yet through the protection of the Ambassador

he hoped to continue to exercise "les droits d'un

MeMecin"—if not sans peur at least sans reprochej and

touching Charles Lever, when it was easy to see how sensibly he felt that

men who had rendered lew services to their Sovereign Bhould have received

high honours, while Lis own have been comparatively forgotten.
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if they wore to proceed legally against him, the King

would interfere and remit his fine ; at least, so Lever

had been assured, and at last if the prosecution should

continue, he had only to study for a month and obtain

a Louvain degree, which settles all difficulties by one

stroke. At least four hundred a year might be made,

and as everything was cheap except rent and taxes, a

man could do very comfortably. He meant to start on

an early day to bring over his wife and "wees," and settle

at once. His patients were all the first people, Lord

Stafford, Lady Faulkener among the number, and all

expressed a desire to keep him and serve his interest.

A fair prospect for success had offered, but he must

needs raise a little money to furnish a house and bring

over a family ; and if Mr. Spencer would put him in the

way of obtaining £250, he would not sell Moatfield, as

otherwise he should be obliged to do. The opening was

such that some one must fill it at once and for ever.

His step did not admit of delay, and when he reached

Ireland he should leave for Brussels almost immediately.

Meanwhile, a very flattering report of " Harry Lorre-

quer's" reception was conveyed to him by the editor of

the Magazine, Mr. Butt. Lever replied, that Moliere's

Bourgeois Gentleman was not more surprised to hear

that he had been speaking prose for forty years, than

he was on learning that he was a successful author.

It has more than once been asserted, that with

difficulty he was persuaded to continue the early in-

stalments of "Lorrequer;" and, with equal diffidence,
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he first pooh-poohed the suggestion that it deserved

reprint in a separate volume. He, in vain, urged as one

of the miseries of human life, "the being obliged to

listen to the repetition of a badly sung song, because

well wishing, rather than discreet, friend had

called for an encore." He argued that it would be far

wiser on his part to retire from the boards "in the

pleasing delusion of success," content with the still

small voice of a few partial friends. Again, "he had

some little character at stake ; his credit was only a five

pound note ; but he was dreadfully alarmed for the

safety of the bank"—these were the pleasant figures

with which he bantered good-natured friends. His

modest attitude belied that character for overweening

confidence and dauntless cheek which these who only

half knew Lever gave him.

In a similar moment of weakness he woidd seem to

have been about to decamp from Brussels. A Magazine

paper (Jan. 1841) says:—" On the eighth day after my

arrival at Brussels, I told my wife to pack up; for, as

the lawyer who promised to write had not done so, we

had nothing to wait for. We had seen Waterloo,

visited the Musee, skated about in list slippers,

through the Palais d'Orange, dined at Dubois, ate ice

at Yelloni's, bought half the old lace in the Rue de la

Madeleine, and almost caught an ague in the Allee Verte.

This was certainly pleasure enough for one week; > :
> I

ordered my bill, and prepared to evacuate Flanders."

He thought better of it, however, and stayed the tiny
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hand about to repack his box. In Brussels the best

society was opened to Lever, and a rich field for the

study and seizure of character as well. A magazine

paper in 1830, gives us au insight into the experience

which he gradually gained. He was not unknown,

personally or professionally, to King Leopold.

"He who to-day is the confidant of his king, and

to-morrow leans over the sick bed of the starving tenant

of a garret, must needs see life in various aspects ; and

it would be to deny him powers that his very position

demands, not to confess, that to him more of the

romance of life is presented than to any other man. So

truly is this the case, that we would fearlessly ask any

great practising physician if the scenes so powerfully

recorded in a late work of fiction do not fall far short

in pathos and tragic result of many of those he has

witnessed in the course of his professional career. " *

" Thus," writes one who knew him, " he bounded from

the dreary drudgery of a dispensary, to the glittering

gaiety of an embassy—from the repulsive squalor of the

fever-reeking cabin, to the coquettish gravity of the

palatial sick room."

""When Lever resided at Brussels," the Rev. Samuel

Hayman writes, " his house was near the ambassadors,

Sir Hamilton Seymour. Receptions at the Embassy

closed for the public at 8 p.m., and none remained

later, save on special invitations which constituted them

private guests. Lever always opened his house on the

* "D. TJ. M./' vol. xiii.,p. 653.
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reception evenings at 8 p.m., when all wlio could not

remain at the envoy's poured in on him. Strangest

meetings were the consequence. Doctor "VYTiately, Arch-

bishop of Dublin, when his guest, would have no one

near him for the evening but the Papal Xnncio."

Stranger still—this Xuncio was no other than the

present Pontiff, Pope Leo XIII.—better known, perhaps,

as the genial Cardinal Pecci, whose relations with a

protectant King were so cordial and conciliatory.* He

sat beside Queen Victoria one day at dinner ; and after-

wards attendedher Drawing-Boom, presented by Lord Pal-

merston—the only Pope of whom such things can be told.

Midsummer, 1839, found Lever in good practice,

doctoring Peel, Polignac, Bishop Philpotts, Brougham

and Lyndhurst—not to speak of a mob of valetudina-

rians, sent by Dr. Granville to drink of German Spas;

and Lever bitterly complained that all expected him to

supply an analysis of every spring or fetid puddle from

Pyrmont to the Pyrenees, and that his mornings were

passed discussing chalybeates and Bulphurets with all

the scarlet and pimpled faces that Harrogate and Buxton

* Some of these conversations have been recorded, from which it is clear

that Cardinal Pecci added the grace of the courtier to the culture of the

-i.istic. Leopold said, ''I often forget Pecci is an Italian, and his

French is bo fluent that, it' I were not a German, I Bhould certainly find

myself some day converted by the charm of his diction as well as the logic

of his reasoning." Leopold one day said to him at Laeken, "I am sorry

I cannot suffer myself fee be converted by you, but you are so winning a

theologian that [shall ask the Pope to give you a cardinal's hat.'' "Ah,"

replied the Nuncio, "a hundred timet more grateful than the hat would it

• me to make some impression on your heart." " Oh, I have no heart,

'

exclaimed the King, laughing. " Then, Letter .-till, on your majesty's mind."
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had turned off incurable ! Many of them were only

hippish ; but by the time they reached Brussels on their

way back, their constitutions were so impaired by the

fat, grease and acidity of German cookery, that we learn

they all stood in need of Lever before they could get

their passports for Antwerp. The English, who travelled

for pleasure, seldom failed to bring with them some

family ailment, which French wines and high living

combined to make troublesome, and Lever's rooms were

constantly visited by pleasant people of this sort. But

some "unlicked cubs," as he called them, greatly

disgusted him by the false impressions they conveyed

to foreigners of what Englishmen really are. What

they came for puzzled him—they could not be escaping

from debt, for nobody would trust them—and they

could not be swindlers who now-a-days were men of

captivating address. He rejoiced to think that they

would be cheated by the money changers, bullied by the

police, and poisoned by the diet. But Lever's heart

never nurtured a prejudice ; and within six weeks he

complained to MeGlashan that he had been swindled

out of £145 by a patient to whom, in a moment of

weakness, he had lent it.

Lever was greatly amused by these curiosities of

medical experience, and he plied his patients with

.stinging stanzas quite as much as French flics.

" Kim, boys, run, for all the world is sipping it

;

Surely such a time as this was never known,

From Xaples now to Norway pool John Bull is dripping wet,

With sulphur and chalybeate, he is frantic grown.
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There's not a stream, how small it seems,

But if it <>nlv have a taint

Of li' and rotten egga

1- -ure to cure a heart complaint.

The very swells cut Bath and Wells,

And even all the knowing men

ew the vine, and change their wine

For sulphuretted hydrogen."

3 ")fA scries of papers, called " Continental Gossiping*,

were contributed by Lever to the Magazine in April,

May, and July, 1830 ; and next year were resumed.

These, which do not seem to have ever been re-

printed, are mainly devoted to notices of Louis

Philippe, politics, Maisons de jen, the Cafe Tortoni,

the Bourse, the Legion of Honour, Criminal Law in

Frame, the Proenrenr du Eoi, English Ministers abroad,

Tourists, &c.

Again Lever got what he called "the fidgets," and

was half tempted to cut Brussels. He informed a

friend in Maw 1839, that he was not quite well, and

*>rying to get some one to order him to travel

—

adding that as old Lady B—1—e always found a doctor

who knew her constitution, and told her to take Curacoa

frequently, he hoped to find an intelligent physician too.

He might perhaps turn up in Dublin; but his trip was

so very contingent upon the people who would not be

sick just then, but were "keeping it all" for July or

August, that he hardly knew what to say or do. lie

had some idea of visiting the German Spas, and trying

if he could not beat "that arch humbug and bore, "Id

Granville." Mortimer O'Sullivan, moreover, had sug-
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gested that he should write sketches of the German

"universities, give every city with most of the travelled

routes, and some untravelled ones, taking in literature,

politics and manners—mingled with incident, song and

story—praising and abusing to "the top of his bent,"

and making up a slap-dash ramble abroad, that would

astonish better behaved and more sedate travellers—the

whole illustrated by Phiz ! Counselled by his wife,

Lever relinquished these projects and became, at last,

more reconciled to his own " shop," as he called it. He

resumed his practice and receptions in Brussels; and

more than once sang for the present Pope his grand old

Burschen ballad song, "The Pope he leads a happy

life:" and no doubt the success of "Lorrequer" was

promoted by the introduction of that fine lyric. Just as

the drinking song "Jolly Nose," which made Ainsworth's

"Blueskin" famous, is a translation from the Norman

Anacreon Basselin, so Lever's well-known song comes

from the German Studenten-lied, "Der Papst lebt

herrlich in der Welt."

Canon Hayman continues :

—

" Lever was then writing ' Harry Lorrequer,' and

his copy was sent to Curry in the ambassador's private

letter-bag. The two or three concluding chapters some-

how went astray; and McGlashan wrote in dismay to

the author about them. No enquiry at the time could

unearth them ; and poor Lever was constrained to write

them over again. Time passed on, and in some acci-

dental way the missing MSS. turned up, which I now
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place in your hands. They differ in many respects from

the printed copies, as yon will find by comparison." *

Lever bore this trying loss good-humonredly, ex-

claiming to Mr. Bentley: "They have made a series of

blunders at the Foreign Office—Heaven grant they may

make no more serious ones." He was at this time a

very strong Tory, and liked to hit at the Opposition.

"When asking liberal terms from his publishers he said :

"My Budget is in a more deplorable state of deficiency

th;m the Whigs' !" and touching another of the many

miscarriages of MS. which constantly tried his temper,

he expressed (October, 1839) surprise to find himself

not in print as usual in the Magazine, " like Bloomsbury

in the St. Leger, not placed nowhere." Was he led

astray in the Foreign Office, and had the lucubrations of

the unfortunate "Lorrequer" been mistaken for a pro-

tocol and forwarded to Lord Ponsonby at Constantinople ?

One comfort there was in snch case, they were nearly as

apropos as most of the documents issuing from that

quarter.

The last Introduction to "Lorrequer" notices auto-

biographically these ineidents.

"If this sort of thing amuses them, thought I, I

can go on for ever; and believing this to be true, I

launched forth with all that prodigal waste of material,

which, if it forms one of the reasons of the success, is,

strictly speaking, one among the many demerits of this

ry. That I neither husbanded my resources, nor

* Letter to the author, March C, 1876.
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imagined that they ever could fail me, were not my
only mistakes ; and I am tempted to show how little

I understood of the responsibilities of authorship by

repeating"—and here he describes the blunder at the

Foreign Office, where the last chapters of "Lorrequer"

had been possibly mistaken for a dispatch.

" In this strait my publisher wrote to me in a strain

that the trade alone knows how to employ towards an

unknown author. Stung by his reproaches, and they

were not mild, I wrote back enclosing another conclu-

sion, and telling him to print either or both, as he

pleased.

"Years after I saw the first MSS., which came to

hand at last, bound in my publisher's library and

lettered, Another Ending to 'Harry Lorrequer.' " *

From these and other passages, written for the public

eye, it might be inferred that a marvellous facility

blessed his progress ; but the letters penned behind the

scenes show that all this boastful tone should be taken

with some qualification. On the stage Grimaldi's laugh

reached from ear to ear; behind the proscenium he

often writhed while medical treatment chafed his swollen

* This unused finale of " Lorrequer " was sent through McGlashan's

London agent, but no acknowledgment came. The Foreign Office, he

paid, was bad enough, but " lie, seemed the stupidest bookseller—G— mend
him !—that ever the Row beheld." The MSS., as bound, form a volume, nine

inches by seven, which lies before us as we write. "Lorrequer" in the

" D. U. M." contained fifty-three chapters ; this interesting folio has an addi-

tional chapter, and is lettered in gold, " Conclusion of Harry Lorrequer

MS.," so that our author's recollection of its designation was not quite

exact.
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limbs. So it was with Lever. Twinges of torture per-

petually pervade his private correspondence. Bodily pain,

and at times utter mental prostration, receive due record.

This was the penalty of pleasure—the reaction of that

excitement in which "Lorrequer" and "O'Malley"

loved to revel. To his publisher he often alluded to the

-live life he led. adding as an additional reason for

receiving a remittance, that dinner-giving and going out

were very expensive pastimes.

In August, 1830, he is found adding more to his

family than to " Harry "—and expressing great joy at

the birth of a daughter. In October, 1839, he implored

McGlashan to send him any critiques which appeared,

and to be prompt with his proofs, as the season would

in commence in Brussels, when blue pill and rhubarb

would not fail to eject all that ;i]»]iertaincd to "Harry

Lorrequer." He said it was only the occasional prod

of the spur that ever made him move. It appeared,

however, that McGlashan's inactivity had been due to

serious illness ;
but Dr. Graves at last wrote to say that

he had restored him to the rank of a biped. Lever

declared it would have been dreadful had McGlashan

died with such a sin on his soul as the frightfully

blundered proofs he had sent. They were as Shakspeare

said, "most damning proofs," and it appeared that

nearly every proof cost him seven shillings postage

!

The illustrations by Phiz, however, greatly pleased

him. "When he did find fault, it was of no graver

character than to express regret that Lorrequer at
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" The Supper Scene " in Number 2, should be made

so like his contemporary Nicholas Nickleby. It was

unfortunate ; and could not fail to strike every reader.

Any plagiarisms in the book, he begged to say, were

the author's prerogative.

Distracted by mingled gaieties and duties he was

not always up to time with his monthly instalments.

Some numbers of "Dea r * appeared minus the "Con-

fessions," which solely led many persons to invest

their half-crowns in it, and one or two lame excuses

came, but, practice makes perfect. Ere long he ac-

quired the same sort of facility in bounding over literary

difficulties, as his dashing heroes evinced when clearing

five-barred gates and laughably impregnable ha-has.

"Lorrequer" professed to be little better than an

amplified note-book of the men he had met, the good

stories he had heard, and the amusing scenes he saw.

The incident which describes the pompous baronet, Sir

Stewart Moore, mistaken for the steward of the ship,

when the suflering widow, prompted by Harry, screams,

" Steward !—Steward !—Steward-Moore, I say !
" is said

to have occurred to Sir Stewart Bruce, gentleman usher

at the Irish Court. His flight from the cabin, night-cap

on head, and with suspenders hanging, is very comically

sketched by Phiz. At Lisle Boarding House, Dublin,

during Lever's stay there, the amusing scene described

* '•' Lorreijuer " appeared in the Magazine previous to its issue in shilling

numbers. The part for August, 1834, claims the name of "Dea," though

less felicitously than " Blackwood " did that of " Maga," or Enchantress.

vol. 1. Q
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by Lorrequer end sketched by rhiz, "Mr. Cudmore and

the Teapot," occurred. This awkward collegian from

Kerry, who, when handing and finally spilling the kettle,

declared he would no longer act as "Skip" to the land-

lady, was a Mr. B , brother of a subsequent Q.C

It was a great pleasure to Lever to revisit in

a Lorrequer ,5 scenes endeared to him in the old land.

What can be more picturesque than his sketch of the

lead to Callonby from Ivilrush, where, for two miles, "it

led along the margin of the lofty cliffs of Moher, now

jutting out into bold promontories, and again retreating

and forming mimic harbours into which the heavy swell

of the broad Atlantic was rolling its deep blue tide.''

But Lever confuses his impivs-ions of the scenes he had

formerly seen, for the cliffs of Moher are at least

twenty miles from Ivilrush.

A line to McGlashan, at this time, urged him to

conciliate the Press by every means, and that if he were

in Dublin he should give a soiree of Devils to stand

well with the men of Ink.

" Lorrequeiy' though written in defiance of the

canons of criticism, proved a palpable hit. The public

flapped; the eritics coughed; the cynics hissed. It

not till long after that the censer swung. Its

success, and that of the books which followed it, was

partly due to their disregard of the small niceties and

intricacies of book-making. Full of abandon they

seemed a labour of love rather than laboured works of

art. Hence the sporting world, from the first, liked
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them. X. P. Willis said that the highest honour and

compliment which could be paid to a man would be to

have the winner of the Derby named after him. Among

items of news in July, 1840, we read:—"'Harry

Lorrequer,' a horse belonging to the Prince de Chenez,

has just won the gold cup at Ghent."

A German translation of " Lorrequer " having been

announced at Leipsic, Lever remarked that it must have

been rather thorny work for the translator. He was

very much of Voltaire's opinion—" Woe to him who

says all he can on any subject "—and urged McGlashan

to close in ten numbers. The publisher suggested

a prolonged and rather sentimental conclusion, of

which Lever did not fully approve. He said that as

the thing had done well it was not right that the bad-

ness of the cheese should obliterate the remembrance

of the soup, fish, and entrees. If the public laughed at

first it ought not to be sent home disposed to cry. A
handsomely bound copy of "Lorrequer" having been

sent to Lever by his publisher, the modest author

exclaimed, " I feel, at seeing myself in such gay attire,

very like the little old woman in the tale, and ready to

say, ' Sure this is none 0' me.' " He had all the sensi-

bility and some of the weaknesses of a woman. Later on,

finding McGlashan slow in communicating the laudatory

notices of the Press, and without which, he said, he

would never have cheek to continue, Lever told of a

handsome Frenchwoman, to whom Chateaubriand com-

plained that though ever so clever, flattery of her was too

Q 2
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difficult; to which she replied, "JWimporte ! Savonnes~

moi toujours !" "So I," he added, "without any of

the same reason for the practice, would beg of you, Give

me sugar-plums."

( Gradually he gained more confidence, his later letters

this year displaying in the left corner beneath the

address the autograph "C. O'Malley," puzzling no

doubt the postal officials, whose duty it was to pass free

twelve letters a-day for every M.P.

The London journals ignored " Lorrequer," as "the

opinions of the Press " gathered by McGlashan and

prefixed to the magazine show. The praise is all cited

from provincial papers, with the exception of one from

a military journal, where the reviewer declared that he

would rather be the author of " Lorrequer" than of all

the "Pickwicks" or " Nicklebys " in the world.* Ere

long, however, Lever took his stand among the most

popular of European novelists.

The first good review he got was from ci Fraser," in Sep-

tember, 1840, then edited by his countryman, Maginn, and

proved more useful than if thick-spread praise. Hisses

as well as kisses were mouthed. The two etchings pre-

fixed to each monthly part of "Lorrequer," and which,

in the subsequent serials of Dickens, Thackeray and

* This passage, with others oi' a similar drift, continued, long alter, to

arrest in advertisement the reader's eye, giving much annoyance to

Dickens, who, at last, responded angrily to a civil Letter of Lever's, and it

was not ; that friendly relations were resumed. With the com-

parison or the advertisement Lever had nothing 1 1 do, and far from trying

to iiniut'- Dicken3, he had previously prayed Phiz not to make Harry

juer so like Nicholas Nickleby.
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Lever, formed no small clement of attraction, were con-

demned, though not on artistic grounds. "The presence

of these illustrations is a positive nuisance ; they are

anticipating you at every turn, and marring, whenever

you have the misfortune to cast your eyes upon them,

the laugh that was in store for you."

Behind the scenes, all was the reverse of laughter.

In July, 1840, he described himself as having been bled,

blistered, doctored, night-capped, and chicken-brothed,

nearly out of this wicked world, gout promenading at

discretion from his ankles to his eye-balls—the large

cavities, as the faculty call them, included ; but at last,

with an elephant leg and a gaunt cheek, propped up in

a window, resuming work.

A Preface published in 18G3, and afterwards can-

celled, repudiated the idea that the details in " Lorre-

quer " had application to himself personally. As he

got older he became more open. The last preface, dated

Trieste, 1872, adds to "The Confessions of Harry

Lorrequer" one which for thirty years had been with-

held : "In sketching Harry Lorrequer, I was in a great

measure depicting myself, and becoming allegorically an

autobiographist."

The suppressed preface, in alluding to the blended

fact and fancy which made up the volume, declared that

" in almost every case the improbable incident was the

real one, and the commonplace event had only fiction

for its foundation."

It was stated in the " Cyclopaedia of English Litera-
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tore," alter his first and freshest books appeared, that

his "chief fault was mistaking farce for comedy—mere

animal spirits for wit and humour." But Lever in the

earlier freaks of his pen had no higher aim than farce,

and he no more mistook farce for comedy than Madison

Morton did, whose broad farces, like " Ici on parle

Francais," pay better than the most ambitious comedy.

L \
. r, while letting animal spirits loose, made no

attempt to cut with diamond wit, and it might as well

be said that in his racy smacks of Irish life he mistook

Poteen for Curacoa.

Tyrone Power, reviewing " Lorreqner," said that "it

contained a superabundance of incident, and a constant

succession of the most Ludicrous surprises, so that it

would furnish materials for at least half-a-hundred

farce-." " Lorrequer" was quite after the heart of him

who, in a pieee of his own. sang

—

"The in >t of nil boya for love, fighting, and mi- .

Aii- tin- boys of the Irish Brigade !"

" Lorrequer," as a book, is very much the same as it

appeared in the Magazine, with this exception, that

several of the chapters in their primitive form arc

surmounted by citations which disappear in the reprint.

A chapter entitled "The Chase" is thus garnished

—

"Then on we went, all galloping, galloping,

All our legs went walloping, walloping.

•'Dc'il take the last,' -aid NYil O'Bralaghan,

Whoever tin; .-aim- may be."
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And to Chapter VI. is prefixed

—

' ; Land of Potatoe, Tithe, and Priest,

Punch, Peeler, Proclamation,

Bog, Bull, and Blarney, famine, feast,

And fearful agitation."

Lever felt that this tone towards his Fatherland was

unworthy of a national novelist; and on revision

eschewed it. Some of the original headings never

appeared in print at all, thanks to McGlashan's prim-

ing knife. For example, we find in the first draft of

Chapter II.

—

" Smoking, sleeping, poteen drinking,

And ogling the Curate's daughters,

Doing everything but thinking,

—

Such is life, in Country Quarters !

"

The following, from "Percy's Eeliqnes," also fell

—

" And there lookede aboate for a rudelie manne,

That was valiante at knife and forke,

And Avho never desertede flagon nor canne,

And him made they Mayor of Corke."

The above was meant to grace—and not inapplicably

—

that memorable first chapter where Alderman Beamish,

under alcoholic influence, is foimd recumbent in his

scarlet cloak.



CHAPTER IX.

Charles O'Maikv—Mr. Bentley's suggestion—Lever entertains a noble but

thank It •.« ^'Ue-t— Inconveniences attending the introduction of real

names- Squib—Kre at his printers—Original of Monsoon—An amus-

ing compact—Micky Free—Webber—Failure of his banker—Trip to

Dublin—A pleasant coach party—Terrible reaction—Phiz and Lover

on a visit to Lever—Revolt in Brussels— Lever at the Belgian Court.

With the exception of the short-lived triumphs of

"Eclipse" in 1789, no Irish horse—till Harkaway's

ddbut in 1840—could win upon the English turf.

There seemed to be a conspiracy to taboo all Hibernian

horseflesh, in which men of the ring, trainers, stable-

keepers, and jockeys, all it is said, joined. Harkaway

at last burst bounds, took the lead, and cleared all before

him. What was whispered of horses was also said of

authors. John Dalton once told us, that when he went

to London to dispose of his " History of Ireland," Mr.

L— , an eminent publisher, said, " alter one letter and

make it Iceland, and we may take the matter up ; but as

long as it remains Ireland, we cannot touch it."

Lorrequer, who had known few folk outside the

chimes of the Post-office clock in Dublin, or the bells of

Shandon, now made his bow before the fastidious folk

who live within the sound of Bow Bells. lie entered

the lists unaided by puffing, and made his way well
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through the fogs of London. From the hour he let loose

his dashing bursts of fun and frolic, one could see that

he had conquered public prejudice, and was destined to

take the lead, to keep it, and to win. The professional

critics treated " Lorrequer " and " O'Malley " with

stolid silence, and Lever's victory was therefore the

more signal. These were the days of turnpikes and other

obstacles, but, like Turpin, he cleared them all. Maginn

compared him to " a race-horse, and urged England to

make the best use of him before he slipped his

shoulder or was worse doctored than when he was

dubbed an M.D."

" Ireland for the Irish " had long been the cry ; but

at last the attractiveness of " Ireland for the English "

became plain enough. A newspaper leader casually

recorded :
" Many Eugbeans who in 1838 were drinking

in wisdom and learning at the feet of great Dr. Arnold

will remember, that one of the most terrible fights ever

decided in the school-close, was between two boys who

quarrelled about the ownership of a magazine which

contained an instalment of ' Lorrequer.' "*

A critic echoing the tone of some publisher who had

refused a paraphrase of the book of Job, unless the author

would throw a little more humour into it, complained

that "Lorrequer" was wanting in scenes of pathetic

interest. Seemingly to correct this want, "a sequel,"

" Lorrequer Married," was jestingly announced. The

idea, however, wanted originality—assuming that Lever

* " Daily Telegraph," No. 5,298.
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seriously held it—Hook's "Gurney" having just been

f« >11< wed by " Gurney Married." Alluding to "Lorrequer

Married," Lever said to McGlashan, when the expenses

of a house and family seemed yearly multiplying, that

unfortunately for that state, it took the fun out of

better men than poor Harry, and left them very little

they'd like to confess to. ''Lorrequer" had been

written in the first person, and described a number of

amusing scenes in which Lever himself had played a

part. When urged to write a second book, he replied

gloomily and with diffidence, "If the plank swam with

one, it might sink with two." There was more fun in

another answer to the same request, "Like the lucky

Cockney, who having Bho1 a -wallow on the wing in his

first effort, I am reluctant to reload my piece for a

second trial. Small as the success is I have no fancy

to peril it. My silence might foster many a specula-

tion of what T might have been, were I only prudent

enough not to destroy the illusion. ^Single-speech

Hamilton is a celebrity to this hour, and there is great

wisdom in the example."

McGlashan urged him to have confidence and to go

on. " These publishers are wonderful fellows," said

Lever long after. " They hold the curtain which hangs

between the author and the public, and even at the chance

glimpses they permit you to catch of 'the house,' they

suggest most ambitious longings for the applause of the

crowded benches before you. My first impulse on re-

ceiving his letter was to say 'Iso' ; the thing has made
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a hit, let me live on it so long as it lasts, and be forgotten

when it ceases to be remembered. Good spirits, which

mainly prompted all I have said, are not to be summoned

at will. Who knows what temperament might prevail

during another and a longer effort."

Applause, however, was wafted across the German

Ocean so freely, that he gathered courage ; refreshed by

this incense, he proceeded to draw on a vein wliich he

soon found inexhaustible.

A shrewd caterer for the public taste, the late Mr.

Richard Bentley, was struck by the promise displayed

in the writings of the young and nameless author ; and,

while making overtures to him, suggested that the adven-

turous career of an Irish military officer would be a

good subject for a new book. Lever replied that he

had already meditated such a work ; but Mr. Bentley's

suggestion impregnated, we think, the fecund brain of

Lever, who always distrusted his own fancies, and loved

to follow the dictates of other judgments. Lever, his

fancies strengthened by Bentley's counsel, began seriously

to weave them into golden thread. He thought of call-

ing the new book " Charles O'Hara " :* but the authors

of the O'Hara Tales were then writing : and the name

" O'Malley " received the final preference. In some of

* Here again he narrowly escaped the awkwardness of employing the

name of a veritable Irish gentleman whose career was not uneventful.

Charles O'Hara, a magistrate of Limerick, and at one time enjoying an

income of ,£2500 a year, went through such strange vicissitudes that at his

death in London he left money insufficient to bury him. His son, Charles

O'Hara, still alive, enlisted as a private soldier.
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his letters to Mr. Bentley, he speaks of lying fallow for

a time and reading nonsense rather than writing it. Ho

finally wished that his dragoon should fight under

Bentley's 1 tanner—provided he gave him the uniform he

wished—namely, monthly numbers, in a red cover, rather

than three plethoric volumes. But the negotiation fell

into abeyance ; and the dragoon ere long was cutting his

way through Dublin, rather than shrieking " Faugh-a-

Ballagh " * in New Burlington Street.

Second ventures are often ticklish experiments.

"When," said one of Lever's critics, with inimitable

truth and humour, " we see a boy in the street standing

on his head, if we are in a good humour we fling him

a penny, but the next time Ave sec him turning a

somersault, we only say, ' There's that boy again !
' and

button up our pockets.
1

' We do not know that the

exhibitor, even if a woman, is treated with more gal-

lantry. " Uncle Tom's Cabin " created on its publication

a noise almost unprecedented, and was absurdly called

the book of the age ; but the sequel and all subsequent

stories from the same hand failed to attract attention.

Many similar instances might be cited. But the case of

u
( 'Malley " was exceptional. For fun intense and irre-

sistible, it is really unmatched. To Sir Walter Scott has

been attributed the apothegm—" If it be the highest

praise of pathetic composition that it draws forth tears,

why should it not be esteemed the greatest excellence of

the ludicrous that it compels laughter? The one tribute

* Auglic£, "Clear the Way !
" the motto of the Connaught Rangers.
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is at least as genuine an expression of natural feeling as

the other."

We certainly owe more to the man who makes us

laugh, than to him who is successful in making us cry.

Lever says, " I wrote as I felt ; sometimes in good

spirits, sometimes in bad—always carelessly, for, God

help me ! I can do no better."

It must be confessed that the clever illustrations by

Phiz contributed not a little to the success of the book.

Lever besought him to make O'Malley the same person

throughout, and not as Lorrequer was depicted,—old,

young, good-looking and ill-looking in every alternate

number. Phiz at this time knew little or nothing of

Irish physiognomy, a knowledge of which was so

essential to the effectiveness of the stories—and Lever

begged him to go down to the House and study the Tail

—as the most accessible way of obtaining an insight

into the Irish. " The Tail" was a familiar epithet for

the Irish members who followed O'Connell.

Prom Trieste, a few months before his death, he

writes :

—

"When I set to write 'O'Malley' I was, as I have

ever been, very low with fortune, and the success of a new

venture was pretty much as eventful to me as the turn

of the right colour at rouge et noir. At the same time

I had then an amount of spring in my temperament,

and a power of enjoying life, which I can honestly say

I never foimd surpassed. The world had for me all

the interest of an admirable comedy, in which the part
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allotted myself, if not a high or a foreground one, was

eminently suited to my taste, and brought me, besides,

sufficiently often on the stage to enable me to follow

all the fortunes of the piece. Brussels was adorned at

the period by a most agreeable English society. Some

leaders of the fashionable world of London had come

there to refit and recruit, both in body and estate.

There were several pleasant and a great number of

pretty people among them ; and the fashionable dramas

of Belgrave Square and its vicinity were being performed

in the Rue Boyale and the Boulevard de AVaterloo

with considerable success. There were dinners, balls,

dtfeuners, and picnics in the Bois dc Cambre, excursions

to AVaterloo, and select little parties to Boisfort, a

charming little resort in the forest, whose intense

oockneyism became perfectly inoffensive as being in a

foreign land, and remote from the invasion of home-

bred vulgarity. I mention all these things to show the

adjuncts by which I was aided, and the rattle of gaiety

by which 1 was. as it were, 'accompanied' when 1 nexl

tried my voice. The soldier element tinctured our

society most agreeably. Several old Peninsulars, with

Lord Combermere, were of this number, and another

of our set was an officer who accompanied, if indeed he

did not command, the first boat party who crossed the

Douro. It is needless to say how I cultivated a society

SO full of all the storied details 1 avjis eager to obtain.

On topography especially were they valuable to me,

and with such good result that I have been more than
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once complimented on the accuracy of my descriptions

of places which I have never seen, and whose features

I have derived entirely from the narratives of my
friends."

As Lever omits the name of the Marquis of L
,

it is not for us to supply it. He told McGrlashan that

the Douro chapter had been written from this Peer's

description ; and thus we trace Lever's object in giving

him that costly entertainment which Thackeray—mis-

taking his motive—called Lordolatry,

"Lever," writes the Eev. Samuel Hayman, " men-

tioned to me this feting of the Peninsular hero, and he

seemed quite sore with the treatment he received at the

hand of Lord L , who in a weak Book of Travels

makes slighting reference to the very bill of fare Lever

set before him."

One of the best chapters in Thackeray's "Book of

Snobs" has been hitherto imperfectly understood; but

we find in the above remark a key to it.*

* " Here is an instance, out of Lord L 's Travels," writes Thackeray,

" of that calm, goodnatured, undoubting way in which a great man accepts

the homage of his inferiors. After making some profound and ingenious

remarks about the town of Brussels, his lordship says :
—

' Staying some

days at the Hotel de Belle Vue, I made acquaintance with Dr. L , the

physician of the Mission. He was desirous of doing the honours of the place

to us, and he ordered for lis a diner en gourmand at the chief restaurateur's,

maintaining it surpassed the Rocher at Paris. Six or eight partook of the

entertainment, and we all agreed it was infinitely inferior to the Paris

display, and much more extravagant. So much for the copy !

'

"And so much for the gentleman who gave the dinner," proceeds

Thackeray. "Dr. L , desirous to do his lordship the ' honours of the

place,' feasts him with the best victuals the place could procure—and my
lord finds the entertainment extravagant and inferior. Extravagant ! it was
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Niemeyer, the great Germau physician, opines that a

doctor ought to give nearly as much study to diet and

cooking as to physic, and said that it did a physician

no harm to hear the reputation of a gourmand. This

counsel Lever faithfully followed; but practical proof

of his adhesion made inroads on time which might have

been more profitably employed, and led to still heavier

penalties.

In March, 1840, he describes himself as horribly

afflicted with gout, and obliged to consult the doctors,

who—confound them !—had stepped his grog and

limited him to a pint of claret. This regimen he found,

as he said, such "a floorer " that he was actually afraid

to write, lest " O'Malley " should smack of low diet, &c,

as well as its author. Droll reasons for again dining out

to a more than ordinary extent are assigned, of which

the chief was that he had bought a new coat.

Some chapters of "O'Malley" had appeared in the

"University Magazine," and the separate publication of

his new story had been advertised with illustrations by

not extravagant to him. Inferior ! Mr. L did his best to satisfy those

noble jaws, and my lord receives the entertainment, and dismisses the giver

with a rebuke.

•• Bui how could it be otherwise in a country where lordolatry is part of

our creel, and when our children are brought up to respect the ' Peerage
'

;
- the Englishman's second l>ihle?"

Lever, in his Letters borne, stated that he was invited on a visit to Lord

Boyle, and that the Marquis of Worcester conveyed to Ireland the MS. of

"O'Malley :" but a weakness for Lord worship should not be inferred from

Thackeray's remark. His bear! overflowed with kindness to all, and ;i

:ion to oblige even strangers was often conspicuous. Thackeray's

Sketch Book came oul Long before the "Snobs;" and Lever, when

reviewing it, award- hearty praise for it- condemnation of "lord worship."
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Phiz, when Lever was much worried, first by remon-

strances, and finally by threats, from a gentleman

named O'Malley, who conceived that the author had

specially pointed to him.

Lever was so fond of giving real names to his

characters—unlike Dickens, who evinced felicity in

concocting his Verisophts and Micawbers—that one

cannot indeed wonder if certain Charles O'Malleys

and Tom Burkes of Ours felt themselves somewhat

awkwardly placed.

"I remember well," observes Dr. Waller, "the

amusement created amongst the Bar of Ireland after a

few numbers of l O'Malley ' had appeared. Amongst its

members was one who came from the Far West, whose

name was Charles O'Malley ; and, stranger still, he had

been first in a cavalry regiment ere he subscribed to

the sentiment ' Cedant arma togre,' and, doffing shako

and sabretashe, took to the wig and gown. He was a

fine dashing pleasant fellow, good-natured, yet irascible,

and retained to the last much of his military ah',

brandishing his brief much as he would have done his

sabre. It was a standing joke to tell O'Malley that

Lever had taken him for his model, and as each number

came out with some new escapade of the hero,—some

quarrel over his cups, or some misadventure in his

gallantries,—there was some good-natured friend ready

to bring it under the notice of the lawyer, and expatiate

upon the injury such travesties must cause to his pro-

fessional prospects. This was sure to fire his Celtic

VOL. I. R
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blood, and scud it up into a face naturally one of the

reddest, and so he was kepi in a state of monthly

exacerbation. It was indeed said that lie "was driven

to challenge the author, but for the truth of this I will

not vouch. Had he done so, I feel no doubt that Lever

would have made the most ample and cordial amende^

and declared, as was the truth, that the coincidence was

totally fortuitous."

Charles O'Malley, Esq., of Temple Street, Dublin,

"called in 1823," is the gentleman alluded to by his

barrister brother. The monthly exacerbation sending

the blood up to a face naturally indicating a strong

sanguineous determination may at last have culminated

in apoplexy—for we find his death recorded soon after

the final development of plot in
ki O'Mallov."

A letter of Lever's, written at the time, refers very

fully to the coincidence just described, and shows that

even before the final number of " O'Malley " appeared, a

strong effort was made, through influential intervention,

to make Lever alter his hero's name. John Adair.

Esq., in a letter dated June the 17th, 1872, writes:

—

"I was in our library at Court when Lever came

there, as 1 was told at the time, to be introduced to

( )'M;ill<y, and explain that he had not the least intention

to allude to him. I remember at that occasion speaking

to Lever, and hearing it said by barrister friends that

O'Malley had consulted Edward Litton, afterwards

Master in Chancery, a great friend of his, as to

bringing an action against Lever for what he wrote."
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This episode is quite as amusing and as sensational as

anything in "O'Malley." Lever informed McGlashan

in January, 1840, that the gentleman in question had

written to demand a change of title. The author

declared it preposterous that Mr. O'Malley should be

exempt from mention any more than Messrs. Burke,

Blake, French, Trench, Considine, Bodkin, and Co., and

he could not comprehend "why, because he advertises a

work of pure fiction with that title, he is to be supposed

as inditing the personal adventures of any Mr. Charles

O'Malley in particular. He submitted that, if the

common and proper names of the island were not

open to Irish novelists, where are we to look for them ?

and that he trembled to think that some fine morning

a Mr. Harry Lorrequer would present himself in

Brussels and threaten fire and sword for Lever's eleven

numbers of defamation. The absurd principle would

lead them into endless difficulty. If Mr. O'Malley were

changed, what was he to say to Messrs. Burke, Blake,

O'Flaherty, & Co. "Was he to change for them also,

and adopt French names? or was he to yield foolishly

to Mr. O'Malley, that he might engage recklessly the

whole West ? " The request was absurd, conceived in

gross ignorance of the world, and not deserving tem-

perate consideration

—

Non sunt sola mea verba." Lever

consulted Lord Sussex Lennox and Lord Eanelagh,

and both laughed at the idea of attending to such a

demand.

McGlashan was frightened, and seemed willing to

it 2
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yield. Lever besought him to stand firm, for the sake

of the book in which both were so intimately interested,

for the sake of themselves, for the sake of his own

bones (for, if it be a shindy, 'twere better it should be

witli Mr. O'Malley than all Galway, which must be

the alternative if they yield). Mr. O'Malley obtained

the intervention of Mr. Haire, and matters seemed look-

ing serious, when Lever allayed hostility by declaring

that he was ready to put on his title page that the

gentleman described was not Mr. O'Malley, barrister-at-

law, residing in Temple Street, but Charles O'Malley,

campaigning with Wellington and fighting at Waterloo.

Mr. O'Malley he had never known or heard of. His

name suggested itself merely as being one of an old and

respected house, and not unbefitting one whom, as his

hero, ho neither held up to ridicule or sarcasm, but

delineated as far as in him lay as a gentleman and a

soldier. McGlashan still seemed uneasy ; but Lever re-

assured him by declaring it was impossible to overrate

the importance it would prove to the success of their

new book if the title remained unchanged. The Scot

was slow as a correspondent, and Lever often wrote

him five letters for one he replied to. He constantly

addressed remonstrances to the publishers on this point,

and complained they did not send him the friendly

notices which had appeared—that he would prefer four

lines of praise to a haunch of venison—that criticisms

were in fact the spurs which nerved him to best exer-

tion—that the non-arrival of proofs dreadfully worried
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him—and that sometimes the MS. miscarried altogether,

necessitating the re-writing of several chapters.

McGlashan's slowness he bore nearly always with

good humour ; but one day he lost temper, and de-

clared that he was ready to burst a blood-vessel with

pure passion. When the prudent Scot did write, it

was multum in parvo. If Dr. Lever's characters had

vitality, depend on it they would do something, and if

they have not, the sooner they die the better. With

assurances such as these he set to work, fashioning his

creatures, hoping that some at least among them might

have the life-like element he described. If Lever once

or twice boiled over with impatience, he generally con-

trived to let this feeling escape in such harmless and

pleasant explosives, as the following hit at McGlashan's

Magazine. " The Curse of McGlashan," suggested by

" The Curse of Ivehama," and reverently preserved

among McGlashan's papers—runs

—

May your steamer be sunk,

May Carleton get drunk,

May [ ] overwhelm you with lumber,

May your merriest articles,

Tell of Greek particles,

A critique stolen fresh from the Warder ;*

With no light paragraph,

Give your readers a laugh,

But tell how Butt beat the Becorder.

With your politics Chartist,

May Sharp be your artist, t

* The Magazine had just been assailed by the Warder.

t The B. H. A.'s used to say that all Mr. Sharp's pictures looked as if the

colours had been Hung on the canvas, just as a mason "dashes."
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And your favourite subject Repeal.

Publish " Bunyan " critique,

Or "Tennant "* next week,

And wind up with a sketch of Tom Steele, f

May Addison's litters

Hang round you like fetters
;

May + Renuny pitch into the number
;

And when death comes to take you,

May§ long Sam forsake you,

And hand you to him with a hoof,

"Who'll shamefully use you,

With UOUght to amuse you,

But correcting some " damnable proof."

The anathema, " may Sharp be your artist," was

stimulated by a portrait of Lever, from the brush of

that gentleman, which hung in the Exhibition of the

Royal Hibernian Academy in 1841. Lever pronounced

it an insane caricature, though there was one consola-

tion : it was so unlike as not to lead to recognition ; but

as no one cares to be prejudiced in the eyes of his neigh-

bour, he asked the hanging committee to put in the

Catalogue: "Portrait of Micky Free." "Remmy" is

described pitching into the number. Lever, in describ-

ing some "bashful Irishmen," (December, 1841), men-

tioned the name of Remmy Sheehan, and one day a

savage letter reached Brussels, almost calling the author

out. Sheehan was a most influential scribe, whose

* Two dull Papersby Mr. E. Addison, on " Bunyan " and " Tennant " had

been sent to the editor, which In- finally (ailed to insert.

t A leading agitator of the day, but favourable to moral force, and styled

by O'Conindl, the head pacificator of Ireland.

X Mr. Sheehan, editor of the Evmimg Mail.

§ The Rev. Samm 1 O'Sullivan, as colossal as his brother, the Rev.

Mortimer O'Sullivan, was diminutive.
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curling lip alwaj's seemed to say Nemo me impune laces-

sit. The Mail continued for some time to attack Lever

;

but finally the wounds of both were patched up : and

some amusing anecdotes of their intercourse in Dublin

will be told hereafter.

"Addison's fetters" alludes to the irrepressible ad-

vances of a literary gentleman of that name, who was a

constant visitor at Lever's house. One day he jokingly

invoked the devil—if he had any taste for dull company

—to fly away with this writer of 148 successful farces,

and more tales, essa3rs, poems, sketches, impressions, and

reminiscences than the Times'* steam press could print off

in the next three years—but which happily for the

world, but most unhappily for the author of "O'Malley,"

were only in MS., and read, recited, quoted, and dinned

into him, froni his egg at breakfast to his colocynth pill

at night. He told McGlashan that he could fill any

magazine from the ^Notice to Correspondents at page one

to the Obituary at the end. Lever saw no reason why

a man should not be treated for an incontinence of ink.

He had plagued Lever, muddied the water of his imagi-

nation, and left the author of " O'Malley " brimful of

the indigestion he had contagiously caught. Lever

declared that nothing less could suggest his " infernal

fancies," whenever he made the cruel error of supposing

that a disturbed imagination was a high wrought power

of invention. He might as well compare the internal

grumblings of a colic to Heaven's own artillery ! Addi-

son had sent to the magazine a paper which McGlashan
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hesitated to insert. Lever complained that the irrepres-

sible contributor visited him daily, and ate no end of

breakfasts, dinners, and suppers at his house—ostensibly

for the purpose of abusing the said McGlashan. He
begged k, Mac" to insert his article, or poor Lorrequer

should be eaten up !

*

Addison having at a later period given it to be under-

stood that he and Lever were about to become associated

in a literary enterprise, the latter replied, that " he had

as much intention of grabbing for barnacles off the keel

of the Royal George as undertaking any literary concern

in conjunction with him." Addison is introduced in

"Tom Burke" as Captain Bubbington.

As " O'Malley " progressed in numbers, Lever found

to his dismay that, owing to the haste with which he

wrote, and to the delays in transit, from the peculiar

circumstances of his position, more than one name which

ought to have been altered remained intact. On looking

at his proof in February, 18-41, he was terrified to find

that he put Maurice Quill's name in full, and un-

changed. He wrote to the printer, beseeching of him

to alter it, as Maurice had a score of relations ready

to make mincemeat of him, and Lever was tired of

trying to calm their feelings by explanations. At last

* A good .sketch of Colonel Addison from Lever's pen and Gray's pencil

maybe found in tin- " I). U. M." fur 1841. Shortly before hie death lie

wrote the " Recollection* of an Irish Police Magistrate," in which In- des-

himself quartered with hie dragoon regiment in Ennia during the

excitement of the Clare election. He left no representative to feel hurt by

aarks.
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he told the printer to make it Squill, and no one would

notice the change, but the mandate came too late ; and

probably the very circumstance which annoyed him

helped to sell the book. The late Captain Quill, a

neighbour of Lever's in Talbot Street, was a brother

of Maurice's ; and to the day of his comparatively

recent death, suffered from wounds received in the

campaign so spiritedly sketched in " O'Malley." Dr.

Mooney, whose name appears in the account of

O'Malley's college days, had once been a veritable

Don ; and a correspondence in the Warder (June, 1840),

complains of the introduction of his name. Lever had

written with ink tinged with tincture of cantharides,

and it had blistered his fingers.

Among the worries which beset the author of

" O'Malley," was the destruction, in January, 1841,

by fire of Folds' printing-office in Dublin, and of the

" copy " meant for the forthcoming number—including

a chapter on which he had bestowed much care—called

" The Tyrol Story." His first emotion was not for his

own loss, but for that of " poor Folds',"—for whom he

expressed himself much grieved ;
though he finally had

strong reason to dislike him, owing to some unworthy

treatment he received in connection with a newspaper

which he printed for Lever. In his extremity he

scribbled a comic letter for insertion, instead of the

burnt copy ; but next day he substituted fresh and

better matter, and requested that the letter on the fire

might be held over, and burnt at the next fire. A
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contemporary novelist, Mr. James, who happened to be

then iu Brussels, expressed great sympathy, and advised

Lever to write him a letter announcing the fire, to

which he would reply ; and thus, with a missive from

Monsoon, and a bit of a note from Micky Free, Lever

mi-, -ted to McGllashan that they might make up what

could be called the "O'Malley Letter Bag;" and if

Otway or Anster would address the Kev. Dr. O'Sullivan

in mistake for the author, regretting the loss that the

world would sustain in his excellent work, so calculated

to do good, the thing, Lever said, would be capital. He

added, as a great idea, that possibly he might be able to

get another letter from the plenipotentiary, Sir H. Sey-

mour, who wrote admirably. Part of this plan was

carried out: James's letter had some wit in it; but in

subsequent editions of "O'Malley" it may be vainly

searched tor. Of the "copy" finally sent, he told the

publisher t<> take his choice. lie had now the paving-

stones, and the plodding pavior might drive them home

as he fancied. Poor Lever was sadly worried ; and he

feared that Phiz's plates described not only what was

burnt, but incidents the author had himself forgotten.

Often he told McGlashan that it was important he should

see the previous proofs before he could continue his story,

as he had not the slightest recollection where he had left

his characters, or how they were engaged. With sound

philosophy he sought to make the contretemps of the fire

subservient to the good of his book. He thought of get-

ting Butt or O'Sullivan to insert, as a good advertise-
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ment for the work, a paragraph to the effect that an entire

volume of O'Malley MS. had been destroyed, but the

puff never appeared. Later on it transpired that Fold

was to receive £8,000 " for the blaze," and Lever

half jokingly suggested, that if so he ought to make him

the amende for the burning of his "Tyrol Story." He

is found, on the whole, rather out of spirits after this

disaster. He did not feel "up" to the continuance of

the same people through so manj^ more numbers—though

he knew that, being ready-made to his hand, the thing

was easy—but its very facility was its difficulty ; be-

sides, it was certain that from the tone of the numbers

already out, the same hurried flow of incident was essen-

tial to the end, and his material would demand opening

out, which he detested. He did not fancy " giving the

public Clancy " the Beer of Beamish, as Fraser said,

but the Whiskey of Wyse. Lever had spoken of Beam-

ish when indicating Cork whiskey; but Maginn, a Cork

man, and editor of Fraser', explained that he should have

said Wyse—Beamish being a brewer.

Reluctantly enough, Lever yielded to McGlashan's

desire of extending "O'Malley" to two volumes; and he

begged "Mac" to pray very fervently that before it was

done he didn't wish himself burned along with the MS.

The Scot proved himself a somewhat acute critic, and the

success of " O'Malley " was largely due to his pruning

knife. One day he condemned some passages in the

"Adjutant's story,"—a part of "O'Malley." Lever

said that he could not see them in the light his publisher
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did, but he gave him notwithstanding a carte-blanche,

to make it as solemn as one of the Eev. John Lever's

sermons ; and if it didn't do for " O'Malley," they could

dress it up for the Christian Examiner*

His frequent difficulty in writing " O'Malley "—which

appeared in monthly numbers of thirty-two pages each

—was not to fill but to avoid overflowing them. He

had seen a great deal of life ; most amusing scenes and

characters occupied his mind. But, as usual, he had no

regular story, and his stock of unconnected incidents

reminded him of the materials the Chinese employed for

his plum pudding, and who forgot to tie them in the

bag which enclosed them."f Just as Dickens found

Forstcr's critical eye of great use, Lever, though he

maintained no regular relations with a reviser, embraced

any favourable opportunity of securing such friendly aid

as casually offered. Sir William, then Dr. "Wilde,

visited Lever at Brussels, and, after spending a delightful

day with him, was handed a bundle of proofs, with a

request that he should throw his eye over them and say

what he thought. Wilde brought the slips home that

night, and getting into a large " four-poster " in which

he read them, found, ere long, the ponderous bed

* McGlashan wished him to resume in the magazine his "Continental

Gossiping*," with a further allowance of Lorrequerism, but Lever begged

of him, for his great popularity sake, to keep him under the real counter-

pane and in his sheets. Apropos of the wrapper of " O'Malley," Lever

wished that the red should be leas frappant.

t This simile is introduced by Lever in a suppressed preface to

" O'Malley," dated January, 1857.
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shaking in every joint from the hearty laughter pro-

duced by O'Malley's freaks. Next day they visited the

field of Waterloo. Lever made numerous notes from

hints supplied by his guide, Sergeant-Major Cotton,

and just as they reached the mound on which the

Belgian lion is reared, a gust of wind carried off

Wilde's hat—whereupon Lever cried out " Hurrah for

Hougoumont ! " at the same time flourishing his own.

They returned to Brussels to dinner. A portly Penin-

sular officer, Commissary-General M was announced,

who soon proved to be the Major Monsoon of

" O'Malley "—that comical cross between Falstaff and

Dalgetty. Sir W. Wilde seemed to think that M 's

daughters were the originals of the wonderful Dalrymple

girls, " who were as well-known in the army as Lord

Fitzroy Somerset, or Picton, from Cape Coast to Chatham,

from Belfast to the Bermudas ;
" but this impression as

regards their identity is not in accord with that retained

by other friends.

"At an early stage of the proceedings," observes Sir

William Wilde, "he (Monsoon) got tipsy, exhibiting

throughout a marked illustration of l in vino Veritas]

and ended the night in paroxysms of maudlin piety."

Just as Thackeray, day after day, invited to his table an

eccentric Celt, still alive, all brogue and blarney, who

furnished material for Captain Costigan, Lever con-

tinued daily to feast this retired but not retiring Com-

missary-General. He well knew the uses to which his

presence was to serve, but Lever's wine was so good,
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and his napoleons so bright, that he merely contented

himself with pleasantly upbraiding his host now and

then tor tlie too free dashes with which his portrait was

put in from number to number. The General's son

took this liberty in less pleasant part, and having made

a special journey to Brussels for the purpose of call-

ing him out, was at once so disarmed by Lever's genial

manners that, in the end, he also remained as his guest.

Lever, in some final jottings from Trieste shortly

lict ore his death, thus reports one of his conversations

with old M ,
who, on this particular occasion, was

dining with him in company with an English consul

:

" ' Let me have the money down on the nail, and I'll

give you leave to have me and my whole life, every

adventure that over befel me, aye and, if you like, every

moral reflection that my experiences have suggested.'

" ' Done !
' cried I, ' I agree !

'

" ' "Not so fast,* cried the diplomatist, ' we must make

a protocol of this, the high contracting parties must

know what they give and what they receive. I'll draw

out the treaty.'

"He did so at full length on a sheet of that solemn

blue tinted paper, so dedicated to dispatch purposes

—

he duly set forth the concession and the consideration.

We each signed the document, he witnessed and sealed

it, and Monsoon pocketed my five napoleons, filling a

bumper to any success the bargain might bring me, and

of which I have never had reason to express deep disap-

pointment.
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" That I did not entirely fail in giving my Major

some faint resemblance to the great original, I may

mention that he was speedily recognised in print by the

Marquis of Londonderry, the well-known Sir Charles

Stewart of the Peninsular campaign. " I know that

fellow well,' said he; 'he once sent me a challenge,

and I had to make him a very humble apology.' "

Tims it would appear that Lever acted wisely in

having a preliminary arrangement signed, sealed, and

delivered with the irascible Commissary, who under other

circumstances wonld not view unmoved the liberties

taken with him by a comic novelist.

In closing this notice of M , we are bonnd to add,

that, when he liked, no man conld present a more gentle-

manly bearing. A suppressed preface to " O'Malley "

says that he had manners sufficiently well-bred for any

company, bnt that when the author introduced Monsoon

in the novel he always tried to subdue this impression

of him.

Among the veritable figures whose names and cha-

racters appear at full length in " O'Malley " may be

mentioned Wellington and Picton ; while in his sketch

of Trinity College we have Jacky Barrett, the eccentric

Fellow—a portrait so grotesque that it would be hard to

caricature it ; and Lever's letters show that he intro-

duced Barrett solely at McGlashan's request. The

absurdities performed by Barrett, and to which Dublin

became at last quite used, struck McGlashan the more

forcibly because he was not himself an Irishman.
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The anecdote of tying a string to a halfpenny which,

when Barrett stooped to pick up, was rapidly pulled out

of his reach, is all quite true. But he does not tell in

the novel—though he elsewhere did—how Barrett,

having once sent an old woman for a ha'porth of milk,

who fell and broke her leg, his first inquiry on hearing

of the calamity was for his halfpenny !

The character and name of another veritable per-

sonage, appears in the novel unaltered, but no attempt

to travesty Wellington was made. Lever had, we

believe, at least one interview with him ; and he pro-

bably felt, on that occasion at all events, that he was

sitting, not to a caricaturist but to an artist.

The saying has been attributed to Lever by Dr.

Waller, " I never took a portrait without the consent of

the sitter." We think there must be some mistake in

this, for several instances to the contrary arc known to

us. He himself says: "The principle of natural selec-

tion adapts itself to novels as to nature, and it would

have demanded an effort above my strength to have dis-

abused myself at the desk of all the impressions of the

dinner-table, and to have forgotten features which in-

terested or amused me." Again. In his preface to

" The Daltons " he tells us that a number of the charac-

ters therein introduced were drawn from life, and that

one or two had been already recognised ; but he hoped

that the peculiarities touched upon were inoffensive, and

that he depicted only such traits as should "point a

moral " without wounding the possessor.
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It may be well to say, though Lever does not avow it

in his introductions to the novel, that the original of

Godfrey O'Malley, M.P. was Dick Martin of Conne-

mara, a noted duellist, who survived to Lever's time,

and often boasted of the sixty miles of strand which

formed the avenue to his mansion. A veritable in-

cident in Martin's life is engrafted on the character

of Godfrey O'Malley. Martin lived in a stroughold

which no bailiff was ever known to penetrate. When
serving in the Irish Parliament, he found himself one

morning in danger of arrest consequent on a dissolution.

With read}- wit he personated his own—got an account

of his death inserted in the papers, and absolutely suc-

ceeded in getting himself removed in a hearse until the

safe side of the Shannon was reached. From the top of

the hearse he addressed his constituents, who richly

enjoyed the joke, and he vowed that he would die for

them much more thoroughly in earnest than when, a

few hours previously, he had counterfeited death.

George the Fourth asked Martin who would be the new

members for Galway, and was answered, " Daly, your

Majest}~, and the survivor."

Mickey Free, who attained a celebrity second only to

Sam Weller, and who, as he tells us, sang duets with

the Commander-in-Chief in the Peninsula, and wore a

masterpiece of Murillo for a scat to his trousers, was

originally intended as a mere stage servant, for the

removal, so to speak, of tables and chairs ; but Lever

finding him prove a capital vehicle for enunciating the

VOL. 1. s
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good things lie had picked up, altered his plan, and

made him au important figure in the hook.* Writing,

shortly previous to his death, and subsequent to his last

visit to Dublin, he tells us

:

" Of Mickey Free I had not one, but one thousand

—

types. Indeed, I am not quite sure that in my last

visit to Dublin I did not chance on a living specimen of

the ' Free ' family, much readier in repartee, quicker

with an apropos, and droller in an illustration than my

own Mickey. This fellow was l boots ' at a great hotel

;

and I owe him more amusement and more heartier

laughs than it has been always my fortune to enjoy in a

party of wits. His criticisms on my sketches of Irish

character were about the shrewdest and the best I ever

listened to ; and that I am not bribed to this opinion by

any flattery, I may remark that they were more often

severe than complimentary, and that he hit every

blunder of image, every mistake in figure, of my

peasant characters with an acuteness and correctness

which made me very grateful to know that his daily

occupations were limited to blacking boots, and not

polishing off authors."

* Mickey Free was recently quoted in Parliament in a debate on the

Eastern Question by Major O'Gorman :

—

" For I haven't a janius for work,

It was never a gift of the Bradies
;

But I'd make a most illigant Turk,

For Fiji fond of tobacco and ladies."

The house roared ; and even Lord Beaconsfield's impassive face

.i.d.
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The character of Mickey Free was a mosaic, made up of

an immense number of funny traits gathered from many

sources, though the first idea of the character was

suggested by a servant of Lever's, half groom, half

valet. Differently constructed was "Tipperary Joe" in

" Jack Hinton," another successful sketch from low

life. Lever was the son of an Englishman, and the

mellifluous brogue of Ireland with its quaintness of

dialect and ringing hits, fell the more freshly on his

ear. He remarked that the subtle equivoque in the

polished witticism that amuses the gentleman is never

lost on the untutored ear of the unlettered peasant, and

asked, "Is there any other land of which one could say

as much?" Lever's talent in dressing up old stories

for his novels was only equalled by the tact with which

he made a rechauffe in his semi-political papers of

sundry points which have long constituted the stock in

trade of Conservative journalism. "His fame as a

novelist," observes a critic, "is certainly based upon

his wonderful power of invention and his audacious

fun." The latter part of the criticism is probably more

correct than the first.* Mr. Brophy, the late State

* Some pleasant evenings were passed in the little dining-room of that

old Huguenot House in Dawson Street, filled with historic memorials of

Ireland's worthies—when round the hospitable board of Brophy sat

Griffin, Bishop of Limerick, Dean Butler, Lord Rossmore, O'Donovan and

O'Curry, the great Celtic scholars—Mortimer O'Sullivan and Father Tom
Maguire, opponents in controversy, but friends socially ; Frank Thorpe

Porter, Edmund Casey, D.L., Dr. Tisdall and, occasionally, the present

writer. The Nodes spent round Brophy's table, though sometimes stormy,

were starry, and, as such, were nights to be remembered.

s 2
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dentist, a perfect cyclopaedia of anecdote, was fre-

quently put under contribution by Lever. The incident

in " Lorrequer " of the officer coming on parade without

remembering to wash the black off his face which had

made him a capital Othello at private theatricals the

previous night, really happened to Captain Frizelle, an

ancestor of the present writer's family.

"Baby Blake," famous for her light-hearted gaiety,

high courage, womanly tenderness, and native fun in

" O'Mallcy," found her original in Miss French of

Moneyvoc, near Castle Blakeney, who followed the

hounds over five-barred gates—not the lady known by

this sobriquet in Dublin previous to the publication of

" O'Mallcy." "Frank Webber," whose veracious ad-

ventures proved profitable stock-in-trade to Lever, was

Robert Boyle, as his own family assure us. But his

real name is not disclosed in the professedly explanatory

introduction to " O'Mallcy." One incident,- however, of

which Webber is made the hero, is due to our late friend

1 )r. Seward, whose vcntriloquial hoax will be remem-

bered. Lever found the adventures of Webber succeed

so well that, as he tells McGlashan, he had some

thoughts of making him the hero of a distinct book, to

be called "Frank Webber."

To McGlashan, he said, during the progress of

" O'Mallcy " that in Brussels he was as on a desolate

island, and neither knew nor heard of books. To supply

fuel to the flame he sent Lever a few stories which he had

picked up. Colonel B—, Grand Master of the Orange
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Society, of whom a memoir appeared in the magazine,

enjoyed the reputation of a bon raconteur ; but Lever, on

examining some of his stories, declared that it would

need a cleverer fellow than he to convert such "lead

into gold."

He preferred a request that McGlashan could not

possibly entertain. He asked for a month's vacation

after volume one should have been out—and to suspend

for a short time the publication of the second, thus

gaining time to glean and arrange fresh material for

"O'Malley." The Scot knew Lever better than to

agree to this proposal ; he would as soon think seriously

of suspending payment. Lever never did anything well

which he took much time to study and mature. His

best hits were those which came from him in rapid,

electrical strokes. Lever was always apt to weary of his

own characters, and often felt tempted to bow the com-

pany out at the first convenient opportunity. Lut more

than once he told McGlashan not to let this caprice or

unceremoniousness influence him, but command if he

wished that the characters be longer retained. Again

and again, his confidence in the vitality of the characters

would be shaken. "Were the public content to go on

with O'Malley's galloping career for another heat as

long as the first, or were they blown ? McGlashan

knew them better than the author, who was surrounded

far more by the persons of his book than the readers of it.

Lever was convinced by the force of his own argument,

but was ready, like a true Irishman, to " hear rayson."
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Again, he feared that eleven numbers of blood and

battles Mas a bold experiment—but then lie could close

whenever he found the public sleep)".

One day a shell burst which threw all ideal ones into

the shade. His banker failed. 13ut Lever learned, when

too late, that the number of English in Brussels without

anything but debts made banking speculation there

soi nothing like Rouge ct Noir, "Worst of all, he com-

plained of having been shamefully tricked by persons of

the first rank, including a viscount who juggled him out

of <£1G0. He wished greatly to visit Ireland, and said

he needs must go even though he should consult Jews *

about it—of whom, he said with a sigh, he knew much

more than his brother, though he preached about them.

To Erin he accordingly steered his course—conferred

with Pliiz in London, dined with Lord Charleville—and

complained that some heartless man awoke him in the

Holyhead boat to return thanks for his health which

had been drunk by a dozen ill-looking fellows at the

table—the said man turning out to be Pierce Egan—and

leading to the reflection that letters like poverty puts

one to bed with strange company.

McGlashan used to pay him in bills at two, three,

and four months. One day he asked him to let him

have not what Frency f prayed for, " A long day my
lord," but the shortest his convenience could compass

—

* The sixteenth chapter of "Roland Cashed" graphically describes an

interview with one of the fraternity: the effect of which is enhanced by

the sharp pencil of Phiz.

f A noted highwayman—introduced into u the Knight of Gywnne."
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for they had not in Brussels that estimable Scotch system

of banking, McGlashan loved to land—" but a most pal-

pable and d ble robbery—to which stopping the mail

was only petty larceny in comparison." McGlashan'

s

final arrangement with Lever was £60 per part, of 32

pp., with a carte blanche as to their number. For

" Jack Hinton," still better terms were obtained.

Some of the London publishers made overtures to the

young author, about this time ; and he took an oppor-

tunity of very quietly letting McGlashan know that

Mr. Bentley was wooing him, while Colburn ogled for a

new book, about something funny—which Colburn knew

not, and added Lever, " I'll be hanged if I do either."

In 1839, Mr. Bentley asked Lever to contribute

papers to his "Miscellany." Lever acquiesced, saying

that the publisher was not obliged to publish them

collectedly, or even to continue them any longer than

he liked, and not amenable to the innkeeper's law

—

that having uncorked the bottle he must pay for the

wine. In the following year their correspondence was

renewed. Mr. Bentley offered him £400 for a story in 3

vols. In reply, Lever proposed to write twelve numbers,

of 32 pp. each, for £500—ten numbers like "Nickleby"

being about equal to 3 vols.—so that, at £40 per number,

it was Mr. Bentley's original proposal extended phis

£20 for Lever's pains and the discovery. He apologised

for dictating the mode of publication, but asked him to

remember it was pardonable in a parent to discuss the

costume of his own bantling—an example set by Tristram
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Shandy's father. Lever "was averse to publication in

three volumes, and tried to impress upon Mr. Bentley

the advantage an author wields in watching what cha-

racters and incidents tell best with his readers—in fact,

as the French proverb has it, " Pour saisonncr la soupe

en mangeant! "

Lever was of opinion that he could not, without

protracting it to undue length, extend the action of the

story to Waterloo, as McGlashan wished. He reminded

him that four numbers alone had been devoted to the

year 1809, which threatened to make the work as long-

in proportion as "Chevy Chase," and run to 80 numbers,

and he made a simile about Lord Nugent following the

fox while dogs, huntsmen and whipper-in had gone home

to dinner ! By rushing over the intervening space,

Lever feared that the unity of the whole would be

damaged. Would the advantages be commensurate with

the probable weariness of his readers ? McGlashan

argued him out of his doubts—and Lever finally ex-

claimed, u I) the unities
;
ye gods, annihilate both

time and space, and make O'Mallcy twenty !

"

Months elapsed—his pen flew—and McGlashan was

at last apprised that all kinds of material had been

gathered for the " catastrophical number"—and even the

Duke would be astonished by his account of Waterloo !

Lever's Irish readers specially liked his battle-scenes

;

and more than one newspaper was sent to him urging

him to go on in the same vein. In reply, he promised

them lots of blood and wounds, with three days' fighting
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at Talavera, and as the newspapers had taken to cater

for his readers, he expressed himself ready to cook the

prog. His only doubt being, had they not enough

already ? But he feared that the public taste in Ireland

for this kind of fare, was like Mick Malone's request at

Lord Louth's dinner, " Corn beef, corn beef!" to the end

of the repast ; he knew no other dish, and was resolved

to be safe in his demand. On this point Lever conferred

fully with McGlashan, who quite approved of the sug-

gestion, adding that whatever both might think of the

bad taste, they would not blab, but keep their secret a

few numbers longer, and then laugh at them heartily

some jolly evening over a flask of real Hermitage. The

wisdom of the Irish criticism was proved eventually

in "Tom Burke;" both were glad to recur to the god of

battles; and a fly-leaf withdrawn from later editions

displayed the following lines :

—

" The march, the muster and the night

Around the bivouac

—

The columns moving to the fight,

The hot and fierce attach.

The cheering charge, the storming cry,

The pealing thunder's roar,

That rings from red artillery,

O'er fields of blood and gore."

On different days during his sojourn in Dublin, Lever

would drop into the hall of the Four Courts, and gather

from the knots of barristers who thronged it material

for his forthcoming number. One day the novelist

joined a group of pleasant talkers with memories much

better stocked than their bags, and in the midst of whom
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our informant, Mr. Porter, stood narrating how in passing

through Tralce a short time before, he called to see an

old friend, Mr. Eoche, stipendiary magistrate there,

whose servant when very ill said, " Oh masther, I don't

think that is a right sort of a doctlmr who is attending

me, for though he gave me two medicines that he called

emetics, neither the one nor the other would rest on

my stomach." In the following number of " Charles

O'Malley," Mr. Porter recognised the anecdote put into

the mouth of Mickey Free.*

Lever passed some weeks pleasantly in Dublin, and

on the eve of his departure the old members of the

Burschen Club gave him a dinner at Kingstown, which

he pronounced a great success. He described his

journey back to London as the pleasantcst he had ever

made. Their coach party, he said, consisted of Serjeant,

afterwards Chief Justice Lefroy, Mr. Isaac Butt, the

Eight Honourable Frederick Shaw, member for the

University, and subsequently Eecorder, and Mr. Henry

West, Q.C., Lover's schoolfellow at Wright's Academy.

Lever describing the journey said that they laughed

from Liverpool to Euston Square.

Mr. Butt has preserved a vivid recollection of this

pleasant journey, and tells us that the only man ever

* Judge Longfield observed a similar reproduction. He happened to be

]!• sent with Lever -when Dr. Woodroofe from Cork told Mr. Butt of a

man who made freemason's signs to a French soldier and escaped, just as

be waa on the point of being put to the sword like his companions. Dr.

Id observed Lever listening attentively, and soon after recognised

fcoiy with full details in "Tom Burke."
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known to make the pious Serjeant Lefroy laugh was

Lever. His stories kept them in continued paroxysms

of laughter ; while previously he had shown himself not

less good-natured than efficient in preserving the party

from the penalties of sea-sickness.*

On this occasion Lever had a capital opportunity of

making a study of Lefroy. This eminent person sat to

him for thirty-six hours ; and long after we find Lever

in "Sir Brook Fosbrook," depicting with more than

ordinarily nice attention to detail and finish—the old

Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench.

The excitement attendant on the trip to Ireland was

followed by reaction; and a violent attack of gout

swelled every joint. Perhaps the sharpest sting was

the thought that his feet—of which he had the prettiest

—would be permanently enlarged. " What is the

nicest thing in boots ? " somebody once asked, and to

which Mrs. Lever answered, "My husband's foot."

Soon after his return to Brussels he described himself

as unable to walk or ride, with spirits greatly depressed,

but he declared that an encouraging letter of praise he

had just received had done him more good than all his

colchicum, and as an anti-gout specific he would begin

to try flattery among his patients.

* "I perfectly remember the journey and the convpanions of it," writes

Mr. West (Sept. 3rd, 1878). " It can only be called a coach journey, in

this sense, that as the railway was not finished all the way up to London,

we coached from Rugby to some finished portion of the line. Shaw
mentioned was the Recorder, who had some very different passages with

]5utt some years afterwards."
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He bogged of his publisher to continue to send

friendly notices ; the horse leeches of praise cried " Give,

give," and his " maw " was insatiable ; but he had

painful misgivings that his appetite would not last, and

the supply might fail. lie had, as he said, the knottiest

knuckles in Belgium, and was driven to try dictation,

but he complained that it cost as much fatigue as the

personal effort at writing. He described himself at

different times as covered with leeches, and once he

praised them for behaving like trumps, or O'Mallcy's

career would certainly have closed at Talavera ! No

wonder, therefore, that in June, 1841, he should have

lost two stone of flesh.* A gouty cough tore his frame

and destroyed his rest—but, he said, Avhat annoyed

him most was that that old villain Monsoon, after fifty

years of every excess under heaven, was laughing at

him without pain or ache in his old wine-skin.

This man Sir W. AVilde described to us, on the occa-

sion that Lever asked him to meet Monsoon, as " indulg-

ing in paroxysms of maudlin piety." We were, therefore,

not surprised to find that he called on Lever soon after,

to consult upon a work on religious subjects—and Lever

* HLs good-nature often Led him to exert himself when ill able for the

effort. Mr. Quinlan, well known in connection with the liberal press of

Dublin, when passing through Brussels en route to Germany found, on

Saturday, that he was too late to obtain the indispensable formula of a

.-, and should wait until the following Monday ere it could be

ored. This delay would seriously inconvenience him ; but he thought

of liis good-natured countryman and, though personally unknown, wrote

licit hi- aid. To his surprise he received by a diplomatic messenger on

Sunday, the p issport duly perfected.
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jokingly wrote to McGlashan to ask him if " Monsoon

on the Prophecies " would lie in his way. Lever's plan

was to introduce hhn again in " Our Mess," in connec-

tion with the American war—Monsoon having been

governor of Annersburgh during the siege—so that, if

he found it expedient the major might quote Solomon

in another hemisphere, but Lever luckily relinquished

the risk of a twice-told tale.

Though scrupulous in small things Monsoon practised

kleptomania on a monster scale. " When the British

entered a town," said Lever to Hayman, " the Commis-

sary General hastened to the nearest church and appro-

priated whatever plate or costly reliquaries he could

seize. He had once a narrow escape from hanging,

after having actually undergone a drum-head court

martial ; and thenceforth he abandoned his evil courses.

When the Allied Armies entered Paris, Wellington was

of course the constant figure of attraction. At a grand

flte he took wine (or went through the form of it) with

any officer whoso face was remembered by him. The

Commissary M was a guest at this entertainment,

and Wellington's eye rested on him. Up went the

hand and glass as a signal, and bows were well nigh

exchanged, when thundered out the Duke, ' Oh, T

thought I had hanged you at Badajos. Never mind,

I'll do it next time. I drink your health ! '
"

In different petty ways his patience was tried. Some-

times we find his proofs following his Excellency the Am-
bassador, Sir H. Seymour, through the Highlands and
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enjoying the sports of the season at the Duke of Athoi's.

Sometimes he would complain that a "she devil" of a

housemaid committed savage murders, and often made an

auto dafi of such inflammable material as Monsoon's es-

capades. Anon he got a panic lest the American

Minister, who brought to Ireland for him a sheaf of

MS., had carelessly executed his trust in pique for an

attack on the Yankees which Lever had written.

The new Postage Bill of Rowland Hill in 1841. at

last closed the embassy bag to Lever, and while a con-

temporary rejoiced that,

From John O'Groats to England's end,

From Norfolk to Kilkenny,

A Utter now might reach a friend,

And only costs a penny,

Lever thoroughly anathematised a public boon which

had the effect of costing him henceforth £3 a Aveck.

He complained that every bore who could handle a

pen plagued and regarded him as a kind of general

agent for providing governesses, French maids, chap-

laincies, and smuggled laces—besides being obliged to

answer all questions as to prices of beef, tea, pork,

and potatoes, with a summary of the climate, seasons,

and habits of the Continent— closing all with an

apology for the immorality of its customs to every fusty

old maid that ever longed for the chances of a general

war.

In 1S41 we find him in treaty with Mr. Bentley for a

book on Continental life—viewed in its more humorous
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phases—and Lever made arrangements for a ramble

about Germany, to serve as a refresher upon old ac-

quaintance— but characters not cathedrals— cockneys

not churches—patlauders and not pictures—constituted

his project, which, however, was never carried out.

Another contemplated book was the " Campaigns of

Hannibal, by his aide-de-camp Terence McHale."

At the last moment new difficulties beset him. He
found that the 14th never was at "Waterloo—and he told

]\IcGlashan he felt strongly disposed to finish with

Toulouse and keep the 18th of June for " Our Mess."

This idea McGlashan overruled, and " O'Malley " effec-

tively ended with Waterloo and the Duchess of Rich-

mond's Ball. Thackeray liked the effect so well that

he adopted the same plan in " Vanity Fair."

3IcGlashan had a musical ear. Some of the songs

Lever used to make him sing as a sort of experimental

rehearsal. About this time he begged the worthy

publisher to practise himself in the air of Paddy

0'Carroll, as he had a song for that tune ready for a

coming number.

Bad luck to this marching,

Pipe-claying and starching,

How neat one must be to be killed by the French !

I'm sick of parading

Through wet and cowld wading,

Or standing all night to be shot in a trench !

To the tune of a fife

They dispose of your life,

You surrender your soul to some illigant lilt

;

Now I like Garryowen,

When I hear it at home,

But it's not half so sweet when you're going to be kilt !
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Sparkled by song and story " O'Malley " went ahead.

Of the songs a critic truly observed "it is almost im-

possible to read them without singing them, and almost

impossible to hear them sung without wishing to fight,

drink, or dance." But this sort of thing could not go

on for ever. At last he sent McGlashan word to keep

open some pages for a grand finale—and then "Hurrah

for Jack Hinton !

"

Lever tried to obtain the Duke of Wellington's

consent to dedicate " O'Malley " to him—but could

only succeed in procuring that of his son Lord Douro.

To him, therefore, was inscribed "his attempt to picture

forth the most brilliant period of his country's history

to the son of him who gave that era its glory, and as a

>< ravenir of many delightful hours long since passed in

his society."

It was important that McGlashan and Lever should

hold a personal conference in reference to the dramatis

persona of the new book; and one day the publisher

arrived by the Antwerp steamer, met Monsoon at dinner,

and with Lever as guide, visited Bruges.

Among other pleasant threats, he said that if Mr. On*

kept him waiting for his proofs of Jack, as he did of

Charley, he would go down to St. Gudulcs and curse him

if he had to turn Papist to do it. Later on he com-

plained that the printers had made a sad mess of "Our

Mess."

Tor ceaseless action and high pressure "O'Malley"

had no parallel : few would believe that it was written
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with the knottiest knuckles in Belgium, as he assured

McGlashan. The breath of the critic was taken away

in the whirlwind ; luckily he had no time to cavil

;

and when he got to the end he found little to complain

of unless the soreness of his sides from laughing. A
larger debt of gratitude is due for Lever's labours in

producing hilarity than might, at first sight, appear.

Just as he himself often sat down to write in bad

spirits, from which he gradually rose, in how many

thousand cases has he not relieved, by laughter, the

solitude of the hermit, or the gloom of the hypo-

chondriac ? The old novelist, Eichardson, speaking of

his levity, says—and the same thought, refined through

the medium of Byron's mind, occurs in Don Juan—"I

struggle and try to buffet down my cruel reflections as

they rise ; and when I cannot, I am forced to try to

make myself laugh, that I may not cry; for one or

other I must do : and is it not philosophy carried to

the highest pitch, for a man to conquer such tumults of

soul as I am sometimes agitated by, and, in the very

height of the storm, to be able to quaver out an horse

laugh ?
"

That "O'^Ialley" made its way without the aid of

reviewers, is shown in the poverty of the " opinions"

which the publisher gathered for his advertisement.

They are cited from a few obscure provincial prints

—

one line from the " Standard " being the only metro-

politan utterance. " I would rather," says Dr. John-

son, "be attacked than unnoticed. For the worst thing
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you can do to an author is to be silent as to his works.

An assault upon a town is a bad thing, but starving it

is still worse."

The superfine reviews cut the rollicking Irishman
;

but it was truly confessed by the greatest critic of our

time, Macaulay, that u the place of books in the public

estimation is fixed not by what is written about them

but by what is written of them."

In America "O'Malley" did not, at first, fare-much

better than at home. Edgar Allen Poo reviewed it

severely, but he began by saying that in point of

popularity " it surpassed even the inimitable composi-

tions of Mr. Dickens." lie argued that a book may be

exceedingly popular without any high literary merit.*

Howard, however, has said that " in proportion as a

work rises in the scale of intellect it must necessarily

become limited in the number of its admirers. For

this reason the judicious artist, even in his loftiest

* Poe went on to complain that we hear too much of " devilled kidneys
; '

—that some of Lever's best stories were spoiled by " exaggerating anticipa-

tion respecting them
;

:
' that we have perpetually eat, the present, for ate,

the perfect ; and pronounces as a meaningless affectation the word UEnvoy,

which is made the heading of two prefaces. Poe remarked thai " in the

story proper are repetitions without end ; that the hero saves the life of his

M twice, and of her father twice"—hut had he known the difficulties

under which the hook was written, greater charity would doubtless have

heen shown. The enterprise noticed by Poe gave offence in Galway. An
election mob is described frightening the horses of Sir Qeorge Dashwood,

the unpopular candidate, whereby Lucy Dashwood was hurled into the

river, and rescued by our light dragoon. Dr. Maginn mutters in " Fraser"

apropos of this
—"P faith, doctor, I would not like to he in your b s if

ever they should visit Connaught. The air of Galway is too keen, even in

fancy for Lever. It has something like an intoxicating effect upon him."
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efforts, will endeavour to introduce some of those

qualities which are interesting to all, as a passport for

those of a more intellectual character."

America regarded " Lorrequer " and " O'Malley "

somewhat in the light of " Cocktails " and " Smashers."

The piquancy and exhilaration of both books pleased

brother Jonathan. Near forty years have since elapsed,

and like "Waterloo Port, "O'Malley" seems to have

richly mellowed to his taste. Fourteen Editions of it lie

before us. "What a romance! " exclaims a recent voice

from New York. " The high-spirited lad who leads his

rival to the jaws of the grave in the hunting field, and

follows him in a ride of death against the unbroken

front of Cambronne's battalions on the blood-stained

field of Waterloo ! What a picture of old Peninsular

days ! What portraits of Napoleon, of the ' Iron Duke,'

the gallant Picton, and his great captains ! What

glimpses of dark-eyed senoritas and haughty hidalgos

;

of lion-hearted sons of Erin charging to the cry of

Eaugh-a-ballagh, and leading forlorn hopes with saucy

jokes upon their laughing lips."

Lever when starting forth on the mission of life felt

within him an inexhaustible spring of fun and buoyancy,

and he had, as he tells us, an impression that English-

men too often " laboured under a sad-coloured tempera-

ment, took depressing views of life, and were propor-

tionately grateful to anyone who would rally them, even

passingly, out of their despondency, and give them a

laush without much trouble in going to look for it."

T 2
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Our Doctor was right in his diagnosis. Dyspepsia

with its attendant gloom—the penalties usually of

repletion in diet—have long been the besetting disease

of England ; and it is well known to the faculty that

laughter aids digestion quite as much as gastric juice,

lie once said that his buoyant tone was prompted by

reasons more intelligible to a physician than to a pub-

lisher. Indeed our Doctor would appear to have regarded

" Fun " as a great hygienic agent ; and in adopting

views befitting a man of progress he energetically put

his own shoulder to the wheel. His medical studies

had made him acquainted with cases of danger and

difficulty in which laughter led to complete recovery.

They are not without interest ; and, but for the objec-

tion of digressiveness, might be effectively marshalled

here.

Lever reluctantly yielded to McGlashan's wish that

a portrait should be appended to his new book; but

modestly urged that, if given at all, he should be put in

a quiet vignette and mounted on a cob. McGlashan

thought otherwise, and sent over Sam Lover to paint

him on ivory. When it was completed he declared that

the artist had nattered him, but that as he was to be

presented to the public it was perhaps only fair to put

the best face on the matter.

At the same time that Sam Lover Avas sent to

Brussels to take the likeness of the successful author,

Mr. Ilablot Knight Drownc received an invitation,

winch he accepted, to accompany him. The object of
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this visit of " Phiz " was to confer with Lever in

reference to the illustrations intended for " Jack Hinton."

Lever described Ins throng of characters as they may be

said to have remained in the green-room of his Irish

fancy preparatory to "coming on," and "Phiz" made

sketches of them under Lever's eye. The latter informed

ALcGlashan that " Phiz" was disposed to take much more

pains with them than those in " O'Malley," and both

artist and author were quite in heart about them.

Samuel Lover -wrote home a wonderful description of

their " orgies " at Lever's house. They laughed them-

selves sick over Monsoon, who dined there daily. They

held an installation of the Knights of Alcantara, Lover,

Lever, and " Phiz," being made Grand Crosses of the

Order, with music, procession, and a grand ballet to

conclude : they did nothing all day, or, in some

instances, all night, but eat, drink, and laugh.*

Lever finally begged of " Phiz " to go over with him

to Dublin, and see " Paddy au naturel," not that wretched

* Monsoon proved a source of irresistible amusement. An attempt at

revolt took place at Brussels in 1841, and Monsoon told them that he waited

upon the Minister at War to say that, from secret information which had

reached him, he was to be one of the first victims of the revolution—his

known attachment to King Leopold, and the affection that he and his

always maintained towards him and the reigning family marking him for

the dagger of the assassin. Outrage to "Madame et les Mademoiselles"

were included in the picture, and the old Minister actually reported all he

had heard to the King, wh.6, however, was far too deep for that sort of

thing, and Monsoon received neither the cross, nor even an invitation to

dinner—and expressed his fury freely, the story having got abroad—adding,

that there was a decided deal more in the plot than they thought, but that

Leopold was but a poor kind of fellow after all, and one would not wonder

if they sent him packing !
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misrepresentation of him

—

au sauce piquante de St. Giles

that London offers. His constant effort was to restrain

"Phiz" from caricaturing his countrymen—and he used

to say that his reputation for travestie, for which S. C.

Hall and others attacked him, was due to " Phiz."

At the Belgian Court Lever made an imposing figure,

wearing the borrowed plumage of a commanding officer,

and more silver lace, he confesses, than the regulation

ever contemplated. The King was on the most friendly

terms with him, and would sometimes discourse with

him for half an hour, as he tells us, on the exploits of

O'Malley or Lorrequer.

Leyer was now pretty generally recognised as the

Marryat of Land ; but, like the Captain, his pen occa-

sionally slipped. For instance, he makes the dashing

dragoon a Roman Catholic, forgetting that his uncle,

Godfrey O'Malley, M.P. for Galway, of whom we hear

so much, could not have sat in the Irish Parliament if

a member of the proscribed creed.

The opinions of friends he had been always anxious

to elicit. When he came to correct the numbers in

proof the matter often struck him as tame, but he

declared that so tired of the details was he before they

appeared in print, that all judgment on his own part

was out of the question.

McGlashan was immensely proud of the success of

'•' O'Malley," and at last wrote with thorough abandon, to

say so. Lever, in reply, said that if he had a glass of

champagne left (they had finished nine dozen in the
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sixteen days Lover and "Phiz" spent with him) he would

drink the health of Jemmy McGlashan. For the first

time he felt that " Phiz " and himself had become sworn

allies—having arranged on an admirable footing all their

future operations.

Liston, when greatly out of spirits, once presented

himself before Abernethy. " The physic I prescribe,"

said the Doctor, "is, go and see Liston to-night, and

take my word for it, you must laugh." " Alas !
" was

the reply, "I am that hapless man myself." All the

while that Lever's farcical performances were appearing

he also suffered periodically from depression, as nume-

rous confessions from his own pen prove. When he

thought himself in vein, he wrote for very many hours

without stopping, not knowing when the good day might

again come. Like Moore, who sang, "Think not my
spirits are always so light," Lever had his hours of

reaction too.

When McGlashan did not answer his letters he was

racked by suspense and torn by doubts. Once he told

him that any longer silence on his part would cost

him a pint of colchicum, and a rivulet full of gorged

leeches ! It is known that the late Lord Derby finally

succumbed not to his old enemy the gout, but to the

depressing influence of the colchicum which was ad-

ministered to eject it. There can be no doubt that to

the same cause we may ascribe much of that periodic

prostration to which Lever often refers in his letters.

Colchicum, formerly regarded as a specific for gout,
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is now falling fast into disrepute and disuse. His

exhaustion at times made him fly to the brisk and

evanescent stimulus of champagne ; but while relieving

gloom, he was sowing fresh gout in his system.

His invaluable treatment for sickness was that of

Sangrado in " Gil Bias." Copious bleeding reduced

the man rather than the local ills which teased him.

That he should have bowed to the barbarous system of

the day amazes us. The faculty, wiser now, regard the

blood as the life. Their statistics show that up to the

year 1839, 1,000,000 leeches were supplied yearly to

the Parisian hospitals, which during the last twelve

years the annual supply has been only 50,000.

To Mr. Hayman, three years later, he described himself

as trying to cool a hot head by phlebotomy; but cerebral

pain seems to have been much increased by that deple-

tion. When Dickens complained of a "hot head," lie

rushed off for a walk at dusk, and tried to cool it by

contact with the night wind. Neither treatment proved

very successful. Probably the best way to avoid such

penalties is never to overtask the fragile machinery of

the brain.

Pleasant as he found the composition of " O'Malley,"

and profitable as it proved, its publication was attended

by results still more gratifying. Lever, like Goldsmith,

had a brother in the Church, and to this good clergy-

man a letter was one day forwarded, the grateful expres-

sion of a mother, who said, " I am the widow of a field

officer, and with an only son for whom I obtained a
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presentation to "Woolwich; but seeing in my hoy's

nature certain traits of nervousness and timidity, which

induced me to hesitate on embarking him in the career

of a soldier, I became very unhappy, and uncertain which

course to decide on.

"While in this state of uncertainty, I chanced to

make him a birthday present of ' Charles O'Malley,'

the reading of which seemed to act like a charm on his

whole character, inspiring him with a passion for move-

ment and adventure, and spiriting him to an eager desire

for a military life. Seeing that this was no passing

enthusiasm, but a decided and determined bent, I ac-

cepted the cadetship for him ; and his career has been

not alone distinguished as a student, but one which has

marked him out for an almost hare-brained courage, and

for a dash and heroism that give high promise for his

future. Thank your brother for me," wrote she, "a

mother's thanks for the welfare of an only son, and

say how I wish that my best wishes for him and his

could recompense him for what I owe him."

Old general officers as well as beardless striplings felt

the influence of this fascination. Sir. W. Napier is the

personage meant by Lever when he wrote :
" No small

satisfaction has it been to me occasionally to hear that

out of the over-abundance of my own buoyancy and

lightheadedness—and I had a great deal of both long-

ago—I have been able to share with my neighbour, and

given him part of my sunshine, and only felt the warmer

myself. A great writer—one of the most eloquent his-
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torians who ever illustrated the military achievements

of his country—once told me that, as he lay sick and

care-worn after a fever, it was in my reckless stories

of soldier life he found the cheeriest moments of his

solitude ; and now let me hasten to say that I tell this

in no spirit of boastfulness, but with the heartfelt

gratitude of one who gained more by hearing that

confession, than Harry Lorrequer ever acquired by all

his own."

We have seen with what misgivings he introduced

so many battles into " O'^Ialley ; " but when he re-

membered the passion of the Irish people—of both

sixes—for witnessing sham battles and reviews, despite

the drawback of that sudden downpour with which

the proverbially moist climate rarely fails to saturate

fashionable finery—he felt that he erred on the safe

side. In his pictures of battle fields Lever seemed a

little Livy. Readers are hurried on like the men

who follow an inspiring commander, thrilled witli ex-

pectation. A few mistakes he certainly made, pardon-

able in one who knew more of the lancet than of the

sword. He speaks of " fixed bayonets !
" forgetting

that they are always fixed from the moment the tug

of war begins. He was also twitted for not having

the fear of iEschylus before his eyes, and for con-

stantly using such phrases as "withering volley." *

• A critic caustically -aid that, notwithstanding the display of university

and military experience in " O'Malley," the author could not possibly be

either a Trinity College man or a soldier. To this he replied in print, that
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The Key. John Lever was much pleased with the

termination of u O'Malley." The battle he pronounced

magnificent, and he recognised the judiciousness of

winding up at once, as anything after this would have

been as dull as a family party, after the guests had

taken leave.

Lord Combermere declared that his narrative of the

Douro was like the statement of an eye witness—as

indeed it was, having been written from the oral de-

scription of Lord Londonderry. As to the duke he was

perhaps more puzzled than pleased.

" One day, at Apsley House," writes the Eev. Samuel

Hayman in one of his letters, brimful of recollections,

"the Duke was seated in a window recess reading

' O'Malley,' and in another part of the room was his

son, the Marquis of Douro, who overheard him, say-

ing: 'Good! but where did the fellow (i.e., the author,)

get that story ? 'Tis not in the histories, nor in the

despatches ; nor could anyone know of it unless he

was present.' Mayne, or as he is styled in the book,

"he held both a degree and a commission," volunteering no information as

to the source of either. A lengthy correspondence passed between the

present writer and the Secretary of State for War, who finally referred us to

the Chief Secretary's office, Dublin Castle, but neither could furnish the

name of the Regiment in which Lever held a commission. From Colonel

Sir E. Stewart, he received his appointment to the Derry militia ; but we
doubt if he were once called out for training. Funnily enough, he said to

an inquisitive friend who wished to know how the marvellously military

tone of " O'Malley " was derived :
" Unde derivatur Miles " 1 and which

he freely translated, " In the Derry Militia !
" The questions for examina-

tion were, at that time, put in Latin, and always began "Unde derivatur :"

and Lever wished to show that he was conversant with university practices.
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Monsoon, waa present, and hence the freshness of the

incident.

Notwithstanding the inconvenience attending the in-

troduction of real names, he continued this habit to the

last.

" Writing rapidly," as he says, " and with details

derived from books, and a variety of anecdotic matter

communicated by friends, it is "not, perhaps, to be

wondered at if I was often unable to determine what

was historical fact, and what mcrelj' traditionary gossip.

In the same way I became confused about proper names,

and actually hit upon real names where I fervently

believed I was inventing."

Just as a real Ichabod Crane once remonstrated with

Washington Irving on the liberty he had taken to use

his name in fiction, a similar incident befell Lever in

writing "Tom Burke." "In my sketch of a French

duellist, I had set down some traits by no means flatter-

ing or attractive. To this character I gave the name of

Amedee Pichot, most conscientiously believing that I

had invented that name as well as every other incident

about him. "What was my surprise on my return home

after some weeks' absence, to discover a note addressed

to me, along with a card of Amedee Pichot, the note

being a courteous assurance that he was not a dangerous

swordsman, but a very quietly disposed man of peaceful

pursuits, and the editor of the ' Revue Britanique,' at

Paris."

Beamish of Cork, who played so amusing a part on
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Lever's canvas, is broadly stated by " Fraser " of the

day to pourtray the then M.P. for Cork, and whose

name was Beamish ; bnt the similitude was quite super-

ficial. Our author in like manner describes Powers,

O'Gradys, Dillons, de Teres, Bodkins, Considines,

O'Flahertys, Dalys, Frenches, Mahons, Martins,* and

Ulick Burkes in Galway, to say nothing of "Burke of

Ours," and a family named Bellew, who received the

honour of a baronetcy. And when he sang

" Tis said the Blakes

Are no great shakes,"

half Galway vowed he had vast impudence. Then

again, the successful aspirant to the hand of Widow
jVIalone is one Lucius O'Brien

—

"From Clare—how quare,

'Tis little for blushing they care,

Down there !

"

And as to O'Shaughnessy, who rims through the entire

novel of "O'Mailey," his " ancestry were Kings of Ennis

in the time of Kero, and he was only waiting for a trifle

of money to revive the title." Even the rare cognomen

* "No man," saith the proverb, "is a hero to his own valet." It must
be taken, however, not always literally, for, as Mr. Hubert Burke writes

" Many of the scenes in ' O'Malley ' were furnished in substance by a man
named William Murray, who had been valet to Colonel Martin for thirty-

three years." A subsequent novel was entitled and specially devoted to

"the Martins." Of his tine character of Mary Martin, a Galway ladv

Lever found it necessary to state in a final manifesto, that it was fictitious

— a declaration the more necessary, "since there was once a young lady,"

he writes, " of this very name—many traits of whose affection for the

people and efforts for their wellbeing might be supposed to have been my
original."
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borne by "The Lion of the Fold of Judah," as O'Connell

called him, proved not sacred.

" His ancestors were kings before Moses was born
;

His mother descended from great Grana Uaile
;

He laughed all the Blakes and the Frenches to scorn,

They were mushrooms compared to old Larry M'Hahv'

A tone of more dignity and repose with a greater breadth

of colouring gradually overspread the canvas on which

his touches fell.

The real names so freely introduced did no harm in

the end ; they helped to make the characters a reality.

They possess in truth a robustness, and will live with

a vitality not often met with in fiction; there is less

sham about them than many men one meets. Lever's

characters we regard not as contemporaries only, but as

real friends. They seem full of flesh, muscle, and

animal spirits ; we feel that we knew them, and experi-

enced the pressure of their warm hands, the exhilaration

of their wine, and the charm of their talk. The girls

they loved, we love ; we share the excitement of the

battles they fought. Somebody said that a reperusal of

"Lorrequer" and "O'Malley" was like reading one's old

love letters, or hearing a friend recount the frolics of

one's own youth.

It has been objected by some of Lever's earlier

admirers, including Miss Mitford, that the style and

matter of his later novels exhibit a striking change of

tone. They are more thoughtful, more dignified, and

display less trace of that idiosyncrasy which led
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Thackeray to call him " Harry Jolly- cur," and on

another occasion " Eollicker." There is less of farce

and more of moral force about them. From having

been a votary of Anacreon he became a warm appreciator

of Horace. Thongh Lever, until chilled by approaching

death, never lost his strong flow of animal spirits, he

appears in his later books a sadder and a wiser man. In

this thorough change of tone he showed good taste and

some will say good sense, while making at the same time

atonement for the occasional laxity of early exuberance.

Mr. F. X. Keane describes Lever in 1832 as

" nervous and retiring." Lever, addressing his pub-

lisher, seven years later, begs of him to keep up his

pluck and to stimulate his activity, and we find the

same prayer perpetually preferred throughout the pro-

gress of " O'Malley " and " Hinton." In November,

1840, he is " so nervous" that McGlashan is' asked in

case the newspapers abuse him not to mention it.

In 1865 he amusingly referred to the mental torture

which his sensitive and unseasoned nature had experienced

on overhearing the unknown author of " O'Malley

"

criticised. " It is twenty-one years since I underwent

all this, and the suffering is as fresh as if it was yester-

dajT
. I remember the very table where they cut me up.

I can recall the chair on which I sat to be lacerated.

I can bring to mind the drivelling idiot that had got

bits of my unhappy production as he thought by heart,

and declaimed them, with interpolated bosh of his own,

till my reason actually wandered under the infliction."



CHAPTER X.

" Jack lliiiton "

—

Pourparlers from the Government—Return to Ireland

—

"What led to his acceptance of an editorial chair—Proposal from Mr.

Bentley—A hoax—Literary plans—^Resigns the rod of Esculapius

—

Does the drudging duties of a "reader"—Originals of the characters

in "Jack Hinton"—Father Maguire—Anachronisms—Amusing retri-

bution—The Rev. John Lever's counsel—Galway oddities sixty years

ago—Anecdotes.

The success of " O'Malley" gave Lever corn-age, and

when asked if he could supply a new story in the same

vein, he replied, " I could give you not one—but^/Ay."

His first thought was to make in the campaign of Xapoleon

an Irishman a soldier of France, who would thus have

on his side certain sympathies, which would not readily

attach to a foreigner. Lever at once surrounded himself

with all the books and papers he could find bearing

upon the Consulate and the Empire ; and he lived

entirely amidst the vast events which began at Marengo

and ended at Waterloo. The magnitude of the theme,

however, overpowered him, and, beyond detached notes,

lie had made no progress when the publisher applied to

him for the title of his story with a view to advertise it.

It was in the pleasant days of " Hood's Own " when

that great humorist, under a print of children daub-

ing themselves at a hurried meal of jam, inscribed
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" Infantry at Mess," that Lever became familiar with

the phrase. In order to get out of all noise and inter-

ruption, so as to arrange material for " Our Mess,"

Lever retired to the quiet hamlet of Terveuren, " but

villanous cooking and a bottle of bad chambcrtin drove

mo rapidly back to Brussels, were, for some time, I

denied myself to all comers, as though my patients were

all Marchands de Yin." Knowing of how much import-

ance it was to an author to have the public with him in

a first number, he strained every nerve to throw as

much movement into it as possible, and also to intro-

duce his characters to their notice favourably. He told

McGlashan that it was not his intention to hurry himself

as heretofore, but rather to let the story unravel itself

gradually—taking more pains to present striking tableaux

of society and manners, than to detail adventures and

recount events. On reading the first proof he preferred

it to "O'Malley"; but, as Phiz had not written a line to

him he was torn by fears lest the illustrations should

have been neglected—Lever was most anxious to get

forward—for, as he told McGlashan, he only worked

well when warm in the harness, and, like a spavined

hack, he stiffened by standing !

In October, 1841, gout again prostrates him; and he

boasted that he ordered himself no remedy but champagne

—traces of which, rather than of gout, he hoped would

be found in " Jack Hinton."

Whether our doctor showed his skill in prescribing

champagne to check his gout—the wine which above all

VOL. I. U
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others the faculty now unanimously caution gouty-

patients to abjure—few will he disposed to admit ; but

what he lost in his limbs by the indulgence, he more

than gained by the accession of that mental vigour which

the earlier chapters of "Jack Hinton" specially show.

Their buoyancy received aid from a healthier and better

source. Ere the month was out, he told a friend that he

had " nine miles to ride for his dinner and scarce an hour

to do it in."

For the next two months we find him hard at work

on " Jack." He declared that the confounded book

would drive him clean mad ; that he could think or

dream of nothing else, and felt, that until he had it

finished he should enjoy no rest. He was wise enough

to give himself a holiday on completing the third number.

Then it Mas he found himself knocked up by overwork

—for, thinking he was in vein, his pen had never paused

a moment for three weeks. lie still had his joke, and

told McGlashan how much he regretted that he had not

made some />,<>'•/'*<> with him that in the event of his going-

mad before ' ; Hinton" was finished, he'd do something

for his widow and orphans. All the while his pen

flew his wife and children were, as he said, unceasingly

before him. Within three weeks she is announced as

suffering much in health and spirits, which unhinged

Lever in no common degree—and sleepless nights arc

painfully described. This penalty may be partly due

to his confession, that latterly he had relinquished

all exercise* Before the year was out we find him
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correcting in real earnest that fatal tendency to inertia,

which, beginning in cobwebs, ends too often in iron

chains.

The coveted holiday he desired to spend in Ireland.

It was due to him. "Jack" had showed proofs of hard

work so far
; and he told HcGlashan that all work and

no play might make Jack a dull boy.

He wished to cross in January, attend the Viceroy's

levees, see everything and everybody within a fortnight,

and write four numbers which were simmering in his

heated head. He asked McGlashan to find out if lie

could be lodged at the Eilton, or if not at Gresham's,

but not to say so even to his brother, who was constantly

inculcating upon him the wisdom of economy. He was

also very anxious to obtain the candid criticism of

Mortimer O'Sullivan on "Jack Hinton," and asked

]\IcGlashan to elicit it for himself, without any reference

to the author whose feelings O'Sullivan s friendship would

lead him to spare. Lever himself thought "Jack" done

in better taste, and with more vigour than either of

its predecessors. The original idea which suggested it,

is found confessed in the following lines—almost the

last penned by him—and proves that, though the

son of an Englishman, he was Ipsis Hibernicis Hiber-

niores.

"Some disparaging remarks," he writes, "on Ireland

and Irishmen in the London press, not very unfrequent at

the time, nor altogether obsolete even now, had provoked

me at the moment, and the sudden thought occurred of a
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reprisal by showing the many instances in which the

Englishman would almost of necessity mistake and

misjudge my countrymen, and that out of these blunders

and misapprehensions situations might arise that, if

wedded into a story, might be amusing. I knew that

there was not a class nor a condition in Ireland, which

had not marked differences from the correlative rank in

England; and that not only the Irish squire, Irish

priest, and the Irish peasant, were unlike anything

in the larger island, but that the Dublin professional

man, the official, and the shopkeeper, had traits

essentially their own. I had frequently heard opinions

pronounced on Irish habits, which I could easily trace

to that habit of my countrymen, who never can deny

themselves the enjoyment of playing on the credulity of

the traveller— all the more eagerly when they see his

note-book taken out to record their shortcomings and

absurdities. These thoughts suggested " Jack Hinton "
;

and led me to turn from my intention to follow the French

arms, or rather to postpone the plan, for it had got

too strong hold on me to be utterly abandoned.
11

Had he desired to caricature English ignorance as to

Ireland in the person of his Guardsman nothing would

have been easier ; but Lever preferred merely expos; ug

him to such errors as might throw into stronger relief

the peculiarities of Irishmen, and while offering some-

thing to laugh at, give no offence to either. When he

had got fairly over the ruts at starting, "Jack Hinton"

amused him gn atly while rattling along, less, he said, by
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what lie recorded, than what he abstained from inditing.

" Indeed, I had not at that time exhausted the cask of a

buoyancy of temperament, which carried me along

through my daily life in the sort of spirit one rides

a fresh horse over a swelling sward."*

"Jack Hinton" introduced the famous Father Tom
Loftus, drawn from the Rev Michael Comyns, whom
Lever had known in Clare. Different opinions have

been expressed, as to the general effect of the priest's

portrait as sketched by Lever, and somewhat caricatured

by Phiz. Some persons, perhaps without sufficient

inquiry, and forgetting other effective attitudes imparted

to Father Tom, declared that the character had been

overdrawn for dramatic effect, and in deference to that

party whose traditional prejudices Lever upheld ; but

allowance should be made for a man of the avowed

Lorrequer type, ardently anxious for adventure, and

ready to turn to literary account the result of his

experiences.

The character of Father Loftus, if we except some

undignified expressions at the card-table, is, on the

whole, a tolerably correct picture of the traditional

* The moment lie perceived that his English readers were beginning to

tire of Irish scenes and manners, he shifted his ground. " Arthur O'Leary :

his Wanderings and Ponderings in many lands," opened a new held for

that "fresh horse," full of grace and speed, with which he scampered over

the " swelling sward.
-

' He cleared difficulties in story-telling with the same

ease wherewith he cleared the mule-cart at Coleraine. The hunting field

and cavalry charges once more excited and amazed. The example of his

heroes was infectious, and led to the breaking of more bones than all the

six-foot walls and double ditches from Kilruddery to Gahvay.
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Soggarth aroon. The erniskeen, so prominently displayed

in pictures of him, seems to have been provided rather

for the delectation of his guests than for selfish enjoy-

ment. But certainly the weakness is suggested, if not

openly imputed, of a disposition to imbibe like the Father

Tom of Boucicault's "Colleen Bawn," which that accom-

plished re-dresser of old character must have borrowed

from Lever. Vainly was it represented to Mr. Cornyns,

that the character of Father Loftus was interesting and

even venerable, that the use of stimulants by the Irish

clergy was noticed as a characteristic by Giraldus

Cambrcnsis, the great Welsh bishop—who, however,

praised them for chastity. It was all to no use ; the

pastor of Kilkec folded his arms in anger, and refused

to give absolution to the author of the "Confessions,"

who meanwhile continued his genuflexions, but more in

the attitude of coaxing than of penitence.*

It was the caricature of the priest by Phiz, flask in

hand, rather than the description of him by Lever,

which hurt Father Comyns. A copy of it appeared in

* A clergyman who officiated in his parish writes :
" He was of a large

frame, well proportioned, of a manly type of beauty, had a magnificent

presence, as playful as a child hut a lion in courage. Though very hospit-

able, yet peihapa no person ever saw hini under the influence of spirituous

drink. He appeared to entertain some crotchety notions on the working

of the poor laws. His idea was that tie- more paupers were Sent to the

workhouse the more speedy would he the downfall of landlords, and rather

than pay his share of the rates he allowed his kitchen full of hacon to be

auctioned away." The value of a Btrong panegyric upon him, publicly

expressed by the fastidious Father Kenyon, may be estimated when we

remember that the same priest shortly before had denounced CConnell

while his body remained unburied, Father Comyns died in November,

l - 53.
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Bhowy colours 011 the cover of the cheap edition ; but a

design less sensational has been substituted. Much

erroneous impression in regard to Lever's tone is due to

the free and pointed pencil of Hablot Browne.

Thackeray nicknamed Lever "Harry Sollicker," from

the love he seemed to evince for rollicking adventures.

Lever, in a document before us, says, apropos of the

said illustrations to "Jack Hinton," "Browne's sketches

are as usual caricatures, and make my scenes really too

riotous and disorderly. The character of my books for

uproarious people and incident I owe mainly to Master

Phiz."

Lever, as his stories sped, gradually relinquished his

favourite figure of the jolly priest. He at last found

that the few he had met in remote dioceses were not to

be regarded as true types of the body, a confession made

in the last preface to " Jack Hinton."

In " Jack Hinton " old historic names and characters

were freely worked up,—boiled down in the same

crucible with domestic acquaintances.* Sir Boyle

* A Tullamore correspondent, the Rev. G. Craig, Eector of Kilbride,

writes :
—" Some of Lever's novels were -written in this house. People have

told me that a servant of his brother's was the model of one of his

characters, 'the Haythens, the Turks!'" Our correspondent of course

alludes to Corney Delany in " Jack Hinton," who is constantly heard

muttering this cruel comment. The Tullamore tradition, however, is not

ijuite accurate. On inquiry from Lever's family it appears that the Rev.

John Lever's herd, Peter Gill, formed the prototype of one character only,

which was introduced by Lever in Ids last novel, " Lord Kilgobbin "
; and

that it was young Charley's nurse, who, having once tumbled down stairs

with the child in her arms, and because Mrs. Lever ran first to the aid of

her little son, indignantly exclaimed, 'the Haythens, the Turks !"
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Roche is introduced as Sir Harry Boyle ; while a

veritable act of Sir Boyle's, exhibiting pistol-bullets

as " capital pills to cure a cough," when an attempt was

made to cough him down, is adroitly transferred to

Daly in the " Knight of Gwynne ; " while Beauchanip

genal was the prototype of Bagenal Daly, * and not

Bowes Daly as seme supposed. Curran is not only

introduced by name, but is made to utter several of his

own " mots," and to sing his famous song, " The Monks

of the Screw.*' This is, we think, an error of taste, for

Lever, like Lysaght, could throw off with case racy

original verse. The introduction of Curran at all proved

a greater mistake, for when we remember Byron's

remark that he heard more poetry from Curran in one

night than he had heard, read, or imagined in a lifetime,

the wonder only is that Lever should venture od gal-

vanising into artificial life the long-closed lips of

dead wit.

A prominent character in "Jack Ilinton " is "Mr.

Paul Booney, of Stephen's Green, Solicitor," and Lever

in his preface says that he had not to draw on his

imagination for the portrait. According to the tradi-

tions of the Irish Law Club, the original of this

character was the late P. "M , though we believe

Mr. M himself seemed unaware of it. The portrait

can be viewed only as a clever pen-and-ink sketch, fall

of dash and freedom, wanting the truth of a photograph

* This is evident by referring to Barrington'e " Rise ami Fall of the Irish

Nation," pp. 184- 3, original edition.
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and the breadth of oils. Mr. M ,
a man of mark

and weight, had already attached himself to the Liberal

interest, and Lever, in depicting the character of Paul

Rooney, made it subservient to the advancement of

those principles of Conservatism which had fired his

writings to a certain point. Tarring and feathering an

attorney has been an old species of practical joke in

Ireland. This process was accomplished by the brush

which dashed off Paul so cruelly, while at the same

time cutting his throat with a feather.*

Who would expect to find in an olla-podrida delect-

able bits cut with strict attention to artistic accuracy ?

The fact of making Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rooney fre-

quenters of Dublin Castle during the Richmond Vice-

royalty in 1810 is one of those anachronisms which

Lever never scrupled to commit. The same licence is

shown in introducing the " Monks of the Screw," who

ceased to exist as a body in 1789. " Tom Burke,"

following close on the spurred heels of " Jack Hinton,"

made another historic slip. A fine glimpse is got in

Chapter XL of a procession of public men hurrying to a

division at the time of the Union. The carriages of

Bingham, Browne, Cony, Toler, Egan, Castlereagh, and

Grrattan are alternately cheered or hissed as they pass.

* One of the best things, however, said to P. M , Lever does not tell,

though Mr. Pearce olten heard him repeat it. The swell society in which

Mr. M moved led to jealousy ; and many efforts were made to take

down the pride supposed to be fostered by such privileges. "I dined at the

Duke's yesterday," he once said, "and strange to say there was no fish."

" Oh, perhaps, they ate it all in the parlour," was the reply of Pat Costello.
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"Ha, Broken Beak, there you go !
"—" Ha, old Vulture

Flood !

" is made to greet one in the corUge^ while from

the College ascends on high "three cheers for Flood."

Lever forgot that Flood died ten years previously,

namely, on December 2nd, 1791. In " Sir Jasper

Carew "' we find a more serious anachronism with

respect to the Duke of Orleans, though a letter to

McGlashan seeks to explain it away. But the same

blemish might be urged against Shakespeare himself,

who, in " King John ' 1

and " Macbeth," speaks of

cannon, makes Ooriolanus a contemporary of Alexander

the Great, Cato, and Galen, and, in the " Comedy of

Errors," alludes to a clock striking in ancient Ephesus.

Lever was greatly struck by the talk and tact of the

Anglo-Irishman, and some critics may consider that we

have more than enough of the first. The last introduc-

tion to '-Jack Hinton," tells us that "Tipperary Joe was

a real personage, and that those who remember the old

coaching-days between Dublin and Kilkenny will recall

the curious figure, clad in a scarlet hunting coat and

black velvet cap, who used, between Carlow and the

•• Royal Oak." to emerge from some field beside the

load, and after a trot of a mile or so beside the horses,

crawl up at the back of the coach and over the roof,

collecting what he called his rent from the passengers

;

a very humble tribute generally, but the occasion for a

d deal of jesting, not diminished if an English

traveller were present who could neither comprehend

the relations between Joe and the gentlemen nor the
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marvellous freedom with which this poor ragged fellow

discussed the passengers and their opinions."

Lever goes on to say that Joe, rigged in this odd

attire, made his way to Dublin for the purpose of visit-

ing him, and claiming money from him on the ground

that he had put him in a book.

Tipperary Joe was not the only prototype who claimed

"ready money down" for the material presented in the

eccentricities of the very character who personally made

this strange demand. Burns expressed a hope that God

would give mankind the power of seeing themselves as

others saw them ; but Major Monsoon at least, it will be

remembered, was awake to his own absurdities, and

needed not that prayer.

Until the last number of " Jack Hinton," the name

of Lever as writer of these pleasant books was not

disclosed. But Mr. E. Sheehan, the journalist, had

previously pulled his visor off, much to his annoyance.

In a paper of Lever's, contributed to "The University"

in December, 1839, we trace the reasons which had

mainly led to previous reticence :

—

"Any taste for the fine arts, any leanings to litera-

ture, any knowledge of the more graceful accomplish-

ments which render man's social hours lighter to

himself, and more agreeable to his friends, are forbidden

to the physician, under the heavy penalty of the world's

displeasure."

Lever, when he at last revealed his name, had re-

signed the encouraging smiles, which, as he says, had
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been so often dispensed as value for a guinea, in favour

of the laborious life of a hard-working scribe.

Several letters arc preserved from the Ecv. John

Lever, strongly urging Charles to content himself with

putting merely " Harry Lorrequer " on the title page of

"Our Mess.' 3 lie submitted that though the veil be

thin, yet it carried mystery in wearing it ; and that the

public love to be in possession of the secret of authorship

even when the secret is thread-bare. The prudent

parson went further, and urged that " the Author

"

should alone be affixed to his portrait—leaving the

riddle to the sons of (Edipus. And in another letter he

;s reminded that the concluding words in " O'Malley "

intimate a desire of preserving his incognito. John

Lever expressed anxiety that the portrait in preparation

should be a good one; and specially Imped that the

artist, Lover, himself a poet, would not make him too

poetical. He urges him to take special care in spelling

French words, and adds that it was oversights of this

sort which gave the reviewers such an awful handle

against Lady Morgan. All this time he was working

very hard, and from his brother's letters we gather at

the rate of six hours per diem.

Midwinter brought to Lever an invitation from Mr.

Bentley to connect himself with his "Miscellany,"

Harrison Ainsworth, who succeeded Dickens as editor,

having quarrelled with him, and retired to set up for

himself. This proposal stimulated a plan which Lever

had been revolving in his mind, and one more likely to
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suit him, namely, to assume the editorial reins of the

Irish magazine in which his own stories had been for

some years appearing, and to live at Tullamorc with his

brother. He told McGrlashan that he was anxious to

realise a feeling strong within him that he could make

it go in the winner before "Ebony " and " Fraser" ere

two years were out, and that he did not know another

pair who could carry out this scheme, while the pay

might be an increasing scale with the circulation.

In throwing up his medical practice and appointments

he seems to have had something more than a literary

vista to tempt him. Major D
, his confidant from

boyhood, supplies the secret history of the negotiation.

" He had in 1841 taken up his pen in the pages of the

' Dublin University Magazine,' in defence of Lord Eliot,

afterwards Lord St. Germains, then recently appointed

Irish Secretary, against an attack made on him in the

leading Tory organ of Dublin, edited b}' Kemy Shcehan.

This led through the British Minister at Brussels to

some pourparlers, the result of which was that Lever

went to Dublin to undertake the editorship of ' Maga.' "

Lever, without explaining the circumstances, refers to

the movement in his last introduction to "O'Malley":

—

" To do this I was not alone to change my abode and

coimtiy, but to alter the whole destiny of my life. I

was at the time a practising physician attached to the

British Legation, with the best practice of any English-

man in the place, a most pleasant society, and, what I

valued not less than them all, the intimacy of the most
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agreeable and companionable man I ever knew in my
life, whose friendship I have never ceased to treasure

with pride and affection?'

This alludes to Sir II. Seymour, Minister Plenipo-

tentiary at Brussels, whose regard for Lever, as expressed

to the present writer, was equally strong. The tempta-

tion to remain was alluring, but the circumstances were

peculiar, and at last led Lever to accept the terms

offered by McGrlashan.

In sending the vindication of Lord Eliot to the

Magazine, he confidentially remarked that it afforded

him the double opportunity of correcting a mis-state-

ment, and he hoped of doing a service to one able and

willing to acknowledge it. Sir II. Seymour was Eliot's

oldest and best friend, and offered valuable aid. Lever

promised to add, on receiving a proof, the concluding

paragraphs with, he hoped, a semi-official statement of

the intentions of the Irish Government. He was in

high spirits, and scribbled, "Hurrah for the land of

Saints—a private Sec—why not play first fiddle yet?"

He would go back to Dublin, and cany on with a

stretch of canvas of which the small craft never dreamed.

This article he at the time said, was the only thing

he had ever done with which, in every respect, he felt

satisfied—but he added that McGlashan was just the

man to mutter "It's nothing the better for that !
"

Lord Eliot wrote to Sir II. Seymour, expressing his

thanks for Lever's advocacy, but added a remark which

led Lever to recast what he had written, and eliminate
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all tone of controversy. He finally submitted the MS.

to Dr. Mortimer 0' Sullivan, in whose judgment, he

said, he had the same faith as in his friendship—adding

too sangninely, that if he could get anything diplomatic,

he "would not refuse it.

A passage in the paper did not hesitate to express

almost as much. The ruling powers were urged "to

confer the patronage of the Crown, not on the hungry

expectants and infuriated leaders of a faction, but upon

those whose lives were as conspicuous for excellence, as

their abilities were commanding." The title finally

determined on for the paper was " Ireland and her

Rulers "—the same name bestowed by Mr. D. 0. Maddyn

on a work published in the following year.

Lord Eliot, the new Irish Secretary, must have been

much pleased by Lever's allusions to him :

—

"The duties of his office not only place him in in-

timate relation with the other members of the executive

and the law officers of the crown, but they also bring

him into contact with a large body of the resident

gentry and the magistracy. It is impossible that, for

the discharge of such functions, the choice could have

fallen upon a more able or competent person than Lord

Eliot. Independently of his claims as a man of business

and profound political sagacity, he possesses a singularly

happy and seductive manner, a warmth amounting even

to cordiality, and an unassuming simplicity towards his

inferiors in station, highly conducive to the advantage

of a station which places its possessor in constant inter-
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course with persons of all classes. It is not our inten-

tion here to enter into the newspaper controversy

concerning Lord Eliot's private character; we look

indeed upon the attack, if it can be called such, as one

of those chance ebullitions of political bitterness, by

which newspaper writers occasional^- season their

columns, while they affect a knowledge of things of

which the)* know little, and persons of whom, perhaps,

they know less."
''

When, some weeks later, the idea of returning to

Ireland became more fixed, he told McGlashan, as he

had often done before, that he never wished him to be

bias-cil by any consideration for him to the exclusion of

his own individual interests, and that the way to remain

good friends was by frank and straightforward dealing.

High terms were not his object. In thorough confidence

and honesty, he told him that lie wished to have a

valid reason for returning to Ireland, where he hoped to

i^it something from the Government. He had not a

doubt of being abb' to double the circulation of his

magazine, and not leave the other monthlies a leg to

stand on ; and he soon convinced the publisher that

their mutual interest might be served by adopting his

suggestion.

He, however, rather dreaded the avalanche of bills

which were sure to come upon him when a rumour of

his projected departure should get abroad—but feared

more the slanderous statement that he had levanted

—

* "D. U. M.," vol. xviii., p. (V.'>?>.
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English character at Brussels standing not too high for

the supposition.

Again he sought solace in the thought that an Under-

secretaryship of State, a commissionership of Lunacy, or.

failing both, a Stipendiary Magistracy, or a Surgeoncy

in Ordinary to the Household, would recoup him for

past loss or worry. The seat of Irish Government—
the Castle—rose before him, and castles in the air

floated gaily above it. Four years later he thus wrote

of a habit which he fostered to the end.

" Notwithstanding all that we hear said against castle-

building, how few among the unbought pleasures of life

are so amusing ; nor are we certain that these shadowy

speculations—these ' white lies ' that we tell to our

own conscience—are not so many incentives to noble

deeds and generous actions. These 'imaginary con-

versations' lift us out of the jog-trot path of daily

intercourse, and call up hopes and aspirations that lie

buried under the heavy load of wearisome common-

places of which life is made up, and thus permit a

man, immersed as he may be in the fatigues of a pro-

fession, harassed by law, or worried by the Three per

Cents., to be a hero to his own heart at least for a few

minutes once a week."

Lever had given no decided answer to the flattering

invitation from Mr. Bentley ; and Mr. A n waited

upon him one day, to know if he would not accept it.

Lever interpreted the eagerness of Mr. A n to a hope

that whenever he should hold the helm of the craft,

VOL. I. X
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Mr. A n might be sure of employment—but in truth,

as he said, he would not accept of him as pig ballast!

McGlashan liked to hold a pruning knife, and Lever

feared its exercise, lie told him firmly that he would

not think of accepting a divided responsibility, and

recoiled from the idea of being tin 1 mere farceur of a

journal. It was the conviction, right or wrong, that he

was qualified to conduct a magazine, that led him to

it what was an easier path. He took the reins to

try whether, with the same cattle, he could not spin along

-"me fifteen miles an hour, vice six Irish. lie proposed

to hold a social meeting of the staff when the new reign

would open, and the oath of allegiance be sworn to !

McGlashan did not abuse the confidence reposed in

him, and offered Lever handsome terms. He motioned

him to the editorial chair of the magazine, and suggested

that he should contribute some portion of a story

monthly, for which £100 a month or £1,200 a yea] 1 was

offered, with half profits on all he wrote.

Lever was in high glee. Where was he to be

housed; Mas the domicile dry; had it lots of stabling

;

what was the duty on furniture, old and new, and on

an old carriage ; what of that delicious thought—an

Elizabethan cottage in "Wicklow—these were some of

the questions he feverishly asked. Meanwhile he wrote

to Colley Grattan, Johnson, and others, telling them to

hold their pens in readiness to aid.

In a perfect fidget was Le. lie could not sit down to

write, he said, until his home became more cheerful, and
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his plans fixed. He was all impatience to know how soon

he was to don his harness like a spirited steed, and pawed

the ground, so to speak, with eagerness to go ahead.

The usually impassive McGlashan was hardly less

elated when he thought of his magazine being brought

so intimately amongst the ministerialists. Removing

the pen from his ear, indulging in a prolonged pinch of

Rapee, and giving himself a day's rest from his desk,

he started on a tramp to the country, where he, at last,

selected a place likely to suit Lever, who, in acknow-

ledgment, said, that when he had a roof over him, he

would tell him, more fittingly, how much he felt his

zeal and promptitude. He begged of him not to con-

sult about their plans a certain connection of his, who

had a diabolical faculty for mismanaging everything on

which he put his hand. This weakness would seem to

have been a family failing, for just as Lever was about

to leave Brussels, he announced to McGlashan that he

had made a sad mess of his horses and furniture, having

sold all his traps, just to get rid of them, for £600 less

than he had not long previously paid. He begs of him

not to mention his folly, for he was ashamed to confess

it even to himself. Bills he was paying tAvice over—

-

having lost the receipts, and he feared he should be

sent to England like a pauper to his parish !

Pleasant and sparkling thoughts soon chased dull

care away. Part of his scheme was to make a French

torn- through Ireland, accompanied by his wife and a

French maid—and not to speak anything but broken

x 2
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English, and write the result for the magazine. They

would go to Ivillarney—the west—and even the north

—

and Lever wagered £100, would not be detected. At

Tnllamore, he would not even tell his own brother

—

and the thing, he added, would be the most perfect

piece of successful humbug ever practised ! Another

project—the " Weekly Quiz " with sketches by " Phiz "

— danced pleasantly through his fancy—not to speak of

" The Blarney "—a half sheet, small 8vo, with a droll

picture on the cover of all the world blarneying.—The

Duke blarneying the Queen ; Dan the Paddies ; Bulwer

the Booksellers; Brodie and the Doctors the Apothe-

caries; a Lawyer the Attorneys; the Military the

Ladies; and "Harry Lorrequer" everybody. lie told

McGlashan to advertise it for the 1st of April—all Fool's

day—and to share the profits with him. Some sheets

of a scries to be called Noctea Lorrequeriana he threw

oft', but finally burnt. " O'Leary in Belgium, with

thoughts en Bones and Balls/' shared the same fate.

In January, 1842, Lever had resigned the rod of

iEsculapius, and sent word that if any worthy fellow

Worth taking trouble about cared to come and grasp it,

there was at his service <£G00 per annum, which his

introduction could secure him. Dr. Parkinson succeeded

to Lever's preferment and practice in Brussels.

The Wicklow mountains were covered with snow

when their night-capped tops arrested Lever's eye—and

the ground, on every side, was hard with hoary frost.

The Sugar Loaf never looked more like the monster
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cone to which it had been compared. lie had not been

man}' days in his new house, when illness plagued him.

Earl}T in February, he announced himself as half dead

with a confounded attack, and unable to hear or speak.

He also complained that the house, though professedly

a furnished one, far from deserved that character, as Mrs.

Lever and he had been furnishing it all day, and should

necessarily continue to do till the end of their term.

In March, 1842, we find him fairly in editorial

harness ; and ordering one of the staff to prepare sugar-

plum notices of a new book by Archbishop Whately,

and of "Modern Flirtations," by Catharine Sinclair:

directions are given to allot to the prelate a good place

among the petticoats. Lever had sat up half the night

going through the MSS. which had inundated his box,

and did not find, he declared, by any accident, a single

paper approaching to good. To such of the writers as

he knew, he wrote direct; and as regards "the great

unknown " literati, he declared that they eminently

deserved to be such.

During the following month he is still found doing the

drudging duties of a reader, rather than presiding as

editorial autocrat. This time he sat up all night. Some

of the MSS. were, he said, crude ill-digested trash : a few

were good, but the majority " Awfully bad—even unto

Gasparism.'''
1 * A budget of papers were duly sifted,

and some condemned as execrable, including " Priestcraft

* A tedious tale " To be continued," known as " Gaspar the Pirate," had

appeared in the Magazine prior to Lever's regime.
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-us Witchcraft. What was to be done with the great

rejected? Coals were dear. Clondalkin Tower might

be retained. The Magazine doubtless would need

grouting from the wall, and it should not be, more than

a pudding, all sugar-plums; but no journal could afford

a trimestrial paper such as those he had doomed,

without being most deservedly d d. lie thought a

( apital paper might be made out of the last will of the

late editor, beginning: "I, Anthony Poplar,* of sound

mind : but grievously suffering from various con-

tributors ; do give and bequeath, &c., all my interest,

titles, letters, &c. in D. TJ. Mag.—to my dearly beloved

Harry Lorrequer-—with all my interest, such as it is, in

Gaspar the Pirate, whom I earnestly hope that in

proportion as the world neglects and despises, he will

kindly and affectionately," &c. &c. The other

contributors also came in for a share.

If Lever discharged the drudging duties of a reader,

he also undertook the role of Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer ; and he would press upon the best of the staff,

such as Hayman, cheques, not, he said, as an adequate

remuneration for their aid, but such as the Proprietors

had placed at his disposal.

The Rev. John Lever, though he took care to say

thai all such criticism is somewhat out of his line, lost

* Anthony Poplar was the nom de j>!ni,n of the Rev. 0. S. Stanford,

jinal editor of the D. U. M. He published an edition of Plato, in 1833

;

of Ovid, in L835 ; and was editor of the tf Christian Examiner," from 1 843 to

Be became rector of St. Michan's, Dublin, in 1844, and died at

Surbiton, Surrey, in 1873.
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no opportunity of putting Charles " in heart" by words

of encouragement, which he well knew, from experience,

he at all times needed, if real progress was desired. He

thought "Jack Ilinton " began promisingly; and that

Cross Corney was capable of being made very much of

—

enough, in fact, to compensate for the death of Mickey

Tree. The illustrations he liked not much, unless

Corney ; the points he thought muddy and confused,

and he declared that "Phiz" always succeeded best with

single figures, or a group of three.

Lever continued to work with a will on "Jack

Hinton." A preface to it, issued in 1859, but after-

wards withdrawn, naively states that "for the characters

of his story, there is not one for which he had not ' a

real sitter;" and that for Mrs. P. Eooney, Father Loftus,

Mahon, 0'Grady, Tipperary Joe, and even Corney him-

self, " I have scarcely added a touch which Nature has

not given them, while, assuredly, I have failed to impart

many a fine and delicate tint far above ' the reach of—my
—art,' which might have presented them in stronger lights

than I have dared to attempt." The final preface, dated

Trieste, 1872, declares that he had not to draw on imagi-

nation for these characters, but that he never heard one

correct guess as to the originals. On the latter point he

does not enlighten us, but the late Eev. J. Comyn, P.P.

of Kilkee, as he lolled in his easy chair, sat, it is said,

for the portrait of Father Tom. His character is be-

lieved to have also furnished a large share of the material

which enabled Lever in other books to draw his saccr-
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dotal sketches. Our author's early life embraced solely

Protestant society, and until he met the Priests of Clare,

he knew nothing of their order. It has been asserted

that the Priest in Lever's eye was Father Maguire, the

famous controversialist ; but we are not aware he ever

met Maguire, unless casually travelling by canal-boat

or coach. lie belonged to the diocese of Ardagh, in

which Lever at no time lived. The Father Tom whom

on a drizzling day he met on board the boat, playing

five and ten with a Quaker, paying compliments to

Mrs. Carney, drinking punch, and engaged in con-

troversial discussion, does not seem the same Father

Tom whom we know and love through the remainder

of the story.* The chief part of the scene is quoted

in Frascr of the day by the dashing reviewer, Dr.

Maginn ; and we arc distinctly told that " this Priest,

gentle reader, shadowed out to you, is Tom Maguire,

a man of mighty fame in almost every way in which

fame can be won by a civilian, and who deserves to

be celebrated hereafter as we ourselves can celebrate

him." f Frascr, though expressing what seems author-

* See "Jack Hinton" eh. xix.

+ Those who remember Maginn, or his picture in the " Prout Papers,"

presiding at the head of a genial group of wits, will not he surprised to hear

that he longed to know Lever. " We had rather," he writes, " borrow

money to drink with the author of ' O'Malley ' than get drunk at the

costliest expense of any other scribbler." He would indeed have been a

welcome accession to a hoard round which Southey, Coleridge, Hook, Hogg,

Ainsworth, Thackeray, Choker, Gait, Mahoney, Murphy and Moir, were

wont to cluster. Lever ami Maginn, however, never met. The witty

critic fell with the leaves in 1842 ; and some of his final allusions to Lever

appeared after his death—an event which put letters in mourning.
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ised announcements, is repudiated in Lever's letters of

the time, and pronounced to be more injurious than

useful to him.

As regards Maguire, whom we personally knew, the

sketch which Maginn relished is a broad caricature,

though dashed off with the strength of a Hogarth, and

the piquancy of a Cham. It may be added that Maguire

was a frequent guest of Mr. P. Brophy, well known

to Lever, and famous for slang anecdotes, who told us

that the moment any joke bearing upon levity was

raised, no bust of St. Patrick could present a more

impassive gravity. The sketch of the Priest on board

the boat cannot, therefore, have been like him. It seems

to have been rapidly made, not by a fireside friend, but by

a fellow-passenger on a public route, alive to pecu-

liarities of character, and keenly on the watch to carica-

ture them. Maguire was just the man—if formally

introduced to Lever—to detect his design, and fold

himself in reserve. A less astute Priest presented him-

self in the person of Father Comyns, with whom, it will

be remembered, Lever was well acquainted, and he

thereupon rolled the two into one. The Father Tom of

the canal-boat altogether alters as the tale proceeds.

Lever worked somewhat on the principle adopted

by Dickens, whose biographer has let us into the secret

of how this sort of thing is done. We learn that

"nothing complete is ever taken from life by a genuine

writer, but only leading traits, or such as may give

greater finish ; and that the fine artist will embody
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in his portraiture of one person his experiences of

many."

The good parson's " God speed !
" his counsel and his

correction, proved of real use to Charles. From St.

Catherine's, on the 20th January, 1842, he writes:

—

" Jack goes on flourishingly—the dialogue is piquant

and racy—and without the bustle of ' O'Mallcy.' The

incidents follow after one another in natural succession.

Let me call your attention, however, to the extra-

ordinary hallucination of pp. 83 and 04, in which the

sin no individual is alternately Lord George or Lord

Dudley, De Vere, or Herbert, as the printer pleases.

The author must choose what name to call his man by,

and then let him have no alias. As for the picture, the

likeness is mosl spirited and striking; a little too much

oifierteoi air—but altogether excellent. 'Tis Charley

himself—especially forehead and eye/'

The eld<r Lever goes on to say that there was good

taste and good sense shown by Charles in not bringing

his people out—he had already given us some good

duels—and need not fight over again. lie added a wish

that it had not been said that " Sir Roger do Coverley

was an emblem of eternity." A flattering notice is en-

closed " to put him in good-humour and sharpen his pen."

John Lever knew his brother's nature well.

" Newspapers" writes Charles, " are the spurs which

make me spring to exertion when disposed to he idle,

which is my natural tendency, alas and alack !"

In sheltering his own name and concocting, as he
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believed, imaginary ones like Alonsoon, Lever little

dreamt that a veritable Jack Hinton would turn up in

Wexford.*

The many families whose names he had borrowed for

his books, richly enjoyed an amusing retribution—
pillorying his own name—which fell upon him at this

time. " Charles Lever, the Man of the Nineteenth

Century," by the Eev. "W. Gresley, M.A. Prebendary of

Lichfield; was published in London. The tale set

forth the career, from cradle to grave, of a remarkable

character described throughout as Charles Lever.f To

this circumstance our author, in his " jSToticc Preliminary

of O'Leary," made allusion : "To disclaim any or all of

* Besides making contemporary public characters figure under a half-

veiled guise, Lever, in a later book successfully tried the experiment of in-

troducing prolonged allusions to some by name—amongst others to Cardinal

('alien, but never availed himself of the vast power at his command of

placing in a ludicrous light men to whom his traditional prejudices had

been opposed. He goes farther and puts into the mouth of Kenny Dodd

an earnest protest against some strictures on Archbishop Cullen for an

opinion alleged to be held by him.

+ The annoyance with which our author read such passages as the

following may be guessed. " Placed in the atmosphere of a Christian house-

hold ; all the better feelings of Charles Lever's heart revived and expanded

;

his conviction of his own errors became daily fixed more deeply ; his faith

in ( ihrist waxed stronger, and his resolutions of amendment more confirmed "

[p. 216).

A letter addressed to us by Mrs. Gresley, dated Boyne Hill Vicarage,

March 1st, 1877, states that Canon Gresley, the writer of " Charles Lever,

the Man of the Nineteenth century," died in November 1*76, and that the

coincidence of name was purely accidental. But this was not so provoking

as the ease of the adventurer Graham, who, under the name of Charles Lever,

was charged before Mr. Chance with obtaining money by means of adver-

tisements addressed to "Inexperienced Persons," anxious to appear upon the

stage. Numbers replied and all were promised, on the payment of a com-

mission, a capital opening and salaried, engagement-.
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the intentions attributed to us in Mr. O'Leary's letter,

would have been perfectly useless. * * * To little

purpose should we adduce that our Alter Ego was the

hero of a book by the Prebendary of Lichfield, and

Charles Lever given to the world as a socialist."

Lever, who from boyhood possessed almost naturally

"the give and take " of good society, was always au fait

in the salon, especially if a race ball or a hunt ball ;
* but

it is in the open ah*, clearing a five-barred gate, guiding

a runaway Croydon ; heading a column
;

pursuing a

flirtation in some romantic dell ; or, by vast strength of

lungs and muscle, rescuing some dear Galway girl from

infuriate Atlantic waves, that he always appears to best

advantage. Some of his finest heroines—perhaps more

spirited than spirituel—arc those who well know the

secret of planting roses in their cheeks by a keen relish

of out-door life.

"Diamond cut diamond" was exemplified in the career

of that Bird of Paradise, who could bring down her

bird at sixty yards !

'• She'd ride a wall, she'd draw a team,

Or with a fly she'd whip a stream,

Or maybe sing you ' Rousseau's Dream,'

For nothing could escape her
;

I've seen her, too, upon my word

—

Al sixty yards bring down her bird.

Oh ! she charm'd all the forty-third,

Did lovely Mary Draper !

"

As a physician Lever knew the importance of the

ch. x.wii. of *• Jack Hint on," where a Galway ball is inimitably

bed.
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open air in producing the mens sana in corpora sano—
the real secret of his own success, and the happiness of

those who did likewise. His seasonable descriptions,

sometimes redolent of the hawthorn but more frequently

braced by the scent of the heather, or the aroma of

Atlantic sea-weed where waves roll in unbroken from

Labrador, equal those of Scott, and surpass Smollett's.*

To the last, he continued his open air system, though

sometimes in a novel way. "When boating, as he daily

did, in the Bay of Spezzia, he would lie often, for an

hour at a time, on his back gazing on the bright blue

sky, and breathing the bracing air.

The graphic glimpses of Galway belles and balls dis-

closed by these tales bear so strong an impress of

intimate personal acquaintance, that we are not surprised

to hear from Major Darcy that Lever's figure at Galway

dances is now, after thirty years, clearly before him

—

his face redolent of enjoyment ; his limbs all activity

;

his coat thrown back, and displaying a large amount of

snow-white vest and shirt.f

* But, unlike Scott, lie cared little for archaeological attraction. One

catches a good glimpse of his character in a critique he wrote on Otway's

" Connaught."

"We are too eager to breathe the mountain air to wait, on any account

whatever, at Cong. Away ! we care nothing for your caves— ' Our heart's in

the highlands.' We are hill-folk—no troglodytes. Don't attempt to stop

us with Patrick's tooth ! Your crozier ? would it serve us for a walking-

staff ] would it help us up the long hill at Minterown ?

"

t Galway was the favourite theatre of his novels. Mo part of Ireland is

so rich in its preservation of comical situations, and startling traditions

regarding society there sixty years ago. With these,Joseph Miles McDonnell,

of Doo Castle, plied Lever freely.
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" The genius of the rest of Ireland," he writes, " uses

Connanght as a species of literary store-farm. Ulster,

Leinster, and Munster, breed men of genius who, so

soon as they have exhausted their own provinces of lay

and legend, incontinently cross the Shannon to carry on

a predatory warfare against Fin Yarra, and GranaUaile.

These they rob and pillage without mercy; driving

preys of ghost stories, and taking black mail of songs

and tunes as unceremoniously as ever the Finns of old

lifted sheep and black cattle. Meanwhile, the Con-

nasianfl go on coshering, and story telling, and droning

on their bagpipes ; fighting, joking, ghost-seeing; acting-

comedies and romances every day of their lives ; but

never dreaming of taking pen in hand to turn them-

selves to account;"* and again, "you might as well

attempt to eat down a corcass meadow as to exhaust

this El Dorado of literary material, by transporting

into it any given number of tourists, statists, legend-

* D. U. M., August, 1839, p. 124.

Many traits as he gave <>i' Galway oddities, he could have added numer-

others hitherto untold. Writ- and duns daily dogged the Galway

gentry. We are informed by Mr. B that bailiffs having one morning

obtained access to the hall while his ancestor was dressing, "The masther,"

thus surprised, with one half of lii- face shaved, and the other in a lather,

jumped from his bed-room window to the yard, and mounting, barebacked

a favourite horse, galloped across the country, and presented himself for

admission at th<- house ofa popular baronet. The figure he cut, bareheaded,

his face in ;i lather, and minus all clothing but a flannel vest and drawers,

insternation among the ladies, and hearty laughter among the

men ! Winn we find that incidents Buch as this were of daily occurrence,

it i- clear that Lever by no means overdrew the pictures he presented.

of his most amusing stories were drawn from the life of Mr. Giles

Eyre, Master of the ( ralway hounds.
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hunters, whim-catchers, trait-trappers, and historians."

This remark was a propos to Ceesar Otway, who, in

1839, made a gallant dash into Joyce's country,

and came back laden with spoil. Wilde took the hint

thus dropped, and produced his book on Connaught

scenery.

If Lever provoked laughter, he could also draw forth

tears. Less expert in killing than in creating, as much

cannot be said of him, as of Dickens, that Paul Dombcy's

death placed a whole nation in mourning ; but, it may

be urged that the death of Mary Martin is, in pathetic

touch, not inferior to the death of Little Nell. The

graphic strength of Lever's sketches, and the depth of

his powers of social diagnosis, derived an element of

success from the position he occupied as a physician.

The picture of a sick chamber in " Luttrell of Arran,"

and the dying girl, pallid on her pillow, but united

in mock marriage by a base clique at her bedside,

is full of dramatic strength and skill. In "Luttrell,"

too, is graphically described that attendance by the

bedside of a fair and dying patient, for which the

doctor declines to receive any fee but a tress of her

golden hair.

In the knowledge drawn from medical practice, Dr.

Lever held a decided vantage ground. " The life of a

physician," he writes, " has nothing so thoroughly

rewarding, nothing so cheering, so full of hearty en-

couragement as in the occasional friendships to which

it opens the way. The doctor attains to a degree of
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intimacy, and stands on a footing of confidence so

entirely exceptional, that, if personal qualities lend aid

to the position, his intercourse becomes friendship.

Whether, therefore, my old career gave me any as-

sistance in new roads, whether it imparted to me any

habits of investigation as applicable to the full, in

morals as to matter, it certainly imparted to me the

happy accident of standing on good terms with—

I

was going to say—my patient, and perhaps no better

word could be found for him who has heard me so

long, trusted me so much, given me so large a share

of his favour, and come to look on me with such

friendliness."

Some of Lever's curiosities of medical experience

were amusing. A stud-groom of the King of Ilolland

had been under his care for ague. He got well, and

on his return to the Hague thought proper to visit his

former doctor—the King's physician—to show himself

cured and extol Lever's merits. The Dutch M.D. was

amazed at what he conceived a small miracle, and hearing

that the wonderful man who worked it was an author,

sent off an express to Bruxelles for Dr. Lever's works.

They sent him " Harry Lorrequer," and " Charley

O'Mclley ! " and the luckless leech nearly lost his

senses at the shock, besides being made the laughing

stock of Holland, where the whole story was known,

from the king downwards. Lever said, as he told the

story, that in college he learned that Homer should

be read for his anatomy alone; but he had never
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dreamt of " Lorrequer's practice of physic" * becoming

a handbook for the faculty. It will be remembered

that " Lorrequer practising Physic," from the pencil of

Phiz, richly illustrates a most comical chapter of the

" Confessions."

It may be added, that Lever complained that a

garbled version of " O'Malley " had been published at

Paris under the title of "Deux filles et Maries," the

greatest sting being that the writer passed off the lucu-

bration as his own—though on reflection, Lever felt

little inclined to contest the parentage. With greater

chagrin he read in successive issues of a leading Kew
York journal continued chapters of " Major O'Connor,

by the author of ' Charles O'Malley ;
'
" but a manifesto

from Lever's publishers, in August 1841, repudiates it

as " an impudent forgery."

VOL. I.



CHAPTER XI.

"Nuts and nutcrackers"—The Vice-regal Court—Candidate for Bandon

—

O'Sullivan—The Menagerie dinners at Templeogue— Recollections of

Leva by old Mends—W. M. Thackeray—" Arthur O'Leaiy."

In April, 1842, Lever publicly entered on his editorial

duties. To select a literary workshop in a neighbour-

hood not likely to be bored by barrel-organs, or trouble-

some visitors, would seem, with McGlashan, at least to

have been a primary object ; but pending the search we

find Lever at Thomhill, StiUorgan, for a brief sSjmr^

and, later, at Woodpark, Kingstown. Tcmpleogue, a

popular place of resort in the last century, but latterly

like the chalybeate Spas of Lucan and Isinglass deserted,

was eventually chosen as the ground Avhereon to pitch

his camp.

The chief feature of Lever's first number was a

sketch, pen and pencilled, of Tom Moore. Prefixed to

the Magazine we find an address from the new editor,

with a flattering tribute to the redeeming virtues of its

previous career.

" Seeking by every available means, and at every

occasion opportunities of benefiting our native country,

illustrating its antiquities, elevating its literary tastes,
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fostering its art and encouraging its industry ; and

above all seeking to induce on the common ground of

literature and science, a bond of union between men of

all parties and denominations, while at the same time

it never compromised a principle nor flinched from its

avowed opinions."

But he saw room for improvement.

" Some time must elapse before I can hope to accom-

plish the whole or even the greater part of my wishes.

I have succeeded to an estate with certain vested rights,

and, although the old leases shall not in some instances

have renewals, yet while running my life against them,

I shall, I trust, treat the tenants in possession with

every due courtesy. Lastly, to all anonymous contri-

butors, I would say that, gout excepted, I am by nature

of a ' temperament smooth as oil, soft as young down,'

yet that I have really no sympathy in common with that

large and amiable class who send 100 pages of ill-

written MS. and expect a reply by return." His corps

being ample for all purposes, he begged, therefore, to

be spared either the labour of replying to unsought-

for applications, or the rudeness of leaving them un-

answered.

This address was written before Lever assumed the

direction of his team. It cannot be denied that dis-

tance lent enchantment to the view. On taking the

reins he found his cattle—as he tells the Eev. Edward

Johnson in June, 1842—" as groggy a set of screws as

ever man held in harness," adding, " God forgive me
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for my editorial puff of them." By degrees he got rid

of the worst of the staff, and enlisted more muscular

aid.

Ilis " Xuts and Nut-crackers
''—suggested by the

tjtirjxs in France—were now begun. lie wisely felt

that the popular topics of the day would afford him

abundant matter for ridicule, and sometimes for sharp

satire. But he desired anonymity because its persona-

lities like its politics would hit all sides : and more

freedom would thereby be allowed to him.*

It will be remembered that he expressed a wish to

attend the court of tho Viceroy, Lord de Grey. A great

Q.C., whose long horse-hair wig made him look an oracle

of wisdom, accompanied Lever to the Castle. Both halted

at the house of Alexander Spencer en route, and partook

of some refreshment while giving a finishing arrangement

* One of lii.s first Nuts was a pinch for the "Christian Examiner," which

brought a note of protest from the Rev. John Levi;. Canon ] layman, a

contributor to both the 1). U. M. and this evangelical organ, tells us that

John was not pleased at a remark in those very clever "Nuts," (papers not

appreciated as they deserved), about "talking shop," as the phrase is.

"Harry Lorrequer, in his 'Nuts,' was constantly combating current

notions, in the gayest fashion—indulging in fun and badinage to the

Utmost. So lie averred that multitudes never fell into the error of talking

of their professions (giving instances, and among them this)—he had 'dined

a dozen times in company with parsons, yet he never heard a word of piety

from them.' This remark, made in pure frivolity, was taken hold of by

some dullard who could nol see its innocent quizzing, and poor Lever was

hauled up before the public as an insulter of the Protestant clergy. At the

very moment that men, like Mortimer O'Sullivan, were thoroughly enjoying

the joke, Lever felt the injustice with which he was treated. He wrote to

me at the time, as you will see, askingwhether I was offended at his levity?

I could only reply, that I laughed over and over again at his witticism

—

adding, however, that I feared his observation was often well founded."
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to their dress. A book produced during his stay in

Ireland (the "O'Donoghue") contains a chapter headed

" St. Patrick's Ball,'' in which the hero, when attending

for the first time those formal scenes, is described as

feeling "a bit nervous ; " and from the account given

of Lever by early friends some personal experience

possibly exists in the detail. This feeling of diffidence

was cured by whispered counsel in a way specially cha-

racteristic of Dublin society.

" With such success did he demolish reputations—so

fatally did his sarcasm depreciate those against whom
they were directed—that ere long, Mark moved along

in utter contempt for that gorgeous throng which at

first had impressed him so profoundly. To hear that

the proud-looking general, his coat a blaze of orders,

was a coward ; that the benign and mild faced judge

was merciless and unrelenting ; that the bishop, whose

simple bearing and gentle quietude of manner were

most winning, was in reality a crafty place-hunter and

a subtle intriguant—such were the lessons Talbot poured

into his ear, while amid the ranks of beauty still more

deadly calumnies pointed all he said."

Lever held aloof from general society in Dublin, but

the ice once broken, he enjoyed a dance at the Castle

balls. How often in criticism, printed and oral, has he

been represented as " the rollicking and roistering

novelist ; " but the thorough purity of his heart, when

in the height of festive fun, is shown by what he says

of Jullien's Irish Quadrilles, then all the rage. In his
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"Nuts"—a series of passing hits—ho deprecates the intro-

duction of airs heard only at riotous carousals and roister-

ing festivals ; whose every bar is associated with words,

which in his maturer years he blushes to have listened

to ! He stares about him in wonderment for a moment,

he forgets that the young lady who dances with such

evident enjoyment of the air, is ignorant of its history
;

he watches her sparkling eyes and animated gesture

Avithout remembering that she knows nothing of the

associations at which her partner is perhaps smirking;

he sees her vis-oL-vis exchanging looks with his friend,

that denote their estimation of the music ; and, in very

truth, so puzzled is he, he begins to distrust his senses.

The air ceases and is succeeded by another, no less

known, no less steeped in the same class of associa-

tions, and so to the conclusion, till the whole is capped

with a melody to which even the restraints of society

arc scarcely able to prevent a humming accompani-

ment of concurring voices, and—these are the Irish

Quadrilles !

"If we wished for a set," he adds, "how many good

and suitable airs have we not really at our hands? Is not

our national music proverbially rich, and in the very

character of music that would suit us ? Are there not

airs in hundreds whose very names are linked with

pleasing and poetic memories admirably adapted to the

purpose ? TVny commit the choice, as in this case, to a

foreigner who knew nothing of them, nor of us? And

why permit him to introduce into our drawing-rooms,
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through the means of a quadrille baud, a class of remi-

niscences which suggest levity in young men, and shame

in old ones."*

It is said that over the gates of Bandon was once

inscribed

Turk, Jew, or Atheist,

May enter here, but not a Papist—

and that Swift wittily supplemented the lines with

Whoever wrote this, wrote it well,

The same is written on the Gates of Hell.

This stronghold Lever felt a passing fancy, if not to

represent, at least publicly to aspire to, believing that by

this course he would gain favour with the great party

then in power. In politics he seems to have been a good-

humoured Conservative, and the thought of standing for

Bandon occiuTed to him merely as a stroke of business,

not unmixed with the waggery inseparable from his

nature.*)'

* Lever's nice delicacy of feeling when in full blooded manhood is here

seen. Jullien's reign, marked by flourish of trumpets and din of drum, was

a bright one. But at a concert one night in Dublin, having been applauded

into giving a reluctant encore he lost temper, and called his auditory " a

sixpenny mob." The benches were torn up, the orchestra smashed, the

chandeliers pulled down, and Jullien himself with dishevelled ringlets fled

from a throne which he never afterwards ventured to reascend.

f A parliamentary orator said that, he had himself read this inscription

on the gate, but Mr. Bennett in his "History of Bandon,'' denies that it ever

existed, though the authenticity of Swift's lines are not disputed. A dozen

additional lines of Swift, hardly known, follow the often-cmoted couplet.

We are assured by a respectable solicitor, a native of Bandon, that he

himself has been shown in the records of its Corporation a bye-law pro-

hibiting any " Papist " to sleep in the town, and that he remembers to have

been pointed out the first Catholic to whom that permission was extended.
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McGlashan, hacked by the Rev. John Lever, con-

tinued to urge anonymity ; but our author finally

disregarded the counsel of both, and the last number

of "Jack Ilinton" displayed "By Charles Lever,

Esq." Indeed further concealment now would have

savoured of affectation.

There was nothing amused him more, while living at

Kingstown, than the people he met when travelling

thither by train. The Dublin and Kingstown Railway

had shot into activity within the period which elapsed

between his appointment to Deny and return to Ireland.

Lever said that if the wise Caliph who studied mankind

by sitting on the bridge at Bagdad had lived in Dublin

and in our times, he certainly would have become a

subscriber to the Kingstown Railway, where for ten

pounds per annum he might have indulged his peculiar

vein and obtained a greater insight into character,

inasmuch as the objects of his investigation would be

all sitting shots. Scgur's "Quatre Ages dc la Vie," he

added, "never marked out mankind like the half-hour

trains." To the careless observer the company would

appear a heterogeneous mass of old and young of both

sexes, but Lever read every face with profit. The 8*30

train he found was filled with attorneys. "The ways

of Providence are inscrutable : it arrives safely in

Dublin." By the 9*0 train comes a fresh jovial-looking

set of fellows with bushy whiskers and geraniums in

button-holes. They arc traders, but have, however,

half an acre divided into meadow and tillage near
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Kingstown. 9 -30, the housekeepers' train, 10-0, the

barristers'. "Tierce faces look out at the weather

with the stern glance they are accustomed to, and

stare at the sun in the face as though to say, 'None

of your prevarication with me. Answer me, on your

oath, is it to rain or not?'" At 10*30 the doctors

return, and at 11-0 the men of wit and pleasure—men

Lever confessed rather difficult of detection—travel in

pairs.

Templeogue House, into which he finally settled down,

is described as the former resort of the Knights Tem-

plars, and is one of several other mansions in which James

the Second has been traditionally said to have slept on

the night of his defeat at the Boyne. Its great court-

yards with their impregnably high walls and gate piers

twenty feet high, the old Dutch waterfall, terraced

walks, gigantic grottoes, expansive gardens, and avenues

of elms, attest the former importance of Templeogue

House. Its sweeping avenue is entered by a massive

old iron gate between high piers surmounted by globes of

granite. Around it quietude reigned, broken only by

the rush of foaming water and the groans of a ponderous

wheel, which, with the lofty mill in front, presents a

picturesque view, reminding one of the well-known

scene in " La Sonnambula," while farther off in front

stands Montpelier and its castellated tower, once the

resort of the "Hell-fire Club." The sward—part of

it suggestive of " Green grow the Rushes, O," the rest

of " Shamrock so Green "—was prettily laid out, and
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quite to Lever's taste. Templeogue latterly had not been

much frequented by the votaries of pleasure or fashion
;

but some pleasant men whom Lever brought to his

house made the reunions there most enjo)*able. Men
of wit and letters were by degrees recruited, generally

summoned by such welcome missives as " Come and

dine tn meet the Magazine." On those occasions, we

are told, he handled his reins so dexterously in driving

his team, and used his whip (on the rare occasions that

he did so) with such skill and judgment, that you heard

but the crack that cheered and stimulated, and not the

lash that kept all to the traces.

Writing from Trieste a few months before his death,

he says, "I had drawn around me a circle of men of

great and varied powers, and when I mention such

names as Archie Butler, Petrie, Griffin, the late Bishop

of Limerick, [saac Butt, Mortimer O'Sullivan, &c, I

may be believed when I assert that conversation took

a range, and was maintained with a brilliancy that left

ii< nothing to regret of the more famous gatherings at

Holland or Gore House. Indeed, Thackeray himself

assured me he had met no such collective agreeability

anywhere.**

To one of these spirits we owe the following remi-

niscence: "These were halcyon days for the corps of

the Irish periodical. To that pleasant retreat resorted

all the best spirits that could be found—men of letters,

men of art, whoever could play a good game of whist,

tell a [good story or sing a good song,—all found a
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hearty welcome, and like Jack Falstaff and Justice

Shallow, many a time they heard the chimes of midnight.

Here the material of the next number was often dis-

cussed, many a bright fancy evoked, and many a bright

thought born. Xo one shone with greater lustre than

the host himself. No matter who began to talk, some-

how ere long we all found ourselves listeners. How

this happened one never stopped to consider. A
spiritual magnetism, whose operations were unseen, but

whose effects were visible enough, drew us all to him

;

and his cheery laugh—for he laughed with all his heart

—

was the most infectious thing in the world, and set the

table in a roar."

"If," writes Lever himself in 1871, "the men who

wrote for the ' University,' were all more or less engrossed

in their several careers as churchmen, barristers, and

physicians, and there was consequently less of that

bond of professional spirit which they who make

literature a career possess, there was on the other hand

a great breadth from the diversity of daily occupation,

vast variety from the divers contrasts of experiences,

and a total absence of all the rivalries and jealousies

that unhappily attend men when seeking distinction by

the same road. I will not say that quizzing, a very

Irish defect, was not rife amongst us, and that any

lapses into tall talk, or any slips of ' sentimentality ' in

an article, would not have met very summary punish-

ment as we sat after dinner ; but on the whole there

was great good humour and great good fellowship, and
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to the very few who remain—for alas ! the ranks are

grievously thinned—my heart warms as I write these

words of memory."

"Ah," writes a survivor, "the hand which traced

these lines has lost its cunning, and the heart which

glowed with nationality and friendship's fire has since

followed other hearts now stilled for ever."

It often happened that when Lever produced some-

thing he considered specially good, McGlashan unhesi-

tatingly condemned it. On the other hand the things

he thought his worst proved, not unfrequently, real hits.

The Eev. Samuel Hayman, an acute critic, pronounced

" O'Leary " a masterpiece, and now, after the lapse of

thirty years, regards it as the best of his writings. In

January, 1842, Lever besought Hayman—if he loved

him—not to mention "O'Leary"—he detested it from

fa is heart; but being obliged to do something for the

Magazine, he patched up that stuff, which he said took

labour to read, but none to write

!

Encouraged by Hayman, the modest author continued

month by month " The Wanderings and Ponderings of

Arthur O'Leary." Hayman's genial criticism sent him

into his oak snuggery with such courage, he said, that

he could work, and work hard, when an impertinent

paragraph or some malicious sneer would leave him

biting his pen and sketching caricatures on his paper

for hours after. Later on he described himself as quite

in a nutter as to the reception poor "O'Leary" would

meet from English critics when presented in complete
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outfit ; and though he had perfect faith in the liberality

with which Colburn paid for puffs, not even his own

"New Monthly" could requite him for the acrimony of

the unpaid and uncivil ones.

He eventually had good reason to rejoice, five hundred

copies, as he announced, having been subscribed the

first day in the Eow. With the illustrations too he

was greatly gratified.* The Controller at Dublin

Castle told him that "O'Leary" had been read aloud

with great success in the boudoir of the Viceroy,

Lord De Grey. " Who the reader was," writes Lever,

" I forgot to ask : but heaven help poor O'Leary if he

trickled through the conventional lispings of a Cockney

Guardsman. As for me, it is the only success of a book

of mine I ever heard of with pique, for I hold the

powers that be as cheap as I do the Eepealers." It

must be confessed that Lever felt sore that the Viceroy

had not taken more notice of him. Whereupon some

of his castles in the air began to melt away like the

saccharine pagodas which graced his Excellency's board,

and tempted his guests.

* The late George Cruikshank writes from 263, Hampstead Road :

—

I had the honour and the pleasure of being personally acquainted with

the late Charles Lever, and I regret that I was only aide to illustrate one of

his works, "Arthur O'Leary," my engagements on " Jack Sheppard," &c. at

that time prevented me from illustrating his other works which he wished

me to have done, but I do not remember ever having any written

correspondence with him, as the MS. or printed matter was placed in my
hands for illustration ; and then I had entirely to deal with the publisher.

Mr. Charles Lever was an author whom I held in high estimation.

George Cruikshank.
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That the success of "O'Lcary" became so marked is

largely due to Hayman's encouragement. Lever on

mumming the editorial reins had recognised in this

a-enial churchman a critic of rare acumen, and assured

him that he had not a reader more ready to sympathise

with the telling hits he so forcibly dealt out to flimsy

literature than himself—adding, with his usual modesty,

that this speech was no small piece of liberality from

a man who grew nothing but mushrooms, and many of

them hard enough to digest.

"Hardly had Lever seated himself in his new home,"

Canon Ilayman writes, " but he must needs have me

with him ; and my memories of Templcogue are most

pleasant. Looking back through the vista of years,

I can hardly pronounce which were happiest (inasmuch

as each had a charm of its own), those quiet evenings

with my friend, Madame and the * leverets,' as I fondly

called them; or seasons, when choicest spirits joined

our company ; or the menagerie feasts, with the pub-

lisher and the general staff of the Magazine. The

establishment was costly; the style of living luxurious;

yet I never saw excess either with host or guests. All

were made happy—innocently happy.

" Biding on horseback was a passion with Lever ; and

never was he in blither spirits than when far away on

the "Wicklow hills, with a friend by his side and his

children around him on their ponies. He kept a dozen

horses, named from his books. ' Pioche ' (vide Tom

Burke) was commonly allotted to me."
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Almost the last now left of that once bright group,

who gathered round Lever at Tcmpleogue, tells, amid

the interruption of bronchial coughs, " We all listened

to some new sally as he poured out from the fulness of

his memory some pleasant adventure or witty saying,

or gave some of his shrewd experiences or humorous

portraitures. In truth, he had great conversational

powers, and prided himself on the possession of them,

and few men knew better their value, or when and how

to use them. These pleasant nodes are well remem-

bered—the beaming face of our host, every muscle

trembling with humour, the light of his merry 03-e, the

smile that expanded his mouth and showed his fine white

teeth, the musical, ringing laugh that stirred every heart,

the finely modulated voice, uttering some witty mot, tell-

ing some droll incident or some strange adventure."

In different memoirs of Lever the name of Sir Samuel

Ferguson has been mentioned among the men of genius

whom he gathered round him on undertaking the

editorship of the Magazine ; but so annoyed was Dr.

Ferguson with him for accepting Thackeray's dedication

of the " Irish Sketch Book "—in which the country

was to some extent travestied—that he declined to

join the Magazine under Lever, and did not care to

meet him.*

* This dedication, it must be confessed, was neatly put, and graciously

accepted. "Allow me to dedicate my little book to a good Irishman, the

hearty charity of whose visionary red coats, some substantial personages in

black might imitate to advantage." Bishop Doyle was the only Irishman

whom Thackeray enthusiastically praised.
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Lever and Thackeray were no doubt intimately asso-

ciated at this time; but it is a mistake to assume

that the "Sketch Book "was in any way inspired by

Lever, though he certainly reviewed it favourably

afterwards.*

Thirty years later, he writes:—"Poor Thackeray was

on a visit with me while I was writing 'Tom Burke.'

He at that time was engaged on his ' Irish Sketch Book,'

and I believe, though we discussed ©very other book

and book writer, neither of us ever by a chance alluded

to what the other was employed on. Nay, I am wrong,

Thackeray once referred to his Irish book. It was in

the drawing-room after dinner, when I had some twelve

or fourteen friends anxious to meet him. ' Can any one

of your friends here,' whispered he, 'cram me on the

subject of the Irish corporation ?
' it was the time of

O'ConnelPs mayoralty—'I must give them a page or

two.'

"
' There's your man,' said I, leading him to Isaac

Butt. 'He is an alderman, and in a question of ' cram'

equal to anything—from the siege of Troy to Donnybrook

Fair.'

"

" My friend Butt did not discredit the reputation I

gave him. Ho invited us both to breakfast for the

following Monday; and for Thackeray's enlightenment

* He poised it, however, on such healthy grounds as Thackeray's con-

demnation of that fulsome taste fur " Lord-worship n too often met with in

Ireland, and of the idle lives the young men of Dublin lead. D. U. M.

vol. XXI. pp. 651-4. Lever's lordly guest at Brussels had taught him a
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and amusement, he got up a debate, which incident-

ally opened the question of the Eepeal of the Union,

and called up the Liberator himself to speak with an

amount of temper and passion, that showed he had

detected the spirit of the discussion, and knew it

to be merely a " field day," got up to amuse the

stranger." *

Lever was a great admirer of Butt, and said that he

was one of the very few lawyers he had known whose

subtlety did not cramp his intellect.

Thackeray made himself very agreeable during his

stay, and was a favourite with the children. A letter

to Lever after his departure said, " Eemember me to your

little people—including Madame."

Major D was one of the friends whom Lever

had assembled to meet Thackeray at Templeogue. He

has supplied us with a very full account of the conver-

sation at dinner, and subsequently—compiled from notes

made at the time—and this valuable document will be

found in our Portfolio. The Major was deputed by

Lever to act as Thackeray's guide. From his careful

* The chief change which struck Lever on arriving in Dublin after his

long exile, -was the substitution of the new corporation headed by O'Connell,

as its first Lord Mayor— for the rampantly Orange body which, among other

displays of partisanship—loved to paint King William's statue in gaudy

party colours. One of his first Magazine Papers (Jan. 1843) declares that

" No clue is left to the absentee of a few years, by which to guide his path,

lie may look in vain even for the old landmarks which he remembered in

boyhood ; for somehow he finds them all in masquerade," and after enume-

rating many changes he expresses amazement when he learns " who are

deemed the fashionable entertainers of the day, at whose boards sit lords

and baronets."

vol. 1. z
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record of intercourse it is clear that the characteristics

of both these popular writers had little in common.

Thackeray's tomahawk fell upon the heads of women;

and their tongues lashed his name in retort. An expres-

sive estimate of Lever is found in the praise which

ladies lavishly bestow on him. Miss Edgeworth de-

clared that she was enchanted by his books; and the

uvnerous, warm-hearted man in reply, said: "Amid

the thousands yon have made better, and wiser, and

happier by your writings, you cannot count one who

feels more proudly the common tic of country with you,

or who more sincerely admires your goodness and your

genius." Miss Mitford, in writing to a friend on July

the 7th, 1843, pronounces "Jack Ilinton" as "charming,"

" O'Donoghue " even better; and she adds, "I think

him one of our best living writers of fiction." * Unlike

Thackeray's all Lever's heroines are full of refinement,

good breediug, and elegance, and seem, indeed, in-

capable of an unworthy thought.

Lever's unruffled good humour is shown in many

ways, including the thorough enjoyment with which he

mod to view the caricature of his style penned soon

after by the great satirist. In the last edition of "Tom

* Lever's friemk should be glad <>f tlii.s criticism. Maginn described

Mary Mitford's literary flowers as sweet smelling, and all of the true English

nil —nut redolent of turfand whiskey like the strong-scented bog-lilies which

others offered. "Mary's ba ket," he adds, " i ' in so neat, so nice,

o trim, so comely—-in a word s<> very English a manner, that il is a perfect

pleasure t" Bee her tripping with it to market." She gracefully took Lever*!

lam. ami Looked up in his face with loving eyes, and sunny mile—a con-

que t ") which to be proud.
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Burke " lie pronounced as " inimitable " tliis burlesque

;

adding how " thoroughly it was relished by the well-

quizzed object of it."

Still better was Thackeray's attempt at Lever's style

of song—the error of supposing " dis " and " dat "

Irishisms notwithstanding.

" You've all heard of Larry O'Toole,

Of the beautiful town of Drumgoole
;

He had but one eye,

To ogle* ye by

—

0, ruurther, but that was ajew'l

!

A fool

He made of de girl?, dis OTooh\

" 'Twas he was the boy didn't fail,

That tuck aown pataties and mail
;

He never would shrink

From any sthrong dthrink,

Was it whiskey or Drogheda ale
;

I'm bail

This Larry would swallow a pail.

" 0, many a night, at the bowl,

With Larry I've sot cheek by jowl

;

He's gone to his rest,

Where there's dthrink of the best,

And so let us give his old sowl

A howl,

Lever, true to the impulses of a gentleman, seemed

to enjoy all this, but those who have read his letters

* "Ogle " was a favourite word with Lever.

" They don't ogle a man

O'er the tipa of their fan."

And in " O'Malley " " he frowns at his rival, lie ogles Ins fair."
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know how hypersensitive he was to any criticism which

aimed to turn the Laugh against himself. Thackeray's

travesty had doubtless due effect in bringing about thai

thorough change in style which we find soon after

inaugurated—much to the since avowed disappoint in cut

of Miss M it ford and others.

Lever repeatedly affirmed that praise was the spur

which solely nerved him to exertion. Under irony he

winced, and it may be said, succumbed. We find no

more books of the " O'Malley " and "Tom Burke"

family, once Thackeray's travesty appeared. After " Phil

Fogarty : a novel by an Eminent Hand," Lever declared

he might shut up shop. Stirring scenes and racy jokes

fell in brisk succession from the mimic " Lorrequer."

A great scene was that when General Picton and Sir

Lowry Cole head the storming parties, while nine

hundred and ninety-nine guns from the batteries open

"withering fire." An army Doctor introduced is made

to say, " Who's going to dance? the ball's begun. Ha!

there goes poor Jack Delamere's head off! The ball

chose a soft one, any how. Come here, Tim, till I mend

your leg. Your wife has need only knit half as many

stockings next year, Doolan, my boy. Faix ! there

goes a big one : had well nigh shut me up ; bedad ! it

miffed the feather off my cocked hat!" Thus, with

eighty-four pounders roaring over us like hail, the un-

daunted Doctor pursued his jokes and his duty. That

lie had a feeling heart, all who served with him knew,

and none more so than Philip Fogarty, the humble
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writer of these confessions. All this was too much for

Lever himself, and henceforth such jokes were mostly

reserved for fireside friends.

In June, 1840, Lever had described himself to Mc-

Glashan as overwhelmed with business, patching up

Peel, Philpotts, Brougham, and Lyndhurst, physicking

half the continent, advising the Prince de Polignac

what to eat, chink, and avoid, and with hardly a

moment for literary work. Some remarks, penned

shortly before his death, go on to say :

—

" Having given up the profession for which I believe

I had some aptitude, to follow the precarious life of a

writer, I suppose I am only admitting what many others

under like circumstances might declare, that I have had

my moments, and more than mere moments of doubt

and misgiving that I made the wiser choice, and bating

the intense pleasure an occasional success has afforded,

I have been led to think that the career I had aban-

doned would have been more rewarding, more safe from

reverses, and less exposed to those variations of public

taste which are the terrors of all who live in the world's

favour."*

* "Harry Lorrequer," twenty-first edition, Preface dated Trieste, 1872.

From time immemorial Letters and Physic have formed no unnatural

alliance—even iEsculapius is represented in mythology as the son of

Apollo. In relinquishing the craft and its gold-headed cane, Lever did not

drop the spectacles of the physician. Through those penetrating lenses he

continued to the end to view humanity around him. In "O'Dowd" he

writes:—"London is a hypertrophied heart; it has almost outgrown its

functions, and has to labour immensely to maintain the circulation ; while

in Paris the life-blood bounds freely along, animating, .stimulating, and

invigorating."
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Elsewhere lie expressed regret that he should have

adopted authorship rather than continue medical practice,

in which he thinks he might have risen to wealth and

eminence, hut it is a question if his choice were not the

better one. He is described by his fellow-students at

the medical schools of Dublin as failing to indicate any

special promise ; and, almost instinctively, we perceive

that a man of the Lorrcqucr type would have had need

to struggle agaiust the temptation to indulge in that

charlatanical finesse to which some of the highest of the

faculty, as their brethren know, have not been above

resorting. Lever was never so thoroughly happy as

when duping the credulous by his practical jokes or

plausible " fibs." We shall not soon forget the chapter,

or the etching, where Lorrcquer is represented " practis-

ing physic," utterly duping the patient as well as de-

ceiving the two physicians with whom he had been in

consultation, while to crown both the joke and the

offence, he pockets his fee with a stiff bow. The disease

under which this patient laboured is stated to have been

" a stay-at-home-with-us " (steatomatous) tumour !

We have seen that a disposition exists amongst men

Describing a snub to a grand duchess, he says : "This mora] turn was a

beneficial alterative after our late repulse ;

:

' and the .small Italian town in

which he lived bo long, it appears, had "a condensed public opinion, like

i spoonful of which i;s equal to a pint of tin- ordinary

decoction ; ami I defy tin- most refractory spirit to brave its judgments or

make light of its dec i

Hifl account of a trip to Killaniey in wet weather states dryly, "You
think of your dropsical integuments, and your atrophied purse." His

remarks on paiBOnitis, or
|

re throat, are full of humour.
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who made medical studies with Lever to decry his

claims to professional status. But we have heard them.

rebuked by senior heads with the remark, that it is

experience alone has ever made the doctor eminent, and

that no case exists on record of one attaining eminence

under the age of forty years. Lever in 1839 was thirty-

three only, and who can tell to what distinction he

might not have risen in a few years more, had he con-

tinued to practise? Certes, Mr. Cusack had good hopes

of him, as Lever's brother-in-law, Mr. Lauder, tells.

Far better that he should have occupied himself as he

did in delightful story-telling, and died worth four thou-

sand pounds only, than roll in a well splashed carriage as

Sir Charles Lever, Bart., realising an enormous fortune

as Physician to the British Embassy and practitioner

general to the public at large. His gains would have

been our losses.
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